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ABSTRACT
——————————————————————————————————
There is substantial research in how science and art theoretically compare,
contrast and aid society, with many projects highlighting the benefits of
working between these disciplines. Despite this, little is documented on the
collaborative process during such projects to highlight the factors influencing
decision making. This lack of knowledge brings great uncertainty to those
considering collaboration between these disciplines which are polarized in
western society. This experimental and practice-based study initially brought
together physics and craft to develop the power and efficiency of solar
lasers, which later developed into an open enquiry to locate collaborative
opportunities between these disciplines. In the first phase, custom Compound
Parabolic Concentrators (CPCs) were developed using craft processing and
scientific characterization to improve the efficiency of a solid state Nd:YAG
solar laser. In the second phase, a Fresnel lens was adopted to concentrate solar
light to process materials for craft purposes. Solar sintering and enamelling
were developed through a series of experiments including a workshop with
professional enamellers. Lastly, grounded theory was developed through
data collected to form a case study on the collaborative process: including
4 focus groups with 11 participants in total, who were collaborators in
the research. The findings in this thesis confirm that there are benefits
to working collaboratively between the physics and craft disciplines as
highlighted in the 54% ±0.1 increase in solar concentration using custom
fabricated CPCs. Additionally, the research demonstrates how knowledge
exchange can develop new processes, namely solar enamelling, which has
broad implications for the sustainable processing of materials. Finally,
the grounded theory created from this research, outlines how individuals
currently collaborate in interdisciplinary projects and offers future direction
for interdisciplinary opportunities between the scientific and creative fields.
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GLOSSARY

TABLE 1: Glossary of Terms: (OED) represents definitions found
from the Oxford English Dictionary.

Start of Table 1

Adsorption
Occurs where individual molecules, atoms or ions
gather on surfaces. The surface of a material is made
up of atoms and bonds that are exposed to the air.[1])

Art

1) Skill; its display, application, or expression. 2)
Senses relating to learning or study. 3) With
modifying word or words denoting skill in a
particular craft, profession, or other sphere of
activity. 4) An acquired ability of any kind; a skill
at doing a specified thing, typically acquired through
study and practice; a knack. 5) As a count noun. Any
of various pursuits or occupations in which creative
or imaginative skill is applied according to aesthetic
principles. (OED)

Collaboration
United labour, co-operation; esp. in literary, artistic,
or scientific work. (OED)

Craft
1) Intellectual power; skill; art. 2) Senses relating
to learning and knowledge. 3) A branch of skilled
work. (OED)

Design
1) A plan conceived in the mind, and related senses.
2) An artistic sketch, and related senses. (OED)

Discipline:
A branch of learning or knowledge; a field of study
or expertise; a subject. Now also a subcategory or
element of a particular subject or field. (OED)

Grounded
Theory:

The discovery of theory from data systematically
obtained from social research. [2]

Interdisciplinary:
Of or pertaining to two or more disciplines or
branches of learning; contributing to or benefiting
from two or more disciplines. (OED)

Jargon
Specialized terminology associated with a particular
disciplinary field or area of activity
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Continuation of Table 1

Multidisciplinary
Combining or involving several academic disciplines
or professional specializations in an approach to a
topic or problem. (OED)

Optics

The branch of physics that deals with the properties
and phenomena of visible light (and by extension
other forms of electromagnetic radiation), sometimes
esp. in relation to sight. (OED)

Photonics

The branch of technology that deals with the
applications of the particle properties of light, esp.
(in later use) applications to the transmission of
information. (OED)

Physics

The branch of science concerned with the nature and
properties of non-living matter and energy, in so far
as they are not dealt with by chemistry or biology;
the science whose subject matter includes mechanics,
heat, light and other radiation, sound, electricity,
magnetism, gravity, the structure of atoms, the
nature of subatomic particles, and the fundamental
laws of the material universe. Also: the physical
properties and phenomena of a thing. (OED)

Practice

1) The carrying out or exercise of a profession, esp.
that of medicine or law. 2) The actual application or
use of an idea, belief, or method, as opposed to the
theory or principles of it. (OED)

Science

1) Paired or contrasted with art. A discipline, field of
study, or activity concerned with theory rather than
method, or requiring the knowledge and systematic
application of principles, rather than relying on
traditional rules, acquired skill, or intuition. (OED)

Transdisciplinary
Relating to more than one branch of knowledge;
interdisciplinary. (OED)
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Continuation of Table 1

Technique

1) The formal or practical aspect of any art,
occupation, or field; manner of execution or
performance with regard to this. Also more
generally: way of doing something. 2) As a
count noun: a particular way of carrying out an
experiment, procedure, or task, esp. in a scientific
discipline or a craft; a technical or scientific method.
Also more generally: a skilful or efficient means of
achieving a purpose; a strategy, a knack. (OED)

Technology

1) The branch of knowledge dealing with the
mechanical arts and applied sciences; the study of
this. 2) The application of such knowledge for
practical purposes, esp. in industry, manufacturing,
etc.; the sphere of activity concerned with this; the
mechanical arts and applied sciences collectively.
3 )The product of such application; technological
knowledge or know-how; a technological process,
method, or technique. Also: machinery, equipment,
etc., developed from the practical application of
scientific and technical knowledge. 4) A particular
practical or industrial art; a branch of the mechanical
arts or applied sciences; a technological discipline.
(OED)

Wicked Problem

Any complex issue which defies complete definition
and for which there can be no final solution; such
problems are not morally wicked, but diabolical in
that they resist the usual attempts to resolve them[3]

End of Table 1



Preface

Thesis Rationale

This research responds to the opportunities identified within the field
of experimental physics and craft for specific disciplinary benefits and
collective, interdisciplinary benefit. This research project was initiated through
identifying the specific limitations of mass-produced optic manufacturing
within the context of research and development. The solar laser research
group in the School of Physics at the University of Dundee, sought custom,
non-imaging optics to aid their research. Collaborating with the Metalworking
Department, the research group invited me, the researcher and silversmith, to
understand the scientific challenges to design a brief to develop the optics at
the necessary specifications. This signifies a niche opportunity where craft has
potential to be involved in an applied physics context to develop technology
and aid solar laser research. This research was necessary in further improving
the efficiency of solar laser science and technology.

Whilst working on the specific optical fabrication brief, an investigation
of scientific apparatus was conducted to identify potential opportunities to
adopt the technology for use in a craft context. This task formed an open
enquiry without a specific desired outcome as there was no guarantee the
equipment would be relevant or in demand in craft practice. Once promising
apparatus, i.e. a Fresnel lens, was identified, data was collected on the process
to inform future users of the technology. This research formed organically
from the original brief to make custom optics and was undertaken as a means
to identify new markets for pre-existing technology, as photonics have been
transferred to the assaying of precious metals for example. The opportunities
created through this area of research were uncertain yet had the potential to
have a specific material processing value or general benefit to craft practice
collectively, and was therefore identified as being important research to
undertake.

Knitting the collaborative nature of this research together were the
interpersonal and interdisciplinary interactions: it became clear during the
research that recording this data would be useful to analyze the collaborative
process to improve upon the process recursively and that this knowledge
would benefit others considering a similar innovative project. The uncertainty
and lack of knowledge in the collaborative process is evident in the absence of
projects connecting physics and craft for collective benefit, with the exception
of astronomy which has developed strong connections with the creative sector
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for public outreach purposes in recent years. Whilst the collaborative progress
made in this area is promising, it does not recognize the benefits of integrating
art, design or craft practice into the fundamental methods of the research or
project, but rather is treated as an add-on, after the research has concluded. To
date, the opportunities and collaborative process are not well documented and
therefore pose a significant risk to academic researchers and industry partners,
who have marketing case studies of past projects to inform their decision
making which are limited in terms of scope. This thesis has created a case
study of the research conducted herein to document the purpose, approach
and influences on collaboration for interdisciplinary project solutions. This
research is essential to forming a basis upon which individuals considering
such projects can have an awareness of the complexity in managing these
highly specialized and innovative projects. This knowledge will assist in
identifying collaborative opportunity and mitigate risk through designing
suitable project briefs that account for the unique collaborative practice that
will be necessary to meet their desired project outcomes. The research from
each chapter contributes towards the broader enquiry to find where the place
for collaboration is between the fields of physics and craft: whether a literal
location, a mindset, between people or something else entirely.
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Researcher Profile

After graduating from The Glasgow School of Art in Silversmithing and
Jewellery Design in 2015, I completed an 11-month residential course at
Bishopsland, South Oxfordshire in traditional silversmithing. Since then
I have learnt from master craftspeople across the UK and settled into my
Glasgow studio to make full-time till I began this doctoral research in January
2018.

My silver designs are inspired by photonics, optics and tools built to
explore outer-space (See Figures 1 - 7 ). Before this research project, I had an
outside-view of science and felt this research project was a unique opportunity
to gain a new perspective. Working to high ethical making standards in my
business, the opportunity to apply my hand-skills to aid a form of renewable
energy fulfilled my desire to diversify my skill-set and breadth of knowledge.

I therefore began this research as a silversmith and designer with a keen
interest in better understanding the physical sciences, looking to explore the
two approaches for innovative solutions.

FIGURE 1: Molecular Cloud Brooch, 2014.
Sterling Silver, Sapphires, Lens, Steel pin
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FIGURE 2: Gravitational Pull Goblet, 2015.
Recycled Sterling Silver, Silver Gilt

FIGURE 3: Infinity Bowl Detail, 2015.
Recycled Sterling Silver, Recycled 18ct Gold, Silver Gilt
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FIGURE 4: Infinity Bowl, 2015.
Recycled Sterling Silver, Recycled 18ct Gold, Silver Gilt

FIGURE 5: Gravitational Caddy Spoon, 2016.
Recycled Sterling Silver, Recycled 9ct Gold, Silver Gilt
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FIGURE 6: Transmissive Vase, 2017/18.
Recycled Sterling Silver

FIGURE 7: Solar Wildcat and Lunar Unicorn Beakers, 2019/21.
Recycled Sterling Silver
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EPSRC Data Accessibility Statement

Repository
The data created during this research is accessible via the University of
Dundee digital ’Discovery’ repository for research and will be securely
preserved for a minimum of 10 years from the date that any researcher
‘privileged access’ period expires or, if others have accessed the data, from
last date on which access to the data was requested by a third party. All data
that can be made publicly available has been done so, with the exception
of identifiable interview transcripts and participant consent forms. Instead,
pseudonymised transcripts with identifiable data redacted have been made
publicly available. For any restricted data, the metadata gives the reason and
summarises the conditions which must be satisfied for access to be granted.
The University of Dundee ensure that effective data curation is provided
throughout the full data lifecycle.

See Appendix A for more details.
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Covid-19 Research Impact Statement

Impact
A SUPA funded, 5-week short term visit to Foundation OBRAS, Portugal
residency was cancelled with no opportunity to reschedule. This led to the
inability to conduct field tests of the solid-state Nd:YAG solar laser (Chapter
2). Additionally, no refinement of solar craft techniques in consistent and ideal
weather conditions was possible (Chapter 3). Scottish weather is unreliable
to conduct this research and social distancing and travel restrictions led
to the inability to execute these activities. Furthermore, the uncertainty of
sufficient access to facilities meant it was not logical to undertake a third
study that was experimental physics based. This practice-based research was
impacted by the inability, uncertainty and difficulty in accessing university
laboratories, workshops and the researcher’s personal workshop. This led to
delays in conducting the CPC characterisation in laboratory conditions, likely
impacting the optical quality of the components due to corrosion. As the CPC
testing was undertaken in 2021 at the end of the doctoral research timescale,
it was not possible to respond to issues when testing. Challenges in ordering
products to the university when off-campus working was encouraged meant
that products such as evaporation deposition materials were not ordered.
There was a limited ability to interact with the physics and craft communities
at in-person events, to informally talk through research and gather ’on the
ground’ views on disciplinary and interdisciplinary practice generally, which
till the pandemic, played an important role in informing the approach to the
research project.

Research Adaptations
To minimise the negative impacts of the restrictions on the research imposed
by Covid-19, a series of adaptations were made. Firstly, regarding Chapter 2,
approval to access the laboratory for experiments was granted to complete
this research. From this data and research previously conducted within the
research group, it was possible to calculate laser performance predictions as
an indication of what field testing may yield. Secondly, regarding Chapter
3, a ’Remote Solar Enamel Workshop’ was designed and approved to gather
more data. It became key to focus on working with what had been made
before mid-2020 as the weather was not favourable in late 2020 to mid-2021 to
conduct more solar craft tests. The Chapter therefore aimed to demonstrate
possible outcomes through a series of samples rather than refined outcomes.
Thirdly regarding Chapter 4, this study was developed instead of a third
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practice-based project to adapt to circumstantial restrictions. Building on from
a series of focus group interviews conducted in late 2019, impartial views
were gathered through unstructured interviews for comparative analysis
to explore where the ’place’ for collaboration is between physics and craft.
The researcher’s observations combined with literature, builds a map for the
collaborative landscape within this research context. The overall design of this
doctoral research has been impacted significantly and adapted accordingly to
develop a case study that explores opportunities in interdisciplinary practice
between scientific and creative expertise.
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Chapter 1

Contextualizing Collaborative
Opportunity Between Physics and
Craft

1.1 Introduction

This chapter forms a foundation of understanding through defining terms,
studying literature between scientific and creative fields and informs the
reader of the lens through which to view this environment. Then the intended
outcomes from the investigation into interdisciplinary practice in physics and
craft are outlined. Lastly, the thesis structure is examined. Within this chapter
there are five sections: 1. the thesis summary; 2. key terms are defined; 3.
a study of contextual literature 4. intended research outcomes and; 5. the
thesis structure and varied academic writing style is outlined. This chapter
is not intended to contribute towards abstract discussion about how art and
science interact in theory, but instead aims to take a practical approach towards
collectively solving problems using applied, relevant expertise. This chapter
is critical to fully understand the context within which the research in the
following chapters has been conducted.



Chapter 1. Contextualizing Collaborative Opportunity

1.2 Thesis Summary

Lack of knowledge of the collaborative process between scientific and creative
fields prompted this thesis rationale which explores where the ‘place’ for
interdisciplinarity is between these fields. This enquiry is pursued through
two experimental phases of research and a third phase which develops
a case study using sociological methods, to create a grounded theory for
interdisciplinary collaborators. The work undertaken was documented,
analysed and evaluated during the collaborative process, which is rarely
undertaken in this context due to the interdisciplinary knowledge and
time required. A profile of the researcher is outlined as observations made
throughout the research will inherently be from their perspective. Intended
research outcomes and the thesis structure are explained in their design to
complement each project individually and to contribute towards the overall
research rationale.

Chapter 2 demonstrates the integration of craft practice in photonics to
improve the efficiency of a solid state Nd:YAG solar laser by developing
custom Compound Parabolic Concentrators (CPCs). The methods adopted
combine craft processing with scientific characterization to develop an array of
non-imaging optics of different efficiencies and price points to compare to the
industry standard. Laboratory experiments of the custom CPCs represented
a light increase by a factor of 1.54 ±0.14. Theoretical laser predictions found
an increase in output power by a factor of 1.91. This resulted in a power
efficiency of 52.6W/m2 which surpasses the previous record of 31.5W/m2[4].
Comparatively, the CPCs developed outperformed the industry standard
for custom optics by 8.45%. These results indicate that employing craft
processes to fabricate custom optics can compete with industry standards in
performance and fill a gap within the context of research and development
where custom optics are not available off-the-shelf and are expensive to
fabricate with industry standard manufacturing processes. New tooling
techniques for custom optics on the millimetre-scale and the improved
efficiency of the University of Dundee solar laser system, through employing
custom CPCs demonstrate the original knowledge created in this chapter.

Chapter 3 further establishes the benefits of knowledge exchange between
craft and optics through exploring solar concentration for sustainable material
processing. A series of material experiments, including a ‘Sand Map of
Scotland’ and a remote ‘Solar Enameling Workshop’ with professional
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enamellers built technical data around using Fresnel lens optics in outdoor
craft practice. The experiments were analyzed regarding what did and did
not work technically and through evaluating the user experience. Developing
sustainable alternatives to heat matter is relevant in geographical areas
with ample sunlight, and material processing with a Fresnel lens has the
adaptability to be digitized to suit bespoke objectives. This form of material
processing offers a cost-effective alternative to those who do not have access
to expensive equipment and this technology can be transferred to other areas
for sustainable material processing, which is becoming increasingly relevant
to society as a whole. This study contextualises the research of Markus Kayser
through the development of the ’Sand Map of Scotland’: emphasising the
importance of ’place’ through geological narratives. Solar enamelling was
tested as a viable alternative to kiln firing, which was a new contribution in
discovering methods of altering materials using clean energy sources.

Chapter 4 identifies factors that influence collaboration between craft and
physics practice to ascertain where the place for interdisciplinary collaboration
is in the context of this study. Here the collaborative work between these
disciplines is thematically analyzed through literature and primary data
including the researcher’s observations, an exhibition of the research midway
through where focus groups were held with eleven collaborators involved
in the projects, and unstructured interviews with six experts who work
collaboratively across disciplines. Grounded theory was developed from the
data gathered which is discussed and summarized. The findings emphasize
that interdisciplinary projects are created when a single discipline is unable
to provide desirable outcomes, it takes time to form relationships and
barriers exist to access and engage with other areas of expertise. Despite this,
collaborators are determined and motivated by the personal and collective
rewards interdisciplinary collaboration offers. The conclusions made here
serve as a useful starting point to inform those interested in initiating a similar
collaborative project which requires skill and knowledge outside one’s own
specialized discipline. This case-study exposes the process of negotiation
and demystifies how people collaborate in an interdisciplinary context, not
something normally documented. The analysis and theory derived from this
case study offers a unique way to inform how to work across disciplines, not
before documented in a physics/craft context.
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Chapter 5 concludes that this research identifies opportunities created through
developing a holistic practice for interdisciplinary projects: adopting relevant
methodology, adapting expertise and communication between collaborators to
collectively achieve the desired outcome. The phases of research undertaken
build a case study that is testament to the benefits of collaborative practice:
from increasing the efficiency of a solar laser through custom optics,
to developing sustainable material processing practice - with a focus on
enamelling. This thesis acts as a case study within craft and physics to reflect
on the sociological aspects that inform different forms of collaboration between
these fields. The research indicated that the ‘place’ for collaboration is seated
within the mindset of collaborators, shared motivations between collaborator
and in the physical space created for the activity. Exposing an effective
collaborative strategy between juxtaposed specialisms will start to unpick
the uncertainty that prevents interdisciplinary practice from being a common
occurrence. The whole thesis as a case-study advocates for collaboration
between physics and craft that can lead to various interesting outcomes, and
how this activity can lead toward addressing UN Sustainable Development
Goals in a more meaningful way. This research shows the strengths in taking
a holistic approach but is not directly compared with other approaches.

1.3 Defining Key Terms

This thesis ranges across many subjects and as a result I have included
key terms used throughout the text in the Glossary, found in Section 1, to
ensure my meaning is explicit. I would recommend referring back to these
definitions as necessary, particularly when reading chapter 4, where these are
investigated further. In addition to terminology, I wish to make clear the
important distinctions in word choice. Firstly, it is important to understand
the types of disciplinary activity to grasp the research interactions conducted
during this study. The following terms are based on definitions outlined
by the Design Council (UK)[5], in relevant articles published in science and
engineering journals[6, 7] and The Oxford English dictionary[8] to offer a
broad perspective. In this thesis ‘disciplinary’ work refers to working within
one area of expertise, e.g. the study of gravity. ‘Interdisciplinary’ work
refers to the interaction between two or more disciplines, e.g. gravitational
theorists and artists working together to imagine, investigate and further
our knowledge and understanding of the phenomenon through a blending
of methodology for shared outcomes. There are two additional terms
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used in this thesis to define the nature of the work undertaken: namely
‘multidisciplinary’ and ‘transdisciplinary’. In this thesis, multidisciplinary
work is considered to be drawing on knowledge and skills from more than
one discipline to inform a project, without the intent to have these disciplines
interact in the process (there is not a collaboration between disciplinary experts
in the activity). For example, for a scientist to commission an artist to
create an artwork inspired by gravity, in a transactional manner where the
artist is simply supplying a product or their expertise as an ’add-on’ to the
scientist’s research. Transdisciplinary work inherently transcends traditional
disciplinary boundaries, in order to combine relevant knowledge and skills.
For example, the UK Science Centres work with scientists in academia,
industry, government and creative teams to translate research into layman’s
terms to educate various public audiences, e.g. to convey the importance
and of how gravitational theory and other physical sciences relate to modern
society. Below in Figure 1.1 are visualisations of the disciplinary structures and
interactions. These types of practice are not mutually exclusive: more than one
type of inter- multi- trans- and disciplinary can be present within a research
activity.

FIGURE 1.1: Disciplinary Structures

In the context of this research, ’collaboration’ is a process involving more than
one person to make an output in a direct or indirect manner. Collaborations
can be disciplinary, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary.
Here collaboration is considered different to ’co-creation’: which is concerned
with more than one person creating something new together. This research
does not claim to have co-created any outputs, but instead I have collaborated
with various people to gain knowledge or access to skilled expertise, to
benefit the research aims of my project. The collaborative activity has not
necessarily been that collaborators are working toward the same goal: as in
the case with co-creation. Collaboration is expanded on further in Section 4.2.1.

Secondly, generalisations will be deliberately made at times with the intent of
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encompassing a range of specialists to avoid discrimination. Often ‘scientists’
and ‘creatives’ refer to those who identify to work predominantly within the
scientific or creative industries. This is not to imply that scientists cannot be
creative, or creatives cannot offer up products of scientific value. The word
‘scientists’ will likely be adopted to generalise those working to scientific
principles and ‘creatives’ to refer to those who practice the arts, design and
craft. The word ‘Physics’ is often employed to encompass scientific theory,
methods, experiments and technology used in this research and ‘Craft’ as an
umbrella term for the hand skill, design thinking, aesthetics and processes.
This is to avoid listing each specialism when referring to the sub-disciplines
collectively: e.g. stating Physics, instead of listing optics, photonics and
metrology.

Lastly, as this research is working across disciplines, the activities undertaken
are not binary and inherently challenge how to define or generalise things.
There are also areas where it can be difficult to use written language to
communicate: where words in the borderlands between disciplinary areas can
be lacking. I aim to be precise in my choice of words or analogies to the best of
my ability to articulate my intended meaning, but am aware I will likely have
oversights. The text will be explicit if deviating from the patterns outlined
above and I ask for the reader’s discretion as the text navigates through a
changing and complex environment.

1.4 Contextual Literature Study

1.4.1 Defining Science, Art and Technology Interactions

Defining the nature of science has been complex over the course of history.
Physicists such as Thales of Miletus, Isaac Newton and James Clerk
Maxwell proved scientific theory through hypothetic examples: imagination,
probability and relativity combined with innovative design and repurposing
equipment in experimental physics to discover novel science. Polymaths
Archimedes and Leonardo da Vinci blur the lines between science - known
as the natural arts at the time - art and other subjects to pursue their enquiries.
The term ‘scientist’ is neology by philosopher William Whewell, created in
1834 [9]. Despite the gradual splitting of science from the arts over time, there
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is still an association between art and science in relation to creativity. Wolpert
sought to define the difference in creativity between the disciplines and states,

‘Differences between creativity in the arts and science reflect some
of the important differences between the two. Creativity in the
arts is characteristically intensely personal and reflects both the
feelings and the ideas of the artist. By contrast, scientific creativity
is always constrained by self-consistency, by trying to understand
nature and by what is already known. . . Moreover, the scientists’
‘creations’ ultimately become assimilated into public knowledge
as in textbooks, and their contributions are, with rare exceptions,
ultimately anonymous. With artists it is the original creation
that is all important. Even more significant is the nature of
what is created. A work of art is capable of many readings,
or multiple interpretations, whereas scientific discoveries have a
strictly defined meaning. Again, artistic creations may have strong
moral overtones, whereas science, in principle is value-free. In
addition to being personal, artistic creations are about singular,
often internal, experiences, whereas scientists strive for generality
and are interested, for example, in ideas that apply to all cells rather
than just to particular ones. Whatever the scientists’ feelings, or
style, while working, these are purged from the final work. Finally,
there are objective and shared criteria for judging scientific work,
whereas there are numerous interpretations for artistic creations
and no sure way of judging them. Given all these differences,
one should treat claims for similarity between scientific and artistic
creativity with deep suspicion.’[10]

The abstract debate around the connections between art and science is
complex and nuanced: many acknowledge that there are styles in science
and that scientific creativity is diverse. Physicists and mathematicians alike
appreciate the scientific beauty of the Fibonacci sequence or a simplistic
equation, such as E=mc2 to explain Albert Einstein’s theory of relativity.

There is also a common muddling between science and technology which
again impacts how we define the nature of science. To outline the key
distinction: science produces ideas, whereas technology is the practical
application of science. Technology is a practical or mechanical art to
solve problems, which developed crafts such as metalworking, agriculture
and engineering. These technologies contributed towards our ability to
make tools and shape our environment. It was not until the nineteenth
century when science had an impact on technology aiding with electric
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power for example. From as early as 3500BCE, metalworking relied on
experience and learning from mistakes; a practical craft based on common
sense, which produced highly competent results in alloying metals and other
techniques[10]. Inventions like eyeglasses and the telescope, as Galileo Galilei
acknowledged, are unlikely to have developed through scientific means, and
comments:

‘We are certain the first inventor of the telescope was a simple
spectacle maker who, handling by chance different forms of glasses,
looked, also by chance, through two of them, one convex, one
concave, held at different distances from the eye; saw and noted
the unexpected result; and thus found the instrument. On the
other hand, I, on the simple information of the effect obtained,
discovered the same instrument, not by chance, but by the way of
pure reasoning’[11]

Galileo Galilei gained tacit knowledge through developing glass forms
without applying optical theory, but pursuing material craft for technological
refinement, resulting in scientific advancement. Similarly, the ‘brilliant cut’
named by Marcel Tolkowsky, in 1914 outlined the ideal dimensions to facet
a round diamond to, which was generally accepted as the optimal lapidary
cut (gemstone cutting) despite having no mathematical proof of its optical
geometry[12]. Tolkowsky established the accepted cutting angles for pavilions
at 41° and crowns at 34°, now known as the early brilliant-cut. Gerald Wykoff
later developed the ‘universal angle set’ for almost any transparent crystal
with cutting angles for pavilions at 42° and crowns at 36° based on ray-trace
analysis and demonstrated the validity of these angles through scientific
analysis of the mathematics of the rainbow and its display of colours to the
viewer from the 42° anti-solar position[13]. The approach between Tolkowsky
and Wykoff highlights the point Wolpert made earlier about the author being
biased and the outcome being for a singular experience, against a process
based on the science of geometric optics that offers a general outcome for
lapidary development. Additionally it highlights how a ’trail-and-error’
craft approach can come very close to the scientific optimum without using
metrology. Both the telescope and lapidary examples emphasise the transition
from 1) an inventive state to 2) developing a systematic practice to achieve
desired results to 3) attaining a high level of understanding over the scientific
theory and technological artefact.
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FIGURE 1.2: Brilliant Cut Geometric Design. Image Credit:[14]

Science is inherently limited by technology as it relies on available apparatus
and the ideas that may stem from technology. To further emphasise, the final
product of science is an idea or information; the final product of technology is
an artefact that can be patented and commercialized[10]. Technology is largely
driven by the marketplace or prior technological advancements creating a
demand. As science is about creating ideas in an open environment, this
inventive activity tends to be measured in relation to the value of scientific
contribution. Photonics, defined as a branch of technology that deals with the
applications of the particle properties of light, is an example of how science has
informed technology. ‘Einstein’s coefficients’, developed the theoretical basis
for the laser in 1917 and it was not till the 1960s till the first successful laser
was built, after quantum mechanics had advanced considerably to inform the
process[15]. From this point, photonics has accelerated at pace: within the
first decade laser beams were developed spanning the range from infrared
to ultraviolet, and to date have many commercial applications including
in optic communication systems, environmental monitoring, security and
defence, manufacture and quantum applications. The technology has led to
the discovery of more scientific phenomena such as frequency mixing, yet
scientists still strive to better characterize the properties of light[16].

In the diamond trade today, laser technologies are implemented into the
planning and cutting of the rough material: to ensure the process is more
economic and safer than planning the cut by the human eye alone and
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cutting with a fine saw which is a slower process and incurs a higher risk
of breaking the diamond [17]. Furthermore, lasers have been used to mark
diamonds on the surface[18] and by nanomarking diamonds within the
crystal lattice across the diamond, as a means to identify the origins of
diamonds in the global market [19]. The silver industry has also significantly
benefited from technological developments since lasers entered the jewellery
manufacturing process. Hallmarking at The Goldsmiths’ Company Assay
Office, London, has invested heavily in X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy
to assay items, laser marking to apply hallmarks and a fibre optic laser to
manufacture the precise punches for traditional hand-punched hallmarking,
to improve customer experience as items are assayed to higher accuracy
and with reduced risk of damage[20]. Laser welding, cutting, Selective
Laser Sintering (SLS) and Selective Laser Melting (SLM) technologies have
enabled jewellers to repair antique items, fabricate products impossible by
traditional means and can make certain designs commercially viable that
were not beforehand[21]. This is an interesting intersection between applied
physics technologies and a craft industry traditionally based on ‘common
sense’. Artistic applications of this technology include the research of Sarah
Silve, who explored laser forming sheet metal for the purposes of a creative
silversmith[22] and Ann-Marie Carey, who investigated laser technology for
aesthetic surface ornamentation[23]. Additionally, Sarah O’Hana completed
research in laser processing on titanium for contemporary jewellery[24].
Whilst these research projects are personal and ‘self-serving’ by comparison
to a scientific endeavour, the outcomes of this work can inform the demand
for technological development and informs future engagements with the
technology based on their contribution to tacit-knowledge learnt through
trial-and-error. Subsequently, these case studies offer bespoke information,
beyond what one might find in the user manual for the equipment they
experimented with; innovations[25].

Craft; synonymous with intellectual power and skilled work, can be an
ambiguous term referring to luxury brands, home hobbies and food. Till
this point in the review, it has been mentioned traditionally as a process of
trial-and-error, developing a common-sense approach to develop technologies
such as metalworking. Craft is often segmented into material-based
disciplines such as textiles, glass, ceramics and metals. Craft can also refer
to a process that has not changed for centuries like willow weaving, or to
cutting-edge digitized processes such as 3D printing[26]. Craft outcomes
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can be functional and/or aesthetic artefacts that are emotive and educational
through sharing the narratives of the designer/maker. Whilst craft has been
in the living domain for centuries; in primitive forms such as nest or shelter
building, we are now exploring robotic mass-production processes and
artificial intelligence’s interaction with the subject, which further challenges
the identity of craft as it stands[27].

Defining ’craft’ has proven complex within recent discourse: craft critics
have diverse and contradictory views on the matter. In Yuko Kikuchi’s paper,
The craft debate at the crossroads of global visual culture, ’essential craft issues’
are outlined as common across Anglo-American and Japanese craft despite
there being areas of convergence and divergence. These issues are: Material;
Function; Skill hand; The avante-garde versus craftsmanship; The totality of
the body experience - haptic; Gender, Class, Race, Professionalism and lastly,
Decoration[28]. Furthermore, Sally J. Markowitz suggests elitist values of
white men have shaped our understanding of the arts and crafts, and a key
distinction when comparing craft objects to art objects is that the aesthetic
qualities of a craft object are experienced through the function: wearing the
jewellery or using the thrown mug for example, rather than from viewing
the object alone[29]. Markowitz posits that it is normative dualism that
influences how we define art from craft and value art over craft due to a
series of micro-judgements grounded in how we historically and still value
engaging with matters of the mind and contemplation over physicality and
the everyday. Shifting the focus from ’craft’ to the ’craftsperson’, Glenn
Adamson advocates for the craftsperson as being someone investing the time
into a physical engagement: carpenters and musicians practicing for at least
10,000 hours to become a master of their craft[30], which heavily emphasised
the ’essential issue’ of material manipulation.

Adamson poses in their book, The Invention of Craft[30], that Craft is a
recent invention; which could only be defined in contrast to the modern
experimental scientific method developed during the Scientific Revolution.
Modern scientific methodology was developed during the sixteenth
and seventeenth-centuries by the aforementioned Galileo Galilei before
eighteenth-century philosophers including Francis Bacon (considered the
father of empiricism) readily adopted these systematic methods. Breaking
away from historical scientific methods which questioned ’why’, the modern
scientific method instead asked ’how’: through abstract reasoning, gathering
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quantitative information to inform theory, to use an objective view and
through implementing the experimental scientific method[31, 32]. The
objective view involves separating scientist from the subject: terminology
such as ’globe’ emerged, as a means to objectify and separate scientist
from subject, in this case Earth; our home[32]. Whilst there is variation
of method depending on the context, the experimental Scientific Method
generally involves: 1) making an observation, 2) forming a hypothesis, 3)
making a prediction of experimental results, 4) conducting an experiment
and lastly, 5) analyzing and reporting the experimental results. This can be
a recursive process till the subject/function being observed is characterised
and understood by objectively agreed measurements[33]. In reality, the
scientific method is often an iterative process rather than a closed cycle. Often
defined in opposition with the scientific method and industrial revolution,
craft methods do not necessarily conform to this prescriptive system and
instead are usually concerned with matters of the ’head, heart and hands’,
a philosophy which guided designers like William Morris during the Arts
and Crafts movement[34], which valued personal experience, thought and
qualities that cannot be easily measured with scientific instrumentation.

Defining craft methodology again is fraught with complex ambiguity. Tacit
knowledge, referred to as ’know-how’ or ’sensitivity to material’ is difficult
to objectively define or measure, yet there are some generally agreed themes
in different craft methods which have been made explicit by those striving
to define the field. Professor Trevor Marchand investigates the diverse range
of problem solving skills a craftsperson employs through craftwork in their
book, ’Craftwork through Problem Solving’[35] and outlines the polythetic
nature of craft before suggesting their own list of over twenty attributes that
may be associated with the craft in an open-ended way. Marchand suggests
those within the craft community may associate their methods with all or
a selection of these attributes. These attributes are another framework to
work with in defining craft methods, similar to Kikuchi’s key themes aid
defining Craft[28]. Richard Sennett [36] also advocates for craftsmanship in
any traditional or digital activity: a process of embedding quality into the
making of anything, and defines ’craft’ as being the quality that is built up
in the act of craftsmanship, which can be identified objectively after the fact.
Both Marchand and Sennett note the practice of moving through mistakes
or problems, toward a practice that is more harmonious: but note there is
no single ’right way’ of arriving at the end. This process is non-formulaic
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and relies on ’resistance’: problems to make the craftsperson reconsider
their practice: material, technique, function etc. which continually occur
throughout the process. Sacha Kagan advocates for the importance of art (and
craft) in modern society, as a means to consider alternative ways of thinking
and doing in contract to the scientific method. Specifically, Kagan identifies
the value in art methodology for being embedded within Earth’s ecosystem:
working more sustainably with people and environment than the current
scientific methods of separating the subject and methods from their natural
context, to enable the observation of the ’machine’[32].

Industrialization has had a considerable impact on craft processing: from
highly skilled pantograph workers being replaced by the fibre optic laser to
manufacture hallmarking punches, to mass-produced shoes, homewares and
printed materials no longer relying on the skills of the operator. Craft and
technology have a complex relationship as outlined in ‘The Case for Working
with your Hands’ by Matthew Crawford. Crawford emphasises that whilst
there has been a strong push to automate operations and remove the ability to
adapt or repair products by replacing skilled workers with unskilled workers
for lower pay, the interface we engage with now in our cars for example,
has the illusion of autonomy, yet we are separated now more than ever from
developing empathy with how our possessions function. Crawford reasons
the importance of material culture for the consumer - in addition to the
producer - is to enable agency over our environment[37]. Moreover, Sennett
adds the difference between craft and innovation in this context: that craft is
slow to achieve, is an additive skill and a collective activity within a (often
cross generational) community. Innovation is fast and new, commercial and
will quickly become obsolete (due to the next new innovation) and involves
innovators working alone to preserve their intellectual property. Craft is also
not inherently creative (individualistic) work (Sennett suggests this is ’Art’):
it is concerned with the quality of doing something, which is a methodology
which can be adopted by any discipline[36]. As raised by Kagan, each method
has an impact on the surrounding ecosystem.

Above, broad scientific and craft methodology definitions have been outlined,
yet these are not necessarily separate or more-so, in opposition of one another,
as noted in polarising language often used between art and science fields[32].
These methods can and are combined and used across disciplines, as this
thesis will demonstrate.
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Looking more objectively, it is clear that as we continue to technologically
advance, white-collar jobs and even the role of a doctor might be replaced
by robotics and artificial intelligence. Trades like joinery and bespoke crafts
will be difficult to replace by comparison. Outside the arts, craftsmanship
is key to the surgeons’ ability to develop strong hand-eye coordination
and precision[38] whilst astronauts’ need hand dexterity to be able to fix
mechanical issues that occur as they cannot simply call up a specialist in
outer-space. Aristotle defines the difference between ’constructive’ craft
and the ‘stochastic’ craft of the doctor or repairman: stochastic crafts fix
things they did not make themselves; is compatible with failure and is never
known in an absolute way; they can simply promote healing and repair[39].
The craft of a builder, metalworker or mathematician is constructive, each
component understood and carefully placed to their needs. This idea of craft
challenges Wolpert’s distinction between creativity in the arts and science
as Aristotle and Crawford suggest that within the constructive crafts the
process is limited by how we understand the world around us, limited by
our own biases, to the contrary of science being entirely objective. It could
be argued that the definition of science is a framework to aspire to rather
than a realistic representation of scientific work. Mark Wheeler highlights
that as we strive to understand what is, we can accurately measure with
tools, or by simply accepting what is: which both involve trusting the
accuracy of those who conducted the measurements, as this process relies
on people who are biased in what they seek from data[40]. Yet Wheeler
acknowledges that we have the capacity to create dialogue within this space
between individuals and communities. Scientific ideas and creative designs
both rely on the workmanship of the individuals making the technology
and artefact: the tools they have at their disposal, their attention to the
brief, their tacit knowledge with the materials, process and the desire to
produce an outcome fit for purpose. Pye distinguishes workmanship into two
categories: the ‘workmanship of certainty’ where the quality of the outcome
is predetermined, as seen in mass-production, and the ‘workmanship of risk’
which depends on judgement, dexterity and care[41]. The deliberate misuse
of technology and material craft are necessary for innovation through craft.

It is clear that science, art, technology and craft interact in the abstract
context: whilst technology has developed incredible artefacts like the
telescope without the application of scientific theory, we are increasingly
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reliant on science to inform technology, particularly in the area of photonics.
This science has revolutionized manufacturing processes that inform the crafts
in recent years. The question herein lies that in what context is it relevant for
these disciplines to interact for innovative purposes? Furthering Wheeler’s
comments: do we have the capacity to create dialogue within this space
between individuals and communities to create a place for interdisciplinary
thinking and doing?

1.4.2 Interdisciplinary Interactions to Develop Technology

This section of the review outlines the interactions necessary to develop
technological innovations and sustainable outcomes. Firstly, we shall
distinguish two types of problems. ‘Tame’ problems are easily defined and
measurable regardless of whether the problem is solved or not. ‘Wicked’
problems are socially complex, hard to measure and can be improved upon
but not solved[42]. For example, we have been successful in solving many
tame problems, like generating enough electricity to power 1000 houses,
yet find it more challenging to address ’wicked’ problems like powering a
town if the communities are against the proposed plan. This is no longer a
scientific or technological issue, but instead a political and social one. ’Wicked’
problems are unable to be addressed with compartmentalised scientific and
professional knowledge, where responsibilities are divided between sectors.
This lack of collaboration has led to an ‘applicability gap’ where problems
are not considered holistically, which highlights a demand for disciplines to
collectively empathise and work together to generate interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary enquiry[3]. In Scotland, art and design colleges merged with
universities from the 1990s: whilst this was a strategy to cost cut, the transition
offered an opportunity to open institutional barriers and collaborate between
disciplines to reduce the aforementioned applicability gap. ’Wicked’ problems
was neology created by Rittel and Webber to define the changing problems
we face in the context of social planning, which Buchanan later connected
to design which has heavily influenced recent design thinking methods
to tackle such challenges[43]. ’Wicked’ problems are also alternatively
known as ’Grand Challenges’ within the scientific and UK research funding
communities. The use of these parallel terms in different sectors suggests that
connecting different areas of expertise is being considered and adopted to
tackle problems or challenges one discipline alone cannot address.

Secondly, employing relevant scientific and professional knowledge to
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tackle the identified problem can take many forms. It could be a single
polymath with the capacity to interact with the problem from a variety of
perspectives, to a physicist that takes up drawing to capture what they
observe through the telescopic lens[44], to an artist who learns about particle
physics to engage with the research conducted at CERN[45]. It could also be
a handful of specialists who consult back to an individual who then blends
their findings into a single strategy. There is no defined system to follow:
the capacity in which people interact between disciplines is bespoke to the
unique problem and individuals involved; it is not formulaic[46]. It is key
to have a clear appreciation of what the problem is to be able to form a plan
and team relevant to the brief. Thirdly, the individual’s ‘appeal’ (desire and
personal motivations) to tackle the problem is essential. This cycles back to
the ‘workmanship of risk’ concept, where the outcome is reliant on human
judgement, dexterity and care. The applicability to share truths: to balance
ethics with the applied sciences, craft, interpersonal and interdisciplinary
challenges to generate a suitable technological outcome[3].

1.4.3 State of Collaborative Interactions: Pedagogy & Practice

There appear to be two general approaches to innovation through disciplinary
knowledge exchange: 1. where disciplines are connected generally, usually
in an academic setting and; 2. where disciplines are connected specifically,
usually to solve an identified challenge, ’tame’ or ‘wicked’ problem.
The first approach, with a focus on pedagogy, involves a general exploration
and integration of thinking and doing around disciplinary enquiry. This
can come in the form of STEAM activities in schools, higher education
and in organizations such as the Science Gallery[47] in Dublin, Ireland or
the Artiscience Library[48] in Edinburgh, Scotland; creating opportunities
or neutral space to develop a dialogue between disciplines and shared
societal or technological challenges. The discussion here risks abstraction
and applicability to societal demands. It is important however to outline the
possibility that the second approach relies upon the presence of this activity,
however abstract. This approach can also feature the accumulation of the
outcomes from the second approach, as a means to offer case studies to the
general or abstract discussion.

The second approach solves specific problems through multidisciplinary,
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interdisciplinary or trans-disciplinary interactions. To clarify, disciplines are
united by a common goal and work together in order to tackle the issue or
’borrow’ relevant practice from other disciplines where relevant. For example,
developing scientific glassblowing to fabricate apparatus such as the ‘Crookes
tube’ for physicists in the 19th century to discover scientific phenomenon
like cathode rays (strings of electrons)[49]. This outlines the collaboration of
physicists and craftspeople to develop technology that will benefit science
and in turn transform our society. The perspective of this approach is more
specific, often tangible and with a clear brief and goal that is formed on
respect for the contribution each specialist offers to the project. More recent
examples of craft aiding science can be found in the work of Matt Durran[50]
who collaborated with life sciences to develop glass noses in the interest of
health. Refractory metal practitioner James Brent Ward has also collaborated
in this field to develop titanium plates for complex cranial surgery in the
interest of over two thousand implant recipients[51]. These craftspeople have
offered a bespoke and personalized solution for facial reconstruction, whilst
the intricate weaving skills of some Bolivian women help knit heart valves
for people in their local area, which indicates craft and medicine uniting
with the interest of improving health within the community[52]. NASA have
collaborated with origami specialists to develop photovoltaics that can be
folded compactly for transportation before expanding the large surface area
for optimal solar collection. Here we have an example of craft informing an
engineering challenge to benefit space science.

It is clear that collaborations can be made generally between disciplines
or across a specific theme, and relevant expertise can be applied to tackle a
challenge effectively. Strong connections in a general and specific context
have been made between life sciences and craft due to the clear stochastic and
person-centered nature of the work. However, within the context of physics
and recent technological advancements in manufacturing, the properties of
craft are not readily desired in the applied physics context where apparatus
scale is deviating away from human handling capabilities, and are therefore
often kept distinctly separate, adopting workmanship of certainty over
risk. Historically, craft has contributed in enabling physicists to advance
science through stumbling across innovation in the case of the telescope,
or fabricating custom artefacts upon request of a scientist. Now in the 21st
century, are there niche areas of the physical sciences where craft skills for
material processing are in demand? Furthermore, are there applied physics
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technologies lying in wait for craft application? Whilst the interdisciplinary
practice is unknown and uncertainty in the characteristics of the artefact’s
outcome is uncomfortable, is it possible to create a ’place’ for disciplines
like photonics and jewellery, where the materials and technical approach
to process overlap? In what capacity can these disciplines collaborate with
minimal ’risk’ to contribute to a wider societal issue?

This thesis is timely because craft practices are becoming increasingly
concerned with optics and photonics applications for material processing, yet
the physics field is generally deviating away from general craft methodology
and specifically hand-craft methods. Given the historical collaboration
between the fields of physics and craft for disciplinary benefit, and the
recent shift toward exploring interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary practices
to address collective challenges such as the UN SDGs, it is prudent that
we reevaluate the current state of practice between the fields to identify
opportunities for sustainable development within and across the physics and
craft disciplines generally and specifically. Here, it is appropriate to raise
awareness for the invaluable contributions from technical staff to the research
that follows. As Sennett stated, craft is an additive, community activity,
and this research benefited from many conversations, trials, mistakes and
breakthroughs with technical staff across the schools of science, engineering,
craft and design. This research project began with my physics supervisor
seeking out a specialist in metal craft skills on a millimetre-scale, which noted
a deficit in specialised services of this kind within the field of physics, and
also suggested that there may be other opportunities for methodological
sharing. This research project was conducted during a time of uncertainty for
technical staff within the university context: as cost-cutting opportunities are
investigated across the UK in higher educational institutions. This research
inherently relied on these skilled individuals, which needs to be considered
while reading this thesis, and when project managing any similar activity in
the future. This literature review and thesis emphasises the limitations of not
having technical craft knowledge and skill in any discipline.

To conclude, it is a challenge to define disciplinary characteristics and
how these interact. In addition to this, the changing technological landscape
has created more demand to tackle ’wicked’ problems using interdisciplinary
and transdisciplinary approaches, which involves uniting the thinking and
practice of relevant expertise to offer bespoke plans to address the nuanced
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challenges we face collectively. There are many general and specific ways
in which science and craft can co-create ideas and technologies as outlined
in the examples above. Within the context of physics and craft today, there
may be an argument to be made between scientific ideas and skilled material
fabrication for collective benefit. This literature review is intended to provide
an outline for the key themes that are present or further investigated within
the next thesis chapters. Chapter 4 in particular will elaborate more on the
arguments made here in relation to the research.

1.5 Intended Research Outcomes

This thesis intends to illustrate how innovative outcomes are created through
interdisciplinary collaborations in physics and craft, which will be addressed
through the three key projects undertaken during the research.

The first research phase aim was to improve the efficiency of a solid
state Nd:YAG solar laser by developing custom Compound Parabolic
Concentrators (CPCs). Craft techniques were combined with scientific
characterization to result in several CPC outcomes from low to high cost and
efficiency. It was hoped the investigation would indicate whether employing
craft processes to fabricate custom optics could compete with industry
standards in performance and fill a gap within the context of research and
development: where custom optics are not available off-the-shelf and are
expensive to fabricate with industry standard manufacturing processes.

The second research phase aim was to identify scientific apparatus that could
aid craft practice. This open enquiry was intended to develop sustainable
material processing methods for craft practice through the implementation
of a Fresnel lens. This enquiry was designed to ascertain whether a Fresnel
lens was suitable to heat and melt various materials using sunlight, as a
sustainable power supply. Identifying and contributing new knowledge
in material processing with a focus on solar enameling, this experimental
project was generally open to what the specific outcomes were and therefore
the outcomes were responsive to the opportunities identified during the
investigative and experimental process.

The third research phase aim was to identify key factors that influence
collaboration between craft and physics practice in the context of this study.
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The research conducted in the first two phases of the research and data
gathered during focus groups with collaborators on the research, will be
analyzed to develop grounded theory. This research will then be taken into
the wider context to explore the future benefits of how interdisciplinary
work can generate innovative outcomes in the physics and craft fields, with
a focus on the purpose, approach and influences on intended project outcomes.

The overarching aims of the study were to define where the ‘place’ for
collaboration is between the fields of physics and craft and to identify
opportunities created through developing a holistic approach to collectively
achieve project outcomes. The three phases of research undertaken in this
research aim to build a case study that could be testament to the benefits
of interdisciplinary practice. The intended outcomes will be both tangible
artefacts for specific disciplinary benefits and generalised insights that
objectively offer knowledge of significance for those interested in interacting
on the interface between science, technology and the arts. This thesis is not
a comprehensive study of each subject matter individually, but rather aims
to be a perspective offering insights on collaboration between disciplines for
each desired outcome. The research aims focus on interconnected themes and
amalgamating methods and approaches to develop a general understanding
and strategy towards innovation.

1.6 Thesis Structure

This thesis has been written for an audience who are familiar with different
disciplinary interactions, including multi- inter- and transdisciplinary. As this
thesis encompasses multiple disciplines, methodologies and project outcomes:
the text will aim to define or explain content that may be unfamiliar to readers
outside each niche specialism. The intent is to ensure the research is clear
and accessible to the broader research community generally. There will be
technical aspects of the research that may be challenging for non-specialists
to grasp, however, the intention is for the overall brief design, processes and
outcomes to be understood by those experienced in the nature of collaborative
practice between art, science and technology.

Each chapter is interconnected. Whilst I have made clear separations
between the different phases if the research to offer clarity, it is important to
be mindful that the research for each phase was developed simultaneously
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throughout the duration of the study. The research is entangled: one body of
work informed another and the collective knowledge generated could have
only been created through this approach. The results would undoubtedly be
different had each phase been conducted in isolation. Therefore, the greater
context in which this doctoral research operated within needs to be factored
in whilst reading each research phase as they are not in isolation to one another.

The research is concerned with a diverse range of topics: therefore the
contextual literature and methods are introduced specifically within each
corresponding chapter. This is to ensure the reader has a clear understanding
of the purpose and contents of each phase of the research and to aid the
reference back to each phase as a case study in its own right. Whilst including
several literature reviews into one thesis is not common practice, it was a key
structural design choice made in order to have the thesis read in a systematic
manner; where relevant information is provided when the research narrative
demanded it. Below outlines the thesis methodology which informed the
method selection.

A practice-based design approach[53, 54, 55] was central to the methodology of
this research. The nature of the initial ’problem’ (custom solar concentrators)
demanded a range of methods to be selected based on intended design
outcomes: using standard methodologies in each respective disciplinary
field. This led to the adoption of different disciplinary engagements: mostly
conducting multi- and interdisciplinary practices[56]. For example in
Phase 1 of the research, the scientific method (as taught at undergraduate
level[57]), was employed to theoretically develop optics designs and calculate
laser performance predictions, while experimentally characterising the
optics fabricated. The fabrication of the optics however, adopted craft
practice[28, 30, 35, 36] and a design approach (grounded in my experience
as a silversmith and designer) with a sensitivity for how the optics met
scientific requirements[58]. Phase 2 of the research took a ’playful practice’
as often defined in design research[59]. Phase 1 featured a clearly defined
problem and the methods selected aimed to problem solve toward a high
performance outcome, whereas phase 2 sought to experiment with materials
and process which created samples (outcomes), which were then evaluated
in the research context and applications theorised. A scientific approach was
adopted to some aspects of the sample testing to characterise the process:
e.g. to understand how the solar craft tests were influenced by factors such
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as scale and type of sample materials: keeping the tests consistent with the
exception of the variable in question. Phase 3 adopted sociological methods
including semi-structured interview[60], thematic analysis[61] and grounded
theory development methods[2], standard in the field. This methodology
to document and reflect on the process as it happened within this research
and contextualising it within the broader context is aligned with Donald
A. Schon’s concept of the ’reflective practitioner’[62] and how we might
become more-informed practitioners and educators through this process.
The practice-based approach led to several tangible artefacts (outcomes)
from the research conducted during phases 1 and 2 of the research, which
this thesis aims to record. The value of these physical outcomes are in the
artefacts themselves which were shared through papers, public exhibitions
and outreach opportunities noted in Appendix A. The methodological
strategy in utilising these various disciplinary methods was to offer a holistic
and dynamic approach to a complex, interdisciplinary context, which a
practice-based design approach has been proven to address effectively.

The academic style will vary to suit each project chapter. Overall, the research
will be written from a first person (researcher) perspective with the exception
of phase 1 in chapter 2. Chapter 2 is predominantly scientific content and
therefore the use of ‘I’ will be included deliberately in relation to something
that I specifically did as an individual that cannot be generally replicated
in a scientific experiment, for example if I have applied ‘workmanship of
risk’ to the fabrication process. Whilst chapter 2 aims to reflect a scientific
writing style, the inherent connection the researcher’s hand fabrication skills
have over the process, the inclusion of the researcher is a key influence in the
research outcomes, which deviates from the norm.

The thesis structure and style has been designed to complement each
research phase individually and to contribute towards the overall research
rationale that relies on the collective efforts of relevant knowledge and
expertise.
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Chapter 2

Phase 1: Improved Efficiency of
Solid-State Nd:YAG Solar Laser
with Custom Fabricated CPCs

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents one phase of the research initiated to integrate craft
practice into photonics to develop custom non-imaging optics to improve the
efficiency of a solid-state Nd:YAG solar laser. CPC designs and solar laser
efficiencies are analysed through literature to inform the aims specific to the
solar laser being developed at The University of Dundee. The craft fabrication
processes and scientific characterization methods are defined and experiments
on the CPC efficiencies in laboratory conditions and predicted performance
for the Nd:YAG solar laser with and without CPCs are detailed. Results
are evaluated regarding limitations and areas for future work. Within this
chapter there are five sections: 1. a literature review; 2. aims and objectives;
3. methods; 4. outcomes; and lastly 5. discussion and conclusion. This
chapter demonstrates the opportunities created through exploring fabrication
techniques outside the optics manufacturing field, through collaboration with
craftspeople. The project investigates collaborative opportunities within
Research and Development and therefore the findings are not transferable to
a commercial context. This project will be further analysed as a case study in
Chapter 4.
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2.2 Literature Review

2.2.1 Contextual Overview

One hour of the Sun’s emitted radiation upon Earth is currently more
energy than we consume in a year[63]. Photovoltaics have been developed
extensively since the 1950s to capture this abundant and clean energy, yet
more research and development needs to be done as the energy conversion
rate is approximately 18% - 22% for the average household solar panel[64].
From the 1970s, the development of optical communication advanced our
communication capacity. Through fibre optic cabling, we can send and receive
data at 65,000 times greater speeds than with telephone communication that
commonly uses copper cabling as the medium[65]. The connection between
clean energy and high-speed communication can be found in emerging
solar laser research. Solar lasers utilize focused sunlight to directly pump
a laser and there are a wide array of applications in which these devices
carry potential: those of most interest are space-based communication[66,
67, 68, 69] and power beaming[70, 71, 72, 73] (transmitting laser beams over
long distances to be converted into electricity at the receiving destination).
Laser technology is considered key for revolutionising space communication,
offering an alternative to radio frequencies and is of particular interest due to
its high data transmission speeds[74]. Whilst solar lasers are currently a novel
form of renewable energy and would benefit from further development to
edge the technology closer to being commercially viable, there is evidence that
this technology has potential in conjunction with photovoltaics. An example of
this is the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Discovery & Preparation program
which is developing a solar (photovoltaic) powered laser to direct a beam to a
250kg rover that will convert the laser beam into electricity to travel into the
Moon’s shadowed craters - to collect ice samples up to 15km away - whilst also
maintaining two-way communication. Here the laser is a desirable alternative
to nuclear power, which would require significant thermal management so as
not to affect the ice samples, and photovoltaics would not receive any sunlight
in the craters that remain in constant darkness[75]. Hypothetically, this project
could be adapted by replacing the solar powered laser with a solar laser,
avoiding two energy conversion steps and saving space by the removal of the
photovoltaics required to power the 500W laser in this example. The Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment Follow-On (GRACE-FO) mission utilises
photovoltaic-powered laser ranging interferometry to measure Earth’s water
movement by using laser beams to measure the distance between two satellites
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to record gravitational accelerations[76]. This again is another example where
photovoltaics could be replaced by a laser that is pumped directly with solar
rays. In designs where photovoltaics can be fixed around a satellite in the case
of GRACE-FO, they will likely be preferred over solar lasers, however there
will be cases where the area required for solar cells is not suited and solar lasers
may come to the fore. As we continue to explore space and rely increasingly
on satellites for our everyday technology, it is crucial that we have multiple
options to solve the technological challenges we will face. As in the case with
space communication now employing lasers and radio waves, we must also
explore multiple ways of efficiently collecting solar energy, whether through
photovoltaics or solar concentration to directly power solid-state lasers.

2.2.2 Solar Concentration for Solid-State Nd:YAG Solar Lasers

Solar radiation can be converted into heat and electricity through a variety of
processes. Geographic location and the surrounding environment determines
the solar collection efficiency and the overall economic viability of the
operation[77]. The collection angle ranges from 0-90° on Earth and the sunlight
is at a higher density at 90° than light that has travelled further through the
atmosphere at a lower angle as seen in Figure 2.1.
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FIGURE 2.1: Solar Ray Incidence Angles: the lower the angle,
the longer distance the light travels through Earth’s atmosphere,

losing density.

Therefore, being located where the Sun is often directly overhead is
advantageous. Dust, time of day, season, local weather and cast shadows
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FIGURE 2.2: Laser Pumping Configurations

are but a few factors affecting solar collection performance[78]. A solar
laser relies on gaining enough solar radiation to reach the lasing threshold:
achieved by concentrating sunlight to pump the lasing medium. There are
three main pumping methods: end, side or hybrid pumping, each with
their own advantages, see Figure 2.2 where the gain medium is a crystal rod
(coloured purple). For example, end pumping allows for easier rod cooling
but only gains incident light entering the diameter of the rod (flat absorber).
This means the end-pumped laser cannot gain more power than a side or
hybrid pumping arrangement, which have greater area and therefore more
incident power[79]. Solar concentration can be achieved through a primary
concentrator and often a secondary concentrator, focusing the light into the
gain medium. Featured in Figure 2.3, is the laser system of the solar laser
which indicates how sunlight may be concentrated into the laser medium via
end pumping. This diagram will be fully explained later in Section 2.4.4 of
this chapter.
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FIGURE 2.3: Laser System Diagram

Nd:YAG is a crystal used as a lasing medium: it has absorption characteristics
spanning the visible and infrared light spectra, desirable for the solar laser
context as these absorption bands overlap with the solar spectra[80]. The
primary concentrator - usually in the form of a large parabolic mirror or
Fresnel lens - focuses the light down to a spot size of either the diameter
of the gain medium’s entrance aperture or the secondary concentrator if
employed. The focus of such large optics tend to be greater than the gain
medium, which prompts the need for a secondary concentrator. Secondary
concentrators reflect the concentrated light down to an aperture shape and
size suited to the gain medium for maximum power per area entering the
chosen gain medium[81]. In 1990, terrestrial sunlight was concentrated by
a factor of 84,000 to intensities of 72W/mm2 using non-imaging optics. For
comparison, the light intensity on the surface of the Sun is 63W/mm2, which
indicates the significance of solar concentration for laser purposes. This
concentration was achieved using a primary parabolic mirror and secondary
sapphire non-imaging, edge-ray concentrator[82].

Non-imaging optics provide either larger optical tolerances or higher
maximum concentration factors, making Compound Parabolic Concentrators
(CPCs) an ideal candidate to mount onto a solar tracker. The outdoor, moving
system reduces the ability to align optical components; using a non-imaging
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CPC will be more forgiving than imaging optics[81]. Furthermore, it is
possible to gain maximum power per area by using non-imaging optics, as
forming an image is of no relevance for the application. CPCs have been
developed extensively for photovoltaic cells: polygonal apertures, CPC
truncation, symmetric and asymmetric designs, and CPCs for stationary or
passive functions are but a few avenues explored to improve the energy
output[81]. Developments of most relevance to apply to CPCs for solar lasers
are that the more sides the CPC has, the higher the performance[83, 84].
Therefore it is confirmed that revolving a parabolic curve around the z-axis
will best suit concentrating electromagnetic radiation into a circular rod
such as Nd:YAG for a solid-state, solar laser. Below are a few examples of
each pumping method to highlight the performance of solar lasers in recent
years, with the aid of both primary and secondary concentrators. In 2009,
a side-pumped Nd:YAG solar laser with parabolic mirror and light-guide
2D-CPC cavity achieved 11W/m2[85]. Hybrid pumping a CrNd:YAG solar
laser with Fresnel lens and funnel chamber achieved 20W/m2 in 2008[79],
and in 2018, a grooved, bonded Nd:YAG/YAG solar laser with Fresnel lens
and gold plated conical pump cavity achieved 32.1W/m2[86]. Also in 2018,
through laser design software, a Nd:YAG solar laser with Fresnel lens and
ring-array concentrator was modelled to achieve 38.4W/m2 theoretically
indicating further room for experimental improvement[87]. End pumping has
seen positive laser efficiency results to date: in 2015, a simulation model of
a Nd:YAG solar laser: firstly with a Fresnel lens and 2D-CPC was modelled
to achieve 0.814 x 105W/m2 based on the average annual output intensity
calculated from recorded solar radiation data at the Solar Radiation Station
at the National Research Institute of Astronomy and Geophysics (NRIAG).
Secondly a Nd:YAG solar laser with a Fresnel lens and 3D-CPC was modelled
to achieve 1.36 x 105W/m2 based on the same radiation data collected at
NRIAG[88]. This simulation also outlines the significant increase in solar
concentration by using a 3D CPC rather than 2D. In 2016, the Nd:YAG solar
laser with Fresnel lens and no secondary concentrator at the University of
Dundee was taken to Tenerife and experimentally achieved 27.5W/m2[89].
In 2017, a TEM00-mode 1064nm solar laser with a monolithic fused silica
light guide, 2D-CPC and two V-shaped cavity achieved 2.3W/m2 with 1.7%
stability[90]. From these examples, it is made clear that the use of a secondary
concentrator in a solar laser system is important for higher light concentration,
and therefore laser efficiency. Though the solar laser at Dundee currently
offers impressive power levels without the use of a secondary concentrator,
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the potential improvement custom CPCs could provide is promising.

2.2.3 Compound Parabolic Concentrator Development

A key characteristic of high-performance solar lasers is maximizing
the sunlight concentration, which requires non-imaging optics such as
Compound Parabolic Concentrators (CPCs). Roland Winston developed
the CPC in 1974 which was later realised to mimic the eye of a horse-shoe
crab[91]. Since their invention and development, CPCs have collected
solar energy for solar-pumped lasers, concentrated photovoltaics, and solar
thermo-photovoltaic systems [92]. The solar laser research group at the
University of Dundee is working to optimize their solid-state Nd:YAG solar
laser aforementioned at achieving 27.5W/m2. To date, the 400mm2 Fresnel
lens concentrates light down to a focus of approximately 6mm, which is then
reduced to 3mm with an iris diaphragm, to enter the 3mm diameter Nd:YAG
rod. The employment of a CPC to replace the iris diaphragm would allow
the light from the focus of the Fresnel lens to be collected and concentrated
directly into the Nd:YAG rod, significantly reducing loss. Theoretically by
introducing a CPC into this system, light concentration would increase by a
factor of 4.6 (based on the area ratio).

CPCs have mostly been developed for photovoltaics and fit into three
categories regarding scale: macroscopic-sized, millimetre-sized, and
micrometre-sized concentrators[93] and are designed in relation to the
instance angle of incoming light and the absorber[92]. This review will
focus on millimetre-sized CPCs designed for flat absorbers as this is most
relevant for concentrating light from a 6mm entrance aperture to a 3mm exit
aperture, placed against the flat absorber i.e., the end of a 3mm diameter
laser crystal rod. In the millimetre scale, there are opportunities to fabricate
the non-imaging optics as solid or air-core: weight and cost of material is
unlikely to be a concern for research and development (R&D) purposes. CPCs
concentrate light from an entrance aperture down to a smaller exit aperture.
These concentrators allow distant light sources to be concentrated efficiently
and are therefore useful for solar collection[94] because photons reflect on
the concentrator surface once at most, leading to low levels of absorption
and loss. However, concentrating light with a non-imaging concentrator
comes at a cost: though a brighter spot is created at the exit aperture, the
light is also more divergent, making it crucial to collect this light effectively
from the exit aperture to ensure minimal loss. A limited variety of solid
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moulded CPCs are available from various optics companies, none optimized
for solar laser application. Therefore, the acceptance angle, input and output
aperture diameters of the available CPCs will be unlikely to suit the desired
application. A solid CPC made with high Refractive Index (RI) material,
causes high levels of concentration but tend to have loss in the entrance
and exit interfaces due to Fresnel reflection. It is very difficult to acquire
solid CPCs with broad angle & wavelength Anti Reflection (AR) coatings to
reduce loss through Fresnel reflection. It is common to apply a 3-layer design
to achieve broadband antireflection (BBAR) coating to reduce losses from
Fresnel reflection when concentrating solar spectra[95, 96]. In addition to this,
coupling occurs in solid CPCs at all contact points when mounted into the
solar laser system generating more loss. Light is not travelling through any
interfaces in air-core CPCs, resulting in lower levels of concentration than
a solid CPC, but also minimal loss. Mounting these into a laser system is
much easier than solid CPCs as the material surrounding the concave CPC
does not affect the performance[97]. Key requirements for high performing
CPCs are to maintain the parabolic profile, and to achieve a high surface
quality in terms of local smoothness and overall smoothness. Solid CPCs are
often fabricated from optic billet and air-core CPCs are usually made from a
material suited to the fabrication process before being coated in the desired
reflective material, such as silver or aluminium. Most millimetre-sized CPCs
are manufactured with CNC technology due to high tolerance, automated
systems that are ideal for one-offs, batch or flow production[81]. Commercial
solid CPCs are CNC machined using 5 axis, ultrasonic machining and high
speed cutting technology capable of fabricating high aspect ratio optics
and concave forms[98]. 3D printing with a high resolution has also shown
potential[83, 93]. Moulds can also be employed to achieve precise CPCs,
though this relies on an accurate master CPC positive or negative[83].

Specific examples of CPC manufacturing and solar collection performance
will now be introduced. Firstly, 3D printed concentrator arrays for external
light trapping on thin film solar cells[83, 93] are examined, see Figure 2.4.
These air-core CPCs were printed in acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) (a
type of thermoplastic), on an ‘Ultimaker’ which is a common machine used in
many universities and make-labs, with a layer height of 0.1mm[99]. Due to the
‘stepping’ on the profile of the 3D print, acetone vapor was used to chemically
smooth and polish the parabolic surface. It was acknowledged that there was
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FIGURE 2.4: (a) A 3D-printed compound parabolic concentrator
(CPC) before and after chemical smoothening, the insets show
the enlarged surface. (b) The silver-coated CPC with a focal ring
of sunlight at the center. (c) The separated cage and CPC that can
be combined to an external light trap. (d) View of the CPC from
the entrance side, showing the reflection in the parabolic curve.
Two wrinkles in the concentrator are encircled in red. Image and

caption credit: [93]

limited fabrication accuracy due to stepping, rounding of edges and limited
material strength and reflectance. The light trap was metalized with 400nm of
silver using an EMITECH K575X sputter coater, a technique preferred over the
evaporation of metal: due to its directional limitations and the heat generated
during the process could result in deformed ABS light traps. Results indicated
that the round CPC outperformed the square and hexagonal CPC designs.
The thin film solar cells increased the external quantum efficiency by up to
69%(relative), corresponding to an increase of the short circuit current of 13%,
indicating that the external CPC designs offered a promising solar collection
alternative[83].

Secondly, a project that designed and manufactured six different solid CPCs
with the intent to design for lowest financial cost per watt (W) possible[100]
is summarised. The CPCs were scaled to be no larger than 300mm in length
to reduce weight and to achieve the desired surface area to volume ratio, to
decrease the impact of surface losses, common in small concentrators. These
included: a round fire-polished B270 glass CPC, diamond-turned round acrylic
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FIGURE 2.5: Schematic of the PDMS CPC molding process to
make 194X concentrators using a high-quality diamond turned

CPC form in a two-step moulding process. Image credit: [100]

CPC and a square injection moulded CPC made of a proprietary plastic which
were all bought from vendors. In the laboratory, two mould-making strategies
were explored: polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) moulds were made by taking
an impression of a diamond turned square CPC profile, see Figure 2.5. This
same square CPC was used as a positive to electroplate moulds from. The
electroplated CPC moulds were deemed unsuccessful due to imperfections
appearing as particles on the surface, which stopped the PDMS CPCs from
being extracted out of the electroplated moulds. The PDMS moulds also
experienced challenges in releasing the CPCs after being cast, due to the
inability to grasp the CPC and the friction between the mould and CPC. The
pressure incurred to remove the CPCs resulted in fractures at the corners of the
square profile and removing a CPC in a single part was not achieved, despite
efforts experimenting with lubrication. Additionally, moulds were made from
a lower concentration shape profile which was milled into aluminium block
then polished by hand using mechanical and chemical polishing. Results
indicate that this research fabricated PDMS CPCs that could be repeatably
cast from the mould achieving 70-75% efficiency 77X CPC, and 65-70%
efficient 194X CPC. This is far below the 95%-98% efficiency produced in
simulations which may be due to losses in surface scattering, shape inaccuracy
and through the points of contact with the mount for testing. Additionally,
the casting process and PDMS material adopted was concluded unsuitable
for commercial purposes. Lastly, flat mirrors[101], thermoforming acrylic
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around a mould (common in the transportation sector to make optics, such
as car headlight reflectors)[102] and covering non-reflective parabolic forms
in reflective materials such as aluminum foils are but some of the methods
adopted as a means to avoid costly custom optics. It is clear that there is a
trade-off between cost and performance with many of the processes adopted:
making it difficult to achieve high collection efficiencies without great financial
expense.

2.2.4 Prospective Challenges & Opportunities

The challenge laser communication between Space and Earth faces is a lack
of infrastructure to support this technology, which in turn impacts the rate of
progression for solar lasers and CPCs[74]. As much of solar laser and CPC
technology persists to remain in the research and development domain, these
projects rely on one-off or batch production at minimal cost as the technology
is not being invested in to the same degree commercially viable technology is.
Here-in lies the ‘chicken and egg’ issue applied physics projects can face: the
technology would improve more quickly if there was investment for dedicated
manufacturing processes and flow production of these optical components to
reduce the cost of individual parts. Whilst below the threshold where research
becomes commercially viable, and physicists do not have the right parts for
the research they are conducting, they can: 1) commission an optics company
to fabricate a custom part at great financial expense, 2) use in-house equipment
to fabricate a custom part, or 3) design their work to only use parts readily
available. A complimentary alternative to option 2 may be to outsource to
another sector who specialize in material processing on a millimeter-scale.
For CPC fabrication, metal and glass working skills are of relevance as these
optical components could be fabricated through outsourcing or in-house, by
acquiring specialist knowledge and skills through consultancy or long-term
collaboration with a specialist craftsperson. In chapter 1, James Brent Ward’s
collaboration with surgeons to fabricate titanium plates for cranial surgery
was introduced: this work was conducted over the course of their career,
from pursuing the refinement of technique which departed from traditional
metalworking practice to achieve bespoke outcomes[51]. This knowledge
was then exchanged through teaching scientists in the related laboratory to
be able to make these implants, ensuring this ability was not held within
the individual craftsperson and lost upon Ward retiring from the field.
Furthermore, the hand fabricated implants are rejected by the host at a
considerably lower rate than sintered metal implants due to surface quality.
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Lastly, had this collaboration not have achieved desirable outcomes the project
could have been aborted. This example highlights the value in collaborating
with specialist craftspeople for innovative solutions and not relying entirely
on easily available technologies and traditional methods in the respective
field. Would the PDMS casting methods and outcomes have improved had the
research team outsourced, consulted or collaborated with a casting specialist?
The question posed here is to investigate the benefits of integrating craft
techniques for custom optic fabrication projects that lie in this research and
development investment gap and whether specialist craft skills could assist
in bridging the results of early research closer to the results obtained when
highly specialised apparatus and operations are available.

In this literature review the current state of solar laser development,
performance and applications have been outlined. In addition to this, the
importance of solar collectors, specifically secondary collectors such as
compound parabolic concentrators in relation to achieving high collection
efficiencies and laser outputs have been investigated. A lack of supply in
suitable CPCs for solar laser purposes was identified and the benefits in
exploring specialist craft skills in material fabrication as a means to make
custom optics for research and development prior to technology being
commercially viable. Opportunities to collaborate with fabrication specialists
outside the applied physics manufacturing sector may offer specialist material
fabrication techniques suited to improving the options available to researchers
who demand custom optics.

2.3 Aims and Objectives

This experimental research study will strive to improve the efficiency of a
solid state Nd:YAG solar laser by developing custom air-core CPCs. Craft
techniques will be combined with scientific characterization to result in several
CPC outcomes from low to high cost and solar concentration efficiency. In
this context, cost is defined as the resources required to produce the CPC:
measuring the ease of fabrication, specialist skills required, financial cost
and time. The knowledge gained will be transferable to other air-core CPC
designs, to allow researchers to fabricate their own custom CPCs and for
commercial development.

The first step will be to investigate the fundamental CPC design parameters
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to ascertain the ideal materials and fabrication techniques to adopt in the
research. The second step will fabricate CPCs from a diverse range of
materials and craft processes to gauge the potential of each material and/or
fabrication process. This will be discerned through tacit knowledge and a
broader understanding of each approach taken and the realistic scope for
refinement based on researcher ability, equipment accessibility and time. In
addition to this, the CPCs will be characterised in the laboratory to ascertain
the surface quality and light concentration increase to inform decision making
for the materials and processes taken forward for further refinement. The
materials and processes selected are predominantly available within the
university setting, as the intent is to develop fabrication methods that are
easily applicable within a research and development context. Furthermore,
consideration will be taken in relation to developing tooling that can be
made by technical staff, allowing researchers to avoid the time investment
to become competent at specific fabrication techniques. The third step is to
narrow the focus on a small number of CPCs holding potential: learning
through recursive feedback to develop tacit knowledge over the material and
fabrication process to start developing a practice that produces non-imaging
optics to a high efficiency. Supplementary to this endeavour, many specialists
within the craft sector were informally consulted to inform the materials or
methods adopted. An EPSRC Innovation Placement was instigated with the
intent to develop custom glass optics using lampworking (hot-working glass
with a flame) techniques which allowed the documentation of outsourcing as
a means to access a specialist and relevant technique.

In order to evaluate the CPC outcomes made through craft practice;
industry standard machining was sought to produce CPCs through an
EPSRC Innovation Placement at Durham Precision Optics as a means to
compare solar concentration efficiency. An evaluation of the custom optics
and suggestions for further improvement will be made. It is hoped the
investigation will indicate whether employing craft processes to fabricate
custom optics could compete with industry standards in performance and fill
a gap within the context of research and development: where custom optics
are not available off-the-shelf and are expensive to fabricate with industry
standard manufacturing processes. The final step is to characterise the range
of refined CPCs in laboratory conditions. From here the performance of a solar
laser with custom CPCs will be theoretically calculated based on the previous,
2016 University of Dundee Nd:YAG solar laser system experimental data to
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predict the improved laser efficiency. Overall, the study aims to demonstrate
how innovative outcomes are created through interdisciplinary collaborations
between physics and craft.

2.4 Methods

The purpose of this study was to fabricate custom optics to improve the
efficiency of a solid state Nd:YAG solar laser. To achieve this, the ‘first
step’ investigated fundamental parameters regarding material fabrication to
know what would be suitable to apply to a concave concentrator design. In
the ’second step’, a range of materials and craft fabrication processes were
investigated. The ‘third step’ details the materials selected for refinement.
Scientific characterization was adopted throughout CPC development to
inform the decisions made to pursue specific processes and these methods
will be justified in relation to the aims and objectives of the study. These
methods will bring context to the laser experiment section and will be useful
for other researchers to refer to if they wish to adopt a similar approach to CPC
fabrication.

2.4.1 First Step: Investigating CPC Design Parameters

The design specifications for the CPC suited to the University of Dundee
Nd:YAG solar laser were that they need to concentrate light from the 6mm
diameter Fresnel lens focus into the 3mm diameter flat absorber, see Figure
2.6. As a result, the entrance aperture was made 6.37mm (d1) and the exit
aperture 2.97mm (d2). The length of the CPC was calculated to be 2.2mm
via equation 2.1. The ratio between the diameters related to the acceptance
angle was calculated in equation 2.2. The CPC requires a highly reflective
surface in silver which is the best metal for reflecting the visible light spectrum
[103]. Silver will gradually tarnish over time, which means that the silver
surface either needs to be removed and reapplied with ease, cleaned without
affecting surface reflectivity, coated or for the CPCs to be low cost and therefore
disposable after use. Achieving the parabolic form is crucial to performance
and the material needs to be heat resistant as loss in light reflectivity, due to
absorption, will heat the CPC material. Lastly the CPC needs to be mounted
into the solar laser system efficiently: to be flush with minimal surface contact
between the CPC exit aperture and Nd:YAG crystal rod which will increase
the ability to optimize.
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FIGURE 2.6: Air-core CPC Design. a) cross-section b) 3D model
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Computer Aided Design & Manufacturing Technologies

To make a component which requires such an accurate form, the use of digital
technologies was key. Over 1000 X Y coordinates were converted from an
Excel document generated by an algorithm into plotted points on Rhino via
Grasshopper (3D design packages). From here, the ’flow through points’
tool generated the parabolic curve to form all the machined tooling for the
project. Tools available within the university were utilized as the aim was to
develop processes easily accessible to scientists. The 3D printers & Computer
Numerical Control (CNC) milling machines in the university workshops were
tested for performance on different tasks. Jobs were then assigned to the
machines best suited for the task.

CNC Milling : Non-ferrous metals and plastics were milled with the
machine in DJCAD using a 2mm ball-nose cutting tool whilst any ferrous metal
components were milled in the engineering workshop.

CNC Lathe : The tools on the CNC lathe were machined with a 0.1mm or
0.2mm stepping (in length) as the X Y coordinates had to be set manually.
The stepping was then removed by filing and polishing the parts on a manual
tabletop (Optimum) lathe.

3D Printing : Two ABS (UP & UPrint) printers and one PLA (Ultimaker)
printer were trialled. The ABS could be melted/polished using acetone whilst
the PLA could be polished using a fine abrasive such as toothpaste.
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There is an inherent reliance on tolerances the available machines reach
and therefore the performance is limited by this in some regards. For example,
the CNC milling may reach 98% accuracy to the profile of the CPC but the
surface quality is not as reflective as desired. Therefore, CNC technologies
were predominantly relied upon in this research to achieve a high profile
tolerance reinforced with other polishing processes after the milling stage.
Custom positive and negative tools were designed for different processes.
The positive tools were a convex parabolic former designed to punch,
mould or polish materials to make the CPC form. The negative tools were a
concave parabolic form with surrounding material, usually to make the CPC
components but could also be a punch block for materials to take a precise
form. All tooling was carefully designed with the process in mind: some of
the negative formers were larger than the CPC required to allow for the wall
thickness of the material being formed in the tool. Additionally, some positive
tooling was made slightly smaller than required so that once the CPC was
polished, which can abrade up to 2µm (microns) from the surface, the CPC
would likely be no larger than the size required. All tooling that formed the
CPC profile was filed and polished by hand then machine polished to ensure
the stepping was removed and a high polish achieved - as this would transfer
onto the final CPC outcome.

Investigating Surface Quality & Reflectivity

Before CPCs and tooling were fabricated, it was key to understand the
polishing processes required on metal and glass to know which abrasive
compounds would achieve a high finish to then apply these to the CPC
form. Polishing is a finishing process where fine abrasives are applied to the
surface in grades, from low to high fineness. Generally in metal polishing:
this process starts with emery papers, working up the grades before moving
onto machine polishing with a revolving fabric mop and the appropriate
fine polishing abrasive compound until the metals’ surface appears free from
heavy directional scratching to the naked eye. Glass polishing and lapping
tends to adopt diamond coated disks, silicone carbide powders or diamond
compounds of various grades till a fine, ideally optical finish, is achieved.
The ‘loose’ abrasive compounds can be held in materials like copper, soft
woods such as balsa and fine fabrics. The surface of glass can also be flame
polished whilst the entire component is hot-worked, which can risk profile
accuracy. Thorlabs silver-coated, glass mirrors can achieve a reflectivity of
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FIGURE 2.7: Method for Reflectivity Characterisation

97.5%[16]. Polishing the metal or glass surface will be of relevance for many
of the fabrication techniques employed to make the CPCs. The abrasives
are applied to the surface in a directional manner meaning that there will
always be some form of scratching on the surface, no matter how fine. As a
consequence, metal polishing is unlikely to achieve reflective results like the
Thorlabs mirror. The objective however is to see how close this process can get
to an optical finish. The glass polishing approach will be outlined in the ‘third
step’, section 2.4.3, where glass fabrication takes the fore. Here, strategies to
polish metal are detailed.

To achieve a highly reflective surface in metal, it was key to experiment with
different polishing processes. 15mm2 flat, fine silver samples with a surface
finish directly from the manufacturer, were polished with different emery
papers, compounds and hand or machine techniques as indicated in the
caption of Figure 2.8. X50 microscopic images, surface profiles (using the
Dek-tak) and reflectivity readings using a red helium laser at 635nm with a
power meter (see Figure 2.7), were recorded to evaluate the surface quality
and reflectivity of the experiments.

Results in figures 2.8 and 2.9 highlight that P6 & P8 were reaching high
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FIGURE 2.8: Reflectivity Results from Fine Silver Alloys.
Polishing Methods: P1) Emery paper to 2000, silvo liquid polish
on leather, soft cloth (by hand). P2) Emery paper to 2000, silvo
liquid polish on polishing cloth, soft cloth (by hand). P3) Emery
paper to 2000 (by hand), rouge compound with wool mop &
paraffin (machine). P4) 3 step polishing process (machine). P5)
Emery paper to 2000 (by hand), rouge compound with wool
mop & paraffin, Menzerna compound white (M5) (machine). P6)
Menzerna compound, blue (P164), yellow (P175), white (M5)
(machine). P7) Emery paper to 12,000, silvo liquid polish on
polishing cloth (by hand). P8) Emery paper to 12,000 (by hand),

menzerna white (M5) (machine).

reflectivity levels. Although the results are very promising, improvement is
still possible. Key issues identified were that the directional scratches caused
light scattering and there was fine grit scratching suggesting a degree of
cross-contamination between abrasive grades. Contributing to the issue of
cross-contamination, is the difficulty to remove polishing compounds between
grades. Lastly, it was hard to ascertain how much these results depended on
my polishing competency and whether these same processes would improve
with someone proficient in the processes.

Professional Polishing & Plating: Great skill and experience are required
to achieve a ‘high polish’ in the silver trade. As I am by no means an expert
polisher, I sought to have two samples polished by Stephen M. Goldsmith
(a.k.a. The Polishing Guru), who is highly regarded in the silver trade. With
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FIGURE 2.9: x50 mag images of silver surfaces. Left: Fine silver
from Manufacturer. Right: Fine silver polished with P8 method

over 45 years’ experience polishing items like the Crown Jewels and The
Premier league Cup, to name but a few, they are also keen to support young
makers and research of this kind. Stephen kindly polished both samples
and flash silver plated one of them, allowing tests to see if there was any
benefit to plating after the polishing process. This also helped compare my
results against a professional to indicate whether my polishing approach was
appropriate, see Figure 2.10.

At this point, enough information had been gathered about the polishing
processes on flat silver. Using the P6 and P8 techniques achieved the best
results on a flat surface and whilst my polishing results were lower than a
professional polisher relatively, the results attained high surface reflectivity.
At this stage the divergence is not too great to cause concern as the goal posts
are about to shift: the future challenge is to apply these techniques to a small,
concave form. Special tooling will need to be made and it is likely the polishing
approach will need to be adapted accordingly. It is also expected that my
polishing skills will improve during the process as I develop a sensitivity for
the CPC form, selected materials and polishing process.

Cleaning & Compound Removal: To ascertain how best to remove the
polishing compounds from the surface of the metal CPCs, the following
chemicals were tested: Dodecane, Trichloroethylene, Isopropanol, Ethanol,
Sea Clean 2, Sea Clean 2 & Ammonia. After testing each chemical on the
Menzerna M5 and P175 polishing compounds, it was clear that the safest and
most effective option was the Sea Clean 2 & Ammonia in a heated ultrasonic
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FIGURE 2.10: Reflectivity Results from Fine Silver Samples:
Thorlabs Mirror = tested mirror for comparison (tested 10 times).
SMG1 = S. M. Goldsmith polished & plated sample (tested 10
times). SMG2 = S. M. Goldsmith polished sample (tested 10

times). S1-3 = samples I polished (tested 5 times each).

bath. Though the Trichloroethylene appeared to be most effective, it was not
worth the safety precautions involved in transporting, storing and using the
chemical in different locations. Sea Clean 2 with Ammonia is commonly used
in the silver industry to clean silver items.

Silver Coating & Alloy Reflectivity

To silver coat samples, an evaporation vacuum coating machine was used
to cover the non-silver CPCs in a thin layer of pure silver. Samples were
suspended above the ’boat’ containing 99.99% pure silver granules with
double-sided carbon tape, before creating the vacuum to heat and evaporate
the silver upward towards the CPCs vertically opposite. This process was
selected as it was available within the university, allowing more control over
the metal thickness applied, and because the aspect ratio is not extreme, it
was possible to use this approach unlike the literature review example of
3D printed CPCs where silver sputtering was adopted on high aspect ratio
designs.
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FIGURE 2.11: Alloy Reflectivity Test Results: values relate to pure
silver content per 1000

To ensure that pure silver was indeed the desired alloy to use as the reflective
surface material, a selection of silver alloys were tested for their reflectivity.
To establish the reflectivity of different silver alloys, 15mm2 samples were
polished using the same process. This would aid in outlining which alloy
would be most suitable for application. Findings from Figure 2.11 confirmed
that the greater the silver content in the alloy, the higher the reflectivity. The
reflectivity tests with the P8 polishing technique outlined this relationship
clearly. This indicates that the higher the silver purity, the higher the
reflective performance and there are unfortunately no apparent cost-cutting
opportunities in this area without consequence.

The first step has established an understanding for the CPC design parameters,
CAD/CAM tools suited to achieving a precise profile and metal polishing
methods, including an investigation into silver alloys and coating. A strategy
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has emerged from this investigation to know how to fabricate, polish and
clean metal CPCs in relation to attaining the key characteristics of a CPC,
namely the profile accuracy and surface smoothness. There will be an
emphasis on custom tool fabrication for achieving high efficiency CPCs in the
second and third steps, to translate the knowledge generated in this step into
three dimensional surfaces.

2.4.2 Second Step: CPC Fabrication

Due to design constraints indicated above and materials historically and
currently utilised for optics fabrication, metal and glass were the two key
material types thought to offer the best characteristics for millimetre-sized
CPCs. Unconventional materials were also tested to ensure rigor within the
exploration in case other easily moulded materials would offer an alternative
to the obvious material choices. The comparisons and evaluations made in this
section are from a subjective perspective: as I am more proficient working with
certain materials and processes than others, which will inherently skew my
preferences and the overall findings. The array of methods here are described
in relation to the working material characteristics and the potential for further
development. The CPC outcomes are also characterised in lab conditions
to quantifiably compare fabrication techniques. Below are the different
fabrication methods explored in the second step organised by material type
and featured in Table 2.1.

TABLE 2.1: CPC Samples

Begin of Table 2.1

Material Type Process Sample Image

Metal: Steel CNC milled
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Continuation of Table 2.1

Material Type Process Sample Image

Metal: Brass CNC milled

Metal:
Aluminium

CNC milled

Metal: Fine
Silver

CNC milled

Metal: Fine
Silver

Punched

Metal: Silver
PMC (precious
metal clay)

Formed with
positive tool

Plastic: 3D
Print

Acetone Polished
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Continuation of Table 2.1

Material Type Process Sample Image

Plastic: Shrink
Plastic

Formed with
positive tool

Plastic: Nylon
Cut with positive
tool

Plastic: High
density
polyethylene

Positive tool in
drill

Plastic: Perspex
Positive tool in
drill

Miscellaneous:
Jewellers Wax

Cut on lathe with
positive tool

Miscellaneous:
Green Stuff
(2-part epoxy)

Formed with
positive tool
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Continuation of Table 2.1

Material Type Process Sample Image

Miscellaneous:
Milliput (2-part
epoxy)

Formed with
positive tool

Miscellaneous:
Fimo Clay

Formed with
positive tool

Miscellaneous:
Air Drying Clay

Formed with
positive tool

End of Table 2.1

Metals

CNC Milled Silver, Brass, Steel & Aluminium: Aluminium was quickly
disregarded as a material to use as it was more difficult to work with than
silver and brass in terms of milling, then filing and polishing on this small
scale. Steel was promising in that it would take longer to remove scratches,
therefore providing more control over removing enough material to improve
surface quality but not too much to change the form considerably. During
the milling process however, the cutting tool appeared to grab at the material
creating pits in the CPC surface. Again, like the aluminium, steel did not file
and polish as well as silver or brass on this scale, despite having more time to
file and polish with care on the lathe. Steel was therefore reserved for making
tooling to form other metals with. Fine silver was CNC milled with a few
minor pits visible. This material filed and polished well on the lathe with a
few minor issues. Due to the soft material, the silver was removed at a much
faster rate than brass or steel for example, which will most likely be distorting
the parabolic profile. Fine silver also picked up many small scratches whether
due to the material being removed revolving round the concave form on the
lathe or due to unintended cross contamination of abrasive compounds. Brass
machined well. It was CNC milled without pits and filed and polished on the
lathe to a promising standard.
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Die Punched Silver & Brass: 0.3 & 0.4mm silver disk blanks were punched
into a plastic CNC milled negative form with a positive punch of polished mild
steel. There was potential here to fabricate custom tooling for this approach.

Cutting Brass CPCs on Lathe: Brass sheet was mounted into lathe with exit
aperture drilled out before further drilling to remove most material in the
air-core CPC profile. A positive cutting tool made of silver steel was then
employed to cut an exact CPC shape after the bulk of material was removed.
This cutting tool may work well in conjunction with CNC milled CPCs to
improve surface quality. The silver steel CPC drill struggled to effectively cut
into the brass and would likely require specialist burr making expertise to
further refine this method.

Plastics

3D Printed Plastics: The 3D prints from the UP using ABS appeared to be
most promising from the 3 printers available within the university, as initial
reflectivity tests reached 71%, see Figure 2.12 for process overview. Multiple
CPCs were printed to refine the acetone polishing process using an exact
positive tool to ’squash’ the stepping in the print and improve the surface
quality. With various techniques explored, mounting the 3D prints onto the
lathe and inserting the positive tool whilst the CPC revolves appeared to
produce the best results by eye. Challenges faced by the 3D prints were the
material being difficult to emery, leading to irregular exit aperture shapes and
removing material away from the exit aperture proved to be a challenge. This
process however is incredibly accessible and easy to achieve.

Shrink Plastic: The sheet material trialled shrinks up to 7 times its original
size and could be moulded into 3D forms with a glossy finish. Using a die
punch approach this plastic was cut to a disk (for even material stress) before
being formed into CPCs in a kitchen oven. Initial tests pushed the material
into a negative aluminium foil former. See Figure 2.13 for process overview.

Nylon: This did not cut well with lathe tools on this scale, though a high
finish is possible on nylon as it is commonly used for making durable formers
and chucks in the spinning industry for example. The development of CPCs
in this material was not pursued further: no test results were taken.
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Acetone
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Silver Coating
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FIGURE 2.12: 3D Printed CPC Process
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Heat
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Shrink plastic

FIGURE 2.13: Shrink Plastic CPC Process

High Density Polyethylene: This did not CNC mill well and melted when
drilled and was therefore not suited to the application. The development of
CPCs in this material was not pursued further: no test results were taken.

Perspex: The material drilled reasonably well but was not something that
was pursued due to other, more promising materials, and it would be a
challenge to file and polish a concave form on a small scale. The development
of CPCs in this material was not pursued further: no test results were taken.
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Glass

Cold-worked 3mm glass: First, diamond burrs were used to make a small
CPC form in glass sheet to remove the bulk of excess material to preserve the
tools in the next stage. Copper positive tooling with the exact dimensions
of the CPC were formed on the CNC lathe. These were then placed into
a pillar drill and were used to cut the burred cavities in glass sheet to the
exact form with silicone carbide in shallow water as the cutting medium.
A separate copper tool was required for each abrasive compound to avoid
cross-contamination. Delays in copper tooling manufacture led to no test
results being taken in this step, yet the fabrication approach was promising
for millimetre scale CPCs. The thin material at the exit aperture faced issues
with shattering when either too much pressure was applied in the polishing
process or from thermal stress caused by the friction of the drill revolving.
This prompted an awareness to preserve material around the CPC form until
it was polished and the excess material could then be removed with care.

Miscellaneous

Wax: High-detail jewellers wax worked well with positive brass cutting tools
on the lathe and allowed CPC forms to be made to use the lost-wax casting
process into silver or glass. This is potentially an important material as part of
the manufacturing process. Due to the scale however, it has been easy enough
to manufacture the CPCs directly in metal or to make the glass form with other
methods. This is still a useful material to consider for other CPC designs. The
wax would not be suitable to use as a CPC as any solar heat absorbed may be
enough to melt the material. Candle and letter-seal wax were less suited to the
application. No test results were taken.

Epoxy Putty: Citadel ‘Green Stuff’ took an accurate impression from positive
tooling with good surface finish, however it was difficult to file once cured due
to its ‘gummy’ consistency. This made it difficult to trim excess material away
from the entrance and exit apertures and therefore was not an ideal material
for this application. Milliput took an impression, not as well as the ’green
stuff’ as it was prone to either sticking to the tool and cracking if not kept
wet, but also becoming slip clay like and did not achieve a good impression
if too wet. Achieving the ideal consistency was challenging and the surface
quality was smooth but relatively matte. This material could be filed very
easily and accurately once cured. The milliput appears to have more potential
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than the ’green stuff’, though would benefit from a glossy coating to improve
surface reflectivity once silver coated. After testing accessible paints, lacquers
and varnishes, Citadel ’Ardcoat appeared to be the most promising surface
quality.

Fimo: Fimo was not suitable for making CPCs as the material shrunk when
hardening and was difficult to finish due to a ‘gummy’ consistency. The
development of CPCs in this material was not pursued further: no test results
were taken.

Air-Drying Clay: The clay was not suited as the CPCs shrunk whilst drying,
producing ill-proportioned components that didn’t have a smooth surface
finish. The development of CPCs in this material was not pursued further:
no test results were taken.

Comparison Study: Durham Precision Optics

A comparative study was organised with the aim to fabricate custom CPCs
using advanced optical equipment to explore current technological limitations,
and to compare the performance between the ’improvised’ processes and
a process specifically designed for making optical components. A two-day
EPSRC Innovation placement was conducted with Durham Precision Optics
to diamond machine the optical components. Prior to visiting, I CNC milled
the CPCs from 3mm brass sheet and fitted the chuck with pins to hold the
brass parts without the need for the bolts to secure the brass in place. This was
to ensure the diamond machining could hold the CPC and remove a minimal
amount of material to quicken the process.

Once arriving on placement in Durham it was clear there were issues with the
steel chuck I brought, as fixtures would normally be made from aluminium
- to balance the machine more easily - and the holes where the bolts went
prevented the machine from applying suction to fix the brass part to the
chuck to prevent movement. Instead, hot glue was used to bond the brass
to the chuck, see Figure 2.14. The CAD file I had brought was not imported
to their software directly, therefore trust was put in the operator to ensure
that the profile I required was what the machine would cut. First, the holes
were drilled out, then the diamond machine balanced the tool to a nanometre
tolerance. First the face plane was skimmed to ensure it was true before cutting
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FIGURE 2.14: Diamond Machined Process

the parabolic form to a 10-20nm tolerance of the profile. After this point
the brass was flipped to remove the thickness on the reverse side to reach
the exit aperture. To date, this was the smallest cavity they had attempted
to cut and the tool was held at a 10o angle, not ideal as the tool was not
designed to cut in this position. A bespoke chuck and diamond cutting tool
would be required to further improve this process. During the two days
spent on placement, four brass CPCs were fabricated, attempting to make
improvements in the manufacturing process each time as the operator adjusted
the machining inputs, which highlights the importance of recursive feedback
and developing tacit knowledge over the fabrication process, even whilst
using specialist optical fabrication machinery.

Scientific Characterization of CPCs

The convex form and high divergency at the exit aperture of the CPC design
posed several challenges to characterise the custom optics. Firstly, it was
not possible to do a reflectivity test previously used to assess the polishing
methods in the first step due to high divergency. Profilometry technology
available in-house was not suited to profiles above 1mm and the concave form
meant the stylus was unable to access the parabolic form. It would be possible
to test the profiles of the CPCs if we cut the CPC in half to allow access but it
was deemed unnecessary for early development when most issues could be
identified through combining knowledge of the process, a visual analysis of
the optics and in their light concentration performance. The characterization
options available to us included microscopy to evaluate the surface quality
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FIGURE 2.15: Experiment Setup in Laser Lab

and light concentration was tested in the lab. To quantify how much light the
CPCs were concentrating, the testing system in Figure 2.15 was developed.
A light (1) was set up, facing into a large parabolic mirror (2) to collimate
it. A Fresnel lens (3) was then positioned in front of the parabolic mirror to
concentrate the light down to a 6mm spot size and correct 45° angular spread.
Here is where the CPCs (4) were positioned with a power meter (5) behind
to measure concentration levels. All components were positioned as centrally
as possible and the CPC was mounted on a XYZ positioning platform which
was optimized for every reading taken. To calculate the CPC performance,
the incoming light was recorded through a 3mm aperture (to replicate the
Nd:YAG rod dimensions) then through the CPC exit aperture to measure
a relative %± increase or decrease in incoming light. This set-up aims to
replicate that of solar collection conditions during field research, to ascertain
the performance of the CPCs without as many variables as testing outdoors.
However as the light does not cover the full solar spectrum, the results
collected are an indication of performance rather than a true representation of
how these optics would perform in solar conditions.
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FIGURE 2.16: 10x magnification on CPC test materials. Top
left to right descriptors: Brass with some concentric marks,
brass with poor silver adhesion, fine silver with some scratching.
Bottom left to right: milliput with large exit aperture and coarse
texture, shrink plastic with chips at exit aperture and some profile

distortion, 3D print with overall ’bubbly’ texture.

Figure 2.16 features six silver coated CPC samples (except solid fine silver
CPC) under magnification to analyze the surface quality. There is a stark
contrast between the metal and all other materials, indicating that metal
CPCs will likely be the most efficient out of these samples due to smooth
surface quality and regular profile. The CPC performance results in Table
2.2 and Figure 2.17, outline the test results gathered in the laboratory. Each
test was optimized for maximum gain and repeated several times. From
the data collected, the mean average and 2σ (sigma) width of distribution
was calculated from a small set of measurements. As a result, these are not
fully reliable, but do give an indication of performance at this early stage in
development. Performance increase/decrease is in factors, e.g. a factor of 1.5
is a 50% increase. The theoretical light concentration increase is 4.6, based
on the area ratio. Solid, Edmund Optics CPCs were tested as a comparison
to what is currently available on the market. As previously explained in the
literature review, these uncoated solid CPCs experience great loss through
their entrance and exit interfaces and through coupling at points of contact in
the mounted design. The 2.5mm solid CPC will likely increase in performance
if mounted more efficiently, reducing coupling. The 5mm solid CPC was not
badly affected by its mount and is doubtful the light concentration would
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increase considerably in further testing.

FIGURE 2.17: CPC performance in laboratory testing. Samples
correlate to data outlined in Table 2.2 outlined here left to right:
L Brass = ’large brass’ in test 3. S Brass = ’brass’ in test 3. 999
silver = ’Fine Silver’ in test 2.1. Milliput = ’Milliput’ in test 3.
Shrink Pla = ’Shrink Plastic’ in test 3. 3D Print = ’3D Print’ in test
3. 5 Solid = ’5mm Solid Edmund Optics CPC’. 2.5 Solid = ’2.5mm

Solid Edmund Optics CPC’.

TABLE 2.2: Light Concentration Results. (* 1 measurement only)

Start of Table 2.2

Test Material Process
Perfor-
mance

Standard
Deviation

1 Brass
CNC Milled, hand filed/
polished, trimmed & silver
coated

1.44 0.06

1 3D Print 1
Acetone applied with positive
tool by hand

1.15 *

1 3D Print 2
Acetone applied with positive
tool by hand

1.04 0.02
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Continuation of Table 2.2

Test Material Process
Perfor-
mance

Standard
Deviation

1 3D Print 3
Acetone applied with positive
tool by hand

1.05 *

1 Fine Silver Punched into Plastic 1.05 0.04

1 Milliput
Hand punched with positive
tool + ’ardcoat hand painted

1.3 0.1

2 Steel
CNC Milled, Lathe Worked +
Uncoated

1.2 0.3

2 Brass 1
CNC Milled, Lathe Worked +
Uncoated

1.3 0.7

2 Brass 2
CNC Milled, Lathe Worked +
Uncoated

1.3 0.5

2 Fine Silver CNC Milled, Lathe Worked 1.5 0.03

2.1 Brass
CNC Milled, Lathe Worked,
Trimmed + Uncoated

1.38 *

2.1
Large
Brass

CNC Milled, Lathe Worked +
Uncoated

1.4 *

2.1 Fine Silver
CNC Milled, Lathe Worked +
Trimmed

1.4 *

3 Brass
CNC Milled, Lathe Worked,
Trimmed + Silver Coated

1.4 0.03

3
Brass
Large

CNC Milled, Lathe Worked +
Silver Coated

1.4 0.02

3
Shrink
Plastic

Punched with positive tool into
aluminium foil

1.3 0.06

3 3D Print
Acetone applied with positive
tool on Lathe

1.3 0.07

3 Milliput
Hand Punched with male tool +
’ardcoat on Lathe

1.3 0.05

Solid 5mm Edmund Optics 0.8 0.3

Solid 2.5mm Edmund Optics 1.06 1.4

End of Table 2.2

The CPC information in Table 2.2 and performance visualised in Figure 2.17
from the data note that the solid CPCs (available to buy from vendors) were
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the least efficient. The 3D printed samples were refined between the first
and third tests in the second step, as the efficiency rose from 1.04 ±0.02 to
1.3 ±0.07. The CNC milled, fine silver sample was 45% more efficient than
the punched fine silver sample. All other sample materials generally had
consistent performance readings across the tests. The brass samples increased
modestly ( 10%) in efficiency once silver coated. The air-core custom samples
developed in this step all performed better than the solid CPCs with a solar
concentration increase of up to 40% compared to the use of no CPC in the light
concentration testing experiment.

CNC Brass CNC Fine Silver

Diamond Machined Shrink Plastic

FIGURE 2.18: White Light Spectroscopy: Top left: silver coated
CNC brass, Top right: CNC fine silver, Bottom left: Diamond

Machined 4, Bottom right: Shrink plastic

White light interferometry was used at Durham Precision Optics to
characterise the surface smoothness on accessible areas of the CPC profile. A
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stepped jig was employed to position the samples beneath the microscope
however there was no means of fixing each sample into a standardized
position to make the readings consistent. These images are therefore an
indication of the local surface quality and cannot be accurately compared nor
used to indicate the surface quality on the overall profile. It was clear that
the metal CPCs were overall a smoother surface quality than the 3D prints
and milliput which were uneven overall. The shrink plastic surface varied in
height by 50nm overall which indicates that it formed around the steel tool
well, yet the overall surface quality was ’bubbly’ with no easy way to polish
the porous plastic, see Figure 2.18. One of the hand fabricated, silver coated
brass CPCs varied in height by 40nm overall while the solid fine silver CPC,
which performed best in the light concentration test, varied in height by 60nm
overall. The diamond machined CPCs produced more consistent profiles than
the handmade CPCs, yet varied in height by 60nm overall on ’sample DM1’,
by 90nm on ’sample DM2’, by 120nm on ’sample DM3’ and lastly by 200nm
on ’sample DM4’. These results indicate an inconsistency in surface quality
between the diamond machined samples, which is to be expected when we
were working to improve the accuracy of each sample. The surprising results
are that the local surface quality appeared to gradually become more rough
rather than smoother, indicating that perhaps what was changed during the
diamond machining processes was not improving the surface outcome. It is
clear that the hand fabricated CPCs from initial testing are already rivalling
the local surface quality of diamond machining in this context. However, it
is likely the overall profile is more accurate on the diamond machined parts
since there are fixed tolerances between 10-20nm, unlike the hand processes
which may find it challenging to smooth the CNC milled or 3D printed
stepping to maintain an accurate parabolic profile.

The research in the second step has outlined a selection of different materials
and processes suitable for custom fabricating CPCs with an exit aperture
of 3mm. Through the exploration of materials, it has been possible to
experiment with milliput and shrink plastic which are not currently used
in CPCs, alongside more established methods in the field. This research
builds a foundation of practical knowledge and sample outcomes to better
understand what materials and processes are best suited for an application
which can be applied to CPCs of a similar millimetre-scale or be used as
a starting point to develop CPCs of a different form/shape. In addition to
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the experimental outcomes described above, the CPCs are currently expected
to improve light concentration by up to 1.5 ±0.03 (Fine silver, CNC Milled
& Lathe Worked) out of a 4.6 theoretical limit, see Figure 2.18. Through
further fabrication refinement, it is expected that higher collection efficiencies
may be achieved. The visit to Durham Precision Optics allowed the local
surface quality of these samples to be examined and compared to the diamond
machined CPCs fabricated during the placement, which will be tested in
the third step. The hand fabricated metal CPCs featured smoother surface
qualities than the diamond machined brass, yet are expected to have less
accurate overall profiles by comparison. To further this research, developing
the glass processes and metal/plastic die punching techniques would be
desired. Secondly, as the CNC milled brass and fine silver CPCs achieved the
highest light concentrations, more time invested into these may prove fruitful.

2.4.3 Third Step: CPC Fabrication Refinement

The third step was to narrow the investigation onto a small number of CPCs
holding potential: learning from issues identified in the second stage to
develop tacit knowledge over the material and fabrication process to further
refine the custom non-imaging optics to a high efficiency. As the CNC milled
silver and brass CPCs achieved the highest collection efficiencies in the initial
tests, this process was further explored and tooling to die punch silver and
brass sheet were made to improve on the first attempt. The die punching
technique was selected as it may prove useful to reduce the expertise required
to achieve high-quality CPCs and the process consumes significantly less
material per CPC, as 0.3mm sheet was used in this instance as opposed to
the 3mm sheet used for CNC milling. The shrink plastic was also tested in
the tooling designed for the metal die punching as it was easy to fabricate and
an alternative to the metal or glass CPCs. Developing glass CPCs was a large
focus of this step as whilst cold-worked glass polishing techniques had been
explored, no glass CPCs were completed or tested in the second step despite
their estimated potential. This section outlines the glass CPC development
through three, 2-day visits to the lampworker Helen Chalmers over a period
of several months to allow tooling development between visits. Testing these
CPCs will determine the efficiency of each approach and what may be most
suitable for future CPC fabrication for custom optics within research and
development. Below, each of these investigations for further CPC refinement
and study are detailed.
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CNC Milled Brass Brass was selected over fine silver to develop the process
further as the surface quality achieved through machining and polishing was
thought to have more room for improvement: the fine silver was liable to
picking up scratches which would impact the reflectivity. It was also thought
that the brass would better maintain the profile and the reflectivity may also
improve if a thicker layer of silver coating was applied, as the brass was still
visible through the samples in the second step, meaning that the brass CPCs
may have indeed been more efficient if they had sufficient silver coating. Due
to these material properties of brass and fine silver, it was anticipated that with
a sufficient silver adhesion layer, the brass core CPCs would outperform in
both profile accuracy and surface quality, leading to higher solar concentration
results.

a)

b)

c)

CNC milled

Silver Coating

d)

e)

f )

EMERY

DRILL

Cut excess material

POLISH

a) b)

FIGURE 2.19: CNC milled methods in 3mm brass sheet.

The profile of the CPC design was extended 0.5mm at the entrance and exit
apertures to ensure the top and bottom edges were preserved during the
CNC milling and polishing process. The excess material at the entrance
aperture would not impact the solar concentration and the exit aperture was
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later created through drilling with a 2.9mm drill bit and then excess material
removed to ensure the exit aperture would sit flush against the flat absorber.
A 2.9mm drill bit was used to cut the exit aperture dimensions to take the
misalignment of the drill bit in the chuck into account, as it is preferred that
the exit aperture is slightly small than exceeding 2.97mm. To fabricate the
CNC milled brass CPCs, the extended concave parabolic form was CNC milled
from 3mm brass sheet using a 2mm bull-nose cutter (step a)), see Figure 2.19
for all key steps. From here the components were removed from the sheet by
removing the tabs preventing it from going loose during the milling process,
this was then mounted onto a chuck on the lathe and made as true as I could
manage. Whilst revolving at approximately 1200rpm, I applied a 1,200 grit
ceramic file shaped to the profile before moving up grade-by-grade to 140,000
grit using emery cloths with a ceramic file as a hard form behind the cloth (step
b)). A clean cotton bud was swept across the surface between steps to collect
debris/emery dust. The CPC sample was then polished with M5 Menzerna
compound (P8 method) using a felt cone held by hand on the lathe (step c)).
The 2.9mm drill was then fixed and centred into the tailstock on the lathe
before cutting the exit aperture (step d)). Excess material was then removed
at the exit aperture (step e)) before being coated in 99.99% silver using the
evaporation vacuum coating machine (step f)). Despite general improvement
in the fabrication process, there remained a number of limitations faced by the
equipment and materials employed. The CNC milling machine used to cut
non-ferrous metals did not cut to high tolerances by comparison to the ferrous
metal milling machine, meaning that the brass CPCs were not milled to as
high a quality as could be achieved using university standard equipment or
tolerances available. This led to a greater reliance on the emery stage to remove
surface irregularities and a high polish without distorting the profile. Secondly,
the lathe mount could be further improved: the CPCs were not cleaned
thoroughly between abrasive compounds to reduce the risk of misalignment
on the lathe form taking the parts on and off repetitively during the process.
The risk of cross-contamination of abrasive compounds was considered a
lesser risk than misalignment which would lead to uneven polishing. The
exit aperture was drilled once the profile was polished as the risk of surface
scratching from the swarf (metal shavings) during the drilling process was
deemed less than distorting the profile and size at the exit aperture through
filing and polishing a very thin area of metal. As the brass samples tarnished
over time, they were re-polished gently using Menzerna M5 compound on
cotton buds in a pendant drill before silver coating.
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FIGURE 2.20: Die Punch Process

Die Punched Fine Silver & Brass A custom die was manufactured where
the sheet metal disk could fit between the enlarged negative form (taking
material wall thickness into account) and steel plates to hold the disk in place
(step a)), see Figure 2.20 for all key steps. This also allowed alignment of the
positive punching tool so it was vertical and central for increased accuracy
while striking the positive tool with a hammer to push the disk into the
negative form (step b)). This tool was then mounted onto the lathe to drill the
exit aperture out just as described in the CNC milled fabrication section (step
d)). Polished sheet and sheet direct from the manufacture were tested in the
punch. It appeared that there was little difference here as the sheet seemed to
matte somewhat through the stretching process (causing stress) and partially
polished the surface by being pressed against the polished positive tool. Both
samples required post-punch polishing (step c)) and the exit aperture drilled
out which were carried out on the lathe before silver coating the brass samples
(step e)). Polishing the blanks was not pursued. On the lathe, the samples
were polished with P275 and M5 menzerna compound on felt. Balsa wood
was also suitable for this as felt and balsa were able to be shaped to fit the
CPC profile and hold the compounds well. Fine silver and brass samples were
tested in this case as there was less silver waste than CNC milling and it may
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offer a route that does not rely on extensive expertise in emery and polishing
and may not require a silver coating, beneficial in the case where metal coating
is difficult to access or apply.

Shrink Plastic Further refinement involved utilising the steel die and
positive former fabricated to punch silver and brass sheet. It was difficult to
work the material with the tooling while hot in the conventional oven at speed
whilst the plastic was malleable. In particular the four bolts that held the parts
together were problematic and it was easier working the tool by simply using
the positive and negative parts without the extra parts to help with alignment
and warp control. This allowed the plastic to shrink evenly rather than getting
caught or hardening before it had been pressed into the negative cavity. Whilst
mounted in the die, the exit aperture was drilled before removing the material
thickness at the exit aperture by hand using emery papers. It must also be
noted that there was a steep ratio between suitable and unsuitable samples, as
maintaining the correct conditions for the plastic to be malleable and to apply
the correct pressure by hand was challenging and led to material waste.

Glass Whilst a general approach was investigated in the first and second
steps, no samples were followed through from start to finish. With limited
options within the university to hot-work glass, it was appropriate to explore
collaborative options with a specialist in the field. Several consultations were
made with glass specialists in the craft sector to understand what may be the
best approach to fabricate the millimetre-scale concave profile. Glass casting
and ‘slumping’ sheet were explored yet both options relied on accurate mould
making and the profile would need to be polished after casting which is a
step to be avoided if it is possible to achieve a polished surface during the
hot-worked process. Identifying the need to collaborate based on expertise
accessibility: an EPSRC Innovation Placement allowed me to work with
lampworker Helen Chalmers in her Edinburgh studio over a period of six
months. The aim of the placement was to explore hot working glass rod in
my hands with a flame to achieve polished and accurate CPC forms. The
placement enabled collaboration between a specialist in glasswork with a
deep understanding of the materials they work with extensively and myself
who was designing and making tooling in response to the nature of the
craft and the optics I aimed to fabricate. Collaboration between craftperson
and designer is a method proven to support product innovation in PhD
research[104, 105], and within industry sectors such as science, technology
and engineering[25, 106, 107]. This collaborative approach is also encouraged
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through grants like the EPSRC Innovation Placements for doctoral research.
I will now detail what was developed during each visit, to outline what was
achieved at each stage in the process.

19th & 20th August 2019 The first visit was predominantly to understand
how the glass could be manipulated and inform my understanding for how
tooling could be developed to aid the CPC fabrication process. The two days
allowed ample time to work while learning the fundamental lampworking
principles from Helen and sharing our perspective on the challenges the
objective faced and how to plan a strategy towards consistently making quality
optics. The mornings were spent hot pressing glass into a positive steel CPC
punch. First, we tried dropping the hot glass over the steel former which
was held vertically. Uncertain the glass was tightly fitting the profile near
the entrance aperture we used a flat press tool (similar to tongs) to squeeze
the glass against the side profile. We then changed strategy to press the steel
former down into the hot glass which we held in a round brass bead shaping
mould. This allowed pressure to be applied as the glass started to cool around
the positive tool. A brass knife tool was used to help flatten the glass around
the entrance aperture. Lastly part of the afternoons were spent experimenting
with different lampworking techniques to make beads. This allowed me to
work with the glass in more demanding ways, generally improving my ability
and I was able to try more tools which became a catalyst for future tooling
ideas that I could apply to the CPC fabrication. Challenges identified during
this visit were the coefficient of expansion (CoE) of glass in relation to the steel
tooling and end profile size required. We tested Effetre (CoE 104), an Italian
made glass which had a higher coefficient of expansion than P&T (CoE 93)
which is a British made glass and contracted less when cooling and became
the preferred glass type to use from a logical standing. However, as we were
unsure which glass would produce the best results, both glasses were worked
with throughout as the Effetre was very soft and malleable by comparison to
the P&T and therefore one may be more suited to the specific task than the
other regardless of CoE. Pressing the positive steel tool into the glass either
caused ‘chill marks’ (bumpy concentric rims round the surface of the parabola)
or would bond to the glass if the tool became too hot. It is clear that thermal
management of the tool was required to achieve a good surface profile.

15th & 16th December 2019 To respond to the issues identified on the first
visit, a negative brass tool was designed specifically with the lampworking
process in mind. The tool was made from a thick section of brass rod to reduce
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rapid gain or loss of heat which would assist with the thermal management to
avoid chill marks and bonding to the glass, as seen in Figure 2.21. The profile
of the mould allowed the hot glass to be dropped vertically downward onto
the shape, supporting the glass fitting around the CPC profile evenly as the
entrance and exit apertures were extended and rounded to compliment how
the glass melts over the surface (step 1a)). This rounded shape also prevented
the glass getting caught on any hard edges during cooling. Ceramic moulds
were also made: traditionally ceramic forms covered in soot were a process
used in forming glass-blown items. These however were not as successful as
the brass tool and were therefore left to the side in this instance but may be
of use in a different context. The glass samples made during this visit were
considerably more consistent: the glass filled the mould, meaning that in the
cold-working process they could easily be cut down consistently. The skill
in the process was in rolling a ball of hot glass from the rod and dolloping
it into the mould, releasing it from the brass just before it contracted onto
the mould and then removing the sample from the rod itself before placing
it into the kiln to cool and temper. Whilst this was a significant improvement
from the first visit, there was still the chill mark issue occurring in many of
the samples, particularly when using the room temperature brass tool at first
before it warmed to temperatures closer to the glass. Different colours of
P&T glass were tested in this phase but there was no obvious difference in
performance based on tacit experience and knowledge.

17th & 18th February 2020 The third and last phase sought to address
the chill marks on the parabolic profile. Helen suggested flame polishing
the surface enough to remove the chill marks but not too much that the
profile would distort significantly. I brought a small jewellers torch with an
adjustable flame size to aim into the concave form. Over the remaining two
days, we refined the process of stamping the glass into the negative brass
mould then one of us rotating the CPC impression while the other gently
flame polished the concave surface. On the millimetre-scale, it was a fine
balance between smoothing the chill marks and melting the surface back into
a blob. Fortunately, the glass can be remelted to make another impression if
the flame polishing did not work. A rhythm was gradually developing in the
practice of crafting the glass CPCs as the tacit knowledge grew and errors were
significantly less than earlier in the process. Towards the end of the placement,
it took approximately two minutes to fabricate the glass CPC shape which was
significantly faster than most other processes explored prior to this. Every
glass component was tempered overnight in the kiln to improve its strength,
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FIGURE 2.21: Glass Forming Process

durability and scratch resistance. The most significant thing to improve in this
process would be to control the temperature on the brass mould as done with
mass produced glass blowing moulds for bottle making, where neither chill
marks or adhesion are a concern.

Cold-working The lampworked CPC forms required the removal of excess
material at the exit aperture till the 2.97mm diameter was revealed. The
negative tooling was designed so no material would need to be removed at
the entrance aperture. The height at the entrance apertures of the CPCs were
standardised by the mould, allowing the components to be mounted onto a
steel plate then ground down on a lapping machine till the reverse side of
the exit aperture was polished to 1/10 microns using Kemet diamond paste
(step 1b). Whilst some of the lampworked CPCs were deemed suitable to
test based on their smooth, parabolic profile, it was also important to explore
options to shape and polish the concave glass with a copper positive tool
and abrasive compounds to investigate whether the efficiency would improve
through this process (step 2b)). Two methods were developed here: firstly
the concave profile was ‘hand’ polished by holding the glass and a positive
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tool with compound together and manually revolving the tool, working up
the grades for a considerable amount of time. Drawing inspiration from the
methods used in hand polishing telescopic mirrors, it was hoped this irregular
polishing process may achieve a high level of polish. Secondly the process
was explored to mount the positive tool into a pillar drill so that it consistently
revolved on a vertical axis while the glass component was held by hand
and taken up to the former to be polished. This still allowed an element of
irregularity to prevent deep bands of scratches occurring in the profile, yet was
more controlled than both parts being held by hand. The considerably higher
revolutions per minute (rpm) of the pillar drill reduced the time involved in
this polishing process, though more consideration had to be taken to ensure
the glass did not heat up too much. The concave forms were polished before
removing excess material, preventing fractures at the exit aperture likely due
to thermal stress, a problem discovered in the second step. As the glass was
held by hand, it was possible to clean the CPC parts between each abrasive
grade to significantly reduce the risk of cross-contamination. After fabrication,
the glass CPC samples were silver coated (step 1c)).

Final Scientific Characterization of CPCs

Microscopy The microscopy images were primarily intended to capture the
surface smoothness of the compound parabolic form. Each CPC was recorded
in 3 positions: a) flat at 12.5x magnification, b) angled where the bottom side of
the CPC in the image is vertically closest to the viewer at 12.5x magnification,
and c) angled where the top side of the CPC in the image is vertically closest
to the viewer at 20x magnification, and are presented in Figures 2.22 and
2.23. CPC exit apertures were measured with digital calipers in addition to
the microscopy. The flat images - featuring a 6.5mm field of view - enable a
visual comparison of the exit aperture sizes and surface colouration. Despite
the same 2.9mm dill bit being used to drill the holes through the CPCs, it
is a challenge to achieve consistent diameter dimensions. CNC Brass 5 was
not drilled but instead material was removed from the reverse side till it
reached the CPC form, but since the profile was extended 0.5mm it inherently
is smaller than required. The glass CPCs were polished in groups of six on
the lapping machine. Irregularities in height whether through variants in the
glass forming, the thickness of bonding agent used to glue the glass to the steel
plate for lapping or the angle or nature in which the lapping machine removes
material, caused each CPC to reach its ideal exit apertures at different times in
the process and therefore some were over cut while some under. Additionally,
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chipping around the exit apertures of the glass also appear to feature in the
lapped glass despite changing the fabrication method from the second step to
reduce this risk. The microscopy highlights the fragility of the thin material
reducing to a point which has to undergo abrasive processing to achieve the
desired output.
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FIGURE 2.22: CPC Microscopy: Silver Coating on Glass & Plastic
Substrates. Exit Aperture (EA) in millimetres. Eff. and P&T refer

to the substrate glass types

Each sample surface will be described here in terms of defects impacting
the surface quality. 1: The CNC Brass samples featured abrasive scratching
as expected. Additionally there were undesirable pit and drag marks. The
surface also featured matte speckles: possibly from residue or silver coating.
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FIGURE 2.23: CPC Microscopy: Silver Coating on Base Metal
Substrates (fine silver substrates are not coated). Exit Aperture
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Lastly there was mottling on CNC brass 5 toward the exit aperture. 2: The
Punched Brass and Fine Silver samples were consistent with one another,
presenting fine scratching and residue on the surface which impacted the
silver coating. 3: Diamond Machined samples feature concentric scratching:
indicative of the fabrication process. A burr at the exit aperture and residue
on the surface likely impacted the silver coating. 4: The CNC Fine silver
sample had abrasive scratching on the surface. 5: Lampworked Glass samples
indicated clear issues with the form as the light reflecting was far more
irregular than any of the other CPCs, likely caused by the chill marks. Despite
the undulating profile, the surface smoothness was the highest quality. 6:
Hand Polished Glass featured dappled areas of matte pits. There were areas
of high polish but were less consistent than the drill polished samples. 7: Drill
Polished Glass samples presented poor surface quality near the exit aperture
with areas of matte pits. Overall no obvious scratching but there were areas
of deformation in some of the samples, possibly a result of the lampworking
process and the abrasive compounds not cutting down below these irregular
areas. 8: The Shrink Plastic surface was coarse with irregular scratches and
matte areas: likely the state of the material provided by the manufacturer.

Laboratory Solar Concentration Experiments To quantify how much light
the CPCs were concentrating, the same testing system detailed in the ’second
step’ was adopted with minor changes explained here. All components were
positioned as centrally as possible and the power meter and CPCs were
mounted independently of one another on XYZ positioning platforms and
tilting mounts which were optimized for every reading taken. With reference
to Figure 2.24, to improve data reliability, a primary power metre (5) was
used to record the incoming light at the exit apertures of the CPCs whilst a
secondary power metre (6) in front of the Fresnel lens captured a baseline
recording to ensure all data recordings could be compared more reliably and
reduce issues with the lamp fluctuating in power. As this set-up was more
reliable than the previous one, it was possible to take independent readings of
each CPC and aperture without a rush to record CPC performance with the
3mm aperture as soon after to collect data with minimal light fluctuation. As
a result, 5 recordings of each CPC and the 3mm aperture positioned against
the power metre were collected. Due to the differing size of CPCs, the inset
of the power metre and the obstruction the lens mount with axial tilting
capabilities had on incoming light, custom mounting was adopted to ensure
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the light could be concentrated effectively onto the CPCs and out the exit
aperture positioned as closely to the power metre as possible. The annular
infrared (IR) viewing target was removed from the power metre sensor to
gain approximately 1mm of space to move the CPC closer to the photodiode,
however this was still recessed a further 1mm which meant that the majority
of the CPC samples were close but not flush against the power metre for the
recordings. As the concentrator has divergency of 180o at the exit aperture,
a proportion of the light concentrated will not be collected. Paper was used
in conjunction with the CPCs to absorb any incoming light surrounding the
CPC to prevent the power meter collecting ambient light. Data was collected
with the overhead laboratory lights off to prevent distortion of results from
photodiode sensitivity.

1: Controlled Light 2: Primary Parabolic Mirror 3: Fresnel lens

4: CPC 5: Primary Power Metre 6: Secondary Power Metre 

1

2
3

45

6

FIGURE 2.24: Experimental Setup in Laser Laboratory

To process the data collected, a ratio from each recording was calculated
and the CPCs were compared against the mean average 3mm aperture result
to measure a relative %±. As previously mentioned, this laboratory set-up
aims to replicate a close approximation of solar collection conditions, to
estimate CPC performance without the variable factors involved in outdoor
testing. However this method does not cover the full solar spectrum and
does not match the extended source nature of the sun: the power meter
was set to respond to the light reaching the power metre at 635nm for every
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data recording, and therefore the relative data collected acts as an indication
of the optics performance rather than an accurate recording of these solar
concentrators in solar conditions. Whilst the theoretical solar concentration
using a custom CPC in this laser system is expected to increase by a factor of
4.6, with this laboratory set-up, reaching this figure is highly unlikely as it is a
limited spectral measurement.

FIGURE 2.25: CPC Performance

Figure 2.25 outlines the performance of the CPCs selected for testing, including
the metal, glass and plastic CPCs developed in the ’third step’, the diamond
machined brass as an industry comparison and lastly two CPCs from the
’second step’ as a means to characterise issues in silver coating which appears
to have adhered more effectively to the substrates in the second step than the
third. It is important to take the diameter of the exit apertures (outlined in
Figures 2.23 and 2.22) into consideration here when reviewing the performance
of each CPC. The CNC Brass 3 sample for example is likely to increase in
performance if the exit aperture is enlarged closer to 2.97mm and similarly
the performance of the drill polished glass CPCs will likely decrease when
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this aperture is reduced. Overall the performance of the CPCs developed
in the ’third step’ are less than anticipated due to the clear improvements
and refinement in processing and is reinforced by the fact that the diamond
machined CPCs also improve concentration to similar levels of the CNC milled
and hand polished parts in the second and third step. As the uncoated fine
silver CNC milled CPC from the second step continues to outperform all
other samples developed, this indicates that there is a clear issue with the
silver coating method which will be investigated further in the next paragraph.
There is a 10% improvement in performance between the punched fine silver
CPC compared to the brass CPCs which supports the issue of the reflective
coating needing addressed as this further emphasises an alloy or metal
difference impacting surface reflectivity. The diamond machined samples are
outperformed by a selection of the CNC milled brass and fine silver samples
and the drill polished glass which appear to be the most effective fabrication
materials and methods to adopt for compound parabolic concentrators on this
scale. Whilst the purpose of the diamond machined samples in this study
were to act as an industry standard comparison, future investigation into using
polishing compounds to improve the surface quality of the diamond machined
samples may unlock further performance improvements.

Silver Coating Samples The CPC performance results reflect the challenge
of silver coating these concave, parabolic forms. This section will visually
analyse the silver coating results in this project to investigate and speculate
what the cause of unreliable coating may be based on literature. A standard
approach to take on future research will then be outlined. The samples in the
third step were coated with 350nm of 99.99% pure silver in the evaporation
vacuum coating machine. In the space of a few hours, discolouration started
to appear in the compound parabolic form - with the surrounding areas
remaining silver. During initial testing in the lab, sample ’Drill Polished Glass
1’ was exposed to the controlled light in the laboratory measuring 115mW in
the powermeter which caused it to reach a darker hue than other samples.
The samples were coated with a further 350nm silver and to the naked eye,
the same discolouration effect occurred hours after coating. The microscopy
images in Figures 2.23 and 2.22 were taken approximately 20 hours after the
second silver evaporation process (the fine silver and ’Drill Polished Glass
1’ samples were not coated) and indicate the varying discolouration of the
samples. Furthermore, Figure 2.26 indicates the contrast between fine silver
and the silver coated samples.
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Prior to this, the ’Diamond Machined 1’ sample was coated and a similar
effect occurred. The samples were coated with 100nm of silver and appeared
silver directly after coating, yet with exposure to light in the lab experiment to
test the CPC performance, the sample appeared to turn a brassy colour. This
was documented under magnification in Figure 2.27 which illustrates how the
silver has migrated on the concave surface. The microscopy also revealed that
diamond machined samples 1 and 3 both featured specks of corrosion which
were not present on the CNC brass sample. At the time, it was thought that
the coating of the silver was not thick enough to have formed a silver film,
hence why thicker silver layers were applied in the second and third step.

FIGURE 2.26: CPC Third Step Samples. Left: Punched Fine
Silver. Middle: Lampworked Glass 2 with two silver coats. Right:

Lampworked Glass 1 after exposure to light with 1 silver coat

The discolouration is typical of spherical silver nanoparticles and the optical
properties of silver are relative to the nanoparticle size[108]. Due to the highly
reflective, parabolic form, it is difficult to visually locate the discolouration
by eye to discern whether it is evenly over the CPC surface or not, as the
colour reflects around the entire optical surface, as seen in Figure 2.26. In the
vacuum, silver is evaporated and the ions travel upward to the adsorbent
where, due to the directional evaporation method and high aspect ratio of
the CPC surface, the concave form will receive a thinner coating than the top
of the CPC parallel to the boat holding the silver. This may also partially
explain why the thin film is reacting differently in the concave form than
the surrounding substrate and it may also be possible that ion migration is
occurring in the substrate. The wettability of the surface may be a contributor
to the discolouration of the silver: as the methods in the third step developed
smooth surface quality, and the diamond machined samples also feature a
high smoothness, this reduces the rate of adsorption and therefore the silver
particles sit on the substrate as highly dense, small particles rather than
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FIGURE 2.27: CPC Microscopy

achieving a film[109]. The samples in the second step were cleaned prior to
coating with acetone whilst the samples in the third step were cleaned with
isopropranol. Acetone can leave residue on the substrate which may have
raised the wettability of the samples, allowing adsorption and therefore a
silver film to form on the samples coated during the second step, and why the
samples in the third step may have a lower wettability. It is also possible the
increased discolouration occurring when exposed to the converging light in
the experimental laboratory setup is heating the electrons causing the highly
dense, small particles to coalesce[109]. Coalescing particles release heat which
may have further contributed to increasing the particle size and discolouration
of the silver nanoparticles[110, 111].

Another factor for consideration is possible contamination in the evaporation
process which could cause a chemical reaction leading to silver discolouration,
though no methods were changed in the process, i.e. the silver grain and
boats employed were the same. The evaporation coating machine used is
specifically for metals such as aluminium, gold and silver so it is not expected
for there to be organic contaminants present. Super glue gel was used to
mount the CPCs shortly after coating and did cause some residue to settle
in the local area around where it was deposited, however it is unlikely this
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contributed to any discolouration as every sample including the fine silver
samples in the second and third steps would have been discoloured. Lastly,
there was a significant time delay between the fabrication of the samples and
the silver coating process: in some cases over two years. This will in part have
led to surface corrosion, though all samples from the third step were polished
gently prior to silver coating to remove any corrosion that may have occurred.
To conclude this speculative section, the discolouration of the silver coating
is most likely to be a combination of the wettability of the CPC surface, the
presence of a contaminant, the high aspect ratio causing the formation of small
silver nanoparticles coalescing on the surface instead of creating a thin film,
and the discolouration is increased with exposure to light generating heat as
observed in the lab experiments.

It has already been established that due to low chemical reactivity, silver
adheres poorly to dielectric and semiconductor substrates. This causes
delamination, peeling, and performance deterioration over time [112]. Silver
coating using the metal evaporation vacuum coating machine has been
sufficient for coating samples for this research groups’ testing purposes
without the need for the coating to last longer than a few months. Whilst
it is not the most reliable process as the coating may deteriorate in quality
over time, it was expected to work as it has previously done on glass slides
commonly coated for teaching purposes and previous CPCs prior to the third
step. Time restraints on this research resulted in the inability to take steps to
resolve this issue and therefore a standard approach to apply a thin film of
silver onto CPC substrates in the future based on this research and literature
will now be outlined.

To adhere a thin film of silver to glass, brass or plastic substrates into a
millimetre-scale, concave, parabolic form, applying an adhesion layer may
increase the bond of silver to the substrate. titanium (Ti) and chromium (Cr)
are often employed to be the adhesive layer in the bilayer coating approach:
their chemical properties offer good coherence with silver. Choosing a suitable
adhesive layer for application will be key to performance and it is beneficial
to understand how the adhesive layer will change the crystalline structure of
the silver overlayer. Research investigating Ti and Cr adhesion layers with a
gold (Au) overlayer on optically flat substrates has indicated that Cr behaves
as a wetting layer and interdiffusion was observed between the Cr and Au,
creating an alloy rather than maintaining defined film layers. Ti maintained
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a continuous layer below the Au, yet both Ti and Cr change the texture of
the Au overlayer and partially oxidise during the deposition process[112].
Additionally, the crystal orientation of any metals applied to a substrate
impacts the formation of the thin films and island growth can occur if the
orientation of the crystals differs, as some crystals will grow faster than others
due to differing surface energy[112, 113]. Features of thin film crystal growth
on concave parabolic profiles may differ from these results as the vapor
density is not distributed evenly due to the high aspect ratio and differing
contact angle[114, 115]. Furthermore on this point, Knudsen postulated that
cosine law or ’angle effect’ in physical vapor deposition contributes to the
difficulty in adhesion as a portion of the atoms are reflected away from the
surface depending on the instance angle[116]. It has been established for
some time that when Cr is applied as an adhesive layer to glass substrate,
the silver or aluminium overlayer achieves improved adhesion[117]. This
may be due to the silver deposit orientation being induced by the Cr layer
below or a sensitisation phenomenon. It is clear that applying an adhesion
layer may improve the wettability of the substrate and the adhesion of the
silver overlayer. Further research in this area would need to investigate
which adhesion layer would best suit the application to achieve high optical
performance for the custom CPCs.

Establishing a system to clean the substrate prior to coating will reduce
the risk of contaminants. This research has already outlined how to remove
residual polishing compounds in the ’first step’ of this chapter, see section
2.4.1. Prior to silver coating, the substrates were cleaned via submersion
in acetone and isopropanol, with the surfaces being brushed gently with
fresh cotton buds or optic lens tissue, which is considered good practice for
general optical cleaning. The substrates would then benefit from a drying
step, such as spin drying, or to blow the solvent off with compressed air or
nitrogen. Using industry standard carbon tape, boats/coils, metal granules
for evaporation and gloves when loading and unloading the vacuum chamber
will reduce the risk of contaminants. Additionally, knowing what other users
are using the machine for will raise any concerns and whether the evaporation
chamber will need a thorough clean prior to use. To improve the wettability
of glass substrates, subjecting the samples to a glow discharge is very
effective at cleaning the surface[117]. Another method adopted to improve
interlayer adhesion is to roughen the surface through treating the surface
with low energy inert ion beam bombardment through argon plasma, or ion
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acceleration[118, 119]. Characterising adhesion of thin film quantitatively is
difficult and as experienced with the challenges faced with characterising the
profile and surface quality of the CPCs, the methods to characterise thin film
adhesion are often destructive and not easily adapted to custom samples[120].

Lastly, effectively operating the metal evaporation vacuum coating machine
will increase result reliability[121]. Reading specific machine instruction
manuals and literature will inform the degree of vacuum to coat different
metals in. There is evidence that low pressures of 10−5mm offer good
adhesion and there is evidence of below 10−6mm offering increased adhesion
reliability[117] so is recommended to aim for a low pressure when evaporating
silver, if the vacuum equipment allows. Further experimentation will need
to be undertaken regarding the layer thickness of silver, which will likely
be dependent on the wettability of the surface the thin film is to adhere to:
whether the clean substrate or an adhesion layer. As previously mentioned, the
high aspect ratio and differing contact angle on the CPC profile will result in
an uneven coating and therefore the thin film thickness will need to be applied
to resolve the major limitations to achieve the best performance possible,
whilst there is not the technology to apply more control over the process. For
flat mirrors, 90nm - 100nm layer of silver is applied for optimum reflectivity
results in the visible light spectrum[122, 123]. This research applied silver thin
films between 100nm and 350nm thick onto the custom CPCs, samples in the
third step receiving 700nm in total, whilst the sputter coated CPC example
featured in the literature review applied a film thicknesses of 400nm[93].
The distance between the samples and the boat from where the metal is
evaporated is significant: reducing the distance whilst ensuring the samples
remain within the evaporation area may lead to improved results[117]. Using
a quartz crystal film growth rate monitor in conjunction with the cover
shield in the vacuum to ensure samples are protected from potential dirt or
contaminants before the metal starts to evaporate; whilst the monitor allows
an accurate measurement of film thickness. The shield can be reintroduced
once the desired thickness is attained. Heating the substrate in the vacuum
may also improve film adhesion[113, 117] and cathodic arc deposition is often
adopted to coat concave parabolic forms, yet the effectiveness of this method
on millimetre-scale CPCs is uncertain. Alternatively, silver electroplating may
also be viable for the metal substrate samples.

In conclusion, the research in the third step refined a selection of brass, glass
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and plastic CPCs. The research indicates that it is possible to fabricate custom
CPCs on the millimetre-scale in these materials and using different processes:
highlighting the flexibility for fabrication depending on technological
availability. Due to discolouration in the thin silver layer applied to samples
in the third step, the performance results were lower than expected. Despite
this, the CNC brass CPCs are expected to improve light concentration by 1.43
±0.07, the Diamond Machined brass samples by 1.42 ±0.06, drill polished glass
samples by 1.51 ±0.03. These do not surpass the performance of the CNC fine
silver sample from the second step which achieved 1.54 ±0.14. Punched brass
and fine silver CPCs also offered promising results for what is a fast and cost
effective process once tooling has been made, and could also be converted into
an automated process. Developing a reliable system to apply a reflective silver
coating to the substrates has proven difficult on the concave parabolic profile
and a standard approach outlining future research suggestions in this area
have been made. This research also highlights an alternative: fabricating the
custom CPCs directly in fine silver offers an opportunity to circumvent silver
physical vapor deposition. Whilst further improvements in performance are
possible, the results from this study indicate that there are multiple material
options and fabrication methods available to researchers who wish to fabricate
custom CPCs on a millimetre-scale as the samples developed in this study and
the diamond machined industry standard samples comparatively performed
to a similar degree, demonstrating that there is a route forward for developing
cost effective CPCs.

2.4.4 Laser Experiment Preparation & Predictions

Fresnel Lens Characterization

As we intended to use a Fresnel lens for the primary concentrator, it was
key to characterise the lenses available for the laser experiments. The focal
length of the 300mm2 is 200mm with a focus size of approximately 8mm and
the 400mm2 lens is 225mm with a focus size of approximately 4mm. The
lenses are both made of Poly(methyl methacrylate), also known as acrylic,
and are thermally formed against a mould. The results from this fabrication
process provide cost effective solutions at the expense of lens accuracy.
Ensuring we employed a lens with the highest collection efficiency available
would translate in the laser performance and thus we characterised the lenses
through microscopy, profilometry and light concentration testing in laboratory
conditions.
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Fourteen microscopy images were taken across the diameter of each lens
in two directions, to record the lens efficiency across the cross section, see
Figure 2.28. Using a ruler, the width of the vertical and the collection angle
were measured on the images and the efficiency calculated as a percentage
between these measurements, see Figures 2.28 & 2.29. This data was then
used to measure the approximate efficiency in each concentric ‘zone’ where
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the images were taken. On both lenses it was clear the collection efficiency
was greater towards the centre of the lens. The 300mm2 lens has an area
of 70685.83mm and the efficiency was calculated at 55442.42mm, providing
a 78.43% collection efficiency overall. The 400mm2 lens has an area of
125x105mm and the efficiency was calculated at 84,582.91mm, providing a
67.13% collection efficiency overall. The collection efficiency of the 300mm2

diameter within the 400mm2 lens was calculated at 56510.97mm, providing
a collection efficiency of 79.95%. This data suggests that the 300mm2 area
inside the 400mm2 lens is more efficient comparatively to the 300mm2 lens.
Whilst the 400mm2 lens does have a greater area of light concentrated, it is
not as efficient, which is most desirable in the context where the solar laser is
designed with laser efficiency being the priority, over power output. Therefore
the data suggest the 400mm2 lens reduced to 300mm2 will produce the most
efficient solar collection of the lenses lested.

Spot profile tests were taken on the 300mm2 and 400mm2 lenses to gain a
cross section to characterise and supplement the microscopy images and
laboratory data. The Dektak has a relatively small platform in an enclosed
environment, making it difficult to position the lenses flat and towards the
back of the equipment. The lenses were removed from their frames and
placed on lens tissue upon the platform. Due to space constraints, it was
only possible to collect data from near the centre of the lenses because the
stylus was most accurate tracing the convex curve and dropping a ’vertical’
step towards the centre (samples 3 & 4) of the lens as the inaccurate data
collections attempted in the opposite direction confirmed (samples 1 & 2).
The data was then transferred onto Matlab software where the baseline was
fitted to the cross section to align the data as seen in Figure 2.30. The efficiency
of each sample was calculated by zooming in and measuring the gain and
loss using a ruler identical to the microscopy analysis. The 300mm2 Fresnel
lens measured a collection efficiency of 94.59% and 82.67%, in-keeping with
the microscopy results for the zones tested, see Figure 2.29. The 400mm2

Fresnel lens measured a collection efficiency of 89.42% and 89.3%, which
was marginally lower than the microscopy results for the zones tested and
the profile highlighted a ragged cross-section at points across the samples,
which may indicate movement in the acrylic during the press forming process.
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FIGURE 2.31: Fresnel Lens Collection Efficiency

Lastly, comparative light concentration testing to characterise lens efficiency
was undertaken in laboratory conditions using the same apparatus to test the
CPCs. The Fresnel lenses were optimised to concentrate light into a 3mm
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aperture placed in front of the power metre and this data was compared to
the 3mm aperture recordings without a primary concentrator. The Fresnel
lens surfaces exposed to light were measured and drawn up on CAD software
which provided the mm2 collection area of each lens. This step was taken
to ensure the hidden parts of the lens in the mounts are not measured into
the lens efficiency. To calculate the lens efficiency, first the collection area of
the lens was multiplied by the primary incident power at the 3mm aperture
with no lens to record the incident power of the lens itself. Secondly, the
power recorded for the lens was divided by the area of the 3mm diameter
exit aperture to calculate the W/m2. Thirdly, the power ratio was calculated
by dividing the power measured with the lens by the power measured without
the lens for a 3mm aperture area. Lastly, the efficiency was calculated by
dividing the power recorded through the 3mm aperture using the lens by
the primary incident power. The results in Figure 2.31 demonstrate that
the 400mm2 lens reduced to 300mm2 is the most efficient of the three lens
configurations trialled, which reflects the microscopy data results. Factors that
may be skewing this data are the cast shadows created from the mounting
equipment and the spot sizes of the lenses are different. These factors however
will be present during the field laser tests and therefore it is important that
these losses are included in these calculations to provide realistic efficiencies
for each lens. The microscopy, profilometry and lens efficiency testing in
the laboratory findings indicate that the 400mm2 lens reduced to a 300mm2

aperture will achieve the greatest lens efficiency from the primary Fresnel
lenses tested in this section.

Modifications to Mount CPC into Laser System

Steps were taken to design the CPCs to be easily mounted and optimised in
the solar laser system. The laser chamber design was modified for the cooling
liquid to enter then exit at a 90° angle, previously 180°, and the corners of the
exterior chamber chamfered to allow space for the laser chamber to fit inside
the optical mount to sit flush against the exit aperture of the CPC, and also
allows the mounts to fit into the system with the axial tilt knobs facing either
direction, see Figure 2.32.

Laser Predictions

This section will first detail the solid state Nd:YAG laser system developed
then outline the calculations made to predict laser output power and
efficiencies with and without a custom CPC in the laser system and with
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FIGURE 2.32: Laser Chamber and CPC Mount Configuration
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FIGURE 2.33: Laser System Diagram

the reduced Fresnel lens area to improve overall efficiency. Whilst field
testing would be preferred in our approach guided by the scientific method,
theoretical predictions do offer an impression of what we would expect to
see in experimental testing as seen in other research projects[124, 125] within
the field to better understand what might be a feasible system design before
testing in the field.

With reference to Figure 2.33, a Fresnel lens collects incident solar light
and concentrates the radiation down toward the flat absorption face of the
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Nd:YAG crystal rod. The 3mm diameter Nd:YAG crystal rod is 20mm in
length and features an (AR)/AR coating 1.1% doped on the flat absorption
faces. A 20mm rod was selected instead of 10mm due to past experimentation
achieving increased output power by a factor of approximately 2.2, through
greater absorption[126]. This crystal rod is mounted in an aluminium
chamber, through which cooling liquid is pumped in a closed loop with total
volume ∼100 ml. The coolant/scattering mix is a 1:1 ratio of water and white
emulsion paint, previously found to improve the laser output power by a
factor of 2.58 over the use of water only. Heat is extracted from this closed loop
using a forced air radiator heat exchanger, to reduce thermal lensing caused
by end pumping the rod. The laser chamber design was modified for the
cooling liquid to enter then exit at a 90° angle, previously 180°, to allow space
for the CPC mount to fit into the system. The laser cavity is 130mm in length,
formed between a curved high reflector with a radius curvature of 300mm and
a plane output coupler with a loss of 2%, found to be closest to optimal for this
system in prior research. The laser crystal is positioned approximately 25mm
away from the output coupler. In field experiments a power meter would
record the output laser power, but is not a factor influencing the predictions
calculated in this study.

With the efficiency improvements in the primary concentrator, through
masking-off the lens to a 300mm2 diameter aperture and the introduction
of the compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) developed in this research,
the solar concentration is expected to increase on prior experimental field
testing. These calculations will be undertaken separately and based on the
experimental data collected for the solar laser in 2016, prior to this research.
It must be noted that the previous experimental data collected calculated the
collection area relative to the reduced iris in the laser system which restricted
the collection area. The collection efficiency was 20.0 W/m2 based on their
primary collection area and 27.5 W/m2 with the iris restricting the collection
area and therefore improving efficiency. The iris in the system highlighted
significant losses in the lens but did not determine where the losses were in
the lens specifically and therefore was calculated as an even loss across the
Fresnel lens. With increased end pumping efficiencies entering the solid state
Nd:YAG laser system, the power output and laser efficiency are expected to
improve, and results will be predicted here through the following calculations.

To calculate the power threshold, Pth, and slope efficiency, ηs, of the four
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level Nd:YAG solar laser, the pump efficiency, ηp, from prior experimental
results will be used[126]. The equation to calculate the threshold pump power
of the laser is outlined in equation 2.3. Α, is the cross sectional area of the
active medium, σ is the effective cross section area for 1064nm emission ( = 2.8
× 10−19 cm2), τ is the upper state lifetime for the λ = 1064 nm transition ( = 230
µs), h is Plancks Constant , vmp the frequency difference between the upper
laser level and the ground level, with hvmp having a value of 2.22 × 10−19 J for
the Nd:YAG laser. γ is the total loss of the system, which is calculated with
equation 2.4.

Pth =
γ

ηp

hvmp

τ

A
σ

(2.3)

The output coupler loss is γ2 = −ln(R2), with R2 being the reflectivity of the
output coupler, and γi being the internal loss of the laser, which was found to
be γi = 0.00082 ± 0.00015 % by using a Findlay Clay analysis, see [126] for more
details.

γ =
γ2

2
+ γi (2.4)

The slope efficiency, ηs, of the laser, can be found using equation 2.5. ηp, is the
pump efficiency and ηc is the output coupling efficiency, ηc =

γ2
2γ .

The quantum efficiency, ηq, for the Nd:YAG solar laser setup is: ηq =
AverageAbsorbedPhotonWavelength

LaserEmissionWavelength = 674.3
1064 = 0.63. Again, please refer to [126] for

further explanation on calculating the average absorbed photon wavelength.
ηt is the transverse efficiency, which for the Nd:YAG setup is ηt =

Ab
A = 1,

where Α is the cross-sectional area of the active medium and Αb is the
cross-sectional area of the beam.

ηs = ηpηcηqηt (2.5)

The power slope for the laser may now be calculated because the previous
equations 2.3-2.5 have provided the slope efficiency, ηs, and threshold pump
power, Pth, figures. The power slope is calculated with the power output, Pout,
being calculated as a function of pump power, Pp, using equation 2.6.

Pout = ηsPp − (Pth ∗ ηs) (2.6)

Change in Fresnel lens Collection Area: Firstly, we predict an increased
pump efficiency by reducing the aperture of the 400mm2 Fresnel lens to
300mm2 (concentration area of 0.070685m2) as seen in Figure 2.34. The
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reduced lens area slightly reduces the laser power output (from previous
experimental data) to 95.3% (29.32W), yet increases the laser efficiency
to 30.42W/m2, based on the microscopy results in section 2.4.4. These
measurements include losses through the deformation of the collection and
’vertical’ angles on the Fresnel lens. Note that this prediction does not include
the use of a CPC. By reducing the aperture of the primary concentrator, the
laser efficiency is predicted to increase by 10.46%, relative to the efficiencies
recorded in the experimental tests using the same Fresnel lens to this research
in 2016. It is clear that the loss was not even across the lens, but instead the
losses increase closer to the outer edge of the lens, which is why we are noting
an laser efficiency increase which did not take a varied lens loss into account.
It is therefore clear that reducing the aperture of lens to 300mm2 will see
significant improvement in collection efficiency.
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FIGURE 2.34: Laser Performance: Deliberate Power output
decrease from reducing the Fresnel lens aperture from 400mm2

to 300mm2 (to consequently achieve collection efficiency gains)
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Mounting CPC into Laser System: Secondly, we predict the increased laser
power output by including the custom CPC into the laser system, using the
experimental results previously demonstrated. The CPC would be mounted
flush against the crystal rod and positioned at the focus of the primary
(400mm2 Fresnel lens without reduced aperture) to concentrate the incident
light from the primary concentrator into the laser crystal. The CPC used for
this study is the CNC milled fine silver CPC without any surface coatings
which achieved a concentration factor increase of 1.54 ±0.14 measured in
laboratory conditions. These measurements include losses of scattering and
absorption on the CPC surface at 635nm but does not include loss caused by
the high reflector positioned between the Fresnel lens and flat absorption face
of the gain medium. Instead, occlusion caused by the lamp in the experimental
tests to characterise the Fresnel lens and CPCs is present in the measurements
which creates a similar occlusion area for loss.

The graph in Figure 2.35 defines an increase in power entering the rod from
30.77W to 47.38W and maximum output power increase from 2.28W to
4.36W with the use of a secondary concentrator. The overall laser efficiency
is therefore predicted to be 52.6W/m2, a 90.95% increase from the previous
experimental results if a CNC milled, custom CPC is included into the same
solar laser system. Finally, the graph in Figure 2.36 indicates the collection
efficiency of 1) the previous experimental results using the 400mm2 Fresnel
lens as the primary concentrator, 2) the prediction of the same laser system
with the Fresnel lens aperture reduced to 300mm2, 3) the prediction of the
same laser system with the 400mm2 primary concentrator and the inclusion
of the secondary concentrator (CPC) developed during this research and 4)
the prediction of the same laser system with the Fresnel lens aperture reduced
to 300mm2 and the inclusion of the secondary concentrator (CPC) developed
during this research. As the reduction in collection area and higher gains in
power have been predicted, it is likely we will experimentally achieve the
highest gains with the reduced aperture of the primary concentrator -to reduce
loss in the lens- and the inclusion of the CPC developed in this research. The
reduced aperture of the primary and inclusion of the secondary CPC have not
been measured in laboratory conditions together so this combination is only
calculated via the separate data gathered for each instrument, and therefore is
an indication of what to expect, rather than substantial evidence.
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FIGURE 2.35: Laser Performance: without and with Secondary
Concentrator

Limitations to the solar laser predictions include that because the
reduced-aperture Fresnel lens and CPC have not been measured as a
combination, it is not possible to accurately calculate their impact on the
overall laser system. The predictions have been made separately to achieve
more reliable results and are an indication of performance, as the data from
the laboratory measurements are limited to 635nm, which does not account
for the for full light spectrum where the two main pump bands for Nd:YAG
are ∼ 730nm and ∼ 800nm[127]. Furthermore differing losses from occlusion,
thermally managing the CPCs or unexpected losses that may occur from
making these changes to the primary and secondary concentrators in the
laser system have not been accounted for. These predictions are conservative
because CPC performance is expected to improve in experimental laser testing
because the exit aperture - with a divergency of 180°- will be positioned flush
against the laser gain medium end face (flat absorber). This means that the
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FIGURE 2.36: Laser Collection Efficiency Predictions

losses of light escaping through the 1mm gap in laboratory testing will be
reduced significantly. Lastly, as the pump power, Pp, has increased, it is likely
that the 2% output coupler may be changed for a higher loss output coupler,
leading to further gains in the laser system. This research has focused on
increasing laser pumping methods however, rather than improving the optical
cavity of the laser. These laser predictions need to be experimentally tested in
future research to measure the experimental pump power, collection efficiency
and test different output couplers to find the optimal loss for the increased
laser performance.

2.5 Outcomes

The methods outlined above state that laboratory experiments achieved a
mean average light increase by a factor of 1.54 using a CNC milled fine
silver custom CPC, used as a secondary concentrator to reflect incoming
light from the primary Fresnel lens into a 3mm aperture. Figure 2.37
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presents the most successful CPC performances from a range of materials and
methods investigated in this study. CNC milled brass and fine silver with
hand polishing have offered reliable results in processing and performance
outcomes achieving 1.43 ±0.07 and 1.54 ±0.14 respectively. These samples have
outperformed the diamond machined CPC fabricated at Durham Precision
Optics which was the industry standard comparison for this investigation. The
drill polished glass offers another material and method for CPC fabrication
purposes, achieving a high performance of 1.51 ±0.03. The glass substrate may
be more desirable than metal in some cases, particularly if the silver coating
needs to be removed and reapplied often. Additionally, this research has
produced CPCs with cost effective and simple techniques such as the punched
silver, lampworked glass and plastic CPCs which offer a light concentration
increase between 25% and 30% in laboratory experimentation.
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FIGURE 2.37: Most Significant Performance Results in Study

Theoretical calculations predict that including the CPC in the solid state
Nd:YAG solar laser system contributes to an increase in output power by
a factor of 1.91, based on previous experimental data collected prior to this
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research. This resulted in a power efficiency of 52.6W/m2 which would
surpass the previous experimental record of 32.1W/m2[86] if achieved in field
experiments. Furthermore, through microscopy, profilometry and laboratory
testing, we predict that reducing the aperture of the 400mm2 Fresnel lens to
300mm2 will increase the collection efficiency to 30.42W/m2 (not including
CPC). This research has theoretically improved the solid state solar laser pump
power and collection efficiency through the development of the primary and
secondary concentrators which end pump the Nd:YAG gain medium.

Overall, our results are slightly below realistic expectations, which suggests
the secondary, CPCs can be improved further, particularly in regard to
applying a thin film of pure silver to the substrates. Despite this, these
results highlight that including a CPC in the laser system reduces primary
losses significantly, and therefore greatly improving the laser efficiency.
This represents a clear advance on more complex laser systems in the field,
indicating that solar lasers can be built cost effective with high efficiency.
Furthermore, this project has demonstrated that adopting craft techniques and
exploring materials not commonly used in the optics industry has broadened
the custom optical fabrication opportunities to researchers working in R&D
with limited resources. Future research in this area can refer to fabrication
methods and instruction detailed in this chapter to transfer the knowledge to
specific needs within the CPC or millimetre-scale optical fabrication domain,
not previously available.

2.6 Discussion & Conclusion

Discussion The aims of this project were in short to improve the efficiency
of a solid state Nd:YAG solar laser by fabricating custom CPCs to increase
end-pump efficiency. The scope to fabricate the non imaging optics was to
explore a range of craft techniques and materials to develop CPCs with a
range of costs and demand for specialist expertise. This approach was taken
to provide a range of fabrication options to researchers working in research
and development with limited resources to understand if there were plausible
alternatives to the industry manufacturing standard. Table 2.3 outlines the
8 key CPC types made in this study and outlines the work involved in each
process once it has been established, i.e. tooling and skills are acquired. This
research highlights the options available to fabricate custom optics to inform
researchers in their decision making as some CPC types may suit a particular
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context more than others. Further justification for the realistic applicability
of these CPC types will be discussed. It is clear that diamond machining
offers consistent results but a recurring cost for every CPC fabricated. The
cost here is reduced from having the work entirely outsourced: the CAD
file, chuck and a pre-fabricated brass CPC were provided, so the process was
quicker and the diamond machining process had less material to remove. By
comparison the CNC milled then polished CPCs were made using university
equipment and metalwork expertise learnt through trial and error, leading to
significantly reduced financial cost but longer time to develop a method that
would produce consistently high results. Once this was established however,
optics were produced to a consistently high standard as and when necessary
since the work was undertaken ’in-house’. For researchers who do not want
to invest the time into learning how to polish metal themselves; options
available within a university context would be to ask technical staff to follow
the instruction in this chapter, to collaborate with the jewellery staff or students
to apply their polishing expertise and general craft dexterity, or alternatively
outsourcing to a professional jewellery polisher in the trade. The route chosen
will determine the lead time, performance and potential costs. The punched
CPCs are a fast means of producing metal and plastic optics with considerably
less expertise required. The choice in thermal plastic will determine the
performance as the surface quality is the current limiting factor. It is expected
that thermal plastics employed in the optics industry would exceed the results
of the thermal ’shrink plastic’, marketed as a children’s toy, investigated in
this study. The punched metal CPCs require a gentle surface polish, but is
technically less demanding than their CNC milled counterparts. The PLA
3D print is another fabrication method that is already popular in R&D CPC
development, particularly for photovoltaic applications, which benefit from
acetone polishing using a positive tool to blend the stepping into an accurate
parabolic profile. This again requires time to develop a consistent approach but
as it only takes a matter of seconds to polish the 3D prints it is recommended
to polish them in batches and select the best surface quality for use and recycle
the others. Lastly, glass demands either the ability to hotwork the material or to
gain polishing expertise. The drill polishing technique is not reliant on starting
with lampworked glass: this approach could be applied to any glass to create
the form, such as optical glass. The glass does however require attention to the
fabrication process chosen and removing excess material at the exit aperture to
avoid chipping.
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TABLE 2.3: Estimated Cost to Fabricate 1 3mm exit aperture CPC
in University Context

Begin of Table 2.3

CPC Type Image x10 mag Process Time Cost Output

Diamond
Machined Brass

Outsourced 1 day £250 1.51

CNC Milled &
polished Brass

Metalwork
expertise

1 day £5 1.43

CNC Milled &
polished Fine
Silver

Metalwork
expertise

1 day £10 1.54

Punched &
polished Fine
Silver

Polishing
expertise

1 hr £5 1.29

Lampworked
Glass

Basic
lampwork
expertise

1/2
day

£5 1.25

Drill polished
Glass

Polishing
expertise

1 day £1 1.51

PLA 3D Print
Polishing
expertise

1/2
day

50p 1.3

Shrink Plastic
No
expertise

5
mins

20p 1.3

End of Table 2.3

There is a correlation between the investment of time, expertise and the
performance of the crafted custom CPCs. The CNC milled and polished CPCs
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and the drill polished glass are time and skill demanding yet achieve the
best light concentration by comparison to the quick and less skill demanding
processes involved in producing the plastic, lampworked or punched metal
CPCs which all perform relatively similarly despite the difference in material
and techniques. The white light spectroscopy results highlighted that all
metals could benefit from surface polishing after the profile is machined
and therefore this is an important step to refine in the fabrication process.
The techniques developed in this project are potentially applicable to other
similar projects. As these CPCs have not been tested in a solar laser system,
it is unknown how these CPCs will react. Ensuring the surface experiences
minimal heat absorption from incident light, there will be no change. It
is difficult to know with any certainty however that the plastic CPCs or
reflective silver surfaces would withstand the testing conditions. Due to the
millimetre-scale of the CPCs in this study, the impact of surface scratching
is greater than on larger optics, so it is likely that transferring the polishing
techniques to larger scale optics would result in increased reflectivity levels.
The methods adopted in the fabrication of the custom CPCs are of relevance
for other cost effective solar energy applications such as photovoltaics. It is
clear the hand fabrication techniques explored in this chapter are limited by
CNC technology and the expertise of the fabricator, but offer a competitive
alternative to diamond machining for the purposes of R&D. Characterizing
air-core CPCs by different methods continues to be a challenge because of the
high aspect ratio of the concave form. It may be possible to overcome this
through cutting a ’sacrificial’ CPC into sections to test for example, but for
these experiments it was unnecessary to measure the surface profile to such
an extent, as outcomes had not reached a stage in development to require such
a level of refinement.

Whilst it was not possible to test the CPCs experimentally in the solar
laser system, laboratory testing of the primary Fresnel lens and secondary
CPC optical concentrators enabled predictions to be made in relation to
experimental results taken prior to this research. Unfortunately the silver
coating process experienced discolouration which led to light concentration
results lower than expected. Despite this, most custom CPCs tested in the
laboratory increased concentration output by a factor between 1.25 and 1.55.
Of note are the performances of the fine silver CPCs which were not silver
coated: these offer a reliable alternative to applying a reflective layer to the
substrate. Despite the lower than expected performance of the secondary
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concentrators, the CNC milled fine silver CPC increased laser efficiency by
90.5% which is a significant improvement which if replicated experimentally
the end-pumped solar laser being developed at the University of Dundee
would exceed the current record globally. Increasing the efficiency of the
primary concentrator slightly reduces power output but greatly improves
collection efficiency which will also contribute toward improving pump
efficiency and in turn the overall laser efficiency. The aims of the research
have been achieved as a selection of fabrication methods have been tested
and evaluated in regard to their suitability for CPC fabrication. Furthermore,
it is predicted that with the reduced aperture of the primary and use of a
secondary, custom CPC concentrator in the solar laser system, the power
output and efficiency of the laser will increase to record levels experimentally.
This technical advancement is a step toward commercial viability as it
demonstrates that a cost-effective solar laser can compete with more complex
optical systems, in addition to attaining the aims of this research phase.

Future Research To further refine fabricating millimetre-scale CPCs with
current technology, more time would need to be invested into improving the
CNC milled surfaces created through cutting tool investigation in conjunction
with the milling programs selected for each step, which would improve the
accuracy of tooling and the milled CPCs. The fabrication methods anticipated
to achieve optimum CPC performance for the tests undertaken in this research
are to diamond machine brass CPCs then apply the polishing steps in this
study: if cost is not a concern. Pursuing this approach was not an aim of
this study as the diamond machined CPCs were a control method, acting
as an industry standard comparison for the CPCs made via cost-effective
fabrication methods developed in this project. Additionally improving human
ability and knowledge of the fabrication process, particularly the polishing of
substrates to improve the surface smoothness and in developing a cleaning
process post fabrication to increase thin film adhesion if a reflective coating is
to be applied, will likely attain further optical gains. There were no obvious
gains through the ’third step’ which refined the CPC fabrication process:
investigations into the relationship between substrate wettability, thin film
adhesion and solar concentration performance to find an optimal surface
quality suited for this application are recommended. The third step indicated
that the surface smoothness of some samples may have exceeded ideal surface
adhesion properties: experimentation with surface roughening through ion
beam bombardment may be a key step to further improve CPC performance.
Further experimentation into developing a reliable procedure to apply a thin
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film of silver to the substrate is key and further instruction to this has been
outlined in some detail under the ’Silver Coating Samples’ heading in the
’Final Scientific Characterization of CPCs’ section. In recognition that applying
an evaporated silver layer to the CPC substrate is difficult; future research
may wish to develop CPCs with fine silver, 99.9% pure, or manufacture the
optics with the 99.99% pure silver as the substrate, to circumvent the reflective
coating step. As brass was easier to machine and polish than fine silver, fine
silver was not further refined in the third step, but a polishing approach could
be developed specifically for this softer material. The punched fine silver
samples provide an indication of immediate performance results before a
polishing procedure is developed for this specific metal.

Ultimately the true performance of the CPCs will require field testing in
the solid state Nd:YAG laser system. This will provide experimental data
to indicate which substrate material may be best suited for this application
as the thermal effects may impact performance through surface corrosion,
melting or stress causing glass to shatter for example. As the characterization
data collected in this project indicated; using the 400mm2 Fresnel lens as the
primary collector in the solar laser system and reducing the diameter to a
300mm2 aperture will improve the collection efficiency as the high losses at
the outer 50mm concentric zone are masked off. Another area with potential
laser performance improvement would be to compare parabolic reflectors to
the Fresnel lens currently used as a primary. Future development in the laser
system outwith improving the pump efficiency could include wavelength
conversion dyes: to improve the collection efficiency further since the Nd:YAG
crystal absorbs specific wavelengths.

Future experimentation into applying craft techniques to develop custom
optics may be useful, specifically in developing sub-millimetre CPCs for
semiconductor lasers. Materials and techniques may include using diamond
drills and copper positive tools on glass substrates to remove material and
polish the parabolic profile, or to electroform, drill or punch metal substrates
before polishing. Again, consideration must be taken when choosing how to
make the substrate surface silver, as the profile of CPCs for semiconductor
purposes have high aspect ratios and a small entrance aperture, limiting
access for metal deposition application into the concave concentrator. This
investigation may draw from the methods developed in this study but would
likely need to develop new techniques to deliver results for the sub-millimetre
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context.

Conclusion This research contributed toward the ongoing development
of solar lasers and CPC fabrication methods which are nonimaging optics
commonly used in conjunction with photovoltaics and other solar energy
applications. Laboratory experiments indicated that the custom air-core
compound parabolic concentrators (CPCs) can increase the factor of incoming
light entering the laser crystal by 1.54 ±0.14. Calculations predicted the
solar laser at the University of Dundee to reach a power output of 4.36W
and a collection efficiency of 52.6W/m2 with the inclusion of a secondary
concentrator. Improved collection efficiency of the solar laser using a
custom fabricated concentrator offers great advances towards potential
applications for solar laser technology. Solar lasers have gradually improved
since 1966, yet there continue to be areas to improve to reach the level of
performance required to become commercially viable for application. This
study demonstrated that the efficiency of a solar laser was improved with
the use of custom CPCs to concentrate light, otherwise lost from the primary
Fresnel lens. Theoretically the advancements in this study have surpassed
previous experimental records for solar efficiency with a simple laser set-up,
and proved that high laser efficiency can be achieved without great financial
expense. This is crucial to ensure solar lasers can commercially compete with
photovoltaics in the future.

In addition to the quantifiable contributions to the improved efficiency
of the solid state Nd:YAG solar laser, this research trialled the applicability
of craft and jewellery techniques to fabricate optical components to a high
degree of certainty to compete with manufacturing techniques currently
adopted in the optics industry. The results indicate that on a millimetre-scale,
craft techniques produce optics in a number of substrate materials to a
standard competitive to industry performance. The white light interferometry
analysis of the surface smoothness of the CPC profiles revealed that the
diamond machined samples would benefit from polishing methods to smooth
the surface further. This example prompts a reevaluation of the surface
quality achieved by the diamond machining process and whether there is
an opportunity to further improve industry standards. Historically, craft
techniques have played a crucial role in the development of technology to
demonstrate scientific phenomenon. Polishing telescopic mirrors by hand
and scientific glassblowing indicate that craft expertise can be employed
to fabricate scientific artefacts on a human scale. The range of methods
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developed in this study to achieve an accurate profile and surface smoothness
can be transferred to custom CPCs on a similar millimetre-scale. The
techniques are suitable for consideration more broadly for applications of a
scale that the individual conducting the work is comfortable with. However,
these methods will likely reach limits when the scale is difficult to handle -
whether on a colossal or minute scale - where automated systems offer greater
certainty. The findings of this study suggest that there is an opportunity to
adopt craft techniques for research and development where cost-effective
custom optics are required and there is allowable risk versus certainty factored
into the project management. Craft techniques offer an alternative in the case
where industry manufacturing does not meet the parameters of custom optics:
e.g. if the aspect ratio of a CPC is too extreme to fit the cutting tool into.

Furthermore, this interdisciplinary research project demonstrated that by
collaborating between physics and craft to improve the efficiency of a solar
laser, a range of solutions were developed with a strong understanding of
how the parts integrated into the overall laser system. Consideration was also
made into developing techniques that could be adopted by other researchers
who may want simple fabrication techniques rather than investing time
into refining a specific polishing technique. Past literature has highlighted
the challenges researchers face when fabricating custom optics: particularly
when mould making. This is an area where collaborating with craft experts
in a particular process or with a specific material in a tactile capacity can
offer valuable tacit knowledge. This research experienced different types
of collaboration: 1, where I as the researcher and craft expert developed a
detailed understanding of the design parameters, working as an advocate
for the project and continually referred back to the research group and laser
system to make further refinements in recognition of the aims and objectives
of the project, 2, Where I as the researcher collaborated with technical staff
and independent craftspeople over time to develop fabrication techniques
together that suited the desired outcome, and lastly 3, outsourcing the work
where there was little input and no control of the outcome. In my opinion,
integrating the craftsperson into the physics research allowed for faster
exploration and refinement and to initiate ongoing fabrication engagements
with those possessing relevant expertise, than if a series of outsourced CPCs
were organised. This is due to the benefits of the dialogue between the
researcher, expert and the process to identify areas for further refinement and
the realistic applicability of the process undertaken for the desired outcome.
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When an item is outsourced, there is less certainty whether your parameters
were met and the outcome may or may not be what you expected and there is
no knowledge of how the fabricator made the component to know if or how
further refinements can be undertaken. Possessing relevant knowledge in
both the physics and craft field allowed a streamlined product development
of non-imaging optics in this research project. To conclude, this project
successfully improved the efficiency of a solar laser through the integration
of craft techniques into a context where custom optics were desired by
physicists, demonstrating that craft continues to have a place in a field that
relies increasingly on advanced technologies and integrated systems.
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Chapter 3

Phase 2: Sustainable Craft Processes
Using Solar Concentration

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a phase of the research that explored opportunities
for collaboration between disciplines through adopting equipment developed
within science for craft purposes. Aims were developed with reference to past
projects working at the intersection between craft and science and an initial
practical investigation into equipment in the School of Physics. This phase of
the research differs from the previous in that it was an open enquiry without
a defined outcome, which led to recursive methods to explore sustainable
material processing using a Fresnel lens. The results, including the ‘Sand
Map’ of Scotland and experiments from the ‘Solar Enamelling Workshop’
with professional enamellers were analysed, and future directions suggested
within a sustainable context. In this chapter there are five sections: 1. a
literature review; 2. aims and objectives; 3. methods; 4. outcomes; and lastly
5. discussion and conclusion. This chapter demonstrates the opportunities
created through exploring equipment outside the craft field, by collaborating
with scientists and craftspeople. This project will be further analysed as a case
study in Chapter 4.

3.2 Literature Review

3.2.1 Demand for Sustainable Development

With finite resources and an increasing population, global resource
management is critical to the survival and well-being of life on Earth. As the
Sustainable Development Goals highlight, there are many areas to consider
and each aspect is interlinked: ‘7. affordable and clean energy solutions’
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could be improved at the expense of other areas such as ’12. responsible
consumption and production’. Sustainable development is a complex
landscape and one of the greatest ‘wicked’ problems we face: ensuring that
our future plans cause more positive than negative impacts[128]. In both
science and the jewellery industry we use a considerable amount of energy
to process materials and manufacture the renewable energy solutions we are
investing in for a ‘greener future’.

Fortunately, despite what can seem like overwhelming challenges we
collectively face, these are opportunities for innovation on a micro or macro
scale in many disciplines. Whether a furniture maker using wood sustainably
from the forest they manage, or a large energy company developing off-shore
wind farms, there are ethical considerations to consider when making
decisions. This can be undertaken from an ecological perspective: weighing
up choices and developing a responsible strategy in response to your
ever-changing environment, without getting involved in carbon accounting,
which is often unreliable on a small scale. As the ‘wicked’ problems we
face are entangled within a broader ecosystem, it is often appropriate to
take a stochastic craft approach rather than a constructive craft approach[39]
when exploring our supply chains, operations and broader contribution to
society, as we often cannot rebuild from scratch and fully quantify what the
consequences of this would be, positive or negative. A ‘stochastic’ approach
as Aristotle defined it was to take suitable action to ’promote’ the healing
of a problem. Sustainable practice can be driven by accessible technologies,
a demand for improved standards by the market or regulatory bodies, or
driven by individuals or communities keen to improve conditions in their
control. The level of involvement will often depend on whether the demand
for sustainable development is a prescriptive activity or if it has been a
free choice. As developing clean energy solutions or sustainable material
processing technology are ‘wicked’ problems, it is essential that inter and
transdisciplinary thinking are employed to tackle such challenges. Crafts
people are uniquely positioned in this context as they are acutely aware of the
material origins, processes and lifespan of the end product. They respond to
the environment around them similarly to a polymath [129] to actively engage
with their audience in a dialogue with their research and work as the focus.
For example, an array of different approaches to an ethical practice were
exhibited at Perspectives: Creating Jewellery for a Fairer Future 2018, highlighting
work made from responsibly sourced metals, items raising awareness for
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environmental issues through their design[130]. Silversmith, Kyosun Jung
featured silver ’Whale with Tummy Ache’ medals to highlight marine
pollution. Furthermore, in addition to those working with second hand or
found objects, researcher Prof Sandra Wilson collaborated with chemists to
extract gold from electronic waste to apply this gold to her silverware and
jewellery[130, 131]. Examples of other makers utilizing technology to address
environmental issues are Dr Kathy Vones, who is developing filaments for
3D Printing made from ocean plastics[131]. It is clear that craftspeople have
the ability to make considered connections between all aspects concerning
their practice in a sustainable context. Therefore, are there opportunities for
craftspeople to collaborate with manufacturing industries in other disciplines
to design custom, innovative methods for sustainable development?

3.2.2 Technological Developments in Sustainable Material

Processing

Physics and engineering have developed incredible tools which can be
adopted by craft practitioners. Since the 1960s photonics has enabled us
to alter materials remotely or in controlled hands-on conditions: through
welding, cutting and etching to high precision[132]. It is even possible to
control the thermal energy from the laser beam to alter the colour of certain
metals to the desired hue; thermally lasing a photographic image onto the
surface[24, 133]. Whilst the quest to make higher-power and smaller-scale
lasers is ongoing, harnessing light to process materials was first conceived
millennia ago. Similarly, solar energy is not a new concept: solar rays have
been controlled through optics to alter the properties of matter for various
purposes throughout history. Convex lenses or ‘burning glass’ were used to
concentrate sunlight to start fires in 7th century B.C.E. Polished metal ‘burning
mirrors’ were next to be invented in 212 B.C.E where polished metal plates
that reflected the Sun’s rays: famously illustrated in the Archimedes’ ‘death
ray’ fable which destroyed an entire Roman fleet[134], see Figure 3.1. Despite
how unlikely this story is; optics have been employed to illuminate darkened
rooms, cut gemstones, and for alchemical purposes. For a comprehensive
reference to ancient solar engineering, the works of Christopher Jordan are
a helpful starting point. Material processing practices detailed in Jordan’s
book, ‘The Ancient Solar Premise’ will now be explored as many of these
technologies hold potential in modern times[135].
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FIGURE 3.1: Artist’s view of Archimedes of Syracuse (Sicily)
operating his burning mirrors against Roman triremes during the
siege of his city laid by consul Marcus Claudius Marcellus, at the
time of the Second Punic War (214-2 BCE). Image licensed by the

Science Photo Library [136]

The first strategy uses objects for thermal radiation: Sun temples used
reflective metal panels on the temple doors to focus sunlight onto a dark
central stone which would transfer the heat into the surrounding chamber
where clay bricks and pots could be fired, food cooked, materials dried and
water boiled to cook rice or provide safe drinking water. It is estimated that
60-90kW of power was available in the chamber per day; with the capacity to
cook over a thousand pitta breads; which competes with conventional oven
technology. The second strategy uses the ‘burning mirrors’ as previously
described with the unlikely case of Archimedes and the burning ships. Whilst
proving that parabolic mirrors could be fabricated with long focal lengths at
this time is challenging, there is tactile evidence of gems, metal and stone that
required precise technology to achieve their finish which suggests that optics
were adopted to fabricate ancient artefacts. In addition to curved mirrors
being used for weaponry, there was also interest in these for alchemic use
in the ‘transmutation of materials’ in Greece with the aim to change base
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metals into gold or to alloy gold to make it go further. The methods were
simple: angling the mirror towards the sun and hold the sample in the focus
to watch glass, metals and gemstones transform. Jordan tests gem processing:
thermally annealing various stones in or near the focus of the parabolic mirror
to demonstrate the phenomenon. Regarding metallurgy, the mirror was
capable of smelting and refining most common metals rather than using a
furnace. The mirror could be scaled to the volume of metal in question. A
further benefit was that the light was a clean energy source which burnt any
oxides present, leading to fewer impurities. They pose that oxides and rust
could also have been vaporised with care not to overheat and melt metals
as a means of conserving metal surfaces, see Figure 3.2. Pouring the molten
metal into dies or even using the solar focus to weld metals together is posed
to be used by the Egyptians as a means to avoid soldering. In regard to
metal: Jordan concludes that the solar forge was a valuable addition to the
metallurgists or jewellers toolkit in addition to the longstanding furnace.

FIGURE 3.2: Vaporised Metal Dish. Image credit:[135]

There is evidence that parabolic mirrors have been used in ceramic, glass
and stone work also, though is a topic for debate with other researchers.
There are samples where glass has been employed to ‘glue’ stone together,
and glazes feature on ceramics too large to fire and vitrified (transforming a
substance into glass) stone markings left in the landscape that suggest solar
stone masons were at work in the area. Through the likely and unlikely
examples defined here - and the many others documented in Jordan’s work
– the potential of concentrating sunlight for material processing on a large
or small-scale pique the imagination. This work highlights the qualities of
the solar concentration process that are appealing in circumstance where
traditional methods such as using a furnace, soldering or hammer and chisel
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do not meet the needs of the workman and/or end result desired. At this
preindustrial time in ancient history, there were no distinctions between craft
and science, simply practical methods to innovate: these technologies created
can inform our modern approach to sustainable practice and innovation,
impartial to disciplinary boundaries.

Fossil fuels, advances in equipment and technique, and the inconsistent
availability of sunlight saw this technology lost to time: hence the lack of
knowledge surrounding the methods undertaken in the historical context. In
recent years however, with the manufacturing focus turning to sustainable
material processing methods, there have been a re-emergence of solar
technologies for renewable energy and material processing. Markus Kayser
for example developed a ’Solar Sinter’ project in 2011 which explored desert
manufacturing: a Fresnel Lens is combined with 3D printer technology to
melt sand into glass objects in the Egyptian desert. The work demonstrated
uniting photovoltaics and optics to develop sustainable material processing
where sand and sunlight are abundant[137] (see Figures 3.3 & 3.4 ). Kayser
also developed a ’Sun Cutter’ in 2010, where a ball lens was combined with an
XY-plotter to act as a laser cutter powered by the Sun. The Fresnel lens has also
been introduced into communities of low-income where sunlight is ample to
use as solar ovens. Similar to the Sun temple concept, the Fresnel lens - often
re-purposed from old televisions- is usually focused onto a metal plate or
vessel where water can be boiled and food cooked[138]. In this case however,
the heat absorber of the concentrated sunlight is not used to radiate the heat
into a chamber. This offers a renewable source of energy and preserves the
local environment as natural resources such as wood are no longer required
to generate heat. Researchers at Nottingham-Trent University are combining
Fresnel lenses for solar concentration with periscope instrumentation to
allow the oven to be located indoors whilst the solar concentration occurs
outdoors[139], which indicates how adaptable the technology is to the
desired outcome. Another current example of the demand for sustainable
technological solutions in this area is through the partnership between Elvis &
Kresse (a sustainable luxury brand) and the Queen Mary University, London
to develop a solar forge to recycle aluminium cans not currently recycled by
the industrial system[140, 141].
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FIGURE 3.3: Markus Kayser with the solar sintering equipment.
Image credit: [137]

FIGURE 3.4: Sintering in progress: glass made with solar sintered
sand in Egypt. Image credit: [137]

The examples above emphasise the connections needed to be made
between the challenges in sustainable material processing, renewable energy
and available technologies. Kayser has very eloquently demonstrated
amalgamating several ‘separate’ disciplines through holistic thinking to offer
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a solution to fabricate artefacts sustainably with a readily available material.
With more tools and knowledge in the arts and sciences at our disposal than
in ancient times, solar concentration for manufacturing is well positioned to
be a viable alternative to current fossil fuel and electric-hungry methods. It
is an apt time to reconsider the role of the solar stone mason, metalsmith and
alchemist: is there a place for the solar craftsperson in modern times?

3.2.3 Innovation in Craft

Building on the exploration of craft in chapter 1’s literature review, craft
has an almost inseparable relationship with material. Craft is considered a
human practice that requires a deep tacit knowledge of the material, tools and
processes involved and the desire to endeavour towards mastery of technique,
which will inevitably never be attained in the eyes of the craftsperson. The
film ‘Takumi: A 60,000 hour story on the survival of human craft’ directed
by Clay Jeter, explores the craft process and philosophy through a carpenter,
traditional paper cutting artist, Michelin-starred chef and an automotive
craftsperson[142]. Takumi is the name given to Japanese master craftspeople
and the documentary highlights the transition of craft skills into modern
times and the demand for the highly trained eye to identify and characterise
flaws in objects, for example in the body-work of Lexus cars rolling off the
production line, invisible to the robots that fabricated them. Hand crafted
objects can be incredibly complex to the point where the skills developed
cannot be easily replicated by machines nor another craftsperson in the same
field: this is often a deliberate consideration during the design stage to ensure
the design is somewhat protected from copyright infringement without
investing in a patent. Goldsmith Giovanni Corvaja, known for their fine wire
work innovates craft practice through developing custom tools to re-imagine
how we perceive and interact with gold[143]. The bracelet in the ‘Golden
Fleece’ collection is made with 1,241,856 gold wires, drawn down by hand to
a fifth of human-hair thickness, creating a soft, fur-like texture to the touch,
see Figure 3.5. In other works, enamels are carefully bonded onto almost
invisible platinum and gold wire, to play with material weight, space, texture
and strength in a profound manner.

Vitreous enamel, also called porcelain enamel, is a material process where
powdered glass is fused onto a substrate, such as metal, glass and ceramics
– as previously mentioned in the vitrified examples in Jordan’s research.
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FIGURE 3.5: The Golden Fleece Ring by Giovanni Corvaja. Image
credit:[143]

The practical and decorative qualities of enamel (on metal) have allowed the
process to feature on decorative objects since the third millennium B.C.E.
and more recently enamel has been developed industrially for coating objects
such as cookware, refrigerators and signage to gain durable characteristics to
maintain lustrous colour and surface quality in thermally varied conditions.
Black porcelain enamel coatings on steel are being developed to be a
high-temperature, spectral selective material for concentrated solar-power
receivers[144] (used for light-thermal conversion in renewable energy systems)
much like the dark granite or obsidian central stone in the Sun temples, which
illustrates the breadth of areas in which this material is of use. The decorative
enamelling techniques have remained largely unchanged throughout history,
only with the introduction of advanced technologies, such as electronically
controlled kilns, to increase the level of control. In recent years the research
of Jessica Turrell has examined the innovative use of vitreous enamel in
contemporary jewellery and has strived to overcome fundamental restrictions
posed by the metalworking and enamelling crafts[145]. Turrell integrated
3D printing, electroforming and industrial enamels in their study to push
away from the smooth, relatively flat surfaces required to apply enamel with
success, as seen in Figure 3.6. Yinlong Li’s ongoing research is testing the
boundaries of plique-a-jour (enamel suspended between wires like stained
glass) using the selective laser melting (SLM) technique to fabricate metal
structures specifically for the application of enamel, pushing the traditional
technique in a modern direction[146]. Turrell identified the disparity in the
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connection between innovative design and technical application ability. There
were two key groups outlined: those with the traditional technical skills and
little interest in pushing design and those with strong design ideas but a
disregard for the technical application of enamel[110]. It is clear that there
are opportunities to innovate the design approach and enamelling techniques
in the decorative fields. The examples above indicate that there is a desire
to reconsider the approach to enamel, to apply the scientific and aesthetic
qualities of the material in new areas.

FIGURE 3.6: Enamel brooches by Jessica Turrell. Image
credit:[145]

The findings from this literature highlights global resource management
challenges and the need to reduce our energy consumption. The complexity
of ‘wicked’ problems are outlined and the advantageous position craftspeople
are in to make connections and may also be well placed to collaborate with
other disciplines and industry partners to contribute towards meeting the
sustainable development goals. Solar concentration has been utilised in
material processing since ancient times: from using convex lens to start fires to
the use of reflective mirrors to heat sun temples and using parabolic mirrors
for alchemical and craft purposes. Examples in Christopher Jordan’s research
highlighted the adaptability of scale and application of solar concentration,
to heat and melt various materials in a clean and efficient manner. Craft
practice in historic and modern times highlight the value in attention to
the process in the moment and as an overall journey towards mastery and
the incredible feats that are attained with such discipline, challenging the
capabilities of digital technology. Craft evidently connects technology, people
and environment together: through artefacts that communicate a specific
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narrative, resonate a sense of place or identity and has the principles and
philosophy of sustainable development ingrained in its practice. Enamel
development has remained mostly stagnant for many centuries till recent
years where industrial developments and contemporary artists are reshaping
the community and methods. My research has identified an opportunity
to explore solar craft and solar enamelling for innovative and sustainable
material processing.

3.3 Aims & Objectives

This experimental research study investigated accessible scientific apparatus
which has the potential to aid sustainable craft practice. An initial review
of scientific equipment relevant to the craft sector was undertaken and the
Fresnel lens was considered of most interest with its ability to thermally alter
materials using solar energy. This lens theoretically offers great scope as the
literature indicated the range of materials and techniques which had been
experimented with prior to this study, suggesting that there was a logical
basis upon which to test ideas intuitively to determine where its potential
may lie. Therefore, this phase of the research aims to explore the use of a
Fresnel lens to develop sustainable material processing methods for craft
practice. Developing an initial open study of materials to then focus on
solar enamelling is intended to demonstrate the characteristics of solar craft
generally whilst offering a case study where solar enamelling can highlight
any nuances in the process. There are two key stages in this research: the
first step will explore solar craft through heating various materials to learn
the Fresnel lens parameters in this context and to document how materials
react. Building from Kayser’s solar sinter research, glass will be made with
sands from various locations on the Scottish coastline to understand the
geological and geographical characteristics of each sand sample. Sand was
chosen to investigate if where the material was collected from influenced the
glass material outcome. The second step investigates solar enamelling on
metal. With no literature found on this subject, this study evaluates the tacit
knowledge developed from the first step and responds to the opportunity
to apply solar concentration into an area of craft that may benefit from such
an application. A ‘Solar Enamelling Workshop’ aims to build technical data
around solar enamelling from professional enamellers who would be able to
exploit the unique characteristics of the directional heat source.
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This phase will collect technical data on solar craft and enamelling for
outdoor craft practice and will be evaluated qualitatively in terms of what did
and did not work from a technical perspective and through evaluating the
user experience and reflection on future application viability. The outcomes
are intended to act as a gateway for those interested in optics for material
processing to familiarize themselves with the scientific toolbox, to push the
technology in new ways. The outcomes will also communicate scientific
capabilities and will therefore be of interest for public engagement purposes.
In the craft profession, apprenticeships usually range between three to
five years as a means to become competent at a specific technique such as
engraving. This indicates that this study will only scratch the surface of
solar craft techniques and is therefore a short-term investigation rather than
a comprehensive review of solar craft practice. This research aims to pioneer
a path for the reintroduction of solar processing in craft practice through
collecting data that documents the knowledge exchange between craft and
optics for sustainable craft processes.

3.4 Methods

This phase of the research is in contrast from the first in Chapter 2 as there
were no specific physical outcomes identified from the offset. The tactic here
was to work by three key elements: to observe, experiment and respond
to the subject matter, followed by reflection. This research project offers
an opportunity to combine technology derived from solar concentration
methods with sustainability concerns within the craft sector to create work
which informs current fabrication methods. This research makes connections
between disciplines to make work that benefits craft for technical and aesthetic
purposes and science for public engagement purposes. The artefacts created
demonstrate the power created through optics. This section will outline the
design and safety considerations taken when conducting the research: the
first step explores solar craft for a variety of materials and the second step
focuses on solar enamelling and includes a remote solar enamel workshop
with professional enamellers as a means of outreach to the audience the
technique may be of interest to and to gather data created by those with
extensive enamelling experience.
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3.4.1 Design & Safety Considerations

The Fresnel lens used in this experimental project was a 400mm2 square lens
with the corners blocked out to produce a rounded lens to maintain a round
focus which would help with manually tilting the lens at the correct angle
for optimisation. There were several safety precautions to evaluate before
engaging in this activity: among these were the extended period of time the
user would stare into the focus which may cause retinal damage and the
burn/fire hazards associated with the lens focus. A safe operating procedure
was devised and can be found in Appendix A.5 which was enforced to
mitigate any risks, and was successful throughout the project.

The accuracy of the Fresnel lens can be controlled in a range of different
ways to influence the nature of the solar craft process. In addition to holding
the lens by hand over the materials to be heated, it is possible to use apparatus
to mount the Fresnel lens. Options include mounting the lens with a simple
tilt mechanic (in the style of a table mirror), to digitise the tilting mechanic so
that it can track the Sun independently and to mount the Fresnel lens onto a
lightweight tripod with solar tracking, tilt and rotation capabilities. It is also
possible to scale this up to large scale Fresnel lens equipment with a highly
accurate tilt and rotation, however this approach deviates from the aims of
developing solar craft processes with accessible equipment. Additionally, it is
possible to improve the accuracy of the sample target position through using
a material bed with manual or digital XYZ movement, like a lathe, an XY
plotter or Kayser’s 3D printing bed. Refractive bricks could be utilised for
safety and as a means to retain heat in the sample material for longer periods
of time, as a forge might. It is clear that there are already effective ways to
improve the accuracy and control of this process, and therefore it is a matter
of integrating these into the process appropriately, rather than developing
something new. Whilst testing the Fresnel lens in a lightweight tripod with
solar tracking tilt and rotating capabilities, the users’ sense of agency was
reduced and it became challenging when operating the tracking system if
it did not easily optimise, instead of manually positioning where the lens
needed to be. The decision was made not to digitise the approach as it reduces
the accessibility of the tool for craftspeople who choose to physically engage
with the material process rather than interacting with a digital interface. Keen
to keep the approach intuitive and hassle-free: the tilting frame was explored
in this study to offer a hands-free alternative to holding the lens by hand and a
tilting frame was custom built and an artists easel was also adopted, arguably
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with greater success as the height of the lens position could be altered to work
at varying heights. This allowed the focus to shift to the sample material
which could be held in position on a material bed or using straight forceps or
tweezers. Employing apparatus to hold items where possible is advantageous
as it improves control and saves the user suspending the lens or samples up
in mid-air for long periods of time while material processing. I suspect that
different levels of control will be developed for specific purposes and will
be preferred by different individuals as these parameters are subjective in
the craft context. An acrylic lens on a hand-held scale costs £30-50, making
this form of material processing a cost-effective alternative to those who do
not have access to expensive heating equipment, such as a kiln, and this
technology can be digitised and transferred to other areas for sustainable
material processing, which is becoming increasingly relevant to society as a
whole. Now with the methods for utilising the lens; and the application of a
craft approach considered, the next stage is to explore how different materials
respond to the solar heat.

FIGURE 3.7: Experimenting with the Fresnel lens

3.4.2 First Step: Solar Craft Experiments

In the very first tests, a variety of different materials were heated before
selecting promising options to take forward and develop, as shown in Figure
3.8. I held the Fresnel lens by hand with my test materials sat atop a refractive
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brick and kiln paper if necessary. I positioned the set-up appropriately
towards the Sun and brought the lens focus down onto the materials, keeping
a watchful eye on both the materials and optimizing the lens focus at the
same time, see Figure 3.7. The bullseye fusing glass melted very effectively
and there may also be potential to lampwork using this process, though
consideration would need to be taken to accommodate for the cooling process.
I was also able to melt a small amount of fine silver wire, silver solder and
sand. Wood and fabrics were burned in a surprisingly controlled manner, see
Figure 3.8. Brass and copper were more difficult to heat as they are effective
thermal conductors, meaning that any large pieces of these materials would
not reach melting point. It was estimated that the 400mm2 Fresnel lens
was achieving over 1,200◦C in the focus to be able to melt sand into glass.
The refractive bricks were also susceptible to bonding to the glass samples
(regardless of the kiln paper) and the heated area became brittle and had
detached from the brick once cool. It was clear that there is great potential
for material processing with the Fresnel lens, and the refinement was about
understanding where to place samples in the optical path to achieve the
temperatures required for the task. From a craft perspective, there were two
clear lines of enquiry emerging from the material testing: 1) to expand on
Kayser’s work sintering sand into glass and 2) to test vitreous enamelling (on
metal).

To further the research by Markus Kayser, I was keen to explore how sand
from different locations would melt into glass, to integrate what jeweller Beth
Legg defined as ‘love of place’[147], to discover the different colours and
textures connected to the geology of the sands origin. Three sand samples
were collected from 12 beaches in Scotland, which were then exposed to the
focus of the 400mm2 Fresnel lens for 5 minutes each. This allowed me to
build up a ’Sand Map’ to analyse the sand types, see Figure 3.10 & Table
3.1. Locations were selected in relation to the different types of geology
and accessibility to these locations. For four locations, individuals from my
network kindly posted sand from their local areas in which allowed a broader
selection of samples. Further information on this is in Appendix A.5. Sand
is defined as ’a soil particle between 0.05 and 2.0 mm in diameter.’ [148]
and ’most sand grains consist of quartz. As a soil textural class, it is a soil
that is 85% or more sand and not more than 10% clay’ [149]. This indicates
that though there are specific requirements, there is the potential for great
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e) f )

FIGURE 3.8: Solar Craft Material Tests: a) sintering sand with
Fresnel lens. b) sintered sand. c) partially melted fine silver and
bullseye glass. d) melted glass, sand and silver samples. e) burnt

wood and f) burnt fabric

variation within sand types due to the local rock and soil types. The Sand Map
was developed with three samples extracted from the surface of each location;
taken from the top, middle and bottom of each beach. I have chosen several
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locations around Scotland with Igneous, Metamorphic and Sedimentary rock
types to see if geological location made a significant difference when melted
into glass, using the Fresnel lens, to create a medium unique to the coastal
area. Generally, the sand grain was finer at the top of the beaches and therefore
melted more effectively than the sand from the bottom. This collection of
findings are of significance as the samples indicate that each sand type creates
a different glass, even from different areas on the same beach, meaning that
each glass item made will have a completely unique make up connected to
the geographical location and moment in time. I believe this will appeal to
craftspeople as narrative and materiality are becoming increasingly valued in
a world which is becoming ever more digitized.

This ‘Sand Map’ introduces the notion of materials holding a sense of place as
they are made with a naturally unique aggregate make-up. Additionally, the
focused sunlight is geographically unique and the outcomes are dependant
on the quality of sunlight available at the place and time of vitrification.
Through this process we are able to build objects using found materials and
sunlight from specific locations much like a quarry supplies the local area
with stone to build with. Atelier NL established longstanding collaborative
project, To See a World in a Grain of Sand which gathers sand through collectors
across the globe to investigate the incredible natural resource to then kiln fire
a portion of the sand to reveal the unique glass created[150, 151]. This sand
gathering project demonstrates an international interest in the connections
between material, place and sustainable development. The 2022 exhibition
REsolve at Kirkaldy Galleries, Scotland, featured a range of UK artists who
embed circular design into their craft practice, which indicated how there
is an evident reconsideration for the materials we consume and where
they originate, but also an investigation into alternative suppliers for craft
materials[152]. There was a focus on developing products using industry
waste, such as company Chalk Plaster, who reclaim plaster from plasterboard
to make luxury items, or making direct alliances with industry to gather
and reuse their factory waste before it reached landfill. Artists Byrony Good,
Eileen White[153] and FIX Photography Collective[154] explore the connection
their photography practices have with the landscape and on the landscape in
relation to sustainability. Another interesting shift in practice is by artist Aphra
Shemza who sought out a range of more sustainable materials and processes
to create her artistic work which instill a strong technological focus[155].
Their research project, Solutions for a Sustainable Art Practice transformed
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Shemza’s material considerations but also created a shared resource exploring
traditional and modern materials in relation to sustainable practice. This notes
that there is an industry wide shift in the applied arts, to consider sustainable
development, whether the work itself is conceptually grounded in a location
and is applicable to any material and technology we use today.

FIGURE 3.9: Katie Paterson: spherical beads from ’Fossil
Necklace’. Image credit: [156]

Furthermore, the potential here - in exploring the connection between material,
place and sustainability in relation to locality of material - is reminiscent of
the 2013 ‘Fossil Necklace’ by Katie Paterson[156] which consists of 170 fossils
carved into spherical beads, each representing a significant change in the
evolution of life, as seen in Figure 3.9. Collecting sand is a documentation
of the state of a place at a moment in time: to what extent would the sand
collected be different several years later? Paterson created a string of worlds;
will this map of Scotland’s coastal geology in the early 2000s be strung
together with future studies?

Table 3.1 highlights the variation of sand appearance and resulting glasses
from each location. The ’Locations’ are listed ’A’ to ’L’ in order of latitude
and the ’Geology’ of each location has been included from the key of the map
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in Figure 3.10. The ’Sand’ section depicts photographic images of the top sand
sample collected from each location: to compare colour and fineness. Lastly
are photographs of the ’Glass Samples’ made from the sand collected at the
top of the beach, with a ruler for scale reference has been included. Some
sand samples made a significant colour change once vitrified and the glass
colours created varied from milky white, through browns and greys to dark
brown/black: some are mostly uniform colour and others a speckled mix.
Kayser’s glass from Egyptian desert sand featured in Figure 3.4 appeared a
consistent shade of white whereas every sample in this study features some
colour variation, which likely relates to the diverse geological landscape.
Without the employment of scientific equipment, it was hard to pinpoint the
cause for subtle variations in outcome while undertaking the experiments due
to factors such as the changing atmospheric conditions, ability to maintain
optimisation of the lens and the composition of the aggregate. Some of the
chalkier sands, such as those collected from St. Andrews (an aggregate thought
to contain limestone), were more brittle, though still bonded together: they
simply left a chalk residue behind as this did not melt.
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FIGURE 3.10: Geological Map of Scotland: superimposed
locations of sand collection marked A-L correspond to Table 3.1.
Original map licensed by National Library of Scotland (ID Title:

Ordnance Survey sheet ca. 1, Geological Map 1955)[157]
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TABLE 3.1: The Sand Map of Scotland: locations and
corresponding geology. Geology numbers relate to map key.
Geology data credits: maps [157] (CC-BY-NC-SA) and [158] from

the National Library of Scotland

Begin of Table 3.1

Location Geology Sand
Glass Samples:
Top Location

A: 60.53°N,
1.27°W
Shetland:
Muckle
Ayre

Igneous: Devonian.
Volcanoes and lava
flows. 12. Granite,
syenite, etc. 15.
Felsite, trachyte, etc.

B: 57.72°N,
3.28°W
Lossiemouth:
Spey Bay

Sedimentary:
Devonian. Deserts,
lakes, riverbeds and
flood planes. New
Red Sandstone.
61. Mainly
desert-sandstone.
63. Mainly
conglomerate,
sandstone and marl.

C: 57.15°N,
2.09°W
Aberdeen

Metamorphic:
Precambrian
(Dalradian).
Originally shallow
and deep ocean
floor then deep in
the Earth’s crust.
41. Quartzose
mica-schists. (Beach
geology thought to
be red sandstone.)

D: 56.42°N,
5.47°W
Oban: near
Ganavan

Igneous: Devonian.
Volcanoes and lava
flows. 23. Andesite
and basalt lavas
of Lower Old Red
Sandstone age. 53.
Lower, Old Red
Sandstone.
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Continuation of Table 3.1

Location Geology Sand
Glass Samples:
Top Location

E: 56.33°N,
2.80°W St
Andrews:
West Sands

Sedimentary:
Carboniferous.
Tropical forest floors
and shallow seabed.
16. Agglomerate
in vents, basaltic,
trachytic, etc. 56.
Scottish Calciferous
Sandstone Series;
English Calciferous
Limestone Series
(Tuedian).

F: 56.26°N,
2.63°W
Crail:
Roome
Bay

Sedimentary:
Carboniferous.
Tropical forest
floors and shallow
seabed. 56.
Scottish Calciferous
Sandstone Series;
English Calciferous
Limestone Series
(Tuedian).

G: 56.06°N,
2.72°W
North
Berwick

Igneous:
Carboniferous.
Volcanoes and
lava flows. 13.
Basalt, dolerite,
camptonite, etc. 28.
Tufts of Tertiary,
Carboniferous, Old
Red Sandstone and
Ordovician ages (see
also 22).

H: 55.95°N,
3.11°W
Edinburgh:
Portobello

Sedimentary:
Carboniferous.
Tropical forest floors
and shallow seabed.
19. Basalt lavas of
Carboniferous age.
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Continuation of Table 3.1

Location Geology Sand
Glass Samples:
Top Location

I: 55.50°N,
4.61°W
Prestwick

Sedimentary:
Carboniferous.
Tropical forest floors
and shallow seabed.
59. Productive Coal
Measures. 60. Barren
Red Coal Measures.

J: 55.24°N,
4.85°W
Girvan

Sedimentary:
Devonian. Deserts,
lakes, riverbeds
and flood planes.
14. Porphyrite,
Lamprophyre, etc.
53. Lower, Old Red
Sandstone.

K: 54.81°N,
4.96°W
Sandhead

Sedimentary:
Permian and
Triassic. Desert dune
and river sands.
14. Porphyrite,
Lamprophyre,
etc. 49. Ashgill,
Caradoc, LLandeilo
and Arenig.
50. Tarannon,
Llandovery.
61. Mainly
desert-sandstone.

L: 54.72°N,
4.96°W Port
Logan

Sedimentary:
Ordovician and
Silurian. Ocean
Floor. 14. Porphyrite,
Lamprophyre, etc.
50. Tarannon,
Llandovery.

End of Table 3.1

Evaluating the data in Table 3.1, there does not appear to be a clear difference
in output between the rock formation types (igneous, sedimentary or
metamorphic) as all samples sintered together forming a glass to a similar
effect on this scale. Instead, the output appears to be dictated predominantly
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by the sand grain aggregate ratio and size: sandstone of some type features in
most of the samples which may explain the similar light colour outputs. Many
of the igneous rock types in the table can have a light or dark colour which
makes these samples particularly challenging to characterise. Additionally,
the heat changes the properties of the sand dramatically as the sedimentary
samples for example will not return to their original state once melted. This
makes it difficult to know which sand types are changing and why without
further experimentation with segregated sand types, which was not pursued
in the context of this research. Beach nourishment at some of the locations
may also be occurring and creating possible contaminants: if foreign sand has
been added to replenish the eroding beach. Perhaps the sand collected at these
locations are not a true representation of the exact place in a historical sense,
but are an indication of coastal erosion and the changing Scottish coastline.

A series of stills and videos were taken at x50 magnification of the glass
samples, with the intention to integrate scientific analysis with learned
experience through material interaction to maintain meta-cognition over
the process. Each image was taken in focus where the material was best
represented, see Figure 3.11. The vitrified sand appeared rather ‘bubbly’ in
areas which may be due to the mix of aggregates and other elements including
sodium chloride (salt) which may be chemically reacting in the process. The
sand was dried but not cleaned before use to ensure nothing was dissolved or
washed away before heating, which may have led to a poorer bond in some
cases. The Sand Map of Scotland highlighted the diverse natural materials
available locally. Whilst sand is perhaps not as exciting as finding garnets,
agates or fossils on the shore, it does appear to have a geological connection
to the place of collection, on a geographical scale and also within the micro
scale of the position on the beach itself. It is an abundant material which can
be processed with solar power to make a unique glass. Technology could be
integrated to develop a larger scale operation where sand could be melted
in a crucible and poured into moulds for example, or perhaps combined
with industry standard silica so the glass output aesthetically connects to the
location yet gains some more desirable qualities such as durability. There are
many options available for development such as incorporating the sand in
lampwork, metal or enamel in a craft context. It is key that environmental
conservation efforts and local regulations on collecting sand are adhered to
to ensure that it is a sustainable and permitted practice. Whilst great efforts
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are taken to maintain our coasts in Scotland, alternatives are to work with the
aggregate industry to source materials responsibly or perhaps this practice
may be best suited for large scale sand deposits like deserts.

FIGURE 3.11: 50x Magnification Images of Sand Glass Samples.
Front images feature the vitrified surface. Reverse images feature

the sand grains on the underside of the vitrified surface

For the first enamel tests, four enamels were ground down from lump
including an opaque black, opaque cobalt blue, opaque yellow and a
transparent green. I then made a series of copper and silver samples for
the kiln and using the Fresnel lens so the results could be compared. The
samples enamelled well in the kiln, though the enamel was applied thicker
than desired through lack of recent enamelling experience. The solar enamel
samples were placed on a wire mesh tray before the lens focus vitrified each
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sample which worked to varying degrees, as seen in Figure 3.12. This first
test indicated that solar enamelling is possible on some capacity and it was
interesting to find the opaque blue enamel turned transparent with solar
enamelling. Due to the directional heat source it was challenging to heat the
whole sample: the enamel wanted to ball-up before the metal could reach the
same temperature. This led to the enamel bonding to the metal unevenly in
most cases as the metal became oxidised or the enamel had travelled too far
away from the surface area. The question from this point was to determine
where the boundaries were for this process with the 400mm2 Fresnel lens.
This technique is further explored in the second step.

a)

b)

FIGURE 3.12: Solar & Kiln Enamelled Samples: a) kiln fired. b)
solar fired. Each enamel type: silver left hand samples; copper

samples on right

To evaluate the use of the Fresnel lens, it was important to consider the
benefits of melting or burning materials with the lens as opposed to using
conventional methods. Melting sand was of significance as enamelling kilns
do not reach the temperatures required to turn it into glass. As the Fresnel
lens is lightweight and affordable it is more financially accessible than a kiln
to many people, but is unreliable as there are many variables affecting its
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performance, including light concentration, the ability to optimize the lens
and weather such as the wind which can blow away the sample material.
Moving forward, an exploration of solar enamelling will be further explored
and the incorporation of sand into the enamelling process.

3.4.3 Second Step: Solar Enamelling

To understand the solar enameling process further, a series of tests were
developed to collect data on what was and was not suitable for this solar
craft technique with the 400mm2 Fresnel lens which has a focus diameter
of approximately 4mm. Choice in metal alloy, thickness, size and surface
finish were considered. Other factors to test included the types of enamel,
application thickness and method: sifting, wet-packing, and combining these
with other materials such as sand or sand glass. Through the experiments
the aim was also to improve the level of control over positioning the samples
in the converging light for the temperatures desired for the task and to learn
more about the impact of the directional light/heat source and how this might
be utilized. Firstly, two sets of seven copper disks ranging from 6mm to 16mm
with the opaque blue enamel from step one (which was the most successful
sample) and lens glass mixed with sand were solar enameled to gauge
what scale the lens could heat to enameling temperatures before the thermal
conductivity began to negatively affect the samples. The samples were
prepared indoors and transferred outside to enamel. The results indicated
that the smallest samples enameled most effectively and the samples over
10mm diameter experienced difficulty in reaching enameling temperatures
with the given lens and light levels in Scotland, see Figure 3.13. The copper
samples were overall more successful than the silver.

Industrial enamel was tested on copper tube as this was more wind-resistant
than ground enamel and ideal for developing enameled forms which were not
flat. The development of enameling tube and adopting minimal processing
was in consideration of the transferable knowledge which could be taken into
a context where there are minimal or no tools available to make bespoke work.
Instead the tube was curved by hand over rounded surfaces, punched into
conical forms with a tapered form and a hammer (which could be replaced
with a stone). The enameled tube could then be threaded as beads into
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a) b)

FIGURE 3.13: Enamel scale tests. a) opaque blue enamel on
copper. b) sand & lens glass on copper

a) b) c) d)

e) f ) g) h)

FIGURE 3.14: Solar enamelled tube tests (all industrial enamel
on copper). a) mix of enamel colours. b) blue, red and black on
fine tube. c) Cut sections of tube enamelled internally d) blue
enamel on twisted and coiled wire making tube. e) black enamel
on punched tube. f) black enamel on punched tube in varied
lengths. g) blue enamel on curved tube in varied lengths. h) blue

enamel on punched tube

jewellery or used in other ways. The samples pursued a simple approach
to highlight what can be achieved in a context with little to no resources or
enamel knowledge, as this suited my own capabilities and the prospective
audience for this technique. As previously mentioned, this research is
intended to demonstrate the technology’s capabilities for others to develop
and refine for their specific purposes and therefore the emphasis was on
exploration rather than refining my own solar enamel practice. The copper
tube was threaded onto the wires of an upturned mesh firing tray where the
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industrial enamel was painted on then fired once completely dry, see Figure
3.14. Again, there were difficulties in the directional light which led to areas
on the tube not being covered in enamel. During the enamel process it is
observed that where the focus is located the enamel is migrating away or
vaporising, leading to an uncovered area. The shape of the tube did seem
to allow a more even firing than on a flat sample and enameled well as
long as the size of tube was not too large to reach enameling temperatures.
The industrial enamel has been easier to work with than powdered vitreous
enamel in application and firing in outdoor conditions.

To supplement the Sand Map, some kiln fired tests were undertaken to explore
how to integrate the sand into enamel work: without the sand melting. It is
not possible to melt sand in an enamelling kiln, but melting the silver to fuse
with the sand and mixing the sand or sand glass with enamels were possible
alternatives. With a careful eye as the silver/sand samples reached melting
point, it was a matter of choosing the right moment to bring the samples out
of the kiln, see ’a)’ in Figure 3.15. These samples would benefit from sitting on
kiln paper and a flat surface to preserve the silver’s original form. The silver
bonded to the sand and maintained colouration from the ground down sand
cleaned with de-ionised water prior to fusing. Image b) highlights results from
mixing sand with various compounds: those of most interest are the optic
glass and sand mixtures (bottom right) as the ratio could be experimented
with further to explore texture. The glass has bonded with the sand and metal
substrate yet the sand is the main aesthetic and texture in these samples.

Images c-e) in Figure 3.15 explored bonding sand glass with hard flux enamel
to a flat and convex copper substrates and using silver dust blackened by
the Fresnel lens to colour the enamel green. It is observed that the samples
did not sit in the kiln long enough to fully melt as the surface is like ’orange
peel’ (a term used by enamellers when the enamel is at stage 2: only partially
melted and is a mottled texture resembling orange peel. The former stage
1 is a sugar-firing, resembling wet sugar and the latter stage 3 is ’full gloss’
a standard, smooth finish[159]) and some but not all of the sand glass parts
bonded to the surface of the copper bowls. Whilst not directly related to solar
craft, incorporating sand into lampworked glass was another possibility to
explore the use of sand with a connection to place. The samples in Figure
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a) b)

c)

d) e)

FIGURE 3.15: Sand enamel experimentation. a) sand fused into
silver sheet. b) Sand mixed with: tenacity5, soda ash, optic
glass & enamel flux on silver and copper samples. c) Solar
enamelled sand glass and silver dust (green pigment) fused onto
hard flux enamel. d) solar heated silver dust in hard flux. e) Solar

enamelled sand glass in hard flux

3.16 indicate the visual difference the sand takes depending on the glass it
is combined with where subtlety is achieved in light and transparent glass
whilst a dramatic contrast is evident in the sand laid into a dark ground before
applying a clear overlayer. Part b) depicts beads made from sand collected
from the Sand Map locations which highlight the visual differences between
the sands. The beads made with Crail and St. Andrews sand were particularly
bubbly and as a result there was no successful bead made from St. Andrews
sand due to fractures. To return to solar craft, samples d-f in Figure 3.17
combine sand into glass through fusing glass with the Fresnel lens on a bed of
sand. Sample d) then upturned the glass samples to set the sand into the glass
unlike images e) - f) where the sand has not been fused into the glass fully.
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a)

b) 1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11

FIGURE 3.16: Lampworked beads: a) trialing sand in glass b)
1, Shetland. 2, Lossiemouth. 3, Aberdeen. 4, Oban. 5, Crail.
6, North Berwick, 7, Portobello. 8, Prestwick. 9, Girvan. 10,

Sandhead. 11, Port Logan.

Solar enamelling on flat surfaces was undertaken to explore how different
enamels would behave. To reduce outdoor weather conditions impacting the
experiments, the tests were undertaken inside a glass greenhouse to reduce
wind interference. The Fresnel lens was mounted into an artists easel to
allow for easy height and tilt adjustment, allowing the following tests to
be undertaken hands-free of the lens, where I held the samples up to the
focus instead. The hexagonal cast silver components highlighted the evident
thermal management challenge as a selection of the samples partially melted
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a) b) c)

d) e) f )

FIGURE 3.17: Solar craft tests: a) wet packed enamel of various
colours fired with heat on underside of copper b) wet packed
enamel of various colours fired with heat on front-side of cast
silver c) successfully enamelled samples on cast silver. Solar
fusing glass tests: d) fusing sand into glass e) coarse glass frit
fused on sand bed (front side) f) coarse glass frit fused on sand

bed (reverse side)

and most only achieved a partial enamel. The enamel was wet-packed then
heated from the front (onto enamel side) which has likely led to enamel
migration. On several occasions the samples enamelled well, then the enamel
de-laminated during cooling (top row of b) in Figure 3.17. This separation
may be due to the firestain present on the surface of the castings, which are
notoriously difficult to enamel. After the mixed results of the enamelled
silver castings, copper disks with wet-packed enamel or industrial enamel
were prepared to explore directional heating, adhesion and maintaining
the integrity of different colours. Each sample was held individually in
reverse-action tweezers before introducing the reverse side of the sample near
the focus of the Fresnel lens to heat each sample and protect the enamel. By
introducing the heat from the side not coated in enamel, there were no longer
areas where the enamel migrated from, but on some samples the dried enamel
did detach from the copper substrate entirely, whether due to heat or being
tilted downward in outdoor conditions. Overall, these samples do not indicate
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a difficulty with using particular enamels: as blues and greens are considered
the easiest to work with while red and yellow are more challenging enamels.
The samples do feature some bubbling and orange peel which may be due
to being heated from the underside (making visibility limited) which may
be heating the enamel irregularly, causing oxidisation, or the enamel simply
required longer at melting temperature to form an even layer. As there are
many variables, it can be difficult to pinpoint the exact areas to be addressed.
This series of tests highlighted that whilst industrial enamel is a reliable
choice to adopt in outdoor conditions, by working in an enclosed area - like a
greenhouse - it is possible to use powdered vitreous enamels also.

Lastly, to conclude the initial investigation into solar enamelling, a silver
grain was enamelled with various vitreous enamels to explore whether the
spherical substrate would affect the enamel application. Samples a) - m)
in Figure 3.18 were prepared by dipping each grain in klyr (a water based
gum solution) using tweezers then coating in vitreous enamel powder before
resting on a mesh firing tray. These samples were slowly introduced to
the lens though not into the direct focus which is greater than enameling
temperatures. These samples appear to have had mixed success. Again the
directional heating is a problem and caused some bare areas on samples. The
most promising powder enamel samples are d), g), i) and l) which mostly
enamelled evenly over their surfaces. samples o) - q) are industrial enamel
which created durable coatings overall with areas of enamel migration due
to the directional heating. Whether related to the enamel type, weather
conditions or expertise of the enameller, further trials would need to be
undertaken to start quantifying specific characteristics in the process to make
accurate statements of correlation between the methods and outcomes. As
the focus of the research was to explore a variety of approaches generally
rather than refining a particular method, the results are an indication of what
is likely to occur during solar enamelling on this scale in Scotland, but is by
no means a definitive measure. Samples n) in Figure 3.18 combine a mixture
of blue and clear enamels on engraved silver grain to explore the possibility
to creating small components which could be made into bespoke earrings. It
has not been explored within this research, but I predict it will be possible
to solder in some capacity with the Fresnel lens, which would allow earring
posts to be added to the enamelled grain for example. Respecting the scale
parameters highlighted in this study will likely lead to good results.
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a)

d)

c)

e)

i)

b)

f )

g)

j) k) l)

m)

h)

n) o)

p) q)

FIGURE 3.18: Solar enamelled grain tests: a) Medium black. b)
Amethyst. c) Purple grey d) Midnight blue. e) Light sapphire. f)
Kingfisher blue. g) Celeste green. h) Elf green. i) Peridot green.
j) Gold k) Bronze. l) Light rose. m) Paprika red. n) Various wet
packed blue enamels o) Sky blue industrial p) Black industrial:

double grain q) Black industrial: single grain.
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Thus far, this study has highlighted that a Fresnel lens is able to heat
and melt a variety of materials and of particular interest in the craft context
is the ability to enamel. Next I will outline a series of samples that indicate
where this approach could progress. Figure 3.19 depicts several objects
that were made in response to this research. I ground down a broken solid
optical glass CPC to incorporate it into a ring to explore optics for decorative
enamelling purposes. The ring was hand forged from an ingot made with
off-cuts from the fine silver CPCs. A recess was made and engraved for the
enamel to be held within. The glass enamel on the ring and tests of the CPC
enamel on a flat silver disk and concave form turned a yellow hue, see a).
Additionally, the CPC enamel developed inclusions and cracks throughout,
perhaps due to the thickness of glass or because the glass is not designed for
this function. This was an unexpected outcome and it may be interesting to
explore enamelling different types of optical glass, particularly if they have
been coated or doped. Secondly, the CPC copper bowls in b) were hammered
from flat disks to a scaled-up version of the parabolic CPC form in research
phase 1. I then experimented with enamelling a combination of hard flux
and solar melted sand glass, and hard flux with silver dust oxidized in the
Fresnel lens focus. I see these outcomes as experimentation, with a strong
focus on developing the process for a specific application: from working on
a small scale, to incorporating these solar craft elements into a larger object.
Thirdly, I strung together some of the enamelled tube with other parts that
can be made without industry tooling to indicate what might be possible
to make in a context where little to no tooling or equipment is available.
These samples explore what could be made with enamels, small quantities
of base metals, thread and the Fresnel lens as seen in c). The solar spectrum
brooch featured in d) was designed with the intention to have enamelled
kinetic hexagonal parts with the colours of the visible light spectrum. Due to
challenges enamelling the cast silver parts, the brooch instead features a few
enamelled parts. This has resulted in a limited palette similar to how laser
scientists tend to work with a selection of specific wavelengths rather than the
full spectrum. These CPC earrings were developed from the lampworking
tooling developed during the EPSRC Innovation Placement with Helen
Chalmers where a punch was made to make CPC shaped beads. This simple
design explores the aesthetics of scientific artefacts as seen in e). Lastly, a
series of sand pendants were made for the individuals who collected sand for
this study to show my gratitude towards their support. These wearable items
allow those who are local to the area of the sand’s origin to carry this material
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with them in a practical way. By crafting objects connecting people to their
love of place through using sand geologically unique to that specific location
provide a highly emotive and intimate outcome.

a) b)

c)

d) e)

f ) g)

FIGURE 3.19: Solar Craft Test Outcomes: a) CPC Ring. b) CPC
Bowls. c) Enamelled bead-work samples. d) Solar Spectrum

Brooch e) CPC Earrings f) Sand Pendants g) CPC Necklace
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3.4.4 Remote Solar Enamel Workshop

The limitations of my personal enamel experience will have had an impact
on the above solar enamel experimentation. As a result I engaged informally
with several professional enamellers I knew through my own professional
practice to gain advice on some of the issues I faced. In addition to this,
I formally organised a remote ’Solar Enamel Workshop’ for professional
enamellers to participate in solar enamelling, to experiment and provide an
invaluable insight into the process with the extensive vernacular knowledge
they have working with enamel on metal. Full details on the Ethics and
Health and Safety Approval for this workshop can be found in Appendix A.5.
As it is difficult to arrange a workshop that coincides with sunny weather
and the participants busy schedules, the workshop was arranged to run from
September 2020 till March 2021, to allow enough time for participants to
have the opportunity to experiment at their own pace when environmental
conditions allowed. Participants were supplied with a solar enamelling kit
consisting of a 300mm2 Fresnel lens (characterised in Chapter 2.4.4), safety
glasses and a physical copy of the participant information sheets and safe
operating procedure. A private website with blog was also built to provide a
space for participants to share their experimentation with the group and to see
more of the experiments I had previously undertaken to allow for a quicker
understanding of scale and the trial and error involved in the process, as seen
in Figure 3.20.

FIGURE 3.20: Visualisation taken from Blog
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Participants were invited to the workshop based on their innovative or
experimental approach to enamelling to improve the likelihood that their
personal practice would align with the process to ensure the individuals
would benefit from the experience personally, in addition to contributing
towards the research project. There were two participants in the remote
research activity whom I will introduce now. Sheila McDonald is a Scottish
designer of jewellery and objects in precious metal with vitreous enamel.
They are a freeman of the Goldsmiths’ Company whose enamel application
varies from finely detailed with gold highlights to vibrant and striking
illustrations. McDonald’s diverse experience in working with transparent and
opaque enamels on a variety of scales would theoretically position them well
in understanding how the solar enamelling process differs from traditional
methods and where areas of interest or potential may reside. Previously
introduced in the literature review, Yinglong Li is trained in the traditional
plique-a-jour technique and has visited enamellers internationally. They
are currently researching the integration of CAD and CAM technologies to
develop contemporary methods to achieve creative and sustainable outcomes.
As Li’s research which includes scientific technologies including laser
sintering, there appeared to be parallels in the research we were conducting
and the workshop provided an opportunity to exchange knowledge. Figure
3.21 demonstrates an example of each participant’s enamel style for reference.

a) b)

FIGURE 3.21: a) Round brooch seed head by Sheila McDonald.
Image credit: [160]. b) Illuminated plique-a-jour technique in

silver frame by Yinglong Li. Image credit:[161]
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The progress made during the Remote Solar Enamel Workshop will now
be outlined, addressing the journey of each participant separately before
reflecting on the research undertaken by the participants and myself for this
project. Sheila McDonald’s first experiment was undertaken in early January
2021 in Scotland. As Figure 3.22 outlines the angle of the Sun is low in the
sky, and whilst it was a bright day for this time of year, the intensity of solar
radiation was not great enough to melt samples on the enamel mesh tray.

FIGURE 3.22: Solar enamel experiments by Sheila McDonald

Yinglong Li’s first experiment in early November 2020 in England was
challenged by the angle of the Sun as seen in a) of Figure 3.23 and the copper
sample size being too large for the amount of heat being concentrated by the
Fresnel lens. On their second test as depicted in b) and c), was conducted
in late April in Guangzhou, China. Here we can observe the Fresnel lens
optimised toward the Sun which has heated the silver sample to a temperature
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that bonded the enamel to the silver (approximately 20mm2 and 0.5mm thick)
to some degree. The area where the substrate has been exposed to the focus,
the enamel has migrated and the balling and dry appearance of the enamel
indicates that it has achieved a sugar-firing and would have fully bonded if
exposed to the heat for longer.

a)b)

c)

FIGURE 3.23: Solar enamel experiments by Yinlong Li

It is evident that the remote enamel workshop was a tall order to ask of the
professional enamellers under restrictive circumstance. There was difficulty
in accessing safe outdoor spaces and being available when ideal weather
conditions were present, particularly when the months of the workshop are
on average the least sunny annually. To bring context to the light levels, the
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amount of sunlight hours during December in Evora, Portugal (the month
with least sunlight) are 4.6 hours, close to Glasgow’s sunniest month of
the year at 5.1 hours during June. Whilst solar craft experiences several
environmental challenges in Scotland, from sunlight quality, angle of the
incoming light through the atmosphere which is generally humid and windy
causing clouds to cast shadows often and the interference the wind has on
the enamel powder or ability to position apparatus, in other geographical
locations this will not be the case. In Scottish conditions, it is difficult to align
availability and preparation time with ’good’ conditions. It is an opportunistic
practice where one must ’dash out’ to fire samples when the Sun emerges
from the clouds. These circumstance create a challenging environment
where intuition to test an idea then adapt one’s strategy accordingly is
unrealistic as the opportunity will have passed. Lastly, the results here
emphasise the vital role an induction or physical demonstration play. My
supervisor demonstrated how to optimise the lens which allowed me to
quickly understand the power of the light, the scale we were working at
and I quickly became comfortable working with the Fresnel lens myself. The
participants in the workshop however were only provided images, a written
standard operation procedure and the option to get in contact as and when
they needed assistance. I believe this approach decreased the accessibility
of the process leading to a longer time required to develop the skills that
this unique practice demands. I also chose not to divulge too many of my
personal observations or conclusions made about the process as a means to
gather objective data, to see if the findings would differ person to person.
I aimed to ensure the participants were not influenced by my experience
and could form their own impartial solar enamel practice and pursue the
technique in their own directions of interest. Overall, the remote solar enamel
workshop was met with significant hurdles to overcome and the results
highlight that the environmental conditions required are fleeting in the seasons
with poor sunlight quality in the locations the experiments were conducted.
The key factors influencing the success of solar craft in this context are majorly
environmental rather than skill based. It would therefore be more appropriate
to explore solar craft in a location with consistent sunshine and a controlled
work environment, so it is the skill of the practitioner who is influencing the
outcomes.
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3.5 Outcomes

The exploratory study outlined above has established that a Fresnel lens
can be employed to process materials for sustainable craft purposes. Fresnel
lenses at 300mm2 and 400mm2 were proven to be accessible and affordable
tools to heat and melt materials using natural sunlight as the energy source.
Building on the literature, this phase of the research has tested the solar craft
in a variety of materials initially, demonstrating that the focus of the lens
generates over 1200°C and can melt sand, a variety of glass, metals and burn
woods and fabrics in a controlled manner. The outcomes of this project reflect
a low-tech craft practice, where the user is closely connected to the outcome as
opposed to digitising the process, decreasing control but increasing the human
intuition and connection with the practice. As part of this research I created
a Sand Map of Scotland which indicated the diverse natural materials locally
available. Additionally, the sand from the 12 locations of collection vary in
their aggregate make-up, leading to sand glass that is visually distinct for each
location. Experiments demonstrated several methods by which the sand and
sand glass could be incorporated into objects, creating tangible artefacts with
a sense of place. Solar enamelling onto base and precious metal substrates
was recorded for the first time in this study. Industrial and vitreous enamels
were trialled on copper and silver samples with mixed outcomes, mainly due
to unreliable environmental conditions and application of the heat source. The
series of tests developed has provided data on the technical parameters for
enamelling using the size of Fresnel lens employed. This data informs future
research and development in terms of the scale, impact of the directional heat
source on the materials in the focus and the variety of equipment available
to increase or decrease control over the process, dependant on the desired
approach or outcome. A series of sample outcomes were developed in
response to the research more generally to highlight the diverse potential
the application of solar craft and interdisciplinary working has which can be
applied into a range of contexts in the future which will be further discussed
in the next section. The findings of this study highlight the importance
of consistent sunlight to provide enough heat to sinter or enamel with.
Geographical areas near the equator with high levels of sunlight annually will
provide the best opportunity to utilise this clean energy source for material
processing. The project as a whole advocates for combining technology and
practices in physics and craft to pioneer a path for the reintroduction of
solar processing more generally. Lastly, the project demonstrates the power
of harnessing solar energy: useful for public engagement purposes and the
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importance of developing science in community environments for collective
benefit.

3.6 Discussion & Conclusion

Discussion The aims of this experimental phase of the research were to
investigate accessible scientific apparatus with the potential to aid sustainable
craft practice. An objective was to explore a Fresnel lens as a tool to heat
a variety of materials commonly used in the craft sector before focusing
on specific practices of interest. Overall the project aimed to reintroduce
solar processing techniques adopted in ancient times through collecting data
to document the process and interdisciplinary collaboration. The research
conducted has achieved these aims as the Fresnel lens is an affordable
and lightweight form of optics which can concentrate sunlight to high
temperatures in excess of 1200°C, creating opportunities for heating and
melting materials without the use of expensive kilns. It is particularly
interesting for geographical areas where solar ovens are already adopted
within the local community as this may provide their equipment with an
additional function at no expense. The solar craft techniques developed are
unlikely to replace traditional enamel kilns: history is testament to this as
Jordan indicated that these ancient tools and techniques have been lost to time
with the development of more reliable heat sources that are always available
and usually temperature controlled[135]. The results from this research build
on the techniques discussed and developed in the works of Kayser and
Jordan, yet the solar enamelling on metal technique is something not found
in previous studies and offers a new avenue to expand upon. Additionally,
these findings emphasise the value of exploring preindustrial methods prior
to the separation of thinking and doing methods into academic disciplines, to
see how innovation was cultivated with very little resources or knowledge by
comparison to today’s standards.

The tests conducted delivered mixed results, prompting the significance
of operating in appropriate weather conditions and constructing a controlled
environment using props to provide wind protection and the ability to
work hands-free using an easel or tilt frame. The key limitations of this
study are that the weather conditions impacted the solar craft process to
the extent where it became challenging to understand whether differences
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in outcome were due to varied sunlight conditions or the craftsperson’s
skill. Additionally, the process was not scientifically characterised in terms
of measuring the incoming light or temperature at different positions in the
Fresnel lens. Instead a cause and effect approach was taken, learning from
each sample test to develop the practice as opposed to collecting and using
quantitative data to inform the process. This therefore means that the data in
this study is approximate, which was all that was necessary for this study’s
aims, but more research would need to be conducted if quantitative data was
required to develop theories about the relationship between incoming light
and temperatures acquired using the Fresnel lens or to accurately characterise
the impact the directional heat has on the sample materials. The research
observed the migration of enamel on the surface of the metal substrate near
the focus of the lens: this may be a similar effect present in the vitrified
metal sample seen in Figure 3.2. Again this is not scientifically characterized
and further investigation into this would be encouraged for future studies.
The approach in this phase of the research has been on the border between
scientific and intuitive methods and prompts further experimentation and
development in both directions: for scientific characterisation and for creative
development through ones’ craft practice. The aesthetic properties were
not experimented with or characterised as much as I had hoped due to the
restricted sunlight and time available to conduct more experiments to respond
creatively with the process.

From my observations, I think solar enamelling may hold interesting
abilities to melt different layers and types of enamel together in interesting
ways, as you can control the directional ’flow’ of enamel in a localised area
and exploring the transition from opaque to transparent of some enamels. It
would also be possible to create different textures, working with the migration
of enamel on the metal surface and heating the enamel to different firings
(wet sugar, orange peel or full gloss appearance) developing varied textures
on the enamel surface. As with the solar stone masons and ceramicists, it
would also be possible to enamel on outdoor artefacts that cannot be placed
inside a traditional kiln for firing. More generally, solar craft practice will be
limited by geographical location, technology and/or user experience. The
sunniest locations on the planet are likely to have the optimum environmental
conditions for this process: most of which are deserts or where solar ovens
already exist. Competition for space is usually low in these locations and
this sustainable practice combined with automated technologies could be
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integrated into solar farms to process materials. Whilst this research has
provided a series of informative outcomes, the development of this practice
relies on collecting samples from a variety of different geographic locations to
further understand the optimal conditions for this process.

a) b)

Flat Absorber, ‘Hot Plate’

Focused sunlight 
from Fresnel lens Samples to 

solar enamel

tab

tab

tab

tab

tabtab

tab tab

Samples with permanent or 
temporary ‘tabs’ for solar 

enamel process

FIGURE 3.24: Solar enamel set-up designs. a) Solar enamel
design using flat ’hot plate’ to transfer heat b) Tabs integrated into
design: could be later engraved or temporary tabs to be removed
after solar enamel process: black indicates the metal substrate

and colour represents enamel

Solar craft can act as a gateway into solar material processing on a commercial
scale. Future research in this area has a diverse array of opportunities. First
suggestions for refining the solar craft practice will be made before expanding
onto general opportunities for material processing. As the solar heat source
is directional and is impacting the solar enamel reliability, exploring other
heating methods such as creating a solar ’hot plate’ for the plate to consistently
remain in the lens focus while samples are placed on the plate for the heat
to be transferred into the metal substrate and enamel layer. This approach
would provide consistent heat through the ’hot plate’ rather than exposing
each sample to the lens focus individually, and it may be possible to batch
enamel samples. Designing samples with the enamel migration in mind,
’tabs’ or areas without enamel could be integrated into the aesthetic design to
allow the incoming light to focus on the ’tab’ to then transfer the heat to the
surrounding local areas where enamel is present. These tabs could later be
removed if desired. Techniques such as plique-a-jour may lend itself toward
this approach as the metal frame could be used to focus the light on to then
transfer the heat into the surrounding enamel ’window’ areas. The proposed
solar enamel techniques suggested above are illustrated in Figure 3.24.
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The broader applications for future research may include developing a
solar kiln, similar to the oven developed in the research at Nottingham-Trent
University[139] but achieving greater temperatures. Creating ovens or heated
crucibles using optics and other solar technology will be necessary if this
approach is to be increased in capability. Different lens types and sizes could be
trialed to understand which applications best suit which scientific equipment.
If this is pursued, an extensive review of current solar concentration designs
in the field of photovoltaics for example will inform future research about the
equipment best suited to the application desired. Solar powered lasers and
solar lasers could also be tested for their ability to heat and melt materials.
This study has been concerned with heating and melting at temperatures
between 600°C and 1200°C which suggest that heating materials that require
lower temperatures will be easier or more reliable. Developing ’crucibles’ to
heat materials like plastics or aluminium may provide a sustainable process
to recycle these materials commonly used in single-use products. With all
suggestions made in this section, identifying health and safety concerns and
developing a risk assessment and safe operating procedure prior to testing
is paramount. It is clear that further investigation into scientific apparatus in
physics may lead to more innovations in craft practice. Future research into
exploring different technologies in the physical sciences for craft purposes
may act as a catalyst for interdisciplinary thinking and innovation in this area.
Further to this point, the collaboration between the scientific and creative
fields inherently communicates the value of applying different and relevant
thinking or doing to tackle ’wicked problems’ to new audiences.

Conclusion This research contributed toward demonstrating the potential
in collaborative practice between physics and craft through investigating the
employment of a 300mm2 and 400mm2 Fresnel lens for sustainable material
processing for craft applications. Initial material testing indicated that it
was possible to melt all materials tested in the lens focus in sunny, outdoor
conditions including sand which requires approximately 1200°C to reach
melting point. Building from the research of Legg[147] and Kayser[137], the
’Sand Map of Scotland’ study connected the ’sense of place’ to crafted material
objects: the unique aggregates collected from 12 coastal sites across Scotland
were melted into sand glass. The study highlighted the diversity of local
materials available in Scotland that could be incorporated into products to
offer sustainable alternatives that hold a prominence over materials that have
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no geological or geographical identity. Solar enamelling was not recorded
in literature but was a logical step to pursue this process in this study given
the vitrification of other materials outlined in Jordan’s research. The progress
made in solar enamelling has established ideal working parameters in terms
of the scale of the sample to be enamelled, enamel and application types
and the influence of factors such as the directional heat source, impact of
weather conditions and controlling the solar enamel environment to alter
results. This study has combined scientific thinking with a craft approach
and therefore the tests were designed to define ’ideal working parameters’
and results were based on intuition developed through observing the cause
and effect of each test undertaken. The project is therefore a general rule of
thumb to inform further development into directions of interest. The study
makes suggestions for future applications including the refinement of solar
enamel practice which may be of particular relevance to communities who
use Fresnel lenses as solar ovens, offering another function to the optics they
already possess. Craft practice has been employed to inform current material
processing methods: this small-scale experimentation has reintroduced the
use of solar concentration for craft purposes and in turn has proposed ideas for
technological development for future applications, whether on an individual
scale or to be integrated into solar farms for commercial purposes. This study
makes clear that there is great potential in this area for further research and
development for societal benefit.

This research will likely appeal to a variety of audiences and whilst this
phase has taken a craft approach to the technology, with a scientific thinking
process adopted but little scientific characterisation recorded of the process,
the results are hoped to capture the imagination of engineers or entrepreneurs
interested in developing sustainable material processing, such as recycling
materials using this clean energy source, in addition to craftspeople keen
to explore a sustainable enamelling process as an alternative to traditional
kiln enamelling. This study demonstrates a key benefit of interdisciplinary
collaboration; utilising scientific tools for craft practice which has in turn
identified potential areas for innovation in the manufacturing sector. The
sustainable development goals cut across disciplines and this research
contributed towards goals 7 (affordable and clean energy solutions) and 12
(responsible consumption and production) by using an affordable Fresnel
lens to produce clean energy to responsibly make material artefacts. In
addition to tackling the ’wicked problems’ we currently face, this study
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and the general trend where scientific technologies such as laser processing
are changing the identity of craft practice, highlight the opportunities for
innovation that may still lie dormant between the fields of physics and craft.
To conclude, this project successfully outlined a variety of sustainable material
processing opportunities through experimentation with optics in a craft
context which offered a gateway for scientists to consider new applications
for their technologies in addition to providing craftspeople with a sustainable
tool to thermally alter materials. The results from this study and relevant
literature advocate for an alliance between applied physics and craft practice
to advance technologies fit for purpose in the wider societal context, working
beyond disciplinary boundaries.
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Chapter 4

Phase 3: An Investigation of
Collaborative Opportunities for
Interdisciplinary Practice within
Physics and Craft

4.1 Introduction

This chapter draws insights from the phases of research in chapters 2
and 3, with reference to literature and researcher observations, to review
collaborative opportunities between physics and craft for interdisciplinary
practice. A case study around finding a ‘place’ for interdisciplinary practice
within this context is constructed utilising knowledge from social, scientific
and creative fields to form a holistic view on the enquiry. Focus groups with
key collaborators in the projects and unstructured interviews with experts
who work collaboratively across disciplines contribute towards grounded
theory developed recursively through the research. Key factors that influence
collaboration between craft and physics are discussed and limitations of the
study and future work suggested. Within this chapter there are five sections:
1. literature review; 2. aims and objectives; 3. methods 4. outcomes; and lastly
5. discussion and conclusion. The outcomes in this chapter are specific to
the case study and therefore care must be taken when transferring this new
knowledge and grounded theory to other projects. Instead this case study can
inform our understanding of collaborative opportunities for interdisciplinary
practice within physics and craft.
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4.2 Literature Review

4.2.1 Why Collaborate?

Categorisations are social constructs: disciplines have been created and
segregated by people[162]. Literature has already outlined the general
characteristics of science, art, technology and craft in this study, yet the
cultural landscape in which these disciplines lie is complex. One way of
addressing where we want to go is to ask why we are doing something; why
is also a more holistic way of addressing something. Simon Sinek is an author
who published, ‘Start With Why’[163], a book that aimed to examine why
some businesses succeed and others do not. Sinek proposes that businesses
like Apple for example continue to thrive because every decision is framed by
their ‘why’: to challenge the status quo. This ‘why’ originates from within one
person who grows and leads that business till others can carry that same torch
onward if the ‘why’ is clear. This allows the business to diversify into various
relevant markets, from computers into music and mobile technology, unlike
competitors who focus on what they do and how they do it. Sinek considers
desirable collaborators to be people who do not need to be ‘convinced’ of
the projects purpose[164]. Scottish writer Alastair McIntosh explores the
human psyche and how to explore what we want for our future and who the
future we are shaping is for[165]. This depth of self-reflection may become
increasingly important when selecting who we want to share our purpose
with. The work by Wheeler, McIntosh and Sinek all point toward a reason to
collaborate and take action from different philosophical and entrepreneurial
viewpoints. In the context of research: what could artists and scientists
collaborate on? Below, I have outlined key methods for collaboration from a
scientific and creative perspective, based on Arianne Koek’s definitions[166]
in Table 4.2.1:

TABLE 4.1: Types of Collaboration

For Scientific Industry For Creative Industry
Communicate their science for
funding/investment/public outreach

Exploring the limits and/or the
aesthetics of technology

Develop multi discipline solutions
to address societal issues or global
challenge

Use scientific practices, methods of
experimentation and images to create
new work
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Continuation of Table 4.2.1

For Scientific Industry For Creative Industry

Integrate design thinking into project
decisions, devising experiments etc.

Artists who work together with
scientists to jointly create a new
‘artwork’ together

Prototype products/technology
Develop multi discipline solutions
to address societal issues or global
challenges

Find new/existing markets for
products

Translate science from a human
perspective

Translate project from a human
perspective

Find innovation in scientific methods
and technology

Blue Skies project – no specific
outcome for collaboration

Science as a fuel and inspiration for
the imagination of artists

N/A
Blue Skies project – no specific
outcome for collaboration

End of Table 4.2.1

Koek states that there are many more possibilities: defined by the point of
departure and intention of the collaboration. These examples of collaboration
types between these fields highlights the diversity and that we are thinking
beyond artists only as a tool to communicate science in a stereotypical
sense[167]. Whilst this list outlines what and how, it does not explain why an
artist would care about aiding a scientific plight and vice versa, particularly
when many feel alienated from the other profession. The intentions or why,
how and what need to appeal to every participant in the collaboration on
some level. Knowing and communicating why a prospective collaborator
should be interested in the activity; what the benefits are and how they would
be created; who you are and your credibility for achieving the task and an
openness to adapt to the needs of others to grow the collaborative relationship
are essential[168]. According to ‘Collaboration in Design Education’[169],
collaborations must involve two or more participants, working towards
a common goal. Collaborations can be disciplinary, multidisciplinary,
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary. It must be acknowledged however
that the participants will bring not only their desired discipline to the project
but a diverse bundle of knowledge. The structure of a collaboration is as
unique as the project itself which may be both liberating and daunting for
prospective collaborators. To elaborate, collaborations can be informal or
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formal, short-term, long or generational as outlined in the ‘cathedral thinking’
model[170, 171], project-driven or open, for mutual benefit of the disciplines
or predominantly to aid one discipline, a transactional affair or a close sharing
of ideas and methods. Individuals can be directly or indirectly involved.

4.2.2 How to Collaborate?

As astronomer Carl Sagan said, ‘Our technology is increasingly permitting us
to explore the wonders of the cosmos and to reduce the Earth to chaos.’[172]
which emphasizes the power knowledge and technologies hold, never
more so demonstrated than Feynman coming to terms with the ethical
complexities of their scientific advancements contributing towards the
first atomic bombings[173]. Sagan is aware that whilst science strives to
hold objectivity, the technologies created are tools for political and cultural
use. Collaboration demands expertise and the ability to understand the
context and exchange relevant ideas. The demands of the activity and other
collaborators will inform the level of expertise required. Roger Kneebone
documents his professional development of expertise in medicine and other
experts from a variety of fields in his book, ‘Expert’[174] and expresses the
unconscious switch in the journey from ‘you’ to ‘them’. This reveals that as
we are learning a discipline and forming our practice, the focus is on our own
development and becoming competent at the tasks our profession demands,
yet over time our interests shift toward the experience of those engaging
in our services - whether clients or students for example - to elevate every
aspect of the interaction using one’s expertise. ‘Mastery’[175] a book written
by aikido master George Leonard outlines the importance of collaborating
with students through teaching and the continual self-reflection required to
improve one’s skills toward mastery. Leonard’s personal experience described
the initial frustration they experienced teaching middling students, yet over
time realized that these students were invaluable in improving their own
understanding of their practice as ’the teacher is forced to deal with small,
incremental steps that penetrate like X-rays the very essence of the art, and
clearly reveal the process’, providing a deeper understanding and strong
foundation to build upon. Teaching and knowledge exchange is a key part
of collaboration: whether Dr. Kneebone listening and supporting a patient
through ongoing medical conditions to Leonard teaching students how to fly
an aircraft or become a black belt in aikido. Knowledge exchange is impartial
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to hierarchies: while a surgeon, Kneebone recounts how a nurse explained
how to treat a patient with phosphorous bomb wounds and collaborated
with a textile artist to improve their stitchwork: neither traditionally taught
in UK medical schools at the time. In addition to this, the research findings
of Nasseri[176] emphasizes that one develops an awareness of their own
knowledge and ignorance through learning from others. Information
literacy with those outside a community where specific jargon or language
is used in a considered manner is a major factor limiting the integration and
transference of knowledge between disciplines. Making tacit knowledge
explicit[46] and accessible to collaborators will help ensure transparency and
the strengthening of interpersonal relationships. There are a multitude of
communication methods available to share or disseminate knowledge, from
verbal, visual, written, physical gestures and facial expressions and analogies
are but some of the tools available to us which can be employed in-person,
distanced and with or without the employment of technology[177]. Trialling
different types of communication will ensure relevant modes are adopted
for the people and project alike. Returning to Wheeler’s thinking: forming a
community of trustworthy collaborators requires social and political ethics,
which would benefit from independent referees if formal boundaries are
established[40]. Collaboration is defined as ‘united labour, co-operation;
especially in literary, artistic, or scientific work.’ by the Oxford English
Dictionary[8]. Engaging with others for a shared purpose builds trust and
agency which impacts and influences more individuals. Furthermore, it
is key to know the distinction between individuals in the community and
the community itself: individuals are conscious agents who change the
community. Building trust and change within a community can be described
as a ’wicked problem’: there is no defined beginning or end where trust was
built or lost.

To learn how to collaborate with those outside your discipline; to build
trust and communication methods; requires certain soft skills: a few of
which will be discussed below. ’Finite thinkers’ believe that if they are a
self-defined artist or scientist, they only deal with knowledge and methods
concerning their discipline and have strict boundaries working with what
they understand and control, keeping other approaches from informing what
they do. They think in terms of right or wrong and often think in short-terms.
’Infinite thinkers’ are open to uncertainty, equipping themselves with the
relevant methods and knowledge to solve problems; developing a capacity to
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think from several perspectives and form ’infinite’ strategies[178]. Our ability
to adapt, learn, have openness to new concepts and developing trust with
those from other disciplines nurtures a growth mindset which transcends
disciplinary principles[179]. In addition to this, developing an awareness for
the sociological factors present in teamwork, the roles participants play, the
personalities they have and the internal and external influences helps develop
empathy with everyone within the project. Empathy Mapping[180] is a
popular method to understand an individual’s viewpoint and reduces the risk
of overgeneralizing or stereotyping a person or scenario. There are numerous
tools that have been developed to assist with developing an effective team
including personality tests, 360 feedback[181] and the Johari window model
which allow participants to understand themselves and their approach within
the collaborative context[182]. Lencioni’s five dysfunctions of a team highlight
key pitfalls for group projects, with trust highlighted as the foundation of
any collaboration[183]. Once a team of individuals are brought together,
the empathy of the collective influences the interpersonal interactions that
will make or break any project. Many of our conceptions about disciplines
outside our expertise are built on deep-seated beliefs of what they are, and
what the process might look like based on experiences we have had from
as early as primary school[184]. We specialize in our chosen discipline from
around the age of thirteen, before focusing our expertise to a niche subject
through higher or vocational education, and therefore tend to have very little
information to grasp at what is involved in other forms of thinking and doing.
In the short film, Beyond Discipline[185], scientists express their experience
collaborating with experts from other scientific fields and the new techniques
and awareness they have gained from the process. This in itself is an example
of how different sciences and scientists become isolated from one another
once the research becomes specialised. Lastly, prolonged exposure to being
out of comfort zones can cause individuals heightened anxiety, to lose sight
of their strengths and performance drops: therefore it is important to manage
emotional and logical brain functioning during collaborations, particularly
when working outside ones’ comfort zone[186].

The journal Nature published a series of articles on science communication
which includes a handful of articles about how to develop collaborative
partnerships with artists for communication purposes. An accompanying
poll to the articles stated that nearly 40% of approximately 350 respondents
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had collaborated with artists; and almost all agreed they would consider
participating in this activity again[187]. In one article, artists and scientists
share their reflections and advice to others on how to form a scientist-artist
collaboration, starting with following like-minded people or projects online
before reaching out with an email: you have nothing to lose[188]. An artist
encouraged others to ‘do your homework’, to learn about the subject matter
of the area in physics you are about to be immersed within, out of respect
for the scientist and to take responsibility for your own comprehension of
the project. A scientist encouraged those starting a collaboration to learn
more about the other people to build a relationship and define success and
expectations before jumping in and showing your laboratories to ‘inspire
the artist’. Furthermore, they emphasised that mutual respect was core
to the activity: an ‘I know everything: let me tell you about this’ attitude
will not nurture a positive collaboration. Another scientist emphasised that
collaborations are time consuming, particularly in the lead up to a public
outreach event for example. Whilst this takes away from research time: they
found the process incredibly valuable to explore their discipline in a different
context and to share their work with different people. Lastly Geraldine Cox,
a UK artist with degrees in physics and painting explains that their ‘work is
curiosity-driven, always framed around a question, just like science.’ which
hints at the common ground that can be made between these disciplines
and practices[189]. Literature exploring the qualities, mindset or soft skills
required for a successful collaboration can be general and ambiguous when
there is not a specific context to apply the information to. Building trust,
methods of communication, self-awareness, being adaptable, open and taking
the time to build a relationship to develop empathy are some of the key
recurring tools that have emerged in how to approach a collaboration. Hard
skills are rarely mentioned in the literature: whether this implies that your
expertise is expected to be sufficient for the collaboration or whether this is
secondary to the ability to collaborate is unclear. Is collaboration less about
what you currently know and more about what you can collectively share and
discover together?

4.2.3 Where to Collaborate?

The context for where interdisciplinary collaborations occur, prompts
an understanding of the surrounding environment and systems in place to
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enable or hinder this activity on a macro and micro scale. This review will span
different geographical locations with a key focus on Scotland and UK. Ethical
globalisation shapes how our economy, communications and transnational
governance operates. As of May 2021, the global population reached 7.9billion,
making environmental resource management and inter-generational justice
more prudent than ever. On the 1st January 2016, the UN Global Sustainable
Development Goals officially came into force after the 2015 UN summit[128].
Glasgow is to host the UN Climate Change Conference in 2021 which signifies
the trend of raised awareness and drive to take ethical action in Scotland
and the UK[190]. These Sustainable Development Goals(SDGs) have since
impacted the Scottish Government’s National Performance Framework which
has the purpose of supporting 11 national outcomes, closely based on the UN
SDGs[191]. In addition to this, Scotland has committed to achieving net-zero
greenhouse gas emissions, reaching a 90% reduction by 2050[192]. Funding
for research and innovation through government funded pools is supporting
projects that exploit local specialisms who collaborate to innovate and
commercialise technology or strategies to address these societal challenges.
As previously mentioned, the physics industry has ‘grand challenges’ to apply
their expertise to whilst the field of design aims to tackle ‘wicked’ problems:
usually shaped by the SDGs.

Many initiatives have been established to support these activities across
disciplines and connecting industry with academia, including the eight
Scottish Innovation Centres[193], knowledge transfer partnerships
(KTPs)[194] and funding agencies like Innovate UK[195] to contribute to
the improvement of Scottish industry and sustainability. Interface[196] and
the Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN)[132] are other initiatives in place to
enable research and innovation. The Scottish Science Centres[197] and Science
Festivals[198] managed by the British Science Association (BSA) encourage
the public to engage with science and understand the societal benefits and
social complexities that exist within some fields. London Light hosts public
events such as Guiding Lights[199] exhibition and accompanying event, held
on the international day of Light, in 2022 - the international year of Glass -
to investigate the materiality of glass and its relationship with light, offering
interdisciplinary perspectives on the ’transparent tool for a fairer planet’[200].
The Institute of Physics (IOP) also supports various Science, Technology,
Engineering, Art and Maths (STEAM) activities in their events program and
funding grants to engage a broader audience and dispel the idea that you
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need to be a genius to be a physicist[201].

In addition to this there are museums and art galleries that occupy the
space between disciplines, such as the Science Gallery in Dublin[47], the
Artiscience Library[48] and Materials Libraries[202][203] which connect
disciplines through matter. The Royal Society of Edinburgh worked with
Scottish Universities Physics Alliance (SUPA) to host the Scottish Crucible[204]
from 2015-18 and there are an array of case studies which highlight the
collaborative projects conducted to support early career researchers from
different disciplines to collaborate on a project they could all connect and
contribute toward. The aims of the program were to explore their research
in a broader context, to build relationships and to think creatively to
support innovative practice. Further afield, opportunities for interdisciplinary
collaboration include artist in residencies at laboratories including CERN[205],
Nokia Bell Labs[206] and NASA[207][208]. Leonardo are a not-for-profit who
support art, science and technology collaboration through facilitating talks,
residencies, fellowships and their journal to a ‘borderless community’[209].
Other spaces or initiatives include the Exploratorium in San Francisco[210],
ZKM centre for art and media in Germany[211], Ars Electronica Centre: a
space for electronic artforms in Austria [212] and Experiments in Art and
Technology (EAT), an organisation created between engineers and artists to
develop collaborations with no formal structure to the activity[206]. These
communities, physical spaces and virtual platforms allow anyone to engage
in historic, current and futuristic discussions on the interface where human
creativity and scientific dialogue exist. They offer a platform for research
outreach, an important aspect of the accountability of government funded
research activities. The legacy of research relies heavily on the information
reaching the correct audience, whether private investors, policy makers, or the
public. In recent years there has been an increased expectation for scientists
to integrate public outreach in their research proposals to acquire research
grants which prompts the need to collaborate with artists for this purpose[187].

Academia has also reflected this shift towards interdisciplinarity by
developing pedagogy or projects that promote thinking between disciplines or
collaboration between different specialists. For example, we are starting to see
more art/science blended subjects at university level including the program
in Arts, Culture and Technology at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), which has origins from the Centre of Advanced Visual Studies which
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aimed to develop transdisciplinary practice through drawing from scientific
and creative resources[213]. The Institut für Raumexperimente (Institute for
Spatial Experiments) is an educational research project affiliated with the
Berlin University of Arts which aims to develop and respond their pedagogy
accordingly to the place they are physically and culturally based with an
openness to the global context[214]. Furthermore, London light is committed
to training PhD level students in the London area[215].

Examples of what a career in this area may look like includes scientific
academia and industry projects outlined by Koek in Table 4.2.1 that ask
for artistic collaboration, which can be a one-off or ongoing methods of
practice. Independent artists such as the creative duo Semiconductor[45]
tend to work internationally project-to-project in collaboration across physics
academia, industry and many of the museums, galleries and residencies
mentioned above that support this type of interdisciplinary practice. Artists
and/or physicists such as Geraldine Cox gravitate towards having formal
or informal associations with academic institutions as a means of accessing
a diverse scientific and creative network to stimulate their practice and
form relationships which could lead to collaborative activities[216]. Within
academia, developing projects or outreach activities between physics and art
tend to be for educational, diversity and inclusion purposes. The physics
and astronomy department at the University of Southampton for example
has appointed a public engagement leader, Pearl John, a fine art holographer
who has developed a series of outreach and public engagement programs
which aim to improve the communication skills of physics students, provide
recurring engagement opportunities in schools and to break down perceived
barriers by taking physics into unusual locations including garden shows
and cathedrals[217, 218, 219]. It is clear that there does not appear to be a
prescribed career path in this area: individuals are pioneering their visions
for the future through forming a community of individuals willing to think
differently and set a new trend diverging from traditional social constructs.
Thus far this literature review has identified numerous interactions between
the visual arts and science for tangible outcomes and the suitable places or
institutions that cater towards this form of activity. The integration of design
thinking or craft practice informing the process appears to be more elusive,
likely because it is not visual. Only having the ability to examine the outcome
of a project, it is difficult to discern what methods were adopted: whether
design thinking was embedded in the process or if intuitive means were
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adopted. If craft (a type of visual arts) or design is informing a process, it
does not necessarily lead to the outcomes being physical, which is likely why
there appears to be a stark contrast in volume between collaborations between
science and visual arts than with design: which is ingrained in the overall
methods of any project.

4.2.4 Learning to Collaborate

The literature which aims to document or enhance current pedagogies in
interdisciplinary practice between physics, design and craft ranges from
documenting historical parallels between the disciplines, research studies into
structured learning and aspirations for future ideation. Till now, this thesis
has highlighted the role craft has played particularly in developing apparatus
for scientific use and how painting was a key method to document scientific
experiments in optics for example. Modern art (and science) historian Linda
Dalrymple Henderson’s research connects the scientific enquiry of Einstein’s
Relativity Theory with cubist paintings by Picasso and Boccioni in their desire
to understand the nature of reality and captures how art has investigated
scientific topics such as relativity through exploring the invisible: taking
note that the terminology and therefore the framing for the investigation
changed[220]. An example of this is Boccioni’s portait of their mother in
Figure 4.1 which investigates the interactions between space and matter.

Theoretical physicist at CERN; Wolfgang Lerche notes that, ‘While art
interacts with the subjective world we construct, science tries to get an
objective view. Both are complimentary perspectives, which enrich our
interpretation of the world.’[222]. In recent science education, there has
been an emphasis on the imperative of proof and desire for simplicity which
limits understanding the full picture[223]. Quantum theory represents the
chaos and complexity present in the physical world that is not included
in Einstein’s ’E = mc2’ equation[224]. This has prompted the imperative
of understanding to acknowledge the complexity of science and the art of
attaining an objective scientific view[223]. Integrating craft into Problem Based
Learning (PBL) activities promotes the self-awareness of students’ learning
process and the comprehension of physics concepts addressed during the
practical project[225, 226]. Other studies have emphasised the importance of
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FIGURE 4.1: Umberto Boccioni, Materia, 1912. Oil on canvas, 89
x 59 inches. Gianni Mattioli Collection, On long-term loan to the

Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Venice. Image credit: [221]
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including model-based learning through craft activities and analogies into
the curriculum in addition to computer modelling as students found more
science content in the craft techniques[227]. In design education or those with
non-science backgrounds, PBL using hands-on craft skills has also proven an
effective method to teach fundamental physics concepts and normalise the
use of applying scientific thinking in everyday contexts, even if one cannot
comprehend all the science[228]. Designers are ‘agents of (sustainable) change’
through understanding scientific and technological developments to a greater
degree, can cultivate innovative opportunities, hence the teaching of physics
maths and design in product design engineering programs[167]. One study
emphasised that the coursework needs to be designed specifically for the
non-science audience through practical tasks that evidence the understanding
of physics concepts in the students’ outcome, and are not simply taught the
standard science course with the maths removed[229]. A physicist warns
that non-physicists must take care with the accuracy of the terminology used
in physics to ensure one does not misrepresent the scientific ideas or laws
through misunderstanding[230]. Great effort has been taken in recent years
at Roanoke College, USA, to create an undergraduate physics curriculum
which nurtures creativity, vulnerability and autonomy through radical change
in the culture within the institution and challenging societal stereotypes to
enable students to actively engage in public outreach, flexible assessment
criteria and the freedom to explore what they find interesting rather than
being a passive participant in prescribed education[231]. Statistically it has
been noted that physics students excel at gathering information and learning
about concepts in isolation but find connecting this knowledge or transferring
it to different contexts more challenging[232]. In recent years the Physics
program at Edinburgh University has reformed teaching to first year students
by developing a structured course where students experience staggered
learning: they are attending lectures, workshops, labs and being quizzed on
several physics subjects at the same time to encourage the transference of
knowledge between categories, which has led to greater student involvement
and satisfaction[233]. Research indicates that postgraduate students develop
their knowledge and expertise through teaching undergraduates which
coincides with Leonard’s note on learning through teaching earlier in the
review[234, 175]. It is clearly challenging to design undergraduate courses
that meet the criteria for disciplinary standards, interdisciplinary awareness
and skills expected in the workplace.
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Science has superseded the traditional craft industry, yet physicist Freeman J.
Dyson believes the formation of the science industry reflects the craft industry
structure. As software and biotechnologies emerge, a series of technology
companies establish as a result, some will grow and become giant producers
of the technology whilst others will be unsuccessful or innovate to develop
new crafts. Science will continue to evolve and shape the craft as technologies
rise and fall, and we as humans explore ideas and make tools to shape
our future. Whether crafting a boiler from metal or carefully connecting
hundreds of wires and tubes to build a cryostat; these tasks demand the
attention of a skilled craftsperson and the desire to contribute towards an
idea greater than themselves[235]. Our current physics education is based on
pedagogy research and the individual educator’s knowledge and experience
through teaching the subject[236]. It is clear that whether in physics, craft or
design, pedagogies need to adapt to paradigm shifts as our disciplinary and
interdisciplinary practices evolve[237]. This review highlights that we are one
human race sharing the same environment and we use our skills, whether
disciplinary or interdisciplinary to address collective challenges whether
defined as ‘wicked problems’, grand challenges or Sustainable Development
Goals. It is clear that collaborations between physics and the visual arts have a
key role to play in research and development and interdisciplinary education.
It has also been documented that craft expertise enhances the learning of
physics concepts and the ability to physically work with apparatus to conduct
physical experiments. There has been less about the impact of design thinking
in this area, particularly because it is usually embedded in professional
practice and project systems rather than a tangible outcome. This literature
review simply scratches the surface of many areas that influence collaborative
opportunities between physics and craft as a means to introduce the broad
context this research study sits within. It is by no means a comprehensive
accumulation of literature in this area and therefore must be treated as one
perspective on the matter, curated by a craftsperson keen to better understand
the interactions and nuances influencing the collaborative landscape to inform
interdisciplinary practice between the physics and craft fields. There are many
questions arising from this area, including three core themes:

• Who collaborates: what qualities do they have?

• Where is the place for collaborative opportunities in this area?

• What is the subjective and objective significance of collaboration between
physics and craft?
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Much of the literature is fragmented by disciplinary perspectives and does
not document specifically how interactions occur between physics and craft
on an interpersonal level for example. Equipping one’s self with theoretical
knowledge about the mindset, intelligence, soft skills and the discipline one
wishes to interact with is useful, yet there is still great uncertainty in the
process because most of the current knowledge is abstract and does not relate
to this specific context. To lift the haze on the collaborative process between
physics and craft, further investigation must be undertaken into specific
projects and related back to current thought within the literature.

4.3 Aims & Objectives

This research study was prompted by the practice based, interdisciplinary
research documented in chapters 2 and 3 to review collaborative opportunity
between physics and craft for interdisciplinary practice. Throughout
the research I strived to improve my interactions with those supporting
my project endeavours and my intent was to understand how to make
collaboration between physics and craft ‘work’. As the research progressed,
it became clear that documenting and analysing these interactions and the
broader collaborative context was a key part of achieving the projects aims
and objectives in the previous chapters: the results were not achieved in a
disciplinary or personal vacuum. It was therefore acknowledged that by
mapping out this doctoral research project in a holistic way, it could contribute
knowledge about why and how individuals currently think and do research
between these disciplinary fields which may inform future interdisciplinary
education and research. This methodology stems from the literature review
findings and the paper, Selection of Research Methodology for PhD Researchers
working with an Organisation[238] which outlines the various methods I
had available in the context of my research, and doctoral thesis by Gordon
Hamme[239] further outlines how interview and thematic analysis methods
could be used in an interdisciplinary, craft/business context to gain insights.
Again, my selected methods in this research phase were intended to marry
different areas of knowledge together: working between different disciplinary
areas of expertise and from ’academic’ knowledge to the ’practical’ knowledge
as Donald A. Schon noted to be useful; to investigate and understand practice
through reflection[53].
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The aims of this research phase are to form a case study to make connections
between collaborative interactions and the environment in which the
collaboration has occurred to define where the place for collaboration is
between physics and craft through grounded theory. The study has been
designed with no single hypothesis from the offset. Instead the data collected
prompts several hypothesis simultaneously adapting and connecting as the
data is analysed and grounded theory developed. To collect primary source
data: focus groups were held at the mid-point of the research (November
2019) with participants who were staff members at the University of Dundee
involved in the research to a greater or lesser degree. A second study was
undertaken to interview individuals outside the university and unrelated
to the research, who worked in an interdisciplinary context, to develop
individual Empathy Maps for comparative analysis based on Dave Gray’s
design[180]. This data was collected in an unstructured way[60] as a means to
note any commonality or disparity between the academic research context I
had deliberately formed in the focus groups and to represent how individuals
collaborate into other disciplinary fields for an inter- or transdisciplinary
purpose generally. Thirdly, my own observations during the research will be
documented and discussed in relation to the overall doctoral research study
and collaborative environment. This data will be thematically analysed[61] to
propose grounded theory[2] based on the findings. The data collected meets
current grounded theory methods in the field of sociology and that findings
will inform the development of applied strategies to connect these disciplines
effectively and locate the ‘place’ for collaboration between the physics and
craft fields and to come closer to answering some of the questions highlighted
in the literature review. The research does not pursue any comparisons
between disciplinary and interdisciplinary studies, or look for reasons why
interactions between physics and craft should not be conducted. Instead
‘challenges’ or influences to consider are highlighted to inform decision
making and autonomy rather than a prescriptive outcome. The data collection
is broad within the case study as there is little known about collaboration
in this specific context and therefore the insights collected are intended
to represent participant views to form ‘sign posts’ toward a rewarding
‘collaborative effect’, a place where collaboration can thrive between physics
and craft.

The case study is intended to form a guide to improve collaborative
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awareness for those who want to reduce collaborative uncertainty and
engage in collaboration without having to research into sociology and other
relevant subjects extensively. The research is curated from the perspective
of collaborative individuals for the benefit of collaborative practice and is
a reflection of the landscape at this moment and place in time rather than
an objective perspective. The research represents a specific demographic of
individuals engaged in collaborative work, and does not investigate those
who do not engage. Whilst the enquiry within the study is broad, the scope
of the case study is specific: primarily to the context of this doctoral research
project. The case study is useful but relies on many other contributions to
build a broader picture from different perspectives, from different academic
institutions, in industry and in different geographical and cultural contexts.
The thematic analysis and grounded theory emerging from this case study are
niche and specific to this context, yet is a positive step toward understanding
how to support collaborative opportunities and interactions between physics
and craft to explore the broader benefits this collaborative practice offers.

4.4 Methods

This case study will draw on the data collected in the focus groups,
unstructured interviews, my personal observations and current literature to
build a map of the interdisciplinary and collaborative environment within
this research context. The focus groups and unstructured interviews will
be thematically analysed[61] as a means to draw out prominent themes and
nuances to represent the views of the participants. Observations of my
personal experience and reflections collaborating between physics and craft
will be documented and analysed with some reference to literature. The
observations aim to explore the vulnerability of the collaborative researcher
through highlighting turning points in the process where I realised my
initial approach could be improved upon, as a means to inform others of
the developmental nature of the activity. All of the insights will then be
comparatively analysed to form a grounded theory[2] that directly relates to
the data collected, whether direct quotes from participants or my personal
observations. Whilst the original aims were to locate the ‘place’ for
collaboration between the physics and craft fields and to come closer to
answering some of the questions highlighted in the literature review, the data
narratives will determine to what extent this is possible.
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4.4.1 Focus Groups

This section thematically analyses findings from a series of focus groups
which discussed collaborative interactions between the scientific and creative
fields. The aim of these focus groups was to better understand the nature of
interdisciplinary research projects, by garnering insights through discussions
with eleven experienced members of technical and academic staff from the
disciplines of physics, engineering, design, craft and further afield at the
University of Dundee to form a case study. The focus groups were audio
recorded and transcribed for further analysis. The discussions and feedback
enabled me to reflect on how I had approached collaboration thus far and
improve my practice based on the discussion findings, which is further
addressed in the ‘Personal Observations’ section 4.4.3. All participants had
involvement in the research to a greater or lesser degree and each group
contained a mix of disciplines to promote diverse perspectives on the matter.
The focus groups were conducted in the Mathew Research Gallery in DJCAD
where I had organised an exhibition, ‘Solar Concentration in Physics and Craft’
as a means to visually expose the entire research process at the mid-way point
in my doctoral research. Three questions were discussed over the course of an
hour approximately, which allowed the participants to express their thoughts
and feelings on interdisciplinary research. These questions were:

• What are the benefits of disciplinary collaboration?

• How can different disciplines communicate better with each other?

• What could realistic goals for interdisciplinary research be?

The questions were designed to be open, forward-looking and relatively broad
as most participants had experience of collaboration between the scientific and
creative fields generally but not specifically between physics and craft besides
my doctoral research. The transcripts therefore refer to collaboration between
the scientific and creative fields in academia generally with some direct
reference to my research. The academic context prompts an awareness that
discussions blend from referring to collaboration between staff and students
in an educational context, to staff collaborating with other staff members or
research partners. After conducting the focus groups, I chose to create a
Collaborative Map using literature, points made during the focus groups and
other conversations I have had with people during the research as a way
to visualise and encompass all aspects of the complex landscape. This map
later informed how I categorised the quotes, also known as ‘Meaningful Units’
(MUs) collected from the focus groups into themes as a means to develop my
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FIGURE 4.2: Collaborative Map for Interdisciplinary Interactions
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thematic analysis. The map in Figure 4.2 outlines three main elements from
which more sub-categories stem. All aspects appear to be interlinked like
an ecosystem with a cause-and-effect relationship, hence why it can be
challenging to design harmonious interdisciplinary collaborations.

First, I assigned 347 MUs across 37 codes such as ’time’, ’teamwork’
or ’innovation’ then changed my thematic coding system to reflect the
Collaborative Map with the intent to contextualise the codes. For example,
if ’time’ was discussed, it may be in relation to the ’level of involvement’
in the collaboration or considered to be a ’limitation’ in the context, which
allowed the MUs to be embedded within the ecosystem I had constructed as a
means to represent how the MUs are in a state of flux within the Collaborative
Map. After changing my approach, I assigned 248 MUs across the 9 key
codes under the 3 main headings, ’Purpose’, ’Approach’ and ’Influence’.
Please refer to Section B.3.1 in Appendix A.5 for the tables containing data
analysis related to this phase of research. Table B.2 outlines which codes
the MUs identified were assigned to and their instances (I) across the focus
groups, to indicate how many groups discussed a specific code. I chose
not to segregate or differentiate the MUs based on participant information
such as their area of expertise, experience, age, gender etc, in order to view
the data more holistically. Table B.1 in Appendix B.3 includes participant
information to allow future researchers to use this data if necessary (this table
collated data from the participant consent forms after the completion of this
study). Prior to the coding process, I had anticipated there to be more MUs in
the ’Approach’ category due to the questions asking how we collaborate in
interdisciplinary research, and was surprised to have such a balance across the
3 broad headings. It must also be noted that this data does not quantitatively
measure the importance of each code, it simply aims to summarise to what
extent the codes occurred during the focus groups. Tables B.3, B.4 and B.5
paraphrase statements made during the focus groups, to group specific views
of the participants across the 4 focus groups undertaken. Again the frequency
of instances (I) and Meaningful Units (MUs) are noted to indicate how many
times each statement type occurred and across how many of the focus groups.

The statements made across the three core headings of ’1. Purpose’, ’2.
Approach’ and ’3. Influence’ had several recurring views and many relevant
points were made. Additionally there were a significant portion of MUs
that emphasised views made across most or all the focus groups. Firstly
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for ’Purpose’ these included that: 1f) commonality exists across creative and
scientific disciplines, 1q) interdisciplinary collaborations require people who
are motivated to work in this area despite challenges and 1t) there is a need
to bridge the abstract gap in language and methods between disciplines
when working collaboratively. Secondly for ’Approach’ these included that:
2f) interdisciplinary practice is about developing new methods or making
connections, 2k) collaborators benefit from seeing the entire project: start to
finish and 2r) there is a divide between academic and technical knowledge;
making it difficult to convert concepts into reality. Thirdly for ’Influence’ these
included that: 3c) there have been opportunities to enable interdisciplinary
collaboration within the university but no action was taken, 3n) working with
people you get on with irrespective of background is key and 3o) choosing
to engage in interdisciplinary collaboration is based on the fun, interesting
and varied qualities of the work. To thematically analyse the 64 paraphrased
statements further, I aimed to reevaluate the MUs to develop three key themes
to encompass the overarching message of the focus groups. Table 4.2 outlines
the collective data narrative and the paraphrased statements that relate to each
theme.

TABLE 4.2: Themes derived from paraphrased statements

Themes 1 2 3

1. Bridging the gap between people, disciplines
and types of intelligence creates an opportunity
to solve problems and develop new ways of
thinking and doing which will unlikely be
achieved in a disciplinary context

a, b, c,
d, e,
f, h, l,
m, s,
t, u

f, g, l,
m, n,
p, r, s

b, c, d,
i, r, s,
v

2. Creating an interdisciplinary collaborative
environment through leadership and bespoke
project structure where people feel welcomed
and a sense of belonging over time is important
for ongoing projects

i, j, n,
p, v

a, b, h,
i, j, o

g, h,
m, n,
p

3. The nature of the work and experience
influences psychological motivations and project
outcomes

g, k, o,
q, r

c, d, e,
k, q, t

a, e, f,
j, k, l,
o, q, t,
u

Below, the report aims to express the core message of the focus groups in
relation to the key themes identified using direct quotes from the focus
group transcripts to connect the thematic findings back to the primary data
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collected. Direct quotes from every focus group participant are included
and are italicised in the text with a unique MU code which corresponds to a
spreadsheet related to the focus group transcripts. Please refer to Appendix A
for more details.

Participants felt that to get involved in interdisciplinary collaboration,
contributing your knowledge is key as (We all function in an area: when you
are talking about disciplines here, I guess it’s a crude brush where we say, ‘design,
physics, chemistry’ or whatever it may be. There’s so many nuances in each of
these and there are areas that can be one and then the other if you start to break it
down further. I’m a great believer that if you want to negotiate or do something
interdisciplinary you need to take something to the table, so you need some skills and
then you can have a discussion. A2.33/4). Prior to engaging in interdisciplinary
collaboration it was thought that (Maybe the more immediate goal is getting a
clear idea of what different people do. That is something that isn’t so obvious: if you
are thinking about a problem, ‘How do I solve that? Well I don’t quite know how. I
wonder if somebody can help. Or I wonder if somebody might know how.’ And trying
to find that, ‘I wonder if there’s somebody.’ is one of the problems that you have, and
I think what you tend to do is you tend to go to your own network. C3.35/3) which
is usually limited by discipline. Additionally, alternatives to collaboration
were considered to gain interdisciplinary expertise: (See I think this raises a
very interesting question: do you have practitioners who become skilled in many
disciplines like Leonardo the polymath, or do you have a team of very specialized
experts who have their own field and then contribute that to the other person? A1.4/2).

Generally, parallels were noted between the expertise and attentiveness
involved in the creative and scientific practice including, (it takes a certain level
of ingenuity and a whole set of skills come to bear on an optical table, for example. It
looks just like a table with holes drilled in it, things seem to be held very crudely on it
but they can be adjusted to less than a millionth of a meter (inaudible word), and so
you can align things in the way they have to be to optical components and they will
remain aligned. And so, the pride and satisfaction in the work is a little different than
the pride and satisfaction an artist or a maker in design might have. I think they are
compatible; I don’t see why there is any disjointment between them at all: I think they
meet in a number of places. A1.8/2). Perceptions about what other disciplines
‘do’ were seen to change through interdisciplinary collaboration: (I never had
an appreciation of art before and I just saw art as somebody who paints a few pictures
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and makes a living that way but being involved in some art projects I got more of an
appreciation of it and its not just about painting a picture of something. A2.32/4) as
this view highlights the development of empathy.

The access and inclusion between disciplines proved an important step
in developing lasting collaborative relationships as summarised by one
participant: (I think one of the things you said earlier when you were working with
chemists is very interesting as well was the fact that they gave you an induction:
that you weren’t a chemist and they gave you that induction. And I find sometimes
when groups do that and say “right are we happy for this person to work in our
environment?. . . Yes.” Do we really need to know all the other rubbish we know?
Have we distilled down to what you really need to know: the focused thing? And if
this person who hasn’t got a background understands it: maybe we’ve used common
language, maybe we’ve explained it in a way that everyone can understand it and
we can shelf the technical terms and the jargon and the abbreviations. B1.15/1).
Beyond sharing disciplinary spaces and common language as a means to
develop interdisciplinary collaborations, the adaptive role of the ‘leader’ to
drive the project and team forward to set the brief and enable collaborators
to contribute effectively was identified here as (If everybody feels part of a team
then somebody’s doing the right thing... It’ s not necessarily a formulaic thing but
something that grows based on personalities, which is also disappointing to hear, but
fundamentally it’s a good thing that there isn’t a prescription, or prescriptive way of
pulling one team together- the next team will be full of different characters and so they
may need a slightly different approach. And so, its understanding the fundamentals
of changing your approach or different approaches to different teams to get similar
results or rewards. Some characters need more motivation than other characters, some
characters may need to be brought down a little bit just to be calmed down a wee
bit because they are too enthusiastic and have forgotten that you’re in charge of the
project and that it’s your baby and they are starting to dominate and dictate. A3.16/3).

Every group discussed the divide between academic and technical knowledge
which impacts the ability to transform ideas into physical prototypes within
and across disciplines and an emphasis to address this reflected on how one
participant perceived their contribution: (Sometimes I think of myself as a reality
tester: I encourage people to make things and that tests what it’s like in reality rather
than conceptually in the mind. B1.34/2). The expected outcomes of projects
(disciplinary or interdisciplinary) can often be very limited which prevents
the pursuit of interesting opportunities created during the process as one
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participant notes, (I suppose it’ s tricky when a student has been given a project to
do that has specific goals and aims that they are working towards, and something else
interesting comes up halfway through, but the leeway they are actually given to go off
on a tangent that might be a dead end- and I don’t know how that works. C1.7/4).
Whilst this example is referring to students, issues surrounded research
funding awarded based on providing specific outcome aims, (Some scientists
have complained when they are applying for research funding: the money has been
getting so tight. The way they were saying it, they would almost get told by potential
funders, ‘Well you tell us what the results will be, and then we will fund you to do
the research.’ C1.10/4) which again limits the adaptability of interdisciplinary
collaborations as you are fixed to what you predicted you could achieve at the
beginning rather than working intuitively and taking opportunities as they
arise.

External factors influence interdisciplinary collaboration which rely on
access: barriers such as intellectual property can impact our ability to tackle
‘wicked’ problems such as sustainability as noted here: (Well it (technical
knowledge) hasn’t been out there because it’s very profitable for it not to be out
there. Its more out there now. We could have built these computers in the 80’s
but most people didn’t have access to that knowledge which we now do, and now
more people are more open to building things, repairing things. And talking about
sustainability, maybe that is a route we absolutely need to go down: we need to
teach children in school, ’how can I fix my laptop, how can I extend its capabilities
another six years by inserting a new chip’ (inaudible word) or whatever it requires...
so I don’t know. C1.2/2 & A1.5/2). Additionally the segregation of different
types of work in academic institutions and the value assigned to different
practices was connected to exacerbating the divide between academic and
technical knowledge: (The thing is: its all intelligent work, its just different kinds
of intelligence we are talking about and its recognizing that. In the old days, school
was very bad at perpetuating that: academic and non-academic. Vocational is just
as intelligent as a lecturer: we’re talking different kinds of intelligence and that’s the
crucial thing. To recognize and value it in the institution, I feel. C3.13/1). Another
trend noted was the shift towards specialised expertise with no opportunity to
see or contribute toward an entire process: (I think everybody now is locked into
their areas because of pressures of time and resources and money. C3.46/4). Despite
these pressures, individuals do participate in interdisciplinary collaboration
because the nature of collaborative practice enriched their work experience:
(It was quite a strange combination: but again it’s a bit different, and when you get
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something different like that it keeps you interested in what you are doing. C2.5/1)
and build positive relationships: (I had my white coat on and felt like a proper
scientist which was fun. C2.4/1). Furthermore, it was posited that, (If it was just
like, ‘We get a bunch of people together for fun and we’re gonna have to think about
some stuff for fun and that’s the whole point of it: to have a bit of fun for a while, see if
anything that people want to carry on because they are enjoying it.’ Because I think
that’s probably the thing that is the best motivator for any of us, it’ s not because we
feel we have to, its not because we are being forced to, it’ s not because our bosses are
telling us to, it’s because we are enjoying it, because we are actually getting something
out of it and we are enjoying it. And that ’getting something out of it’ is, I suspect
its rarely a financial or immediate impact kind of thing, it’ s much more likely to be
a more fun, because it’s nice to interact with... B1.56/3) which emphasised the
desire to consider the day-to-day experience of interdisciplinary projects in
addition to solving a problem, to develop a scenario where you can explore
and network without pressure to pursue opportunities if you develop positive
connections with other people and practices.

To recapitulate, the Collaborative Map represents the complex nature of
interdisciplinary collaboration and the focus groups discussed some of
these areas in depth from the perspective of collaborators working in
this area with a focus on interdisciplinary collaboration to design and
produce artefacts. The data therefore does not represent other stakeholders
such as funding bodies, industry partners or the students who are often
referenced in the transcripts. Reading between the themes of building positive
relationships with collaborators and forming methods of communication
between disciplines, mitigating discomfort is perhaps one of the reasons
only mentioned once: (Yeah, but after they have been out of their comfort zone
for a while they are okay, but they have to be encouraged into the environment in
the first place. A1.12/3), also paraphrased in 1o) which is a key concern for
prospective collaborators. I suspect the discomfort and vulnerability required
in interdisciplinary collaborations has a significant influence on this type of
activity which I will expand my reasoning upon in the ’Personal Observations’
section 4.4.3. The focus groups also highlighted the difference between the
collaborative feeling of gaining access with a ’doors open’ policy where
people are welcomed into a disciplinary environment (laboratory, workshop
etc.) from other disciplines, and the ’deeper integration’, sense of belonging
or equal partnership gained in a reciprocal interdisciplinary collaboration.
This was further emphasised by the level of involvement required in a
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collaborative project where one consults or supplies knowledge to an expert
in another discipline, or a collaborative project which is based on a dialogue
between people and disciplines. The discussions outlined the importance of
designing the brief, team and expected outcomes based on the parameters of
the Collaborative Map bespoke to the activity with tools to adapt as and when
changes occur. It is difficult to discuss this area of activities without resorting
to language that takes a binary approach: e.g. ’you either supply knowledge
(monologue) or blend disciplines through dialogue’, which does not capture
all the possibilities. Perhaps, how we frame inter and multi-disciplinary
collaboration needs to be reconsidered, or we need to reflect on our methods
of defining what is our truth, knowledge or perspective. Lastly, the focus
groups rarely mentioned the output, i.e. what was done in their projects,
and centered more on human behaviour and interpersonal interactions. The
expertise of collaborators and a connecting common goal were considered
important but did not feature heavily in the three themes identified (see
Table 4.2) which were more about building collaborative environments
and relationships for interdisciplinary collaboration to be nurtured within.
To finish this section on an analogy: you may have an incredible car (the
project idea, expertise, funding), but if you don’t have fuel, oil and electricity
(leadership, motivated collaborators and communication methods), it won’t
go anywhere.

4.4.2 Unstructured Interviews

This section thematically analyses findings from unstructured interviews
which investigated collaborative interactions experienced by experts working
in interdisciplinary ways more generally. After the focus groups, I decided
to broaden my ‘field of view’ by listening to what people outside my
collaborative project thought about interdisciplinary collaboration. In the
first instance, I arranged thirty minute to one hour meetings with fourteen
individuals, eight of whom were in the business profession, three of whom
work in the interface between science, innovation and public outreach, one
who supports the creative industries in managing their carbon emissions, one
who is a stage director and creative business advisor and lastly an individual
who has a background in design and had conducted laser research as part
of their doctoral studies. I took handwritten notes during the meetings and
these conversations allowed me to learn about their individual experiences
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of interdisciplinary collaboration and how it related to broader communities.
Table B.6 includes statements which condense the narratives that emerged
from the conversations. Please refer to Section B.3.2 in Appendix B for the
tables containing data analysis related to this phase of research.

These conversations prompted a second series of unstructured interviews
which were conducted to explore the scientific and creative fields more
generally with professionals at mid-to-late career stages who applied their
skills across disciplines to garner why and how they did this and the insights
they might have in the challenges faced when collaborating with those outside
your own expertise. Participants for the second series of informal interviews
were selected based on their interdisciplinary collaborative experience:
whether applying design thinking to business challenges, integrating
pedagogy development in physics education, health and safety auditing or
experts who support businesses to achieve their sustainability commitments
to reach the Scottish government carbon emission reduction targets. Each
participant was recommended through my network, someone I had attended
a lecture by or were already in my network but had not previously spoken
about my research to. Please refer to Appendix B for details of the Ethics
Approval gained to conduct these unstructured interviews in order to
make more specific claims about the data gathered (by comparison to the
general statements outlined in table B.6). These interviews were designed to
supplement the focus groups in that the data collected would clarify whether
the insights gathered from the focus groups were specific to collaboration
within the academic context or whether there were shared, broader themes in
and outside academia. Additionally these unstructured interviews provide an
individual-specific perspective on the interdisciplinary collaborative process
through storytelling as opposed to the discursive format adopted in the focus
groups. Whilst none of the six interviewees have expertise collaborating
between physics and craft to tackle SDGs specifically, each does offer relevant
experience working in this broad area and the insights drawn from each
interview will build a picture of how people currently work together in this
area from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds.

During the unstructured interviews which were conducted virtually, I
took hand written notes of key points the interviewees made which were later
typed up digitally. The notes are not written in verbatim, but were written
to reflect their phrases as closely as possible in the time available during
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the interview. Empathy Maps[180] were also formed from the written data
collected and observations made during the interview about the interviewees’
attitudes towards specific things, what they might be thinking, feeling and
seeing beyond what was specifically said. These maps are not referred to in
the thematic analysis below, but were an important step after the interviews to
reflect on and pick up any additional information not gathered through note
taking. The findings from these unstructured interviews therefore represent
each participants’ personal experience with collaboration and contributing
their expertise into other disciplines. The interviews were approximately an
hour long each and several questions were prepared as prompts, but most
interviewees were comfortable to tell their narrative which naturally covered
most of the questions without the need to ask. The interview structure was
unstructured, where I provided a brief introduction about myself, the doctoral
research aims and why I wished to speak to each participant, then questions
were as follows:

• Can you tell me about yourself: who you are, your interests and
background?

• Can you outline what your job/company is/does?

• How do you currently collaborate/innovate?

• Are you able to describe the last collaborative project you were a part of?

• Would you please walk me through how the collaboration/problem
solving went?

• How was it to work with people outside your specialty?

• What did you find challenging about that experience?

• What did you enjoy or find beneficial about that experience?

• Have you had to collaborate on an ambitious/risky project in the past?

• Is there anything you would like to change about your experience
collaborating?

The anonymous participants were selected because they either have
experience working on interdisciplinary projects between the scientific
and creative fields and/or because they have skills and knowledge that is
applied across disciplines: i.e. environmental or business expertise which tend
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to face similar hurdles in establishing collaborations, in terms of disciplinary,
interpersonal and perceived motivational barriers. Keeping to the same
method as with the focus groups; I assigned 97 meaningful units (MUs) across
9 codes under the 3 main headings, ’Purpose’, ’Approach’ and ’Influence’ as
seen in Table B.7. Again these relate to the Collaborative Map as a means to
contextualise the codes. The table outlines which codes the MUs identified
were assigned to and their instances (I) across the unstructured interviews, to
indicate how many interviewees discussed a specific code. As with the focus
groups, I chose not to segregate or differentiate the MUs based on participant
information in order to view the data more holistically. Incidentally, the
MUs were spread evenly across the three headings. Tables B.8, B.9 and B.10
paraphrase statements made during the interviews to group specific views
of the participants across the 6 interviews undertaken. Again the frequency
of instances (I) and Meaningful Units (MUs) are noted to indicate how many
times each statement type occurred and across how many of the group
interviews.

The statements made across the three core headings of ’1. Purpose’, ’2.
Approach’ and ’3. Influence’ highlighted a significant portion of MUs that
emphasised views made across most of the focus groups. Firstly, for ’Purpose’
these included that: 1d) there is a need to show people why they need
what you are offering: define what their problem is and how you will help
tackle it. Secondly, for ’Approach’ included that participants: 2f) co-created
the brief and methods with their clients, creating a vision of how to move
toward solutions. It was identified that some people may be slow to buy-in
or react to your proposal and was therefore important to maintain others’
confidence in your ability. Collaboration is about partnerships sharing
experience, not an individual making decisions. Thirdly, for ’Influence’
these included that: 3e) Collaborative opportunities are limited by your
network, knowledge available, priority to action, language and time available
and there is 3f) Uncertainty in collaborative engagement: 1, where are the
boundaries? 2, timing-when is best? 3, is the collaboration a choice or forced?
4, Does everyone understand the value in the methods/process adopted?.
To thematically analyse the 29 paraphrased statements further, I aimed to
reevaluate the MUs to develop three key themes to encompass the overarching
message of the unstructured interviews. Table 4.3 outlines the collective data
narrative and the paraphrased statements that relate to each theme.
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TABLE 4.3: Themes derived from paraphrased statements

Themes 1 2 3

1. Complex problems demand a non-formulaic
brief, variety of expertise, methods and broad
characterization tools to measure solution
impact. This approach is not yet commonplace
and takes time to establish.

a, g g, h, i g, h

2. Developing a common language to
communicate the benefits of why it is important
to address the problem and how co-creating a
route towards the solution mitigates risk is key
for stakeholder buy-in

d, c c, d, f f, k

3. Interdisciplinary projects are influenced
by business structures, regulations, profit and
innovation. Collaborators are influenced by
the challenge of solving the problem, collective
values and a desire to work with those they like,
respect, trust and can build an honest dialogue
with which takes time.

b, e, f,
h

a, b, e,
j

a, b, c,
d, e, i,
j

The paraphrased statements connected to the third theme in table 4.3
emphasise how important the influences and motivation of organisations
and people are to the participants interviewed. The report below aims to
express the core message of the unstructured interviews in relation to the key
themes identified using written notes from the unstructured interviews to
connect the thematic findings back to the primary data collected. Notes from
every unstructured interview participant are included and are italicised in the
text with a unique MU code which corresponds to a spreadsheet related to
the unstructured interview transcripts. Please refer to Appendix A for more
details.

Some participants noted a need for change in their or client’s outlook
toward collaboration and one participant was (previously skeptical to the
‘benefits’ of certain disciplines until they were involved in an interdisciplinary project
where the technology and solutions had been established but the local communities
were against the ‘solutions’ proposed which was when their awareness of the social
challenges and government policy they needed to resolve to advance the project
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emerged. The technical project faced issues that were not technological. D1.3/2).
Another participant described establishing collaborative relationships to be
like (6 hooks, 1 mackerel: not everyone will be hooked by your offering. However,
there are many motivations to ‘hook’ clients in with, i.e. environmental, financial, PR
& marketing, social etc. D2.1/1). Developing empathy between different forms
of expertise was also noted as a key factor that had to be established before
collaboration could begin. For example, one participant expressed that (some
people scoff at the idea of changing to active learning because they believe they can
expertly explain things to students. Some elevate their idea of teaching. D1.11/6)
and further emphasised the point: (Lecturing staff need to let go of the idea of
the ‘expert’ who can explain things well being a sufficient method to teach e.g. A
survey in thermodynamics: less than 1 in 10 students understood the basic concept.
It was no longer relevant to deliver a complex presentation on the subject when most
didn’t understand the basic foundations. Proceeded to improvise the teaching to
meet their students in the middle. This was incredibly influential in the assumptions
made in how much the student can comprehend and how to adapt teaching practice
in real time (despite being stressful). D2.11/6) which highlights the challenge in
developing understanding between physics, physics education methodologies
and individual perceptions and beliefs in a disciplinary context. Another
participant outlined that their design thinking expertise was not clearly
understood from the offset and it was a matter of (convincing client that there
is a process, but it is not formulaic. Being comfortable with risk: the outcomes
are unknown. D2.6/3). To pursue the desired outcomes it was considered
(important to work with clients: identifying problems and moving towards solutions.
E1.14/5).

Different levels of involvement were mentioned and one participant defined
their experience working by two key structures: (1, Long-term approach: easier to
collaborate with clients. They are experts in their business. We have insight: how the
business is at risk. We challenge how they move toward sustainable solutions (net zero
etc.) Communicate how it benefits the business- assets/reduce risk, financial benefit.
2, Short-term projects: meet compliance needs, help clients invest in renewables.
More transactional than collaborative. E1.1/1). The benefits of adopting new
areas of expertise were outlined by a participant who thought (climate change
was predominantly owned by engineers: carbon efficiency. Participant’s ecology
background brought their niche expertise to the field: understanding the complexity of
systems, identifying problems before creating ‘gentle interventions’ to drive positive
change. A different approach to engineers who tend to build from the ground up to
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solve a problem. D3.5/4) which touches on the difference between ’constructive’
craft and the ‘stochastic’ craft. Collaborative work is about developing (strong
and constructive interactions, for example: a company had not practiced their spillage
drill between audits, so the manager spilt his beverage on the floor and had their
employees conduct the drill there and then which they executed perfectly, allowing
the auditor to confirm they had undertaken this drill, and therefore avoiding any
non-conformance penalties. E3.8/5) which requires proactive individuals open
to allowing opportunities for improvement. Furthermore, another participant
conveyed that (their strategy and approach is a shared experience distilled in people
who pass that on/implement it. E3.5/3) highlighting that the interdisciplinary
methods can become embedded within other people and organisations
through the collaborative approach.

There were thought to be (two types of businesses: 1. money/profit driven.
2. innovation driven that often leads to profit. Type 2 often take a proactive approach
in exceeding regulatory standards whilst Type 1 do the bare minimum. D1.10/5)
which hints at the primary aims of prospective collaborators in industry.
One of the key limitations to collaboration are that investors (need to quantify:
looking for a return on their financial investment. It is not always possible to quantify
interdisciplinary projects- need to indicate/measure the societal benefit through case
studies etc. F1.2/2). Another key challenge is (time: it’s a slow process because
clients don’t identify the urgency. F3.3/1) and (collaborations go very slowly: we are
all time poor which leads to poor attention to collaborative opportunities or a desire to
manage one. F3.17/6). Despite the barriers to this form of activity, when there is
funding and support available such as the Scottish (energy savings opportunity
scheme which has caused a significant increase in market interest and prospective
clients. F2.3/1) there are opportunities available. The relationship collaborators
have with the nature of the work was complex and tied into many values and
motives including a participant who considered themselves (distressed and
worried about the climate crisis, but it’s also fun to fall in love with the problems. It’s
exciting and is rewarding to teach others. Participant wishes to reach a net solution
career: doing more good than harm. F2.10/4) and another participant noted that
they were (involved in a project with seven universities: built on personal network of
people who all get on. The personal interactions are the driver for having fun in your
career. F2.6/2)

To summarise, the unstructured interviews explored the subjective
perspectives of experts with experience in interdisciplinary collaborations
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indicated that outside the context of this research project and views of
collaborators within academia, there is a demand to address complex
problems and routes for experts to access these complex problems outside their
discipline. Interdisciplinary collaboration is not considered commonplace and
requires a significant amount of time to form empathy between prospective
collaborators prior to starting any engagement, to develop an understanding
of the benefits provided by another area of expertise. Participants developed
methods to distill complex ideas simply to explain what they do, how they
do it and why it is of significance to prospective clients through a website
portfolio, visualising the data, developing narratives that connect the client
to the problem and solution and in having explicit conversations to co-create
a detailed brief. Whilst the framing of the projects did appear to be mostly
solution orientated, the ’supplementary aim’ of the collaborators involved was
around nurturing respect, trust and honesty to develop ongoing partnerships
and returning customers. It was also the case that many of the participants
chose to work where they were because it allowed them the flexibility to
work with those they shared values with and could form amicable long-term
relationships with clients which, in turn often led to returning business. It was
noted that even if the collaboration was ’imposed’ in the case of the auditor
checking a business is meeting regulations, it was possible to develop an
honest and constructive relationship to drive solutions forward. An insight
that could be drawn from the interviews is that the expert credibility and the
quality of the relationship between collaborators was a vehicle to mitigate risk
in the complex environment where projects are not formulaic or ’standard’.
Also notable is the terminology shifts from ’collaborator’ to ’clients’ and
from ’wicked problems’ or ’grand challenges’ to ’complex problems’, which
signifies the altered context of engagement between people outside of my
research project where it is mostly a student/staff interaction and the use of
academic terminology is adopted. Whilst very little of the data documented
in this section refers to the disciplines of physics or craft, the unstructured
interviews provide a broader understanding of the collaborative ’ecosystem’
beyond this research project, to discern whether points made are shared more
broadly, niche or unique to certain disciplines or projects. The 20 voices shared
in this section have been related to the Collaborative Map, seen in Figure 4.2
to contextualise the points made and to allow easier comparison with the
findings from the focus groups.
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4.4.3 Personal Observations

This section aims to specifically outline a number of scenarios which occurred
during the research of phases 1 and 2 in chapters 2 and 3 respectively. These
observations aim to represent the process by which people develop their
working practice and philosophy within an interdisciplinary collaborative
context. Exposing the vulnerability required to develop one’s practice involves
digging deeper into the journey of how and why someone concludes that ‘x is
key to interdisciplinary collaboration’. In order to improve my collaborative
practice between physics and craft in this research, I took an active approach
in being aware of the impact of my actions and attitudes during the project.
This generally consisted of a few different aspects: 1: designing my approach
for scenarios based on past experience and my own perceptions of what I
thought ‘best practice’ might be, 2: reflecting on what was happening in the
moment or retrospectively and 3: learning through recursive practice based on
the impact of my response, to adapt immediately or to inform future decision
making if the time for change had passed. Here I will touch on a few different
examples about how I tried to nurture positive collaborations with people and
how I developed an interdisciplinary practice in the field in relation to my
project collaborators.

At an early stage of the research, my design supervisor recommended I
recorded my meetings to allow me to hear back what I said to notice any
significant changes in how I articulated the research enquiry, and so I started
to do this with consent from all involved without issue. Recording my
conversations had a profound impact on the research experience: I could
be fully present at meetings to digest what others said without needing to
manically write down every key point mentioned, and later listen back to
the recording as many times as required to take notes or search online for
specific terminology. I was able to ask questions having had more capacity to
understand what people were telling me, to ask more questions and I rarely
needed to ask anyone to repeat things or go over a concept or reason for doing
something again in future meetings. I believe this significantly eased the level
of involvement my supervisors and collaborators would have had, had I had
to ask things repetitively particularly when in the initial stages, the physics
concepts discussed were very simple to a physicist but complex for me. As the
project progressed, I relied on recording interactions less as my knowledge
gap in the relevant physics area narrowed and my confidence grew. This
method was incredibly effective in my learning process and to maintain fewer,
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positive interactions with collaborators: neither clear benefits when I initially
adopted this approach.

My interaction with those in my research group and the wider physics
community was comparable to a toddler learning basic human functions: I
would often need pointed in the right direction of what subject I needed to
be aware of where I could then try my best to understand the research and
physical phenomenon before I would ask for further help if required. The ‘do
your homework’[188] attitude was key to integrate myself into the physics
mindset and as a result I overcame many barriers. The easy route for me
would be to rely on physicists to spoon-feed me everything I needed to know
but I felt it was important for me to overcome preconceived ideas of how
I could approach maths and physics with my current knowledge (Scottish
Credit and Qualifications Framework level 5 for maths only). I managed my
expectations: I had to stop comparing my efficiency of doing ‘simple’ tasks
with what a specialist might achieve and give myself the time to learn without
judgement. This approach was uncomfortable to be far out my comfort
zone at times but it did empower me to approach physicists when I didn’t
understand something or got something wrong because I made the effort to
learn rather than expecting physicists to teach me everything and carry me
through the project. I slowly learnt to ’walk’ in the space I was researching.
Working outside my own discipline, I had to consider the relevance of what
I was learning and doing: the aim was not to become a physicist, it was
to fulfil the project aims which involved both physics and craft knowledge
and skills. I therefore chose to focus on experimental physics relevant to the
project and not get involved heavily in calculating equations when it was
mostly irrelevant. A fellow PhD student who was an engineer conducting
physics research described the research process outside your discipline like
casting a wide fishing net to find solutions to a problem, as you don’t have
an in-depth knowledge of all the factors at play which physicists (or experts
in the discipline in question) are more likely to be aware of. I could relate
to this analogy in phase 1 of the research when my compound parabolic
concentrators discoloured after the silver coating process, see ’Final Scientific
Characterization of CPCs’ section 2.4.3. With very limited vocabulary to
understand or articulate the factors that might be at play, I relied on physicists
to suggest what it might be before I could use this specific terminology to drive
my search for a likely cause. Once I had conducted research and developed a
series of factors, I speculated what may be discolouring the silver layer then
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I sought validation for my conclusions. One of the factors I thought may be
causing the discolouration on the parabolic surface was the electric field on the
uneven surface: where the charge would be greater on the CPC profile than
the surrounding surface. This was inaccurate however, making it clear that
seeking validation or checking your work in your non-specialist field is vital
to ensure you are not misunderstanding the physical phenomenon at work,
an issue highlighted in the literature review in design/physics projects. The
scenarios mentioned thus far have outlined developing an awareness of ones
ability and limitations: engaging with the science or maths where possible but
also being acutely aware of the possibility of the unknown factors impacting
the interdisciplinary work, which prompts the importance of collaborating
with experts in the relevant fields to ensure the science is accurate if you don’t
have foundation knowledge in the area.

When navigating the interdisciplinary field, it is challenging to discern
what collaborators need to know and what you need to know about them.
Is it important to disclose your primary discipline to everyone, and how
much of your project do you share? Will they understand your logic and
process, and can you find common ground? Engaging with anyone for the
first time can be challenging when you don’t know their personality, their
views or their level of expertise. The language divide between physics and
craft disciplines appears vast from the offset: I have had many conversations
with physicists during this doctoral research where I asked them to tell me
in basic terms what their work entails. To varying degrees, there is usually
basic terminology I needed to understand to be able to grasp their research,
and I was often left wondering what something fundamental was like what
an ion specifically was for example, which I had a loose grasp on but needed
further investigation. With the more people I spoke to, the post-conversation
research that I conducted and the more seminars on optics and photonics I
attended generally, I started to build a general idea of where these individuals
conducted their research and why it is important for societal developments.
Throughout this interdisciplinary research I have been inherently out of my
comfort zone intellectually and socially for an extended period of time and
had to wrestle with the reality that I did not know exactly what a photon
or ion was, which naturally made me feel embarrassment in the context of
conducting doctoral research. Being asked, ‘Do you know any physics?’
can further fuel any insecurities one might feel, yet on closer inspection the
person asking is likely asking from a practical perspective to tailor their
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vocabulary to suit your base knowledge whatever level that might be, without
judgement or a condescending tone. Being uncomfortable coping with a steep
learning curve during research at this high level of expertise can pry at your
professional identity as you are almost always dealing with what you don’t
know rather than what you do know. I believe this is where the mutual respect
and trust is key between collaborators: where you respect that you each have
expertise that contributes to the project, even if on a day-to-day basis you
might be muddling through learning novice concepts. I believe that those who
were gracious towards this process offered the most enriching collaborative
experience as the focus was on learning, experimenting and communicating
by any means necessary as opposed to being expected to ‘know everything
and be perfect’. Through all the above activities I was building empathy and
an ‘I don’t know, but I will find out’ attitude while trying to avoid being
overwhelmed by how much I did not know or understand as no one can be,
or expected to be an expert in a new field from the offset. This experience
relates to quote A1.12/3 made during the focus groups which emphasises
the nature of interdisciplinary research and the importance of the individual
and collaborators’ efforts to mitigate discomfort through developing a process
specifically for interdisciplinary learning.

My previous views on collaboration were changed in two key regards
during this research. In past collaborative contexts I thought that if the
individual’s job was to support your activities, then this is what they are
’duty-bound’ to do in a binary sense. Yet whilst this may be true on paper,
most individuals have their time divided between countless activities,
meaning that you need to compete for their attention, be reasonable about
your ’ask’ and furthermore it will be challenging to have them take the care
you desire on the work you have asked for if there is too much pressure
upon them. I also had a tendency to be hyper-focused on work and found it
challenging to have small-talk with collaborators while I am in ‘work mode’. I
struggled to see the value in this social interaction when I was keen to get the
work done. In retrospect my attitudes appear to dehumanise my collaborators
and view the interactions more as hurdles to overcome rather than to build
important human connections. After recognising this I tried to understand
how I had been led to these views and noted that in past experience people
have tried to take an interest in me as a means to then get me to do something
for them. From there I associated the small-talk with manipulative behaviour
and therefore pursued the idea of being upfront about asking for assistance.
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This highlights that we can often shift to extremes unknowingly and after this
realisation I aspired to engage in building my relationships with collaborators
on trust, shared values and boundaries to avoid manipulation. Aristotle
argued in the field of moral philosophy that we should behave according
to virtues and need to aspire to find a balance in moderation rather than
getting trapped in the vices of either extreme [240]. Secondly, developing
empathy for collaborators was key: after dropping in on one individual
several times during their morning coffee break, I noted they would likely
associate negative feelings towards seeing me because I was (unknowingly)
disrespecting their free time. To amend this moving forward I asked when
their breaks were and ensured I avoided them. I also generally aimed to be
more courteous and ask how people prefer to work or be contacted to find
means of collaborative engagement that everyone agrees to, as touched on
throughout the focus group transcripts. Another part of my practice is giving
recognition and gratitude for others’ hard work which I feel is the least one
can do, but will also hopefully ensure that collaborators get to see the ’end
result’ of the work undertaken and leaves a positive impression on anyone
you interact with.

Another area I feel is worth commenting on is trusting your core practice
and learning style in interdisciplinary research, even if it seems meandering
and odd in the context. To help me understand the physics aspects of the
research I used analogies: comparing the photons that had to reflect only
once on the compound parabolic concentrator profile to being like playing
basketball where the ball bounces once off the backboard sweet spot before
scoring through the net. I also made collage and arranged coloured sweets
to represent the Nd:YAG laser and TEM modes to assist my learning. The
process was chaotic, meandering and exciting, as seen in Figure 4.3. I sketched
and crafted for personal understanding and disciplinary immersion rather
than to communicate in this research and chose not to create a phase of this
research that responded to the scientific research through crafting objects.
To me, this was not a natural fit and I did not want to horseshoe it into
existence for the sake of it. I am however continually digesting the science and
environment I find myself in and will undoubtedly respond to this in my own
silver practice in the future when the opportunity arises. The time invested in
creating these samples was a means to physically engage with the materials
and physical phenomenon phases 1 and 2 of the research were concerned
with, allowing the ’head and hands’ to be developed together as opposed to
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FIGURE 4.3: Research Process: 15 A5 workbooks, 3D samples,
collage and material experiments

being dealt with as separate entities. The exhibition ‘Solar Concentration in
Physics and Craft’ was curated to visualise and communicate the research
with my collaborators to allow them to see the objective view rather than the
specific thing they contributed towards where the overall vision was obscure
at times, documented in Figure 4.4. It was difficult to communicate what
my project was aiming to do, particularly from the beginning when I had
no prototypes: thus by revealing the whole narrative to everyone involved,
we could all see how the disciplines interacted and what could be further
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improved. The research narrative is what tied the collaborators together:
ensuring everyone’s comprehension of the project aims and methods were
united provided an objective view and constructive critique to move forward.

FIGURE 4.4: ’Solar Concentration in Physics and Craft’
Exhibition Photographs. Material samples, tests, descriptions of
the project aims and a video of the researcher conducting creative
and scientific activities were included in the exhibition to expose

the interdisciplinary and collaborative nature of the research.

To conclude my observations, I have regarded personal vulnerability as an
important attitude towards collaborative adaptability and growth through
interdisciplinary interactions, breaking away from binary thinking. The ability
to call myself out when I did something that did not serve me or those around
me constructively and to ’cut myself some slack’ when learning new things
regardless of professional status, even if it is something that may seem simple
to others. Whilst I can’t change my choices from the past, I can aspire to
develop humility and work to improve them. My personal experience with
interdisciplinary collaboration has been stimulating and exciting to engage
with craft in relation to physics, but it has also raised many personal questions
about what my mindset and values are and being uncomfortable with some
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of the things I learnt about my practice but also grateful I had the opportunity
and safe space to discover and change as I could develop my expertise and
soft-skills. The literature review poised the ‘why, how and what’ as having
a major role in the success of collaborative efforts: in this doctoral research,
my values aligned with the aims of the project - in contributing to the SDGs -
and for me it was a unique, exciting opportunity as well as a challenge for my
skills, knowledge and personality.

4.4.4 Comparative Analysis & Grounded Theory

Development

This phase of the research thus far has explored literature, focus
groups, unstructured interviews and personal observations concerning
interdisciplinary collaboration with the aim to better understand how
interactions are currently undertaken between physics and craft within the
context of this doctoral research project to act as a case study, but also
further afield to garner a broader appreciation of how and why scientific and
creative experts collaborate outside their primary discipline. The unstructured
interviews therefore are a means to comparatively analyse whether the
theories generated about interdisciplinary collaboration in the context of
this doctoral research, to check the validity of the evidence collected. This
section intends to review the data gathered and themes identified till now
to map out the environment, connect themes and comparatively analyse to
generate theories to answer some of the questions posed in this chapter,
drawing directly from the research. This section will therefore refer to all
the forms of data collected so far and will also reference participant quotes
from transcripts, empathy maps and observations not previously raised in the
thesis. The strategy in this section is to emphasise the generation of theory as a
process: that will continually develop as more studies are undertaken and data
analysed. The section is organised under three headings: 1, Why Collaborate?,
2, Who Collaborates? and 3, How & Where to collaborate? which differs
slightly from the literature review in that ‘Who’ will have its own heading
rather than being threaded across the review, to reflect the nature of the data
gathered in this case study.
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FIGURE 4.5: Highlighted factors most mentioned during focus
groups and unstructured interviews (in bold font) in the

Collaborative Map
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4.4.5 Why Collaborate?

Figure 4.5 highlights the aspects of the Collaborative Map which were most
commonly raised during the focus groups and unstructured interviews
(which I assigned the most MUs to during the coding process), as a means
to easily visualise what was emphasised by the 31 participants. Using table
4.4 it is possible to compare the themes that emerged from the focus groups
and unstructured interviews. It is clear that through the data collected
and literature, the purpose of interdisciplinary collaboration was to achieve
goals that were not possible with a single disciplinary approach. This
does not however definitively indicate whether starting an interdisciplinary
collaboration is a proactive or reactive choice. The literature review outlined
the relationship between physics and craft: how craft processes aid learning,
the communication of physics, how methods and practices connect and differ
and the nature in which new technologies in the scientific industry rise and fall
much like traditional craft houses. In an unstructured interview, participant 6
noted that machines are often adopted to fabricate artefacts for the physical
sciences now because of limited networks and the extremes of scale: making
it physically challenging for a person to handle the massive or microscopic
materials, which is perhaps in part why these disciplines have separated over
time. For areas of physics that are still concerned with making artefacts that
exist in reality, it is essential to have knowledge of materials and manufacture
processes. Technologies which stem from applied physics continue to inform
craft and craft was thought to have much yet to offer: the challenge is the
ambiguity of talking about disciplinary benefits generally rather than having
a ‘specific’ need for the craft disciplinary input in physics today, particularly
when the physics/craft examples have petered out over time.

Phase 1 of the research is testament to the niche opportunities that still
exist in experimental physics where expertise in material fabrication can
produce custom artefacts as needed. Thinking toward the future: craft
practice might aid applied physics in areas including: 1) developing tools
to improve the transition between abstract ideas and the physical reality;
and the shift from academic laboratory experiments to commercial products
in industry 2) considering the preciousness of materials: designing outputs
with sustainability and waste reduction in mind and 3) connecting applied
physics to the end user and stakeholders. Koek’s collaborative types seen
in Table 4.2.1 indicate the broad scope of why the arts and science might
choose to collaborate. The benefits of interdisciplinary collaboration were
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considered by participants to be the ability to tackle complex problems (also
referred to as ‘wicked’ problems and grand challenges), learn about new
technologies and ideas and to offer a fresh perspective which may lead to
innovative outcomes. This reason ‘why’ was noted across the focus groups
and unstructured interviews, literature and my broader observations during
the research suggesting that this is a general belief held by collaborators in
this field. Yet there appears to be a local challenge between physics and craft
to develop a dialogue between disciplines to explore general points of interest
to identify specific areas where interdisciplinary collaboration can improve
the practice of experts and technologies. From my experience talking to
physicists; demonstrating the nuances within their field and explaining why
you don’t, ‘just get a machine to do it’, due to the value the craft approach
and expertise offers to the project. Whilst the focus has been mostly toward
how craft can aid physics in the focus groups and unstructured interviews,
the benefit of connecting technologies and disciplines is also demonstrated
in literature through the integration of laser manufacturing technologies
being applied into craft fields: enabling the Assay Offices to reduce risk in
their hallmarking operations and improve efficiency and allowing innovative
material experimentation by practice-led research, including Phase 2 of this
research and doctoral research by O’Hana[24] and Silve[22].

TABLE 4.4: Focus Group and Unstructured Interview Themes

Start of Table 4.4

Focus Group Themes Unstructured Interview Themes

1) Bridging the gap between
people, disciplines and types of
intelligence creates an opportunity
to solve problems and develop
new ways of thinking and doing
which will unlikely be achieved in
a disciplinary context.

1) Complex problems demand
a non-formulaic brief, variety of
expertise, methods and broad
characterization tools to measure
solution impact. This approach is
not yet commonplace and takes
time to establish.

2) Creating an interdisciplinary
collaborative environment
through leadership and bespoke
project structure where people
feel welcomed and a sense of
belonging over time is important
for ongoing projects.

2) Developing a common language
to communicate the benefits
of why it is important to
address the problem and how
co-creating a route towards the
solution mitigates risk is key for
stakeholder buy-in.
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Continuation of Table 4.4

Focus Group Themes Unstructured Interview Themes

3) The nature of the work
and experience influences
psychological motivations and
project outcomes.

3) Interdisciplinary projects are
influenced by business structures,
regulations, profit and innovation.
Collaborators are influenced by the
challenge of solving the problem,
collective values and a desire to
work with those they like, respect,
trust and can build an honest
dialogue with which takes time.

End of Table 4.4

4.4.6 Who Collaborates?

The literature and primary data collected suggests that collaborators in an
interdisciplinary context have specific qualities or ‘virtues’ that enable this
type of interaction. Both the focus groups and unstructured interviews
talked about narrowing the gap between people by developing common
language or communicative methods as see in Table 4.4. Additionally, the
data collected mostly describes scenarios where people chose to be vulnerable
to allow interdisciplinary collaboration, or an increased empathy with the
process over time once participants understood the purpose and value
in the activity (A2.32/4 & D1.3/2). The most common code I assigned
MUs to in the focus group and unstructured interview transcripts was the
‘Learning and Education’ category on the Collaborative Map which represented
types of knowledge, information literacy and most importantly modes of
communication adopted in collaborations. The level of involvement in
terms of time invested into projects was a major factor that also occurred
through the focus groups and unstructured interviews: collaborators were
concerned about pressures to ‘supply knowledge’ to avoid being tied to
projects which involved collaboration. The notion of collaborative ‘leadership’
was also raised explicitly and implicitly in the nature of the collaborative
experiences raised. The leader was described to make connections between
people, manage interpersonal interactions and enable collaborators to practice
their expertise whilst maintaining an objective view of how all the activities
conducted merge towards solutions. Interviewees described the role of
a leader and the collaborative ‘virtues’ required which appear to adapt
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according to the scale of the project: the role of the leader was referred to in
group collaborations to manage the ‘team’ whilst leadership virtues arose
while participants talked about people in smaller-scale projects such as this
doctoral research, where many one-to-one collaborations are undertaken
whilst maintaining perspective of the expected outcomes. The leadership
was considered different to the systematic approach of PRINCE2 project
management methods for example because the process was not formulaic
due to the complex and holistic nature of the work involved: trialling new
methods and avoiding what clearly did not move toward their goals indicated
the flexibility, risk management and responsive approach that tends to be
involved in interdisciplinary collaboration.

Regarding the collaborative and leadership ‘virtues’; mentioned in the
focus groups and unstructured interviews: interdisciplinary collaboration
demands people who work outside their network: who are aware of what’s
possible or willing to investigate an area (possibly without reward), to find
the people they need to solve specific problems or to develop long-term
relationships. Effective collaborators acknowledge that they do not hold
all the answers, are willing to be the ‘dummy’ while learning about other
expertise (C2.8/1) and teach others using all communicative tools available
to explain the value in their practice and its relevance whilst reducing
information literacy barriers. The focus groups highlighted the collaborator’s
desire to build long-term relationships with people who shared similar values
or aspirations and that liking the individuals they worked with was an
important part of building respect and trusting partnership where there was
a perceived power balance. This proved slightly different to the unstructured
interviews which stressed the importance of building trust, honesty and
respect as being a key part of everyday practice, yet also an acknowledgement
that your personal values or motivations for the project may not always align
with the client and many described navigating through projects where the
interests of the client come first whilst also working to attract clients who
empathised with their collaborative expertise and practice. This suggests that
the collaborative dynamic not only changes between disciplines, but between
organisation types. Within academia it is perhaps easier to be highly selective
about who you choose to collaborate with because collaboration is usually a
choice determined by the individual, whereas in the context of industry, the
survival of the business relies on good customer service and working with
enough clients to be financially viable. This limits the collaborator selectivity
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in business indicates that the environment ‘knocks your edges off’ more so
than in academia (D2.7/4). Examples of interdisciplinary working in this
case study illustrate collaborators identifying a problem or opportunity to
innovate through either applying their expertise to another field or by learning
new forms of intelligence or collaborating with experts in another discipline
to achieve the expected output or solution. This approach is not limited
by disciplinary boundaries and the framing of projects is around solving a
specific problem, or a desire to explore ideas, materials and process. The focus
group and unstructured interview participants did not express an importance
for how ones’ expertise aided their discipline. Their focus was on their ‘why’
and they present vulnerability in their practice to acknowledge risk, form
connections between people, ideas and expertise as a means to attain their
goal or ‘why’.

4.4.7 How & Where to Collaborate?

The themes in Table 4.4 highlight the importance of how collaborations work
(from the focus group and unstructured interview participants’ perspective):
through ‘bridging gaps’, forming ‘common language’ and creating an
environment for accessibility and inclusion. In the focus groups there was a
lack of connection noted not only between different disciplines but different
types of knowledge. This was one of the most stressed points made during
all four focus groups and also noted by those I interviewed generally who
worked on design to manufacture projects. Whilst many of the unstructured
interviewees were not making physical products or experienced disparity
between technical and academic staff (because it is not applicable to their
circumstance), they shared the same challenges in regards to overcoming
verbal language barriers and expertise barriers: to explain what they do
in simple terms and why their clients needed their service or disciplinary
insight. Mitigating discomfort and developing empathy between people
and types of knowledge appear to be a general thread between the focus
groups and unstructured interviews yet it is not possible to compare the
local theme from the focus groups about the division between academic and
technical thinking and doing on design to manufacture projects due to lack
of substantial comparative data collected in the unstructured interviews. In
the focus groups, methods of communication for product-based outcomes
varied from brain-storming ideas in teams, sketching to digital technologies
and employing analogies. In the paper, ‘Drawing Parallels in Art Science for
Collaborative Learning: A Case Study’[177], I explored drawing as a tool to
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facilitate interdisciplinary practice between physics and craft with reference to
literature, Phase one of this research and the focus group transcripts. The case
study highlighted the importance of developing a holistic practice: adopting
multiple tools to communicate ideas to create a shared vision. Additionally,
the psychological barriers involved in collaboration were highlighted through
deep-seated beliefs of what different disciplines do and how perceived
identities are challenged in a non-binary context.

From all forms of data collected in this study, the ‘how’ appears to be
about explaining the ‘why’ and to form neutral ground between people; to
then develop a brief and methods to drive a solution or expected outcome.
There were two key types of disciplinary interactions outlined: 1, where one
expert ‘supplies knowledge’ in a transactional, usually short-term consultancy
context (multidisciplinary) and 2, where a long-term dialogue is formed
between experts to form ‘partnership’ style relationships to inform holistic
practices (interdisciplinary). From my observations, I believe the environment
is far more complex than this binary definition limited to two types of
interaction, but it is the way collaborators currently articulate key factors
that may differentiate one collaboration from another as it is difficult to
specifically define all the nuances to collaboration when discussing them in
a general context. In reference to the question: ‘is collaboration less about
what you currently know and more about what you can collectively share
and discover together?,’ it appears that the level of interdisciplinarity will
determine whether the disciplinary expertise is managed as an ‘add-on’ to a
project in relative isolation to the rest of the activity or whether different types
of expertise are ‘mingled’ throughout the process to create a shared outcome.
Furthermore, there may be the capacity between collaborators in the project
to take the ’lead’ at different phases, depending on the knowledge demands
of the project: which will alter decision making depending on the expertise
given the most control at that moment in time. It is clear that the ‘how’ is
difficult to define conceptually as it is determined by the ’why’ and designed
differently for any given circumstance.

To shift further into the abstract, Carl and Samantha Sagan invited people
to explore the ‘tangled mental roadways that can rob a person or rational
thought’[241] in the ‘Cosmos’ television series, encouraging people to embrace
complexity and to be open to different perspectives. Efforts have been made
to address siloed disciplinary knowledge, particularly in an attempt to equip
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physics students in tertiary education with a broader skill-set beyond technical
competence (desirable for future employers), and for physicists to engage
in artistic activities for ’discovery’, an opportunity where individuals can
explore, relieving themselves from the daily pressures of meeting performance
criteria[242, 243]. The institutions discussed in the literature review also create
a general space for individuals to explore the collaborative effect between
disciplines such as physics, art and technology through specific projects.
Developing these neutral spaces between people has created opportunities
to see beyond categorised stereotypes: this is also seen in society in some
religious establishments where people from various ethnic backgrounds
connect under the same religious ‘identity’, and in Alcoholics Anonymous
(AA) meetings where a non-judgemental environment is created and a
sense of belonging and community is formed. Often belonging is found by
demonising the ‘other’ which contributes to division between art and science;
the quantitative and the qualitative. An observation made throughout the
focus groups and unstructured interviews in terms of collaborative practice,
was the framing of things beyond the disciplinary: the collaborative examples
shared were often ‘pioneering’ in that something was created that no one
discipline could easily measure and was often referred to in the small-scale
context of the individual or small handful of people where ownership or
responsibility of the activity was high. This perhaps highlights that our
motivations of where we choose to work or take action are based on belonging
and shared meaning. Those who can (psychologically) see the community
and ‘us’ in the collaborative environment, and understand that it is not ‘us
vs them’; they don’t have to hate other disciplines to love their own area
of expertise, and they don’t need to be condescending towards disciplinary
experts, or turn their back on their discipline to work in an interdisciplinary
capacity: all focus group and unstructured interview participants agreed that
you need to bring expertise to the collaborative table.

Again, the place for collaboration appears to be entangled in the mindset of the
individuals who make the community, where there is space to recognise the
value in different types of intelligence and practice, a challenging feat when
a hierarchy of intelligence remains prevalent in society. Interdisciplinary
collaboration appears to require an environment that shifts from what
serves ‘me’ to what serves ‘us’ - not unlike Dr, Kneebone’s description of
the journey toward mastery - and builds a common purpose (such as the
SDGs) that avoids a common enemy as a motivation to take action. It was
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mentioned in focus group 3, that universities were considered an ideal place
for interdisciplinary collaboration due to the wide spectrum of disciplines
held under one roof(C2.14/3).

As learning and education between disciplines has been outlined as a major
part of interdisciplinary collaboration, this perhaps reveals an opportunity to
develop a formal structure by which universities could formalise collaborative
learning in programmes. The limitations of teaching any discipline in the
context of undergraduate study were widely acknowledged in the focus
groups and in the personal accounts in some of the unstructured interviews,
with the focus on public engagement and group student projects considered
challenging yet rewarding parts of undergraduate education that promoted
learning and the development of soft skills necessary after graduation.
Postgraduate courses, particularly taught Masters courses could offer an
opportunity to expose and promote the understanding of cross-, multi-,
inter- and transdisciplinary practices, to reflect the complex nature of the
‘wicked problems’ or ‘grand challenges’ we collectively face. Educating
people generally in the benefits of interdisciplinary collaboration would
raise the awareness of individuals to identify specific opportunities if and
when they arise and have basic skills as a place to start. Furthermore
creating opportunities for educational projects and research to take tangents
if interesting directions are discovered may support innovation through
experimentation. Another strategy would be to establish a physical space
to unite people through collective beliefs or values: such as the SDGs. The
space could be void of any disciplinary specific equipment to keep the space
neutral like the ‘white room’ where the focus is on the people in the room.
Alternatively, the space could serve multiple functions. In the context of
physics and craft the shared space could be divided into three: 1, a workshop,
2, a laboratory and 3, a desk/computer space where users are inducted into all
three spaces. This would allow physicists to run computer models, conduct
laboratory experiments and solder electronics in the workshop for example,
and craftspeople to design, build maquettes, refine prototypes and develop
an empathy with the tolerances physicists work to in the lab or identify
technology that could prove useful for craft purposes. In addition to creating
a practical, functioning location that serves a purpose for personal activities
(like most Make Labs) it also creates accessibility between disciplines to build
a general understanding and respect for practices. People could choose if
and when to learn and develop their interpersonal and interdisciplinary
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skills. This would be a long-term proposal for a place for interdisciplinary
collaboration between two disciplines that originate from similar roots and
ironically would likely need to serve each discipline so individuals choose
to work in the space prior to experiencing any possible interdisciplinary
benefits which rely on people working together to develop their practices both
interdisciplinary and interpersonal. Tertiary education structured by complex
problems is being investigated to create a system where students are not
taught a primary discipline, but rather are engaging in a range of knowledge
that contributes to themes such as ’climate change’ to equip students with
skills to address our global and local challenges[242]. This is also an attempt
to broaden knowledge awareness to remedy disciplinary silos.

In response to questions raised earlier in the chapter, the data points to
dispelling disciplinary jargon, explaining the value in disciplinary practices in
the context of the ‘problem’, to share narratives visually and/or verbally to
develop a shared vision and identity are ways in which disciplines can better
communicate with each other. As ‘people barriers’ were a key limitation in
the coding process using the Collaborative Map (Figure 4.5), realistic goals for
interdisciplinary research could be to build the project around the human
interactions, shared values and the learning process rather than external
influences such as funding and developing empathy during the project
and being adaptable rather than being solely focused on a single outcome,
within the boundaries of any project. Lastly, the place for interdisciplinary
collaboration appears to be first and foremost a psychologically infinite
mindset, a neutral ground or partnership between people who share some
values and are willing to be honest, build trust and respect those who have
differing ways of practice. The place can also be a physical location that acts as
a stronghold: uniting people from different disciplines through a community
mission statement, manifesto or vision for the future. The data presented in
this thesis thus far has demonstrated the increasing importance to develop a
long-term place for disciplinary experts to converge their ideas and practices
to tackle shared global challenges such as the ‘wicked problems’ involved in
the Sustainable Development Goals.
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4.5 Outcomes

The grounded theory proposed here is expressed as a set of concepts that are
interrelated and represent the complex nature of the system and accounts for
all the data collected, with a primary framing on the data collected during
the focus groups and unstructured interviews, supported by observational
findings, reflections and insights made through note-taking in response to
the data collected. The research conducted has been approved within the
research group. This grounded theory has been designed for the benefit of
interdisciplinary collaborators: to fit what they do and how they interact, are
factors within their control, can be understood and are general concepts that
can be applied in practice[2]. This is a momentary theory: it will expand and
adapt as our understanding of this complex system increases and the theory
is tested further beyond this case study.

Grounded Theory: Collaborators believe the purpose of interdisciplinary
collaboration can be to solve a specific problem and to explore different ways
of thinking and doing more generally, which require multiple disciplinary
expertise to interact. What collaborators do and how they do it is framed
by the purpose of the interdisciplinary activity. Collaborator practices differ
between academia, industry and disciplines due to the nature of the work
and project briefs. Interdisciplinary collaboration is a practice that develops
over time, is non-formulaic and relies on adopting relevant expertise and
soft skills project-to-project. Prospective collaborators experience several
barriers to instigate a project including: 1) awareness of and access to other
disciplinary practices 2) external influences such as funding to enable the
project 3) ones’ capacity to undertake such a project and 4) ones’ motivations to
manage a project with inherent risk. Interdisciplinary collaborators are highly
motivated by the purpose of the project and regard interpersonal interactions
as playing a vital role in co-creating the collaborative process, which require
vulnerability and adaptability. In the process of developing artefacts
within a university, collaborators often experience gaps of knowledge and
understanding to transform ideas into reality. A rewarding interdisciplinary
collaborative experience is considered to be based on 1) inclusion: whether
common language and space has been formed between disciplines 2) whether
collaborators share the same vision and respect any differing values or
motivations 3) whether they find the work interesting, fun or worth doing.

This phase of the research has gathered data from various sources to
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document the complex collaborative environment in an interdisciplinary
context. The focus group transcripts and notes taken from the unstructured
interviews with supplementary ‘empathy maps’, are rich in qualitative data
and are accessible for future research. Additionally, this case study captures a
momentary snapshot into what collaborators are currently doing, how, where
and why they are collaborating in an interdisciplinary capacity. The study
offers both specific data analysis of each study group to demystify the process
and a general grounded theory based on the commonality shared within the
collaborative ecosystem studied in this phase of the research. This enables the
understanding of the specific and subjective experiences of collaborators and
the general, more objective themes uniting interdisciplinary projects and can
inform future actions taken by stakeholders.

4.6 Discussion & Conclusion

Discussion The aims of this phase of the research were to map out
holistically how and why individuals currently conduct interdisciplinary
research through collaboration in this doctoral research to form a case study
that can inform future interdisciplinary education and research. These aims
were achieved through organising focus groups with collaborators within the
university and observations made during the research. Comparative analysis
was undertaken through collecting data during unstructured interviews
with participants unrelated to the ‘local’ focus group findings to understand
whether the theory was ‘general’ to interdisciplinary collaboration or ‘local’
to the doctoral research context. Furthermore, the Collaborative Map (see
Figure 4.5) was developed through observations made during data collection
and informed the data analysis process whereby the grounded theory was
developed through. The grounded theory developed acts as a record of a
momentary understanding of what a collaborator does, their ‘virtues’ as an
individual, how they approach interdisciplinary projects and why they choose
to practice their expertise in this context. Grounded theory studies usually
build on prior studies due to new hypotheses stemming from the research.
This study was not closely related to prior grounded theories because there
were none in this area specifically and instead stemmed from phases 1
and 2 of this research and related literature in recognition of the value in
documenting the process: what people do and how they do it, to encourage
further investigations into this area using this case study as an informative
source. This case study is significant because it has created a comprehensive
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map - including things that may seem obvious or implied – to create a holistic
awareness of the environment and various interactions simultaneously at play
and adapting over time in the interdisciplinary collaborative environment.
This case study was conducted over approximately two years during the
doctoral research, from ideation to completion which allowed time to
challenge and reflect on theory concepts without a rush to reach a grounded
theory due to time constraints. The design of this study, conducted to form the
grounded theory, followed established grounded theory methods to ensure
academic rigor and the ability to use the qualitative primary data collected in
future studies[244].

Limitations of this research include the scale of the study for a number of
reasons. Firstly, the grounded theory is general to represent the dynamic and
complex system to offer a holistic insight into interdisciplinary collaboration.
This broad data collection did not allow for ‘theoretical saturation’ whilst it
was sought, and therefore relies on future studies to focus on specific themes
raised to gather more specific data in each area. The Collaborative Map played
a useful role in generating theoretical concepts, yet encourages re-evaluation
due to some points included being less significant than others, if it was to be
developed into a substantial tool for understanding this area. Secondly, it was
only myself developing the theory: future projects could benefit from a team
to develop codes individually to then discuss collectively as a team for greater
academic rigor. Thirdly, recursive data collection methods were limited to
developing the unstructured interviews, observations and developing theory
concepts only as it was not in the scope of this study to return to interview
participants to review the grounded theories or gain feedback on the grounded
theory developed, which again would be a recommended method to integrate
into future research to better evaluate the practical application of the theory.
Whilst also a strength, another limitation to be considered in this research is
that I as the researcher am not a sociologist and hold subjective views and
subconscious biases that influence the nature of this research due to being
a craftsperson and my close connection with the case study. The research
was designed to include the unique perspective of the researcher given the
context, and therefore this needs to be considered when critically evaluating
this phase of the research. Future research in this area may benefit from an
impartial study conducted by a sociologist to provide a more objective view
between the physics and craft disciplines rather than an insightful perspective
from an expert in the field who carries their own agenda for the research,
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consciously or subconsciously. Gathering more case studies of this kind to be
able to identify how much personal biases may influence this research, even
after taking steps to mitigate this risk, could prove useful.

In addition to points already made in this section, I will now outline
two key areas for future research. Firstly, investigating collaborative ’virtues’
more extensively may provide important insights. Learning about individuals
who do not have the desire to collaborate and/or engage in interdisciplinary
activities, will identify barriers to this activity. Learning about access and
inclusion is likely key in this area as most of the participants involved in
the focus groups or interviews in this study self-selected to engage in this
type of work. Furthermore, it appeared that participants self-select their
collaborative activities based on working with people they liked or shared
values with. This raises questions around the possible limitations of this
approach: what is the risk versus reward to have a difference of thinking and
to be challenged, and is attempting to please people and maintain positive
interpersonal relationships impacting project outcomes? Understanding the
interdisciplinary experience of those who play a passive or disengaged role
in the process (such as a client or end user) would also enrich our current
understanding into the assumptions made in and around interdisciplinary
collaborative projects. Secondly, significant insights have been made in
this study in regards to future opportunities for collaboration between the
fields of physics and craft. Gathering more data on how nurturing a craft
practice might aid applied physics in previously mentioned areas including:
1) developing tools to improve the transition between abstract ideas and
the physical reality; and the shift from academic laboratory experiments to
commercial products in industry 2) considering the preciousness of materials:
designing outputs with sustainability and waste reduction in mind and 3)
connecting applied physics to the end user and stakeholders. Poignantly
stated in, ‘The Craftsman’[36] was the disconnect between hands and head
in the physics domain: demonstrated through (director of the Los Alamos
project) Robert Oppenheimer’s account on the making of the atomic bomb,
expressing being at the mercy of their own expertise while making such an
artefact. Is there an opportunity for craft to prompt a shift from ‘animal
laborans’ (humans as mindless labourers) to ‘homo faber’ (humans as mindful
makers) in physics practice and act as a gateway for public consultation to
directly inform scientific enquiry to develop rewarding science for modern
society?
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Conclusion This phase of the research contributes toward our limited
understanding of interdisciplinary collaborations between physics and
craft specifically and between disciplines and collaborators more generally
in this context. The case study created in this phase includes: relevant
literature, reference to phases one and two of this doctoral research, primary
data collected through focus groups, unstructured interviews and personal
observations, data analysis including empathy mapping, thematic analysis,
the creation of the Collaborative Map and comparative analysis between the
different data sources, and lastly the grounded theory developed through
the qualitative data and methods. The grounded theory developed out of
this case study is an understandable starting point for prospective or current
collaborators that generally fits their circumstance, and highlights aspects
of the practice that they have control over directly or can advocate for. This
study found that collaborators seek interdisciplinary expertise when no
single discipline can offer the methods or outcomes desired for the project
and are influenced by the specific context they are in: e.g. academia or
industry. Collaborative practice is developed over time and the interpersonal
interactions are a major influence on collaborator motivations and the ongoing
activity engagement. Collaborators experience challenges to access other
disciplinary expertise, external support, the practical capacity and skills
required to undertake an interdisciplinary activity. Despite this, collaborators
find interdisciplinary projects rewarding due to a sense of belonging between
participants, and the quality of the work. The ‘place’ for interdisciplinary
collaboration appears to be created in the psychological mindsets of
participants, the shared identity and space between collaborators and the
physical place created for the activity within the projects, whether meetings,
dedicated work-space or digital platforms. This case study is significant
because it has adopted grounded theory methodologies: in transcribing
data gathered during the focus groups and unstructured interviews, using
appropriate coding, theory generation and analysis tools which makes it clear
where the theoretical concepts have originated from and how they emerged
from the primary source data. This allows future research to access the data
collected and have a record of the researcher’s observations and context,
through phases one and two of the doctoral research and the ‘Researchers
Profile’ (section ) and researcher activities documented Appendices A & C
outline some of the activities undertaken in order to become more familiar
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with the potential insights or biases I as the researcher may have had in
conducting the research, not already identified. The case study is also a useful
marker to evaluate how an individual attempts to learn how to collaborate
in a physics and craft project where limited prior knowledge or experience
existed. Often case studies about interdisciplinary collaboration occur
retrospectively in successful projects, and consist of participant reflections and
some measurable results of the project outcomes. This case study documented
during the doctoral research using reliable research methods, provides useful
insight as the focus has been on the ‘bumps along the road’; the act of
collaborating between disciplines, and the nature of such practice rather than
outcome-orientated or capturing short reviews from participants who may
feel pressure to provide positive feedback on the experience.

Conducting more studies to enrich the Collaborative Map - which could
become a practical tool for collaborative practice - could ensure all factors
concerning future interdisciplinary collaborative projects are incorporated
into the project brief and design. The research has also highlighted two key
areas for future development: firstly to investigate access to interdisciplinary
collaborative opportunities and the decision-making process that influence
whether and how individuals choose to engage in such activities and the
impact of collaborators self-selecting may have with regards to diversity
in all regards. Secondly, this phase of the research has highlighted the
challenging transition between concept to artefact and the opportunities that
may lie between physics and craft. Despite there being many galleries and
initiatives to support art and science collaboration, there is little documented
on craft and design collaborations with physics and the broader science
field. Further research into understanding where the physical ‘places’ for
nurturing projects of this nature through education and research are needed.
To conclude, this case study has gathered qualitative data using current
sociology methodological standards to form grounded theory about what
collaborators do, how they practice and why they utilise their area of expertise
in an interdisciplinary context. The findings are significant because they
provide insight into how physics and craft can aid sustainable development
and the opportunities for future interdisciplinary collaborations in related
fields. The grounded theory offers prospective and current collaborators
a road-map to understand the nature of their collaborative role within an
interdisciplinary context generally and to tailor toward their specific context
in practice, informing their approach in a complex environment.
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Chapter 5

Evaluating Collaborative
Opportunites in Physics and Craft

5.1 Introduction

This chapter argues a case for developing interdisciplinary practice between
physics and craft to holistically tackle ’wicked problems’ such as sustainability.
The three phases of research defined in this thesis are testament to the
benefits of multi-disciplinary practice: from increasing the efficiency of a solar
laser through custom optics, to developing sustainable material processing
practice with a focus on enamelling. In addition to evaluating the success of
chapters 2 and 3, chapter 4 emphasised the importance of practice awareness
to ensure relevant skills and techniques are given a place to contribute to
research enquiry. Results and insights from previous chapters are distilled
down to form an argument and themes will be discussed here. The thesis
is concluded through justifying the claims made in each chapter and for the
overall argument, highlighting where new knowledge is created and proposes
suggestions for future research enquiry. Within this chapter there are four
sections: 1. study aims and findings; 2. contribution argument; 3. limitations
and 4. future research. This chapter condenses knowledge created in previous
chapters to define effective collaborative practice in physics and craft.

5.2 Study Aims & Findings

Claim 1: Improved Solar Laser Efficiency The first aim of this research was
to improve the efficiency of a solid state Nd:YAG solar laser by developing
custom Compound Parabolic Concentrators (CPCs). Results demonstrated in
laboratory experiments of the custom CPCs, a light increase by a factor of 1.54
±0.14 by a CNC milled and polished fine silver concentrator. Furthermore
it was noted in laboratory experiments and supported by characterisation of
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the primary concentrator through profilometry and microscopy that reducing
the 400mm2 diameter aperture to 300mm2 would further increase the laser
efficiency of the solar laser in field experiments, predicted to reach a laser
efficiency improvement of 6.46% (without the CPC). Including the custom
secondary concentrator (CPC) with the 400mm2 primary, there is a predicted
increase in output power by a factor of 1.91. This resulted in a laser
efficiency of 52.6W/m2, which surpasses the previous record of 32.1W/m2[86].
Comparatively, the CPCs developed in this study outperformed the custom
CPC outsourced using industry standard diamond machining by 8.45%.
Firstly, these measurements predict that reducing the primary concentrator
collection area to 300mm2 and including a custom secondary concentrator
(CPC) will almost halve the solar laser collection area and almost double the
laser power output. Secondly they indicate that employing craft processes to
fabricate custom optics can compete with industry standards in performance
and fill a gap within the context of R&D, where custom optics are not
available off-the-shelf and are expensive to fabricate with industry standard
manufacturing processes. This research has fulfilled this aim through the
improved efficiency of the solid state Nd:YAG solar laser.

Claim 2: A Sustainable Enamelling Approach Developed A secondary aim
identified through research into the first aim was to explore a sustainable
material processing method for craft practice. Results conclude that a Fresnel
lens is suitable to heat and melt various materials using sunlight. Whilst
Kayser[137] digitized the process, creating a solar sinter machine to solar
sinter sand into glass; this research has applied the use of a Fresnel lens to
solar enamel without digitization. The ‘Sand Map’ of Scotland progressed the
work from Kayser towards craft enquiry, exploring the aesthetic properties of
melted sand and the significant connection between material and place. The
solar enameling experiments produced technical data for the benefit of those
interested in pursuing the sustainable technique in future craft practice. The
remote solar enamel workshop with professional enamellers highlighted the
challenges in pursuing a weather-dependent activity in the UK. Overall this
project has fulfilled its aim in identifying and contributing new knowledge in
solar enameling towards sustainable material processing.

Claim 3 : Collaborative Culture in Physics and Craft Practice The third
aim was to identify key factors that influence collaboration between craft and
physics practice in the context of this study, using qualitative methodology
usually adopted in the field of sociology to collect and analyse data that is
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useful for this enquiry and creates a case study for future research purposes.
The grounded theory created through primary data collected indicated
that participants of interdisciplinary collaboration self-select to engage in
this activity, experience barriers to engage in this practice, yet despite the
perceived or experienced challenges, collaborators were noted to be highly
motivated to engage with like-minded individuals to solve problems and
form strong relationships. This case study fulfils its aim through indicating
three key factors that influence collaboration between craft and physics: 1)
the purpose of the activity 2) the mindset and ’virtues’ of the collaborators
and 3) the ability to navigate the space between disciplines, people and
organisations to achieve output expectations. The ‘Solar Concentration’
exhibition - demystifying the research process - offered opportunity for
outreach and data gathering through interacting with visitors from a range
of backgrounds. A research report demonstrating drawing as a key tool for
knowledge exchange in this research and development, was also published in
the STEAM Journal[177]. Examples in society demonstrate how developing
communities with an overarching identity or shared values unite people
in areas with discrimination: this research concludes similar observations
that in a collaborative context, developing an overarching purpose such as
sustainability, between people from different disciplines creates a culture of
inclusion regardless of disciplinary specialty. This ‘collaborative effect’ is key
to forming constructive and long-lasting relationships, essential to delivering
project outcomes which are dependant on diverse practices.

Claim 4 : Outlining the ‘place’ for Collaboraive Practice The aims
of the study were to identify collaborative opportunities created through
developing a holistic practice for interdisciplinary projects: adopting relevant
methodology, adapting expertise and communication between collaborators
to collectively achieve the desired outcome. The projects undertaken in this
research built a case study that is testament to the benefits of interdisciplinary
practice. The overall aim to define where the ‘place’ for collaborative practice
is, was realised on an individual level to be a psychological matter of grappling
with deep-seated beliefs, individual and collective identity and perceptions
on what rewards interdisciplinary practice can hold and managing the risks
involved in a non-formulaic process. On a community level, creating an
environment of inclusion and belonging between people and expertise to
bridge gaps using common language, and forming neutral territory was
considered key by collaborators. Whilst physical locations that welcome
specialists from different disciplines to network were considered useful
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for encouraging collaborative thinking and practice, more systemic change
to integrate interdisciplinary physics and craft practice into postgraduate
education and research would need to be investigated to raise awareness to
the benefits of the activity and engage with those who do not self-select to
engage in interdisciplinary collaboration, to increase diversity of thinking and
doing in this space.

5.3 Contribution Arguement

The aims achieved advocate for deeper connections to be made between
scientific and creative practice where relevant to create solutions to complex
problems. The research defined in this thesis documents collaboration for
the benefit of the physics and craft disciplines, and the outcomes contribute
towards renewable energy solutions, sustainable material processing and
interdisciplinary collaborative knowledge. The complexity of problem solving
possible with an interdisciplinary approach are clear in this work as evidenced
by the aims and claims above and the overall contributions outlined below.

Phase 1 includes craft practice in an optics and photonics context, to
offer a wider range of optical manufacturing solutions. The data created here
compares a range of craft methods to diamond machined optics in terms
of performance and accessibility. This knowledge is significant as it offers
alternative fabrication methods to those fabricating CPCs and other parabolic
optics on a similar scale, where custom components are required. A range of
craft processes were carefully chosen to enable others to access these methods
easily with little specialist skill required by the researcher, or by collaborating
with a specialist craftsperson. The improvement in laser efficiency through the
project pushes solar laser development closer towards commercialization, and
highlights that high efficiencies can be achieved economically. In addition to
this, it makes a strong case for exploring the usefulness of craft processing in
the field of physics more broadly, particularly when jewellers have extensive
knowledge of many of the materials used in optics and photonics alone.

Phase 2 offers an accessible and sustainable material fabrication process
and alternative to modern hot-work methods. It raises the profile of utilising
optics to create a natural heat source from the Suns rays, which is particularly
useful in geographical areas near the equator. This exploratory project is an
example of how knowledge can be transferred from one discipline into another
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context: from developing solar concentration for a solar laser, to sustainable
material processing. This project connects optics to the craft context, through
developing a novel ‘solar enamelling’ process and documents the technical
development in the experimental study. The solar enamel workshop engaged
with professional enamellers who experienced challenges to vitrify samples
in poor weather conditions, yet this experimental activity may offer new
directions and insights in the future. In addition to this, it makes a strong case
for exploring the usefulness of physics equipment and methods in the field
of craft more broadly, particularly in acknowledging the routes this project
chose not to pursue and how optics and photonics have already transformed
the silver industry since the 1990s. Furthermore, this phase of the research
has illustrated the usefulness of referring to history to inform current practice:
ancient solar concentration methods for material processing are again relevant
to our modern context, where sustainable methods and clean energy sources
are in high demand.

The outcomes in this research contribute towards the pedagogical discussion
around STEAM education and the usefulness of integrating scientific and
creative disciplines for a holistic approach in problem solving and innovation.
This research as a case study in itself contributes towards demystifying the
collaborative process through not only documenting the project aims, methods
and outcomes, but also drawing insights from observations and opinions
surrounding the collaborations in the interdisciplinary context. This thesis
offers an example in how empathy and understanding can be developed
between physics, craft and the people engaging in the project. In addition
to the interdisciplinary parallels created, the overarching ’wicked problem’
of sustainability and investigating collaborative interactions, created an
interdisciplinary project which contributes knowledge often unconsidered or
documented formally using standardised methodology. This work evidences
the value in developing a bespoke collection of methods and drawing on
relevant specialisms and knowledge to investigate complex issues. The data
collected can also be used by future researchers to continue building an
understanding on interactions between the scientific and creative fields.

This is not to say that everyone needs to take an interdisciplinary approach,
or should stop specialising in one discipline. This research inherently relies
on individuals with specialist skills and knowledge, but acknowledges the
ability of utilising an objective view to identify innovative opportunities
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and exercising soft skills to collaborate. The success within the collaborative
aspects of this research have relied on the respectful knowledge exchange
between collaborators: where appropriate modes of communication have
been utilised and the interpersonal relationships are honest. The vulnerability
required to work outside ones speciality to grapple with technical precision
between disciplines to reach the level of understanding required to progress
the project is a different set of skills and personality traits to what is required
in disciplinary work. This research contributes towards what is known about
the collaborative process between two highly specialised disciplines and the
importance of understanding each participant’s collaborative preferences.

It could be argued that interdisciplinary collaboration may be limited to
exploratory research and development, and is far separated from the level
of refinement needed in the commercial photonics industry, for example.
However, this finite thinking does not account for the conversations that could
stimulate ideas or opportunities lost through not having diverse thinking
processes or methods involved in solving a challenge. This research highlights
the benefits of multidisciplinary collaboration, and adopted into a carefully
considered project brief where the risk is accounted for, as with any effective
project management, it is possible to achieve the desired outcomes. Between
physics and craft, collaboration appears to be applicable both generally in
education and research: to connect scientific thinking with the end users
needs for example, and to very specific scenarios: one must have an explicit
understanding in exactly how the skills and knowledge will be used and for
what purpose.

Finally, the process of this research enquiry has proved to contribute to
the scientific and creative network I have engaged with since January
2018. The value of the conversations had at conferences, events and with
collaborators; challenging ideas, and exchanging perspectives has impacted
my awareness in conducting an activity rather than ‘going through the
motions’ using traditional methods. The ongoing professional development
as collaborators and I navigated through the collaborative environment
allowed us to explore our understanding of collaboration and the challenges
we face in our mindset. These conversations contribute towards developing
collaborative opportunities between disciplines as strong relationships and
access to other disciplines was established.
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5.4 Limitations

Each of the three phases of research have their specific limitations, indicated in
their respective chapters. Here, broader limitations to the thesis as a whole are
made in relation to the wider field of research. The findings from this research
are relative to the attitude, skills and experience of the specific researcher
undertaking the work. As many of the processes and qualitative methods
used were subjective, the results are reliant on the researcher’s knowledge
and understanding of these methods and may be affected by unconscious
biases in the area. Collaborations are socially complex: there are many factors
that would make the findings in this research inapplicable even in similar
scenarios. The research findings therefore need to be understood in their
own context and careful consideration must be taken when applying this
knowledge to a different scenario. The research has been undertaken as an
open enquiry, with a desire to engage in interdisciplinary practice. Different
views or arguments for exploring disciplinary practice have not been applied
here, making the results one of many viewpoints in the multidisciplinary
field. Due to its interdisciplinary approach, this research does not explore
any one subject extensively and therefore the thesis is limited regarding the
wider context within each discipline explored, by comparison to a disciplinary
thesis. Lastly, this research tracks experimental research over three years
and therefore represents short-term collaborative activities. As a result, this
research does not investigate long-term impacts of applying interdisciplinary
practice in physics and craft, nor the collaborative opportunities that may
develop over longer time periods.

5.5 Future Research

CPC Development for Improved Laser Efficiency The efficiency of the solid
state Nd:YAG solar laser could be further improved with CPCs fabricated from
other materials and processes recommended during the project, including:
machined graphite tooling with optic billet hot-formed into the graphite
CPC mould, metal deposition processes such as sputtering and electroplating
techniques. Lastly, developing characterization processes to measure the
entirety of the CPC surface quality and profile would be recommended
through microscopy, profilometry and white light spectroscopy methods.
Shadowgraph techniques may also prove useful in assessing the profile of
parabolic tooling.
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Craft techniques may also be applicable for developing CPCs for a
semiconductor laser system where the exit aperture is 0.3mm as opposed
to the 2.97mm exit aperture developed in chapter 2. The aspect ratio of
semiconductor CPCs will be greater and therefore more challenging to access
the concave, parabolic profile. Electroforming the CPCs over moulds, custom
tool making and methods explored in chapter 2 of this thesis may prove
relevant.

Fresnel Lens Material Processing Building on from the exploratory material
processing experiments using a Fresnel lens, this research could be diversified
into a number of contexts. Firstly, a natural progression on from this
research would be to work with willing, and often impoverished, communities
that could use Fresnel lenses for solar ovens, to explore how materials
from their local area might be processed for their benefit. This would
bring the technology already geographically suited to and used in areas
such as rural India and Africa another purpose what could offer additional
modes of income through material processing. Secondly, solar enamelling
could be developed further in a professional context: realistically in a
geographical location with consistent light quality. Thirdly, this sustainable
and affordable material processing can be digitised, as Markus Kayser
demonstrated, to heat, sinter and melt materials in an automated context. This
may be particularly useful for working various metals, plastics, glasses and
ceramics. Engineering optics for sustainable material processing is relevant for
responsible consumption and requires considerable research and development
to reach commercialisation within the manufacturing industries.

Documenting Collaborative Processes Providing a true representation of
any collaborative process proves challenging when primarily documented by
one individual involved. This raises the question of whether, in addition
to first hand accounts of the collaborative process, collective accounts need
to be gathered or even inviting an objective sociologist or anthropologist for
example, who may be suited to navigating the complexities involved between
different people and disciplines. Developing appropriate methodology to
explore interaction in collaborative inter- and transdisciplinary projects would
assist in building our understanding of what to anticipate in what are
currently uncommon alignments of thinking and making. Taking the time
to appreciate all factors at work during the collaborative process will assist
in future pedagogy and knowledge exchange for effective project outcomes
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as individuals would be informed and suitable systems would be in place to
support the project.

Further Interdisciplinary Investigations This thesis advocates for creating
opportunities in which individuals can develop the skills and knowledge
required for interdisciplinary practice, to equip more individuals to work
between disciplines to tackle ’wicked problems’ on a local and global scale.
Within the context of physics and craft: there are opportunities to develop
thinking and methods which would benefit from being nurtured in primary
and higher education, and in the professional context. Specifically, addressing
perceptions in how these disciplines interact and the different levels of
interaction and engagement individuals can have in this this area. This
research suggests that exploring pedagogical methods that impact perceptions
and deep-seated beliefs in individuals around ability and identity may assist
in developing strategies to enable more people to work between disciplines
where relevant. At present, it appears to be the case that you are unlikely to
pursue physics if you find the equations challenging, or craft if you are not a
‘good’ drawer in school, and there are few opportunities to be reintroduced
to these areas after academic study choices have been made. This study
recommends introducing interdisciplinary pedagogy into masters programs
and inter- or transdisciplinary practice into PhD studies to ensure experts are
better equipped to tackle the challenges we face through academic awareness
and soft skills.

Lastly, and on a separate note, developing methods to evaluate the benefits of
transdisciplinary activity in both qualitative and quantitative measurements
may assist in making these forms of activities more commonplace. Designing
and communicating these methods effectively to investors, end users and
collaborators to enable effective knowledge exchange for the benefit of
innovative project outcomes.
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Appendix A

Research Outcomes

A.1 Published Content

Please refer to Dundee Discovery repository or ORCiD for most up-to-date
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video documentation of Karen’s (doctoral researcher) research process
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Solar Concentration for craft purposes, 2) Profilometry, 3) Microscopy,
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• Border Crossings: Jewellery and Solar Energy Talk for ChangeMaking,
an annual Symposium by The Scottish Goldsmiths Trust, Glasgow 2022

• Connecting Jewellery to Solar Lasers: A Case for Collaborative Practice
Talk for Physics Colloquium, University of Dundee 2021

• Winston Caddy Spoon Silver Caddy Spoon commission for Reading
Museum inspired by Roland Winston’s Compound Parabolic
Concentrators 2021 (accepted)

• Optical Cutlery Contemporary Cutlery Design inspired by historic
and modern optics for solar concentration, submitted to the Cutlers’
Company Competition 2021 (shortlisted)

• The Collaborative Effect Elevator Showcase 2020
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CPCs to adults and children alike with the aid of props.
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FIGURE A.1: Scan of the Winston Caddy Spoon design board

The Cutlers’ Company 
Contemporary Cutlery Design Competition
Student: Karen Westland
University of Dundee

The design for this cutlery set is a tribute to the use of optics in ancient and modern times. Whilst Archimedes 
was postulised to use parabolic ‘burning’ mirrors to set Roman ships ablaze, concave polished metal was often 
used to concentrate sunlight for alchemical and cullinary purposes. The contours of the cutlery are 
predominantly concave or convex shapes: the handles are inspired by compound parabolic concentrators, 
invented by Roland Winston in 1974, which have conical pro�les optimised to concentrate light from distant 
sources such as the Sun. The concave gold plated stripe around the sides of the handles represent sunlight 
converging towards the guard. Optics can focus sunlight to heat containers to boil water and cook food. Today, 
Fresnel lenses are used as ‘solar ovens’ in geographical areas with ample sunlight and limited power supply. 
This set of cutlery connects the 
enginuity of developing technology 
to harness solar energy for cullinary 
purposes and the pleasure of 
gastronomy through the dining 
experience.  

Hand Punched Hallmark

Technical Drawings at 70% Scale

The cutlery would 
be made in silver 
with low polish 
handles and high 
polish blade, 
prongs and bowl. 
The �ash of highly 
polished gold plat-
ing will contrast 
with the handles 
which will be 
revealed when the 
user interacts with 
the utensils.

Hidden gold detail

FIGURE A.2: Cutlery Design Board
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Study: Published PDF version below.

• Solar Concentration for Craft Practice and Sustainable Development:
Fusing Ancient and Modern Methods: Preprint PDF version below.
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Drawing Parallels in Art Science for Collaborative Learning: A Case Study 

Karen Westland 

 

Introduction: Amalgamating Disciplines Through Pen & Cursor  

Drawing to learn and educate in the scientific field varies wildly beyond traditional textbook 

illustrations: from projective techniques such as the Rorschach test, to scientific comics and 

the exploratory renditions of Leonardo da Vinci. Drawing has been utilised as a tool to record 

data (essential before photography was invented), to problem solve, communicate and has been 

a beneficial practice for the sciences generally. However, how is drawing utilised today to 

facilitate innovative practice in scientific and creative collaboration? The following is a case 

study of drawing as a learning tool in an interdisciplinary research project between physics and 

craft. The data outlined here is drawn from silversmith, [name removed] PhD research whereby 

custom optics were being fabricated to improve the efficiency of a solar laser, and tools within 

physics were tested for their potential in sustainable craft practice. This research was intended 

to be a collaboration for mutual benefit between the disciplines, with the over-arching theme 

of sustainable outcomes as a common link. The collaborative process has been recorded 

throughout, to gather insights into the benefits and challenges of knowledge exchange in 

interdisciplinary projects such as this. 

 

This paper focuses on three key areas in 

drawing related to my experimental 

research, with reference to related 

literature. Firstly, I will highlight how 

and why drawing became an educational 

tool that underpinned the research 

through my own observations. Secondly, 

I outline findings from a series of group 

interviews conducted with collaborators 

involved in the project, to reflect on 

different modes of knowledge exchange 

including drawing, in collaborative 

contexts. Thirdly, I explore the 

conceptions and perceptions of drawing 

in collaborative projects.  Lastly, I 

conclude by highlighting insights from 

this project to summarize the use of 

drawing in physics and craft practice for 

interdisciplinary and collaborative 

functions. 

This paper outlines my personal account 

and reflection through the experimental 

research project in response to drawing 

as a learning tool. It is intended that this 

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional sketch indicating how a CPC will be positioned 

against the laser chamber 
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contribution is seen as a case study of drawing in interdisciplinary research, as many elements 

are subjective for the individuals involved. The aim here is to explore the research to gain 

insights into the current need for drawing within collaborative projects and how one might 

learn from the observations and insights gathered to inform future collaborations.  

 

The Curious Role of Crude Drawing 

Here, I will highlight why drawing became an educational tool that underpinned the research 

through my own observations. I first learnt about the science contextualising my project 

through performative activities: physicists drew while gesturing and verbally explaining a law 

of physics, process or experiment. As many of the topics discussed involved motion - through 

explaining four-level lasers for example - it was key for these to be drawn and explained in 

stages within the same diagrammatic drawing. Supplementary drawings of photons would also 

be doodled to help visualize the same concept from different perspectives. These drawings in 

themselves are ambiguous unless you were present during their creation (See Fig. 1). The 

drawings were animated by the creator on their terms: they chose how accurate and detailed to 

render their vision and chose to pause to emphasize a point before continuing the drawing and 

explanation (Carlson, 2017). Although these drawings are technically inaccurate and lack 

detail, they are drawing-based models (Heijnes et al., 2017) that act as a great record of 

discussion and can later act as visual aids to stimulate one's memory back to the time of creation 

and the verbal discussion which occurred. As the discussion prompted the use of drawing, 

standard ball-point pens and scrap paper or white boards were used as it was a responsive form 

of communication rather than a planned activity. This performative mode of drawing as a 

vehicle to convey theory brought great depth to my understanding by comparison to a static 

diagram in a textbook. For example, the sketch in Figure 1 was created by my supervisor as I 

had asked how the solar concentrator I was fabricating would be mounted into the laser system. 

The simplistic cross-section clearly outlined the key priority: to have a step at the exit aperture 

to allow it to be positioned parallel and flush against the laser chamber. The repeated square 

symbols drawn emphasised the right-angled positioning required for optimisation. Without this 

drawing it would have been difficult for me to discern how much material to remove to form 

the step, whereas the sketch defines that approximately 0.5mm - 1mm of material is required 

before the step-in is created. The drawing brought scale to the fore without needing to ask or 

imagine what this might be. This example runs parallel with the theory of drawing as a research 

tool (Makela, et al., 2014) but in this case drawing aids the teaching of physics rather than 

design. This learning process offered a space for the physicists to actively educate me in new 

concepts, incorporate their personality into the process with light hearted jokes, and allowed 

them to receive instant feedback to clearly gauge how much I had understood and could then 

clarify any confusion immediately. This experience highlights the benefits drawing as a 

communicative learning tool has and the additional social benefits that taking the time to 

illustrate a design can have.  

There appears to be two clear types of drawing adopted in physics research: drawing to explore, 

document, track progress and communicate freely (See Fig. 2a) to benefit those involved 

(Gentes et al., 2017; and Schon, 1991), and drawing data visualizations to communicate a 

factual narrative that follow strict principles (See Fig. 2b) (Rougier, N. P., et al. 2014; and 

Tufte, 2001). In this research, drawing formed a foundation upon which physicists’ explained 
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photonics concepts and aided my storytelling of manufacturing narratives (See Fig. 2) to bridge 

disparity of knowledge within the collaboration. Drawing, like the other modes of 

communication mentioned in this multilingual approach, were subservient to the narrative in 

this collaborative context. 

 

 

 

Insights Drawn from Interdisciplinary Group Interviews 

Moving on, this section will outline findings from a series of group interviews related to 

drawing in collaborative projects. An aim of this research was to better understand the nature 

of interdisciplinary research projects, by gathering insights through discussions with eleven 

experienced members of technical and academic staff from the disciplines of physics, 

Fig. 2 a) Sketch with notations for an improvised lampworking technique. b) Scientific 
visualisation of cross-sectional flow diagram outlining developed glass process (caption would 

be used to explain steps in scientific paper) 
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engineering, design, craft and further afield at the [institution name removed] to form a case 

study. Three questions were discussed over the course of an hour which allowed the 

interviewees to express their thoughts and feelings on interdisciplinary research. These 

questions were: 

1. What are the benefits of disciplinary collaboration? 

2. How can different disciplines communicate better with each other? 

3. What could realistic goals for interdisciplinary research be? 

Below I have outlined points made during the interviews which specifically referred to drawing 

in interdisciplinary projects.  

It was discussed that visually combining different disciplinary perspectives may help distil 

information and clarify what everyone essentially needs to know, in terms that everyone can 

understand. Sketching was believed to be key at the discussion stage since it is a medium open 

to change and can be a useful process to discover new knowledge. Verbal language between 

disciplines was considered a barrier, particularly with the precision involved in scientific 

definitions: it takes time to build verbal empathy, yet an image has an immediacy and 

communicates more effectively in many cases. Drawing was thought to fill the space between 

individuals as you can check if your vision is the same or similar. 

Continuing with the idea of simplicity, interviewees considered organising group meetings to 

include pens, paper, what’s in your head and no distractions as an effective way to focus on a 

practical task. A point was made to be mindful in group scenarios that the ‘best draftsman’ 

does not become the sole participant, particularly in discussions where everyone has valuable 

ideas to convey. It was highlighted that recognition needs to be developed in knowing that 

anyone can draw in interdisciplinary contexts and that we are not void of such an ability 

(Landin, 2015). There was a noted challenge when individuals refuse to sketch by hand and 

simply want to convey a design idea verbally or as a 3D CAD render as their vision is difficult 

for others to grasp. Some interviewees mentioned that taking a basic approach to drawing is 

often most effective: whether drawing a ray diagram in physics (See Fig. 3) or a technical 

drawing in design, it is easier working on a practical/tangible illustration than something 

entirely conceptual. Lastly, participants noted that sharing your work-in-progress will allow 

others to gain insight into what you are doing as a leader or contributor of an interdisciplinary 

project to raise issues early in development. 
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Fig. 3 Hand Drawn Ray Diagram 

From the data gathered during the interviews, I surmise that drawing is an incredibly useful 

visual aid to clarify ideas and communicate information across disciplines, particularly when 

discussing physical objects to be fabricated. The immediacy of drawing was preferred among 

the interviewees to using digital technologies when engaging with others to problem solve. 

Perceptions surrounding the value of drawing and interpersonal relationships when drawing in 

a group context can be a challenge with the multitude of subconscious factors influencing the 

situation. There is a case to go back to basics with drawing to recognise its fundamental benefits 

in establishing an idea for all to see and provide feedback on without care for the quality of 

drawing, as long as it has served its function.  

 

Conceptions and Perceptions of the Drawing Narrative  

Lastly, I explore the conceptions and perceptions of drawing in the collaborative context further 

and the impact this has on the process. During the project, I had several physicists apologise as 

they sketched an idea because they perceived their drawing as somehow inadequate. 

Embarrassment or shame in our perceived ability to draw is a large factor negatively impacting 

drawing for the purpose of discussion. Another conception is that artists and designers ‘can’ or 

‘should’ render beautiful drawings, which again detracts from the aim of sharing ideas through 

drawing (McDermott, J., 2018) and instead becomes a situation where some fear judgement. 

As mentioned in the interviews, individuals may choose to exclude themselves from drawing 

scenarios altogether or encourage others to take charge in group drawing to allow them to take 

a more passive role. This suggests that creating an environment in which everyone from diverse 

fields collectively feel at ease to draw would improve collaborative knowledge exchange. It is 

not solely the individual at fault if they are not comfortable to draw, but instead needs to be a 

collective conscientious responsibility.  

To expand on the discomfort experienced around drawing activities, there are a multitude of 

factors that could be influencing the level of interaction. Those who consider design and 

drawing to prioritise aesthetics leaves artists and designers undervalued in their offering and 

limits the imagination of how drawing can aid research enquiry in other disciplines (Brown, 

T., 2009). Design is not simply an ‘add on’ service to make things pretty (Driver et al., 2011) 

as seen in Figure 4. To elaborate on the points above, the first sketch was drawn in the laser 

lab while discussing the design parameters for a new laser chamber with my supervisor. We 

were measuring old laser chambers and optics mounts to develop a new mounting 

configuration. Key changes made were scribbled down for the purpose of building a 3D model 

which was later checked for any inaccuracies. The drawing served as a crucial tool to record 

measurements and problem solve through the various design limitations we faced. This 

particular task had no aesthetic consideraton, making a great example of the employment of 

creative problem solving through drawing in a technical context. Here drawing created a safe 

space where we were both able to explore and contribute towards the challenges faced with 

confidence in our drawing skill to serve as a collaborative tool. 
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Fig. 4 Laser chamber design developed through collaboration with physics academics and technicians: sketch, CAD & 

machined parts 

It is necessary to be vulnerable and interact in creating drawings to facilitate the sharing of 

narratives between disciplines with common interests (Kovats, T., 2014). Furthermore, Garner 

(2012) states that as society changes and influences drawing, our understanding and values 

associated with drawing too will change. This stresses our need to adapt as we move into cross-

disciplinary projects and acknowledges digital and hand drawing as valid methods in 

storytelling. 

Here, issues have arisen around the perceived stigma of ‘bad drawing’ which can hinder the 

objective of sharing ideas visually for knowledge exchange. To collaborate through drawing, 

an awareness for the personalities involved, any power imbalance and perceptions about the 

activity itself are necessary to build empathy between participants to grow together and draw 

in the middle-ground between people and disciplines. In some cases, re-learning what drawing 

is and the functional benefits of drawing in research may ease social tensions surrounding this 

universal educational tool.  

 

Discussion & Conclusion 

This report has highlighted my personal account and interview feedback from project 

collaborators of the value of drawing in an interdisciplinary research project between physics 

and craft. There has been a clear emphasis on the use of drawing in the learning and 

development process as an informal activity to communicate ideas to break through 

interpersonal and verbal literacy barriers. The act of sketching has reduced the margin for 

misinterpretation as the project is visible to respond to in an engaging way. However, drawing 

was not employed in isolation: a holistic approach was naturally adopted, combining different 

methods of communication to express ideas. In contrast, drawing can also exacerbate 

interpersonal tension if an individual is reluctant to draw. This can negatively impact group 

projects as it is a challenge to share knowledge if key communication and learning tools are 

not utilised. This highlights the need to reinforce the idea that drawing in this context is 

regarded as neither a qualitative or quantitative outcome, and therefore does not need to have 

pressure applied to the activity. The reflections gathered here could be investigated further: for 

example, to compare different drawing approaches and to evaluate the impact of the drawings 

within the context of interdisciplinary research. 

To conclude, interdisciplinary collaboration is an opportunity to share ideas and methods to 

innovate and creatively solve problems. There are an array of benefits including finding new 

product markets, tackling challenges no discipline can solve alone and to build awareness and 

empathy that can inform practice. Drawing is a tool through which we can share our narratives 
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and explain a process or idea visually, which helps break down the barrier of information 

literacy between disciplines and ultimately build strong collaborative relationships. Drawing 

in the collaborative context, allows everyone to make their vision tangible and provides a focus 

to discussion and development. Realistic goals for interdisciplinary collaboration in relation to 

drawing would be to focus on building the human relationships in the project through drawing 

and discussing drawing as an empowering tool to underpin the project. Developing an 

awareness of the malleability of drawing and how it can be integrated into unique 

interdisciplinary projects will undoubtedly improve the collaborative experience and quality of 

outcomes in future projects.  

 

List of Illustrations 

• Figure 1: Cross-sectional sketch indicating how a CPC will be positioned against the 

laser chamber. 

 

• Figure 2: a) Sketch with notations for an improvised lampworking technique. b) 

Scientific visualisation of cross-sectional flow diagram outlining developed glass 

process (caption would be used to explain steps in scientific paper). 

 

• Figure 3: Hand Drawn Ray Diagram. 

 

• Figure 4: Laser chamber design developed through collaboration with physics 

academics and technicians: sketch, CAD & machined parts. 
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Solar Concentration for Sustainable Craft 
Practice: Fusing Ancient and Modern Methods 

Journal of Jewellery Research – Volume 05 

ABSTRACT 

This paper presents opportunities created through an 
interdisciplinary collaboration between the fields of 
physics and craft. The research adopted a Fresnel lens 
to concentrate sunlight generating heat for craft 
purposes. Recursive methods were developed in 
relation to literature and past projects working at the 
intersection between science and craft. Outdoor 
experiments were conducted in Scotland following a 
Safe Operating Procedure to safely transport and use 
the Fresnel lens. Material identity was investigated 
during the creation of the Sand Map of Scotland and the 
‘Solar Enamelling’ experiments indicated the potential 
of using this clean energy source for material 
processing. Findings highlight that the use of optics for 
material alteration adopted in ancient history are 
becoming increasingly relevant in society today with 
the demand for fabrication methods that can contribute 
to sustainable development. This research indicates the 
technical capabilities of using a 40cm2 Fresnel lens to 
heat, melt and vitrify a variety of materials and 
suggests future applications of this technology 
including the ability to digitise the process. This 
material processing technique offers an alternative to 
heat matter and is significant in geographical locations 
with ample sunlight, offering a cost-effective option to 
traditional heating methods and allows directional 
heating, which local craftspeople can exploit to their 
creative advantage. 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 

THE TRANSMUTATION OF MATTER 
THROUGH TIME WITH OPTICS AND 
PHOTONICS 
Physics and Craft practices have a long-standing 
relationship: from the serendipitous manner by which a 
spectacle maker happened across a scientific instrument 
which later became the telescope (Galilei 1623), to 
scientific glassblowers creating apparatus through 
which 19th century scientists were able to demonstrate 
physical phenomenon (The Third Millennium 2021). 
Craft has played a vital role in developing technologies 
to aid scientific endeavours, yet in recent years, physics 
has informed technological capabilities in the craft 
field. Since the 1960s, photonics (technology 
concerned with the properties and transmission of 
photons: e.g. lasers, cameras, LEDs etc.) for 
manufacture has technologically transformed the 
jewellery industry in the UK: The London Assay Office 
for example have invested in X-ray fluorescence 
spectroscopy to assay items, laser marking to apply 
hallmarks and a fibre optic laser to manufacture the 
precise punches for traditional hand-punched 
hallmarking (Anon 2012). More broadly, photonics 
technologies are supporting the conservation of 
historical artworks and artefacts (PISTACHIO 2021), 
and laser welding, cutting, Selective Laser 
Sintering/Melting (SLS)(SLM) technologies have 
enabled craftspeople to design and create work to a 
high level of precision that was not previously 
technically or financially viable (KTN 2020)(Snyder 
2013). New Crafts emerged in response to such 
technologies becoming accessible: with a trend for 
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many to deviate away from a traditional craft studio, to 
embed computer aided design and manufacture into 
their craft process, as seen in Digital Handmade: 
Craftsmanship and the new Industrial Revolution by 
Lucy Johnston. Whilst technologies such as the 3D 
printer have enabled new ways of making, it can be 
said that objects made through these digital 
technologies feature aesthetic similarities, and are often 
energy intensive and wasteful fabrication processes by 
comparison to traditional craft methods.  
 
Research to improve the power and reduce the size of 
lasers continues, yet controlling light to process 
materials dates back to ancient history. Solar energy is 
not a modern concept: solar rays have been harnessed 
through optical devices to illuminate darkened rooms, 
cut gemstones and for alchemical purposes throughout 
history. Convex lenses or ‘burning glass’ were used to 
concentrate sunlight to start fires in 7th century B.C.E.. 
‘Burning mirrors’ were next to be invented in 212 
B.C.E. where polished metal plates reflected the Sun’s 
rays. This is famously illustrated in the Archimedes’ 
‘death ray’ fable which destroyed an entire Roman fleet 
(Chariot Energy 2021), as seen in Figure 1. I have 
identified two historical solar concentration methods 
that hold potential for modern application: 1, Sun 
Temples reflected sunlight using reflective metal panels 
to heat a central stone which then radiated the heat into 
a chamber to cook food, dry materials and fire 
ceramics, and 2, Parabolic mirrors (‘burning mirrors’) 
were used as weaponry and for alchemical purposes on 
gems, metal and stone. It is thought the mirrors were 
often used instead of a furnace to smelt and refine 
metals as the clean energy source burnt off oxides, 
leading to the ‘solar forge’ being a useful addition to 

the metallurgist’s toolkit in addition to the furnace 
(Jordan 2014). These ancient methods of solar 
concentration for material processing have been mostly 
lost to time due to abundant fossil fuels, advances in 
equipment and technique, and the inconsistent 
availability of sunlight.  
 
The development of optics however has continued: 
Augustin-Jean Fresnel invented the Fresnel lens in the 
19th century to reduce the material weight of glass 
lenses by dividing the surface into concentric rings 
assembled on a flat surface (Hecht 1998). These lenses 
are now commonplace in lighthouses and searchlights 
to focus lamp light into a narrow beam. Furthermore, 
Fresnel lenses have been used in recent low-tech 
community projects to create ‘solar ovens’ in areas 
with limited electric supply: usually concentrating light 
 

  
Figure 1: Artist's view of Archimedes of Syracuse (Sicily) operating 
his burning mirrors against Roman triremes during the siege of his 
city laid by consul Marcus Claudius Marcellus, at the time of the 
Second Punic War (214-2 BCE). Licensed by Science Photo Library. 
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onto a thermally conductive surface where cooking pots 
are then placed nearby to heat the contents, not 
dissimilar to the Sun temple premise (Solar Cookers 
International 2021). Recent research at Nottingham-
Trent University has combined Fresnel Lenses for solar 
concentration with periscope instrumentation to allow 
solar ovens to be located indoors whilst the solar 
concentration occurs outdoors (Nottingham Trent 
University News. 2019) highlighting how more 
complex optical systems can be designed for increased 
user experience. Markus Kayser (2018) first created a 
‘Sun Cutter’ (laser cutter alternative) using the Sun, a 
ball lens and xy-plotter before the ‘Solar Sinter Project’ 
in 2011, which combined a Fresnel lens with a 
photovoltaic powered x,y,z, axis printing bed filled 
with sand to sinter sand from the deserts of Egypt into 
glass objects using solar radiation. This project 
demonstrated how an abundant material in a remote 
location could be processed using clean energy. 
Scientific evidence of rapid climate change since the 
Anthropocene led to the emergence of the concept of 
sustainable development in the 1980s. Sustainable 
development is defined as economic development in 
the present day which does not deplete our natural 
resources to the detriment of future generations. The 
field of design is considered critical to changing our 
fabrication processes and energy usage, to reduce the 
rate of climate change and preserve our environment. In 
response, products and services are increasingly 
designed with social, environmental and economic 
impacts considered. Often, traditional craft practices 
and understanding indigenous philosophies have 
offered useful insights into how to engage with our 
surroundings through lived experience (Ferraro, 2019). 
 

Craft has been embracing emergent technologies as 
previously mentioned in regard to laser applications, 
and jewellery craft practices continue to pioneer new 
methods despite the physical limitations. Traditional 
decorative vitreous enamelling has remained mostly 
unchanged since the third millennium B.C.E., yet 
craftspeople and researchers have adopted new 
methods for innovative results. This includes the work 
of Yinglong Li whom is applying plique-a-jour (enamel 
suspended between wires like stained glass) to SLM 
metal frames (Association of Contemporary Jewellery 
2020); Arthur Hash (2021) who laser etches enamelled 
surfaces, a process which vaporises the targeted silica 
at around 1100oC, and Jessica Turrell (2010) who 
enamelled 3D printed and electroformed structures 
using industrial enamels to explore the interface 
between contemporary practice and traditional enamel 
techniques during their research. Stemming from 
ancient and more recent practices and research in this 
area, this research study explored the intersection 
between physics and craft for material processing 
opportunities. The intent was to explore the potential of 
the Fresnel lens from the perspective of a craftsperson 
to understand how this tool could heat and melt 
materials for both sustainability and aesthetic purposes. 
The research, conducted by the author, explored the 
technical parameters of ‘solar craft’ using a 40cm2 
Fresnel lens and includes a Sand Map of Scotland and 
an investigation into ‘solar enamelling’: a technique not 
previously evidenced as an ancient craft. This article 
details the practice-based investigation of introducing 
solar concentrating technology for craft practices and 
suggests the future potential and significance of this 
activity and its potential contribution to sustainable 
development. The use of both first and third person 
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have been utilised through this article: first person to 
convey the authors personal experience and 
observations during the research and third person to 
voice more objective, technical information and to 
contextualise the study within the craft field more 
broadly. All outdoor experiments were conducted in the 
UK following a Safe Operating Procedure to safely 
transport and use the Fresnel lens to reduce personal 
and environmental risks. 
 

HOLDING SUNLIGHT 

I do not often think about my physical interaction with 
sunlight: I know my body needs sunlight to produce 
essential vitamins and will experience sunburn if 
exposed to solar radiation for too long. Yet it was 
bizarre to experience holding a lightweight, 40cm2 
acrylic lens, which if positioned perpendicular to the 
Sun can concentrate sunlight to an incredibly bright 
focus of approximately 4mm and reach temperatures in 
excess of 1200oC in the UK, as seen in Figure 2. As a 
silversmith, I have been conditioned to wield powerful 
tools and equipment, yet this solar craft practice felt 
distinctively different because it connected my hands to 
the Sun, positioned about 151.58 million km away and 
the high temperatures achieved with a relatively small 
lens highlighted the power of the distant light source 
transforming my target material. This immediacy of 
impact and utilisation of the Sun’s rays that usually go 
unnoticed became an accessible and affordable heat 
source through the adoption of a lens. I had 
investigated other physics equipment for craft practices 
such as physical vapor deposition (depositing thin 
layers of metal to a surface in a vacuum) and tempering 

metal surfaces using a laser for decorative purposes, yet 
in my opinion neither had the mass-appeal or 
accessibility to the craftsperson like the Fresnel lens 
did: who can choose how they engage with the tool.  
 

 
Figure 2: Karen Westland, Solar Enamelling copper tube on beach, 
2019. Still from video. 
 
The lens can be used in different ways: it can be hand-
held, mounted in a tilting frame (an artist’s easel 
works) or can be digitised to track the sun on a tripod; 
the divergent light exiting the Fresnel lens ranges in 
temperature allowing some control of where materials 
are positioned to alter their material state. The first 
stage in this research study explored solar craft through 
heating different materials to document the Fresnel lens 
parameters which included the creation of a Sand Map 
of Scotland based on Kayser’s work with attention to 
the craftsperson’s connection with material and place in 
the process. These initial tests were created holding the 
Fresnel lens by hand and bringing the focus down onto 
the material bed. Heating various materials including 
bullseye glass, silver and fabrics using the Fresnel lens 
enabled the documentation of thermal parameters to 
learn how materials reacted to the directional heat 
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source as seen in Figure 3. The glass frit fused 
effectively, samples needed turned over if the underside 
was also to be fused and did not break when cooling in 
outdoor ambient conditions. Flammable materials such 
as wood and fabrics were singed in a controlled manner 
as it was possible to introduce the focus to the desired 
area, then lifting away when the desired effect was 
achieved. Small metal samples such as fine silver wire 
were partially melted yet larger surfaces did not 
experience change, likely due to the thermal 
conductivity of the metal, spreading the heat absorbed 
across the entire material, preventing the metal from 
reaching melting point. It was also possible to sinter 
sand into glass in Scottish light intensities which 
indicated that materials with a melting point under 
1200oC would experience some thermally induced 
change. Care had to be taken not to bond materials onto 
the material bed (usually a refractive brick) even with 
kiln paper placed underneath to prevent adhesion, 
which indicated the focus of the Fresnel lens was more 
intense than the temperatures required for many of the 
materials tested. Building from Kayser’s solar sinter 
research, glass was made with sands from various 
locations on the Scottish coastline to understand the 
geological and geographical characteristics of each 
sand sample. Sand was chosen to investigate if where 
the material was collected from influenced the glass 
material outcome. Sand samples were collected from 
12 coastal locations in Scotland and each dry sample 
was exposed to the focus of the 40cm2 Fresnel lens for 
5 minutes for comparative analysis. The sand and glass 
samples in Figure 4 demonstrate the diverse range of 
aggregates collected and glasses created. Sand is 
defined as soil particles between 0.05mm and 2mm in 
diameter and is 85% sand and no more than 10% clay 

 
Figure 3: Karen Westland, Solar Craft Sample Testing, June & July 
2018. Glass, silver, wood and fabric.   
 
(Glinski 2011)(Agriculture Canada 1976), which 
suggests great variation is possible depending on local 
rock and soil types. The Egyptian desert sand from 
Kayser’s work appeared a consistent shade of white in 
glass form whereas every sample in this study featured 
some colour variation, which likely relates to 
Scotland’s diverse geological landscape as depicted in 
Figure 5. The samples from St. Andrews appeared to 
have a chalky content in the sand which was ‘left 
behind’ in the fusing process and it was clear that sands 
such as Shetland fused rather effectively whilst the 
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sand from Crail proved more difficult. This research 
introduces the notion of solar sintered sand objects 
holding a sense of place due to the sand being unique to 
the collection site and the sunlight intensities relative to 
the geographic and atmospheric location. Moreover, the 
map emphasises how natural resources in our local 
environment can be reconsidered with the view of 
developing fabrication methods that can contribute to 
sustainable development. The narrative has also been 
explored in the anthropological project To See a World 
in a Grain of Sand by Atelier NL (2022), which has to 
date melted sand from 809 locations globally into 
unique glass samples (using a kiln) to reveal the diverse 
colours and textures of the world.  
I believe this connection between materiality, locality 
and sustainability will appeal to craftspeople wishing to 
pursue processes connected to the natural environment.  
 
‘Sustainability’ in this context is referring to the clean 
energy source used to process the raw material and an 
indication of the local materials used. It does not 
however refer to the nature by which the raw material 
is acquired: which requires consent from whomever 
owns/is responsible for the local materials/land of 
choice, and using them in consideration to social, 
environmental and economic impacts. The sand 
samples collected in this research represent an exact 
place in time: as beach nourishment may be occurring 
at some of these locations due to coastal erosion, 
documenting the ever-changing Scottish coastline. As 
seen in the ancient craft techniques and unlike the 
works of Kayser and Atelier NL, the creation of the 
Sand Map of Scotland was a collaboration between the 
geologically unique material samples, the local 
atmosphere and winds, the Sun slowly rotating in the 

sky and the craftsperson carefully positioning the 
material and lens at the correct angles to optimise the 
light intensities concentrated through the lens to alter 
the target.  
The samples altered through heat in this research study 
were co-created by nature and myself as the 
craftsperson: I felt directly engaged with my local 
environment and natural resources in a similar way to 
our ancient ancestors, despite the distance in time and 
technology. 
 

 
Figure 5: Geological Map of Scotland: superimposed locations of 
sand collection marked A-L correspond to Figure 4. Original map 
licensed by National Library of Scotland 
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Figure 4: Karen Westland, Sand Map of Scotland, Sand and sand glass (ruler dimensions in millimetres). Letters A-L correspond to the 

geographical locations indicated in Figure 5. Samples were exposed to Sun in Dundee for 5 minutes on the 25th April 2019 from 11:20am onward. 
Some stratus clouds were present. 
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SOLAR ENAMELLING 

A potential hypothesis emerged after seeing the 
findings from the first experimental phase of the 
study: specifically, that solar concentration using the 
40cm2 Fresnel lens would be a sufficient heat source 
to ‘solar enamel’. To test this, a series of samples 
were prepared indoors and transferred outside to 
enamel outdoors, each test building on the previous 
results. The solar enamel process deviates from kiln 
firing samples due to the directional nature of the heat 
source which may offer unique opportunities to raise 
the temperature of samples from different angles or to 
target local areas. The first enamel tests experimented 
with opaque and transparent enamels ground down 
from lump then wet-packed onto fine silver and 
copper substrates to understand how both the enamels 
and substrates would react in the directional heat. 
Samples were placed on a wire mesh tray - commonly 
used in traditional kiln enamelling – and the heat of 
the lens was introduced down onto one sample at a 
time. Image 1 in Figure 6 is a photograph of the 
successfully enamelled samples on both copper and 
silver substrates. It must be noted that the opaque 
cobalt blue (top right in image 1) was the most 
successful to bond to the substrates, yet the enamel 
partially changed from opaque to transparent in the 
process. The directional heat source caused the 
enamel to ‘ball-up’ with the heat, revealing the 
substrate before the metal then reached enamel 
temperatures where the enamel then sunk back down 
and bonded to the substrate. This can be seen with the 
opaque yellow (top left in image 1) samples which 
experienced difficulty in bonding the enamel and  

Figure 6: Karen Westland, Solar Enamel Samples, 2018-20. 
Enamel, copper, silver. (All samples photographed on a cm grid 
background for scale.) Samples were enamelled in UK 
summertime.  
 
substrate due to this behaviour and oxides building on 
the substrate surface while exposed to the sunlight, 
preventing the enamel from bonding to these areas 
once enamelling temperatures were met. The copper 
substrate samples appear to have enamelled all the 
colours more successfully than the fine silver 
substrate samples. The opaque black and transparent 
green did not appear to experience any significant 
changes. The overall aesthetic effect of these samples, 
particularly the larger mixed enamel samples were 
painterly: like the application of thick oil paint which 
may be of interest to enamellers interested in texture. 
The enamels were applied too thickly on the samples 
in this test and this was avoided in future experiments. 
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Secondly, copper disks ranging from 6mm to 16mm 
with the opaque blue enamel from step one were solar 
enamelled to gauge what scale the lens could heat to 
enamelling temperatures before thermal conductivity 
began to negatively affect the samples. The results 
indicated that the smallest samples enamelled most 
effectively and the samples over 10mm diameter 
experienced difficulty in reaching enamelling 
temperatures with the given lens and light levels in 
Scotland, see image 2 in Figure 6. Here it is clearer to 
see the blue enamel partially losing its opacity 
through the process. Again, there were issues around 
where the focus of the lens was directed to on the 
sample: the enamel migrated away from and did not 
want to bond to those areas. Thirdly, a series of 8mm 
samples on fine silver substrate trialled the colour 
spectrum in vitreous enamels. The experimental set-
up was changed for these tests as they were conducted 
inside a greenhouse to prevent the interference of 
wind on the wet-packed then dried enamel. The 
Fresnel lens was mounted in a tilting frame to allow 
each sample to be held in tweezers and the underside 
of each sample was introduced to the focus with the 
intent to prevent the lens focus from creating an 
oxidised area on the substrate surface where the 
enamel could no longer bond, leading to an even 
enamel layer across the sample. This strategy was 
very effective overall with a small chance that the 
dried enamel would detach from the substrate whilst 
being held at a downward angle when the substrate 
was absorbing the solar heat. Image 3 in Figure 6 
shows the enamelled samples with even coverage yet 
there were some issues with cracking, and holes in the 
enamel, possibly caused by bubbling from the 
substrate absorbing the heat. There is also some 

blackening of the red and brown enamels, likely due 
to over-firing. In the process of enamelling in this set-
up, there are issues with visibility: the user must 
blindly judge when the sample has enamelled. This is 
different to timing samples in a kiln which is set to a 
consistent even heat, as the intensity of the sun and 
the position of the sample in or near the focus is 
constantly changing leading to greater uncertainty. 
These results do however demonstrate the ability to 
solar enamel a range of enamel colours with 
reasonable success by directing the Sun’s rays to the 
underside of the substrate to protect the enamel 
surface. It is likely with practice; this process could be 
refined further to achieve the consistent results 
desired. After the enamel tests on flat surfaces, 
industrial enamel was tested on copper tube because it 
is more wind-resistant and easier to apply to three 
dimensional forms than vitreous enamels. The tube 
shape was altered by punching the ends into conical 
forms using basic tools and bending lengths of tube 
over curved surfaces by hand. This phase of research 
was designed to explore what was possible with little 
tools available and minimal enamel skills to allow the 
solar enamel practice to be easily replicated by others 
and particularly relevant for use in communities with 
‘solar ovens’ but no specialist craft equipment. The 
tube samples were then threaded onto the wires of an 
upturned wire mesh rack or through a length of 
binding wire: allowing extra wire either side to hold 
by hand safely outside of the lens focus. Images 4-6 in 
Figure 6 depict the results of solar enamelling 
industrial opaque black and blue enamel onto the 
millimetre-scale copper tubes. There were issues with 
the enamel migrating away from the focal point of the 
concentrated light, particularly on the curved samples  
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where there was nowhere to target that was not 
covered in enamel, unlike the tapered samples where 
it was possible to aim the heat internally. The opaque 
blue enamel appeared to go semi-transparent if heated 
for too long which created an appealing effect 
revealing the copper colour underneath, though 
inconsistent. Some of the larger samples had 
difficulty in reaching enamelling temperatures but 
overall, the industrial enamels bonded to the copper 
substrate more consistently than the vitreous enamels 
to both the copper and fine silver substrates. 
 

 
Figure 7: Karen Westland, Brooch with enamelled details, 2020. 
Fine silver, vitreous enamel. 7x7x1.5cm. 

Lastly, some test samples were created to demonstrate 
how the solar enamelling process might be utilised in 
future work. Small components may be solar 
enamelled before being integrated into larger 
jewellery items such as the brooch in Figure 7 where 
the solar enamelled hexagons are riveted to a 
parabolic silver form and will rotate as the wearer 
moves. The solar enamelled copper tube can be strung 
together like beads and combined with glass beads or 
decorative metal elements to add interest as seen in 
Figure 8. Overall, these experiments demonstrate that 
solar enamelling is possible and whilst there are 
environmental and technical challenges, the process 
creates unusual effects in the enamel, specifically 
altering the opacity, which offers new possibilities not 
presented by traditional kiln firing.  
 

 
Figure 8: Karen Westland, Enamelled bead samples, 2019. 
Industrial enamelled copper, glass beads, brass and thread.
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DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 

The aims of this experimental research were to 
investigate accessible scientific apparatus with the 
potential to aid craft practitioners interested in 
sustainability. The study outlined above has established 
that solar concentration can process materials in ways 
that potentially can contribute to sustainable 
development. A Fresnel lens at 40cm2 was proven to be 
an accessible and affordable tool to heat and melt 
materials reaching temperatures over 1200oC using 
natural sunlight as the energy source. Building on the 
literature, this solar craft process was proven to melt 
sand, a variety of glass, metals and burn wood and 
fabric in a controlled manner. The outcomes of this 
project connect the lens user to a low-tech craft practice 
which decreases control, compared to a digitised 
operation, but increases the level of human intuition 
and connection with the process. The results from this 
research reintroduce ancient craft methods and build on 
the techniques discussed and developed in the works of 
Kayser (2018) and Jordan (2014), yet solar enamelling 
on metal is something not seen before, presenting a 
new area of practice to expand upon. It must be noted 
that solar enamelling is not likely to replace reliable 
kiln enamelling: history has already validated this. 
However, in the sunniest locations on the planet where 
solar ovens are already used, this practice could be 
adopted and automated; solar processing technologies 
could also be integrated into solar farms to process 
materials. Moreover, whilst this research explored solar 
craft in outdoor and greenhouse conditions in Scotland, 
it is also possible to create a safe indoor workspace 
designed for solar craft practices in a location with 
consistent, high intensity sunlight, such as Portugal: 

where there is an indoor solar laser lab, to increase the 
reliability of this craft method.  
 
It may be possible to develop a solar kiln or crucible, 
similar to the oven developed at Nottingham-Trent 
University (2019) to concentrate and retain higher 
temperatures for material processing purposes. An 
extensive review of current optics, solar concentration 
designs and solar-powered technologies would be 
required to engineer material processing technologies 
suited to the desired outcome. This study melted 
materials between 600oC and 1200oC which suggests 
that it may be easier to alter materials at lower melting 
points. Developing environmentally safe methods to 
recycle materials like aluminium and plastics through 
solar concentration may offer alternatives to a 
discipline which would benefit from innovative 
solutions that contribute to sustainable development. 
Further investigation into scientific apparatus in 
physics may reveal more areas which craftspeople can 
benefit from for developing innovative craft practices 
or can highlight the relevance of specific technologies 
outside their common use. Future research into this area 
from a craft perspective may act as a catalyst for 
innovation, diverse thinking and making connections 
between technologies and applications. 
 
The experiments conducted in this study experienced 
varied results due to the changing Scottish weather 
conditions and the level of control the user had over the 
process and design choices of samples. The 
inconsistent light levels prevented understanding 
whether differences in outcome were due to the 
craftsperson’s skill or environmental conditions. 
Experiments adopted cause-and-effect methods to 
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respond to the process with limited scientific 
characterisation i.e., reliable evidence derived from 
quantifiable measurements. Future research may 
include characterising the process to better understand 
the relationship between ambient light intensities and 
the temperatures achieved through solar concentration, 
which would inform exactly what materials can be 
altered in which geographic locations or ambient light 
intensities. The Fresnel lens enables craftspeople to 
incorporate sand glass into their work, as enamelling 
kiln temperatures tend not to exceed 1100oC, making 
this a useful tool if heating materials at high 
temperatures is required on a small scale. The Sand 
Map of Scotland highlighted the beauty and usefulness 
of local materials and the narratives that form between 
material, place and maker/end user. Expanding this 
material research to trial using solar concentration to 
fire locally-sourced clays, preserving wood with ‘shou 
sugi ban’, a Japanese technique which charrs wood 
surfaces with fire, and exploring solar lampwork may 
hold craft potential. From observations made during the 
solar enamelling stage, the process has the ability to 
deliberately melt different layers and types of enamels 
together in interesting ways due to the local application 
of heat which can impact the ‘flow’ of enamel. 
Exploring the transition from opaque to transparent, 
and creating different textures through firing enamels to 
wet sugar, orange peel or full gloss on a single surface 
could challenge the traditional enamel aesthetic and 
generally standardised process. Working with the 
migration of enamel to ones’ advantage may also 
stimulate serendipitous and creative work, using the 
process’s unpredictable characteristics. Investigating 
other heating methods; using the lens to prevent the 
directional nature of the solar heat source which 

impacts the solar enamel reliability may prove useful. 
For example, creating a solar ‘hot plate’ for the plate to 
consistently remain in the lens focus at a relatively 
consistent temperature, where flat enamel samples can 
be placed on the plate for the heat to transfer into the 
samples in an even manner, enabling small batch 
production. This causes the heat to reach the metal 
substrate first, yet the samples are facing upward so the 
enamel will melt down and vitrify onto the substrate 
without risk of the enamel dropping off and oxides 
forming as significantly. This strategy may require a 
considerably larger Fresnel lens concentration area to 
gain enough heat. Three-dimensional enamel samples 
could be designed with tabs to direct the lens focus to 
transfer the heat to local areas where enamel is present 
and the tabs could be later removed if desired. The 
plique-a-jour technique may lend itself toward this 
approach as the metal frame could be used to focus the 
light on to then transfer the heat into the surrounding 
enamel 'window' areas. 
 
To conclude, this research will likely appeal to a 
variety of audiences and whilst this phase has taken a 
playful, ‘trial and error’ craft approach to the 
technology, with scientific thinking adopted but little 
scientific characterisation recorded of the process; the 
results are hoped to capture the imagination of 
craftspeople interested in sustainable development, 
such as recycling materials using this clean energy 
source, in addition to practitioners keen to explore a 
low energy enamelling process as an alternative to 
traditional kiln enamelling. This study demonstrates a 
key benefit of interdisciplinary collaboration; utilising 
scientific tools for craft practice. Furthermore, this 
paper notes a trend where scientific technologies such 
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as laser processing are changing the identity of craft 
practice and the shift toward interdisciplinary and 
transdisciplinary collaboration to tackle the complex 
problems faced by society and the opportunities for 
innovation that are yet to be identified between the 
physics and craft disciplines specifically. This study 
has also successfully outlined a variety of ways that this 
approach can contribute to sustainable development 
through experimentation with optics in a craft context 
which offers scientists a new perspective for possible 
technological applications and provided craftspeople 
with a tool to thermally transmute materials. The 
findings from this study and literature studied advocate 
for research and practice beyond disciplinary 
boundaries, to form an alliance between applied 
physics and craft practice to advance technologies to 
benefit wider society.  
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A.4 Exhibition Details: The Glasgow Art Club

Here are photographs of the ’Karen Westland: Narratives Worth Celebrating’
exhibition in The Glasgow Art Club, Glasgow as part of their COP26 events
focusing on climate change and sustainability, including ’Art of the Possible’
and ‘In-Process’ exhibitions.

FIGURE A.3: View of display with doctoral research inside
flatbed cabinet.
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FIGURE A.4: View of three flatbed cases in exhibition and display
board. There was also an upright display cabinet to the left in this

room which was included in the display.

FIGURE A.5: Close-up view of the samples included in the
display: including solar sintered and enamelled samples and

CPCs with laser predictions.

A.5 Exhibition Details: The Matthew Gallery

Here are photographs of the ’Solar Concentration in Physics and Craft’
exhibition in the Matthew Gallery, DJCAD. A video walk-through of the
exhibition is available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSf8IU1RPeg&
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t=28s&ab_channel=KarenWestland

FIGURE A.6: Exhibition: View from outside gallery.
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FIGURE A.7: Exhibition: View across gallery space

FIGURE A.8: Exhibition: Alternate view across gallery space.
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FIGURE A.9: Exhibition: View across plinths at projected film.
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FIGURE A.10: Exhibition: View into cabinet of silver and physics
instrumentation.
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FIGURE A.11: Exhibition: View of CPC samples and tooling

FIGURE A.12: Exhibition: View of various solar craft samples.
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FIGURE A.13: Exhibition: View of solar enamel samples.

FIGURE A.14: Exhibition: View of experimental parabolic
samples and glass samples.
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FIGURE A.15: Exhibition: View of refined CPC samples and
silver outcome development.
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Appendix B

Ethics Approval, Participation
Consent Information & Data
Analysis Tables

B.1 Focus Groups and Unstructured Interviews

• Focus Groups: Conducted between 13th, 14th, 18th & 19th Nov 2019
Ethics Approval Code: DJCAD−SDAD−19−RPG0165

• Unstructured Interviews: Conducted between dates 2020 & 2021
Ethics Approval Code: UOD−SSERECEng−RPG−2020−006

B.2 Participation Information

• Remote Solar Enamel Workshop: Conducted between 2020 & 2021
Ethics Approval Code: UOD−SSEREC−Eng−RPG−2020−008
Risk Assessment Approval: SSE−RA−0010
Sand collection instructions and Safe Operating Procedure
documentation are below.
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FIGURE B.1: Sand Collection Instruction Method
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SOLAR ENAMELING:

SAFE OPERATING 
PROCEDURES

COMPLETED BY:  KAREN WESTLAND 

DATE COMPLETED:   03/06/2020

SOP

Solar 

Enameling 

Workshop

DATE 03/06/20General Safety Awareness

Please read and follow the steps enclosed to ensure safe 
practice. The Fresnel lens can concentrate light to 
temperatures exceeding 1200ºC- it is therefore crucial to 
adhere to the following safe operating procedures. Ensure 
your keep hands, face etc away from high risk zones.

Store Fresnel lens in cover at all times when not in use. 
Keep away from strong light sources. This will reduce risk 
of fire. 

AUTHOR K. Westland IF IN DOUBT – ASK!!! 1ISSUE 1
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SOP

Solar 

Enameling 

Workshop

DATE 03/06/20Identify & plan safe work space

Identify/create a suitable outdoor space to conduct 
work. A non-flammable work area such as a patio or 
gravel area is recommended. This will ensure if you drop 
samples or move the lens for any reason that the fire risk 
is minimised.

Plan your activities and notify others in your 
household/vicinity to raise awareness of the potential 
risks (refer to RA form). Ensure dogs/cats are kept out of 
work area to reduce risk of disturbance.

AUTHOR K. Westland IF IN DOUBT – ASK!!! 2ISSUE 1

SOP

Solar 

Enameling 

Workshop

DATE 03/06/20Organise & Transport Equipment Outdoors

Organise your equipment. Take everything you need 
outdoors except the Fresnel lens. Safety goggles, fire 
safety equipment, UV protection and water to stay 
hydrated are all advised. Set-up safe work area ready 
for the Fresnel lens.

Transport lens outdoors in opaque cover. Hold the lens 
perpendicular to the Sun then walk between the Sun 
and lens to shadow the lens. This ensures sunlight does 
not reach the lens and you are not in the lens focus. The 
lens is safest when no light can reach it. 

AUTHOR K. Westland IF IN DOUBT – ASK!!! 3ISSUE 1
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SOP

Solar 

Enameling 

Workshop

DATE 03/06/20Preparing Fresnel lens for use 

Wear your Safety Goggles. You may wish to combine 
sunglasses with the safety goggles to reduce brightness 
further. These goggles are ACE 202 that offer sodium 
flare and ultraviolet protection. (These are normally used 
in lampworking)

Expose the Fresnel to the Sun: stand to the side of the 
lens which is now parallel to the Sun and remove from 
cover. Mount in holder (such as a drawing easel) or hold 
by hand using the frame at a safe distance 
approximately 30cm away from other objects.

AUTHOR K. Westland IF IN DOUBT – ASK!!! 4ISSUE 1

SOP

Solar 

Enameling 

Workshop

DATE 03/06/20How to stop & finding the lens focus

If you need to stop: cover the Fresnel lens by sliding it 
back into its cover – staying between the lens and Sun 
at all times. It is also possible to temporarily rest the lens 
in full shade against a non flammable surface so the lens 
is unable to concentrate sunlight. 

Find the Fresnel lens focus by slowly approaching a large 
non-flammable object such as a refractory brick. Move 
and angle the lens till you achieve a round shaped area 
of focused sunlight. Once you have achieved this, move 
closer till you find the focus, approximately 6mm in size.

AUTHOR K. Westland IF IN DOUBT – ASK!!! 5ISSUE 1
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SOP

Solar 

Enameling 

Workshop

DATE 03/06/20Further testing & Eye Safety

Familiarise yourself with where the lens focus is to ensure 
you safely approach your samples so as to efficiently 
heat as desired. You may wish to have practice samples 
of little importance to further help with this. Use props to 
help distance yourself from the focus: tweezers, trays etc.

Eye protection: ensure you are not staring into the 
reflected light for extended periods as this can lead to 
after imaging in your vision. Karen normally works for a 
maximum of 4 hours a day with breaks every hour. 
Ensure you do what feels safe for your own health. 

AUTHOR K. Westland IF IN DOUBT – ASK!!! 6ISSUE 1

SOP

Solar 

Enameling 

Workshop

DATE 03/06/20Approach With Care & Consider Possible Risks

Carefully heat and melt your samples whilst maintaining 
an awareness of your surroundings. Start with a simple set 
-up to develop good practice before venturing into 
more complex tests. Ensure you are in control and are 
acutely aware of where the lens is generating heat.

Consider the ‘what if’s’ Plan what you will do if you drop 
samples, if something were to ignite etc. Ensure you are 
wearing appropriate clothing, that you do not move 
into the lens focus and your fire protection is to hand. 
Take appropriate measures to minimise risk.

AUTHOR K. Westland IF IN DOUBT – ASK!!! 7ISSUE 1
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SOP

Solar 

Enameling 

Workshop

DATE 03/06/20Finish & de-brief

Stay vigilant: remain aware of the risks involved in using 
a Fresnel lens. Do not leave the lens unattended while 
outdoors. 

AUTHOR K. Westland IF IN DOUBT – ASK!!! 8ISSUE 1

When you are finished: cover the Fresnel lens by sliding it 
back into its cover – staying between the lens and Sun 
at all times. Once the Fresnel lens has been covered and 
transported to a safe indoor location, it is possible to tidy 
away everything else to finish. 

DISCLAIMER

Participants are fully responsible for their own safe operating procedures. This is a guide and participants 
should not do anything they are uncomfortable with. Karen Westland nor The University of Dundee are liable 
for any injury or harm caused in any manner as a result of this activity. By sighing the consent form to 

participate in the Remote Solar Enameling Workshop you agree to these terms. 

The Risk Assessment and Safe Operating Procedure has been approved by the School of Science and 
Engineering for the activity outlined. 

If in doubt- Ask. Contact Karen Westland by mobile: 07794718228, or by email: K.Westland@Dundee.ac.uk
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B.3 Data Analysis Tables

The data analysis tables in section B.3.1 relate to Section 4.4.1 in this thesis,
and tables in section B.3.2 relate to Section 4.4.2 in this thesis. Furthermore,
the data from these tables was created from the following dataset: DOI:
10.15132/10000171

B.3.1 Focus Groups

TABLE B.1: Focus Group Demographic

Start of Table B.2

Discipline Age Gender Background
Collaborative
Experience

DJCAD
Academic

50s Female
Career
Academic

Sciences,
Anthropology

DJCAD
Academic

40s Female

Career
Academic,
practice-led
research

yes

DJCAD
Academic

- - - -

DJCAD
Technician

50s Male
Career
Technician

Work with
and support
students doing
interdisciplinary
design

DJCAD
Technician

50s Male 3D making
Design, Fine Art,
Music

SSE Academic 60s Male

Career
Academic
with industry
experience

Various
collaborations with
architects, engineers,
designers and other
cross-disciplinary
projects
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Continuation of Table B.1

Discipline Age Gender Background
Experience of
Collaboration

SSE Academic 30s Male
Career
Academic

Collaboration with
industry and
interdisciplinary
work within
academia

SSE Technician 60s Male

Skilled
engineering
technician
40+ years

Works with various
disciplines

SSE Technician 50s Male
Career
Technician

None

Interdisciplinary 50s Male
Science &
Engineering

Overseeing projects
across SSE

Interdisciplinary 30s Male
Specialist
Advisor

Works across
research community
at UoD

End of Table B.1

TABLE B.2: Occurrence of Themes through Meaningful Units

Start of Table B.2

Category Frequency
Instances
(I)

Meaningful
Units
(MUs)

1. Purpose 81
1a Outlook 4 19

1b Expertise 4 37

1c Intent/Outcome 4 25

2. Approach 92
2a Level of Involvement 4 68

2b Methods & Characterization 4 17

2c Approach Outcomes 4 7

3. Influence 75
3a Output Expectations 4 10
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Continuation of Table B.2

Category Frequency
Instances
(I)

Meaningful
Units
(MUs)

3b Motivations 4 19

3c Limitations 4 46

End of Table B.2

TABLE B.3: Paraphrasing Meaningful Units

Start of Table B.3

Paraphrased Statements from Focus Groups I MUs

1. Purpose 4 81
1a) Disciplinary thinking/doing has become separated over
time

1 1

1b) Choosing subjects in schools impacts how you perceive
disciplines and interdisciplinary value

1 3

1c) There is often a divide between academic and technical
knowledge and expertise, making it difficult to transform
ideas/designs into reality/physical objects. Collaboration
is an essential part to resolve this: e.g. architects working
with civil engineers

2 4

1d) Holistic practice (learning/thinking/doing) is key
to connecting different types of intelligence/disciplinary
learning

1 2

1e) Practices rise and fall in relation to societal demands:
e.g. current push for sustainable practice

1 3

1f) There is commonality between expertise and experience
across creative and scientific disciplines

3 8

1g) Craft and physics drive for innovation in spite of
fundamental physical limitations

2 4

1h) Interdisciplinary collaboration is essential to solving
complex problems

3 3

1i) Everyone has value to add in an interdisciplinary
context

2 3

1j) You need to bring something to the table; you are only
as good as your skill-set

2 4
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Continuation of Table B.3

Paraphrased Statements from Focus Groups I MUs

1k) Developing a diverse network and/or skill-set expands
interdisciplinary opportunities

2 5

1l) We need to choose whether to emulate a ’polymath’
through developing relevant skills or to build a specialist
team in an interdisciplinary context

2 4

1m) There are different types of interdisciplinary
engagement, framed by the ’intent’: 1, bringing different
experts together to solve a specific problem and 2, to bring
different experts together to see what happens.

2 6

1n) The ’leader’ of the project needs to set the ’rules of
engagement’ or brief: what, how and why.

2 4

1o) Interdisciplinary collaboration can be uncomfortable at
first

1 1

1p) Some level of freedom is needed to enable
experimentation and innovation

1 1

1q) Interdisciplinary working demands people who want
to work in this area despite barriers and challenges to
understand things differently

3 7

1r) People who can capture someone’s imagination and
spark enthusiasm for something accessible to others is
beneficial

1 2

1s) Building empathy allows people to see potential
in other disciplines and in other people (beyond
perceptions/stereotypes)

2 4

1t) Bridging the abstract gap: building a common language,
understanding the use of certain methods and challenging
assumed collaborator knowledge is useful for developing
empathy

3 7

1u) Retaining an objective view for your ’role’ in an
interdisciplinary project informs a deliberate set of methods

1 1

1v) Interdisciplinary collaborations rely on teamwork,
building respect, empathy and inclusion which takes time

3 4

End of Table B.3
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TABLE B.4: Paraphrasing Meaningful Units

Start of Table B.4

Paraphrased Statements from Focus Groups I MUs

2. Approach 4 92
2a) Collaborations come down to people not disciplines 1 2

2b) Difficult to define who will make a ’good’ team or
collaboration

1 1

2c) Interpersonal differences can disrupt a collaboration 2 3

2d) Pressures exist for people to engage or not engage in
interdisciplinary collaboration

2 4

2e) Collaborative projects need to be different and
interesting to support engagement

2 2

2f) Interdisciplinary practice is about developing new
methods or making connections that suit the desired
outcome

3 11

2g) Through collaboration you learn more about your own
discipline

1 1

2h) The ’leader’ of the project needs to set the ’rules of
engagement’ or brief: the what, how and why.

3 7

2i) Taking time to welcome and integrate collaborators into
a disciplinary space and set the collaborative tone is an
important step in the collaborative process

3 6

2j) Recognition of collaborator ’value’ and deliberate
inclusion/respect is key between collaborators

2 3

2k) Collaborators benefit from seeing the entire project:
start to finish

3 8

2l) Talking with people outside your expertise forces you
to distil essential knowledge down and speak in a common
language

3 6

2m) Adopting drawing and visual modes of
communication help develop a shared vision

2 6

2n) Collaborators work with intuition and assumptions
about the project

1 1

2o) Reaffirming the parameters of the brief/collaboration
and how to engage with each other are important to keep
interactions relevant

1 1
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Continuation of Table B.4

Paraphrased Statements from Focus Groups I MUs

2p) Specialisms within disciplinary thinking/doing have
become more separate in recent years

2 2

2q) Separate values associated with different types of
intelligence is problematic

1 2

2r) There is often a divide between academic and technical
knowledge and expertise, making it difficult to transform
ideas/designs into reality/physical objects, or share ideas
between people for a shared ’vision’

4 19

2s) Barriers to access other disciplines exist:
jargon, psychologically, and institutionally, lack of
motivation/incentive

3 6

2t) Difficult to measure impact on those who do not engage
in interdisciplinary collaboration

1 1

End of Table B.4

TABLE B.5: Paraphrasing Meaningful Units

Start of Table B.5

Paraphrased Statements from Focus Groups I MUs

3. Influence 4 75
3a) Undergraduate courses are not long enough to gain
mastery over any discipline

1 1

3b) Universities are disciplinary hubs, ideal for
interdisciplinary collaboration

1 1

3c) There have been opportunities to develop or engage in
interdisciplinary practice with no ’follow through’

3 5

3d) We have lost the ’polymath’ and connected intelligence
practice

2 3

3e) Societal ’waste culture’ impacts human thinking,
creativity, and ability to make modifications; key to
innovation

1 1

3f) Difficult to measure the impact of interdisciplinary
collaboration, particularly with those reluctant to engage

1 3
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Continuation of Table B.5

Paraphrased Statements from Focus Groups I MUs

3g) Monitoring our activities and assigning
credit/ownership can create a very difficult environment
to build organic collaborations, experimental practices and
trust

3 3

3h) Intellectual property can negatively impact public
engagement or open-source activities between disciplines
and audiences

2 3

3i) Access barriers exist 2 6

3j) You need funding to do anything, which requires stating
fixed outcomes which is limiting, and usually not based on
human connection

2 6

3k) Time, resource, network and money
pressures/restraints do not support interdisciplinary
activity which is ’superfluous’ to their core offering

2 5

3l) Having restricted money/time/technological restraints
allow for a focused brief and collaborative activity

2 3

3m) Difficult to define who will make a ’good’ team or
collaboration

1 1

3n) Working with people you get on with, irrespective of
background is key

4 6

3o) Choosing to engage in interdisciplinary collaboration is
based on fun, interesting and varied qualities of the work

3 10

3p) It helps to feel part of the team through shared vision,
language, space and trust

2 6

3q) Being vulnerable is part of the interdisciplinary
collaborative process

1 1

3r) Perceptions of other disciplines and people influence
this space

2 4

3s) English and technical, acronym language barriers make
collaboration challenging

1 3

3t) Maintaining hands-on expertise is challenging as
workload changes

1 1

3u) Stigma connected to ’failure’ problematic 1 1

3v) Public engagement through displays or demonstrations
are a key way to communicate what you are trying to do

2 2

End of Table B.5
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B.3.2 Unstructured Interviews

TABLE B.6: Narratives gathered through meetings.

Start of Table B.6

Narratives Gathered about Interdisciplinary Collaboration

a) Be clear in what your interdisciplinary collaboration is enabling:
communicate the value of this approach in laymen’s terms. What is the
benefit: is it profitable, provide an edge over current methods or solve a
problem?

b) Find people/organisations who see the value of creatives’ contribution
and creatives who understand their role in meeting the aims of the project,
not their personal aims.

c) Collaboration relies on networking to enable access to prospective
stakeholders, public buy-in through effective application communication
to conduct government/public funded research and the credibility of
collaborators.

d) Interdisciplinary collaboration often requires a tenacious ‘creative’ who
can hold their own in meetings, work in an often-masculine scientific
environment, manage disciplinary method expectations, and can identify
the place where communication breaks down if/when it does.

e) There is a correlation between how attached someone is to their idea and
their openness to change: the more attached someone is to their idea, the
less open to change and collaboration they are likely to be.

f) The leader establishes the boundaries with the people they engage with:
e.g. they must be skilled practitioners and able to work as part of a
team. They knit all the collaborators contributions together: working in
the moment with an awareness of reaching the long-term goal. They ask
questions to open up debate before steering away from dead ends. The
leader’s role is about enabling clients and colleagues through facilitating
opportunities for different groups of people to interact.

g) Companies are risk averse: they need to know they will either make a
profit or reduce expenditure through the activity.

h) High percentage of companies will only change their practices to meet
regulations with only a small percentage genuinely willing to improve
non-profitable aspects of their operations to innovate.
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Continuation of Table B.6

Narratives Gathered about Interdisciplinary Collaboration

i) Sometimes businesses, mainly SMEs, know they have a problem that
requires an interdisciplinary perspective but they don’t have the network,
expertise or finance to facilitate such an activity. Often start-ups fail due
to soft skill issues and lack of diverse skills within their team, no strong
relationships or routes to market.

j) Interdisciplinary collaboration is about managing complexity and it is
important to deal with the system: not the individual parts.

End of Table B.6

TABLE B.7: Occurrence of Themes through Meaningful Units

Start of Table B.7

Category Frequency
Instances
(I)

Meaningful
Units
(MUs)

1. Purpose 32
1a Outlook 5 12

1b Expertise 5 12

1c Intent/Outcome 5 8

2. Approach 31
2a Level of Involvement 6 16

2b Methods & Characterization 3 6

2c Approach Outcomes 6 9

3. Influence 34
3a Output Expectations 2 3

3b Motivations 6 14

3c Limitations 5 17

End of Table B.7

TABLE B.8: Paraphrasing Meaningful Units

Start of Table B.8

Paraphrased Statements from Unstructured Interviews I MUs

1. Purpose 6 32
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Continuation of Table B.8

Paraphrased Statements from Unstructured Interviews I MUs

1a) Complex problems are nuanced and require
interdisciplinary collaboration

2 4

1b) Business types: 1 Profit driven, 2 Innovation driven
(usually leads to profit). Your offering will not suit
everyone

2 2

1c) Soft skills are key for negotiating and developing a
common language with collaborators and stakeholders

3 4

1d) Need to show people why they need what you are
offering: define what their problem is and how you will
help tackle it

4 7

1e) People prefer to work with people who share honesty,
respect, trust and aligned values

2 4

1f) We require the growth mindset and systematic support
in place to create positive change for the benefit of the
collective, not the individual

2 4

1g) Participants bring a broad set of disciplinary and
soft skills to the collaborative table rather than a highly
specialised niche

2 5

1h) Physics is no longer a solitary occupation 2 2

End of Table B.8

TABLE B.9: Paraphrasing Meaningful Units

Start of Table B.9

Paraphrased Statements from Unstructured Interviews I MUs

2. Approach 6 31
2a) Those who collaborate often self-select 1 1

2b) Honesty, respect and trust key to organic, collaborative
working based on empathy

3 5

2c) Listening to client needs and communicating the
importance to resolve their ’problem’ in relation to time,
and being flexible in the solutions offered is key

2 6

2d) Language barriers can create discomfort to work across
disciplines. Useful to develop methods of communicating
effectively

3 4
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Continuation of Table B.9

Paraphrased Statements from Unstructured Interviews I MUs

2e) Teaching others is an effective way to learn about your
own area of expertise

1 1

2f) The brief and methods are co-created by the client and
participant: vision of how to move toward solutions. Some
people may be slow to buy-in or react to your proposal:
important to maintain others’ confidence in your ability.
Collaboration is about partnerships sharing experience, not
an individual making decisions.

4 6

2g) Collaboration offers insight into risks and challenges
how projects move toward their end goal

1 1

2h) The more time available offers more collaborative
opportunities rather than short term ’transactional’
interactions

2 2

2i) In a complex environment it is important to identify
problems and develop a strategy that suits not only the
problem, but the personalities and expertise involved in the
environment who influence the process.

2 4

2j) Funding and support to aid interdisciplinary
collaboration supports this activity in and between
academia and industry

1 1

End of Table B.9

TABLE B.10: Paraphrasing Meaningful Units

Start of Table B.10

Paraphrased Statements from Unstructured Interviews I MUs

3. Influence 6 34
3a) Interdisciplinary collaboration is an opportunity to
connect your expertise to something greater: e.g. a complex
system

1 1

3b) Participants motivated through a love for the problem,
a curiosity for the world and trying to solve the ’puzzle’ of
complex systems

3 4

3c) Collaborating with people you like, respect and trust
enables this type of work

3 4
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Continuation of Table B.10

Paraphrased Statements from Unstructured Interviews I MUs

3d) Participants choose to work with small to medium-scale
businesses as these tend to be more adaptable, innovative
and benefit from a broad selection of expertise and skills

2 2

3e) Collaborative opportunities are limited by your
network, knowledge available, priority to action, language
and time available

4 6

3f) Uncertainty in collaborative engagement: 1, where
are the boundaries? 2, timing-when is best? 3, is
the collaboration a choice or forced? 4, Does everyone
understand the value in the methods/process adopted?

5 5

3g) Divides between sectors, academia and industry and it
is difficult to communicate the value of qualitative data or
a non-formulaic approach

2 3

3h) The outcomes of interdisciplinary collaborations are
often difficult to measure quantitatively and qualitative
measurements rely on collaborator reflections, and usually
only one collaborator takes the credit.

2 3

3i) Government funding and policy is a significant driver
for change, but is limited by decision maker’s personal
interests

2 4

3j) Regulation auditors expect annual improvements, not
simply meeting the ’bare minimum’, important to drive
non-profit activities

1 1

3k) Change requires buy-in from all collaborators and
stakeholders

1 1

End of Table B.10
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Appendix C

Professional Development

C.1 Placements

• EPSRC Innovation Placement: Durham Precision Optics (2 days)

• EPSRC Innovation Placement: Helen Chalmers Lampwork (6 days)

• SUPA funded residency to Foundation OBRAS, Portugal (5 weeks)
Cancelled due to Covid-19 pandemic

C.2 Event Attendance

Conferences

• Chicago Responsible Jewelry Conference, virtual
12th-13th November 2021

• Society of North American Goldsmiths (SNAG) Conference:
Inspire/Aspire, virtual 24th-27th June 2021

• Environmental Association for Universities and Colleges (EAUC)
Conference: Climate2020, virtual 23rd & 24th June 2020

• Silversmithing & Engraving Symposium, Grantully, Scotland
29th July-2nd August 2019

• Renewal: Hammerclub Symposium, Dundee, Scotland
31st May-2nd June 2019

• RSE/JSPS Symposium: Organic Optoelectronics: Lighting Up the
Future, RSE Edinburgh 3rd May 2018
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Lectures

• KTN Lectures: Design to Manufacture Series 2020-2021

• Fair Luxury Open House, Impact on People & the Planet: Natural
Diamonds 27/11/20

• Leonardo Laser Talk, Cambridge University 01/10/20

• Ethical Metalsmiths Living Room Session: Ethics and Responsibility in
Jewelry: What is Ethical Jewelry? 25/09/20

• SEPA Discussion Seminar: Hope in Hell, 16/09/20

• IP for Researchers, virtual 02/04/20

• SUPA Careers Event, Dynamic Earth Edinburgh 14/01/20

• CISMA: Entrepreneurship in Science Evening Seminar, University of
Glasgow, 09/01/20

C.3 Training

Certification

• Learn to Teach in Higher Education (LTHE), February 2020

SUPA (Scottish Universities Physics Alliance) Graduate Courses

• Research Ventures (14 hours) 2021

• From 0 to draft in 9 weeks: Writing a Scientific Paper (12 Hours) 2020

• Industry Skills (5 hours) 2020

• Solid State Lasers (14 hours) 2019

Professional Development

• 18/03/21 Conference and Events Organising

• 30/11/20 Drafting, Editing and Proofreading Skills

• 04/03/20 The Complete Researcher - Finish Up, Move On

• 31/01/20 Planning and Structuring Your Thesis
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• 15/02/20 Fresh Idea Challenge: 1 day business pitching workshop,
Dynamic Earth Edinburgh

• 13/01/20 Pitch Perfect - Public Speaking, Networking and Engaging

• 10/01/20 My Thesis in 10 Steps

• 2019 Enterprise Challenge, 7 workshops, The Centre for
Entrepreneurship, UoD

• 12th - 16th August 2019 CBS Hammerwork Course, The Goldsmiths’
Centre, London

• 24/05/19 Innovation and Design Thinking for Your Research - Ideation,
Problem and Solution

• 21/05/19 Fear of the Blank Page - Boosting Productivity and Writing

• 15/05/19 The Writing Process - Getting Started with the Literature
Review

• 26/04/19 One-to-One Coaching Session for PGRs

• 17/01/19 Positive Habits for Your Doctorate

• 30.11.18 Intensive Writing Opportunity - PhD Thesis Bootcamp

• 30.04.18 Research Integrity Modules

• 21.03.18 Finding Humour and Dealing with Stress in the Graduate
Experience (Lecture)

• 27.02.18 The Seven Secrets of Highly Successful Research Students

• 20.02.18 Tackling Your Inner Critic: Getting Out of Your Own Way

• 2018 Laser Safety Training

C.4 Teaching Contracts

• Supported delivery of ’The 21st Century Designer’ module for Year 2
Textiles and Jewellery & Metalwork undergraduates 2022

• Supported delivery of ’Change by Design’ module for Year 2 Textiles and
Jewellery & Metalwork undergraduates 2021
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• Delivered lecture for Year 3 Social Digital undergraduates in ’Unravelling
Narratives’ 2020 - 2022

• Supported delivery of ’ Design Methods for Insight Gathering’ Module
for Year 1 Social Digital undergraduates 2020 - 2022

• Taught Jewellery & Metalwork Undergraduates in hand engraving,
preparing design boards for competitions & responsible practice
2019 - 2021

• Advising a physics project student with design elements relating to the
Seebeck Effect 2019

• Advising a Year 3 Metalwork student in melting sand into glass for:
DJCAD Art/Science Module 2019

C.5 Employment

• Programme Manager, Ethical Making, The Scottish Goldsmiths Trust,
Edinburgh: Part-time, permanent role November 2021
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